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FOREWORD

The Water Supply Citizens Advisory Committee was appointed
in 1978 to play a full formal advisory role in the preparation
and evaluation of the long range water supply study begun by the
M.D-C- and now being concluded by the Massachusetts Water Re-
sources Authority. WSCAC ' s mandate is to insure that water needs
and water sources are closely scrutinized, that environmental and
economic consequences of each of the 10 alternatives under con-
sideration are clearly identified, and that the whole study be of
use to the Authority and to the public, in making important
choices ahead.

The material in this binder comprises a selection of WSCAC '

s

comments on the documents produced by the consultants. A Summary
(April 1986) of these documents has now appeared which is
available for separate study. As the Summary Report covers eight
years of the study and at least 50 printed documents, it is
appropriate that our repsonse cover the same time period and
the same material. We are therefore submitting herewith a com-
plete and annotated packet representing our major comments on
elements published in the past. Major areas include:

Pro j ections
Safe Yield/Minimum Pool
Additional Demands
Planning
Assessment of alternatives
Impact of MWRA legislation and new water
related legislation

Non-domestic water uses
Unaccounted-for water
Demand Management

Because technical workshops, as required by the scope of the
study (Task 17) have not yet been held on the four river alterna-
tives under study, Sudbury, Merrimack, Connecticut and Millers/
Tully we have not yet prepared detailed comments on these subjects.
Under Tab Locations 3 through 11 inclusive, WSCAC has added
summary comments on these alternatives, testimony on the study
to date, and comments by members and task force advisors on a
number of pertinent issues. The Summary Report does bring up
two new areas: Criteria for Evaluation/Assessment of Alternatives,
and the Comparative Costing of each alternative done several ways.
Comments on these are also included in Tab sections 3-11.

Our comments can be divided into four general areas:

WATER NEEDS: inadequacy of population and employment projections;
inadequate explanation of the Potential Additional Demand Category,
which appears to estimate loss of most of the local water sources
by 1990; excessive non-domestic water use projections; and failure
to account fully for water delivery and use in the MWRA system
and in the user communities.
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WATER SOURCES: inappropriate definition of reservoir system
failure; inadequate evaluation of the frequency, duration
and severity of drawdown of the reservoirs during different
climatologic and use conditions; impact of a flexible pool
evaluation for reservoirs; need for complete survey and analysis
of local water sources not now in use or underutilized in
the MWRA communities, and how these sources should be protected;
lack of pertinent environmental investigation of the impact
of the augmentation alternatives on their sources and on existing
MWRA system; and finally, the development of a meaningful
drought education and management program with reasonable triggering
points to assure adequate supply in catastrophic drought or
emergency

.

POLICY: need updated review of water demands current with
new MWRA legislation and Interbasin Transfer Act and Water
Management Act; assessment of policy of MWRA as vendor of
last resort in light of Enabling Act stipulations for renewal
of contracts, conservation mandates and adequacy of supply;
weak commitment to leak repair and other conservation measures;
failure to provide realistic pricing, and view of longterm
need for water treatment in Quabbin reservoir if lower quality
water is added, and failure to adequately assess metering
needs of the system to determine more accurately flows at
each point in the system.

PLANNING: need for an ongoing management plan including entry
of all historic data and routine inclusion of all present
data for management and planning; need for a data based program
to cue, on a routine basis, appropriate actions including
leak detection and repair, metering, conservation, addition
of local sources; and river diversion as a last resort.
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Comments of Ann Gannett, Chair

In one sense, commentary on the Summary Report is super-
fluous; WSCAC and The Long Range Water Supply Study have, on
record, WSCAC ' s complete response to each of the full length
reports of the separate alternatives. However, the Summary
is new and recent even if it changes practically nothing.
The Summary proves that eight years of work have produced a
document of inflexibility, closed to new suggestions. It gives
one the idea that the M.D.C. Water Division told the consultants
to come up with a plan which would reflect what the M.D.C.
Water Division had planned from the beginning. At this moment,
it is very heartening to note that the MWRA's Board of Directors
is in a position to take a fresh and open look at the study
to date.

The following are unrelated observations which continue
to trouble me in the Summary Report:

It repeats the same population projections and water need
by 2020 despite the existence of evidence which demonstrates

It does not correct the flaws in assessment of river quality
and flow.

The costs of the various options do not reflect the inflational
increment of these many years.

A quote from page 26: "Leak detection and repair will continue
until 1985 ; no other major system rehabilitation program will
be enacted

.

" (I thought we had all agreed that leak repair
and rehabilitation are priorities)

There is no costing or solution to sludge disposal from
water treatment plants. No landfill wants it.

Never a mention is made of the reactions of the states of
Vermont, Connecticut and New Hampshire to diversions of the
Connecticut and Merrimack and their tributaries.

The renaming of "Legal Obligations" to PADPU is a foolish
process to assuage critics.

Complaints on the Study remain unanswered.

However, WSCAC enthusiastically supports instituting a
good demand management program, leak detection and repair,
and implementing user sources.

otherwise

.

June 30, 1986
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WSCAC

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE WATER SUPPLY CITIZENS ADVISORY COMMITTEE

WSCAC, the Water Supply Citizens Advisory Committee, was
established in 1978 to insure citizen oversight of M.D.C.'s
long range study of its water needs to the year 2020. The study
is structured as an Environmental Impact Report supervised by
the Secretary of Environmental Affairs under the Massachusetts
Environmental Policy Act. To be completed in 1986, it will
cover ten alternative scenarios. In the contract executed be-
tween EOEA and M.D.C., WSCAC was given a "full formal advisory
role" in reviewing the many documents which make up this 8-year,
$7-million study and making informed recommendations to the
Secretary, the proponent (now MWRA) , and the public. WSCAC's
mandate is to insure that water needs and water sources are
closely scrutinized, that environmental and economic consequen-
ces of each alternative are clearly identified, and that the
whole study be of use to the Authority and the public in making
the important choices ahead.

WSCAC has 35 members representing interests within the
scope of the study. Nineteen of these, including four posi-
tions designated for the State of Connecticut, represent inter-
ests and organizations of the Connecticut River Valley, the Mil-
lers River watershed and Cuabbin watershed. Twelve positions
were designated for the Merrimack and Sudbury watersheds , the
Plymouth and Neponset aquifers and the M.D.C. user communities.
Presently, all positions are filled except for a vacancy in the
MWRA user communities. Suggestions have been made that a Charles
River watershed representative be appointed. Interests represen-
ted include business, electric utilities, agriculture, environ-
mental organizations. League of Women Voters, and the Massachu-
setts Steering Committee on the Connecticut River,
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1. MSCCR (3 members) Steve Johnson
2. Arisen O'Donnell
3. (in process) William Elliott

4. An Electric Power Company using Connecticut Albert Brule
River

5. Representatives of the executive head of a Peter Westover
6. Conn. River Valley city or town (3) Colleen Withgott
7. (one must be an MDC user town)-V/*ilbraham Sally Howard

8. Agriculture Henry V/aidlich (Millers)

9. A Labor Organization Ed Collins

10. Legislator from Connecticut River Valley R.ep. James Collins

11. Public Water Supply Manager Robert Hoyt

12. A Sports Fishing Group Victor Anop

#13. Environmental Organization (2 or more Rutherford Piatt
14. representatives,). Ed Spencer
15. Douglas Smith

Planners in the Connecticut River Valley
,

(representing each county) Larry Smith (Hampshire Co.,

\l' (PVPC-Pioneer Valley Planning Commission) ^^i^.^l ,
, . >

'o« J & / Charles 01chowski( Franklin,
19. State of Connecticut (4 members} Robert Moore
20. (Water Compliance Unit; Dept. Environ- Hugo Thomas
21. mental protection; DEP; Asst. Attorney Dennis Dicarli
22. General; respectively) James Grady
23. League of Women Voters of Massachusetts .Suzanne Schenkel

24. Metropolitan Area Planning Council Martin Fillsbury

25. A Watershed Organization Ann Gannett (Sudbury)
26. Bruce Gullio n(Merrimack)
27. vacant (Neponset)

28. Boston area State Legislator Rep. John Cusack

29. Boston Water and Sewer Coimnission Charles Button

30. Environmental Groups (2 or more) Malcolm MacGregor (Plymouth
31. Nancy Ajiderson (Ipswich)
32. P.obert Lemire (Sudbury)

1^33. MDC Water Users (2 or more) Michael Barum
34. (vacant)
35. Industrial Interests Cameron Beers (Gillette)
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ^^^'^V' Massachusetts 01035

XA/ . D A > (413) 586-8861
on the Mass. Water Resources Authority

Long Range Water Supply ElR-2020

Topic: Description of "Trigger Planning"

By: Robie Hubley, William Elliott, Eileen Simonson and Elaine
Ha.rtman.

Date: June, 1986

"Trigger Planning has been recommended by \I3CAC as a

method to incorporate the data and findings of the Long Range

VJater Supply Study, historic data and projections into an ongoing

management program. This program would cub, on a routine basis,

appropriate actions including leak detection and repair, metering,

conservation, addition of local sources and augmentation as a last

resort measure. Implementing this process would enable the MV/RA

to manage the system in keeping with state water policy.

The purpose of this description is to present what V.^SCAC

has been thinking in as clear and explicit a manner as possible

at this stage of the study. Comments and questions are eagerly

solicited; indeed, that is precisely the purpose. It is WSCAC's

sincere belief that the central idea of "trigger planning", a

decision making process, is v/orkable, that the expertise is

readily available to make this general idea into a useful mana-

gement program for the M\*/RA. WSCAC further believes that the pro-

gram as conceived here is an efficient means of carrying out

responsible and knowledgeable management of the water supply system,

even should no augmentation ever become necessary.

STEP I. Establishment of the Data Base.

The M'RA would organize the approximate 80 years of infor-

mation on the water supply system and sources into a computer

data base. M.D.C. has kept detailed records in traditional hand-

written or typed format on paper forms. Analysis of data kept
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in that manner requires either tedious hand calculation or

entry of the data into a computer. The V/ater Supply Stud^/

created a significant data base on computers. The trigger con-

cept would convert the usable data from these and other sources to

a uniform data base. Once the data base is created, valuable

analysis can commence, with immediate benefit in system mana-

gement.

A computer program can organize, sort, analyze and display

graphically the data to establish trends in water use by cate-

gory (e.g., industrial, domestic, etc.) and geographical area

(e.g., Rte. 495 area or Merrimack Valley, partial users near

Rte. 128, etc) and time (day, month, year and trend). The trends

can be statistically evaluated to determine probable causes of

change in v/ater use (e.g. water lost between Shaft 4 and town

revenue meters, or domestic water use increasing in specific

towns.). The program can then compare trends recognized from

this inhouse data with projections received from various agencies

(e.g. MA.PC, . Federal Census Bureau). This information would be

reproduced in graphic or printed form by the computer with

analysis to cue ("trigger") » sn^ guide possible actions to be

taken.

While it should be cliche in this time of computer sophis-

tication, we emphasize that computers do not make decisions for

people; they do not substitute for the public decision making

process which has been prescribed by existing legislation.

Implementation of the program will require the completion,

of three tasks as soon as possible:

1 . Complete metering of the system as well as calibration
of all meters, including MWRA meters at reservoirs and at major
branching points within the distribution system.

2. Entry of existing information into an appropriate data
based management system.
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in that manner reG_uires either tedious hand calculation or

entry of the data into a computer. The V/ater Supply Study

created a significant data base on computers. The trigger con-

cept would convert the usable data from these and other sources

a uniform data base. Once the data base is created, valuable

analysis can commence, with immediate benefit in system mana-

gement.

A computer program can organize, sort, analyze and display

graphically the data to establish trends in water use by cate-

gory (e.g., industrial, domestic, etc.) and geographical area

(e.g., Rte. 495 area or Merrimack Valley, partial users near

Rte. 128, etc) and time (day, month, year and trend). The trends

can be statistically evaluated to determine probable causes of

change in v/ater use (e.g. water lost between Shaft 4 and town

revenue meters, or domestic water use increasing in specific

towns.). The program can then compare trends recognized from

this inhouse data with projections received from various agencie

(e.g. MAPC, Federal Census Bureau). This information would be

reproduced in graphic or printed form by the computer with

analysis to cue ("trigger")* sjid guide possible actions to be

taken.

While it should be cliche in this time of computer sophis-

tication, we emphasize that computers do not make decisions for

people; they do not substitute for the public decision making

process which has been prescribed by existing legislation.

Implementation of the program will require the completion,

of three tasks as soon as possible:

1 . Complete metering of the system as well as calibration
of all meters, including MWRA meters at reservoirs and at major
branching points within the distribution system.

2. Entry of existing information into an appropriate data
based management system.
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3. Establishment of a Water Assessment Task Force to enable
timely discussions between the M\'/RA and the contract communities
to evaluate and plan for the 1990 date for renegotiation of con-
tracts .

VSCAC envisions utilization of the data base to support a

basic input/output algorithm. The same algorithm can be run with

empirical data for the purpose of system management; or can be

run utilizing projections by appropriate agencies such as the U.S.

Census Bureau or the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,

for planning and forecasting.

The data management procedure is designed so that information

can be organized and sorted by water source, water demand category,

or geographical area or time frame. The water supply study collected

or generated data on the following categories:

I. Source
A. Reservoirs
B. Local Sources
C. Conservation
D. Recoverable leakage
E. Augmentations

i. surface water
ii. ground water

II. Demand categories
A. Present users

i. Domestic
ii. Industrial

iii. Commercial
iv. Institutional
V. Unmetered public use

vi. Unaccounted-for water

B. Required reservoir releases

C. Contaminated supply replacement

. D. Potential additional demand by partial users

E. System unaccounted-for water

To obtain ongoing data on these categories; e.g. industrial,

institutional use; MWRA will require periodic monthly or bi-annual
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reporting by each user community. Data is also available for

streamflow and rainfall, and can be analyzed by geographical

area

.

Stex) 11. Utilizing Data Base for Investigation to

Direct Management of the System.

The piirpose of the management program is to enable the

MWRA to identify trends and changes specific to areas and

categories. Correlations and analyses of variance can be used

to quantify patterns of use or demand. By isolating categories

and geographical areas and time frame, MWRA can narrow inves-

tigations and focus actions to manage available supply.

Performance within each of the demand categories can be

evaluated by comparison with standard water works practices

(e.g., 5% of total water delivered to the user communities is

reasonable unavoidable leakage). Appropriate management actions

can then be taken to correct remaining problems.

Step III. Incorporating and Developing Projections to

Guide Planning.

The same program is used for planning, but projections

rather than empirical data are used as the data base. Pro-

jections can be compared with empirical data to evaluate the

various techniques and sources of projections for their relia-

bility as applied to this system. Existence of a computer data

base will enable more sophisticated modeling investigations.

The whole historical data set need not always be used, but

subsets of the data could be used for shorter term projections.

Statistical characteristics of the data set could be used to

generate synthetic data for more reliable projections (e.g.,

ten year recurrence interval drought can be simulated to study

drought response measures.) Characteristics of trends and pro-

jections can be defined in the program which will raise flags -

"triggers" - to cue I4V/RA when various decisions should be made.
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As part of the trigger planning process, no diversion altern-

ative should be selected at this time. Responsible management

should be immediately undertaken and new water supply approaches

incorporated as they are identified. Time passes, political

climates change and, in the absence of definitive study and

evaluation, the work thus far done by the consultants could

be used inappropriately, years from now, as justification for

implementing one or more of the diversions. Therefore, WSCAC

recommends that the diversion alternatives be "sealed" with

precise directions as to later treatment: to attach to them

a comprehensive list of actions that would need to be done

before any further consideration could be given to any or all

of them.

This trigger planning procedure will provide the reliable

management and evaluation necessary to choose the al ternative ( s

)

of best fit should the need arise. We recognize that alert

planning would take into account the procedures which could

be followed to implement any alternative in the most timely

way. The effect of such active planning is to maximize the

opportunity to meet needs by management of existing supply,

and resort to drastic measures such as diversions only after

all alternatives have been exhausted and drastic solutions

are a matter of public necessity.

It must not be assumed that any conceivable demand deserves

to be provided; the costs, benefits and risks must be clearly

and completely defined. Careful selection of decision parameters

must be done to produce the most valuable results. And the

existence of an explicit decision program allows the public

and experts to review and advise, and the MWRA to incorporate

new technologies and new management techniques.

Much of the information needed is available from the Water

Supply Study, and by incorporating the information into the



trigger program the value of the Water Supply Study is realized.

To fail to take this step at this time is to leave the MWRA

without the management tool it needs, and to require at some

future date that the bulk of the work already done by the Study

be redone to do what can be done now.
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COMMENTS BEFORE MASSACHUSETTS WATER RESOURCES AUTHORITY PUBLIC
MEETING, June 3, 1986, Northampton High School Northampton, MA

by Robie Hubley, Executive Director

WSCAC has read and analyzed the fifty volumes produced

by the Long Range Water Supply Study, and has commented, both

formally in writing and through regular meetings, on the design,

results, and recommendations of the work. We are available to

the Executive Office of Environmental Affairs, the MWRA, public

officials, and the general public, to answer questions, and to

channel comments.

WSCAC feels that the study, its data, and many of its conclu-

sions, are deeply flawed. For example, determination of need

for the water in the user area is the weakest part of the study,

and that infects the rest of the work since even the choice

of alternatives depends on the amount needed. The study failed

to deal with the 1/3 of all water delivered to the system which

is unaccounted-for, or to realistically estimate the amount of

recoverable leakage, or to do basic environmental assessments

on the donor watersheds.

With regard to the proposed Connecticut and Millers River

diversions, critical questions remain. On the Millers River,

large takings of water during April, May and the fall can be

reasonably anticipated to disrupt restoration of Atlantic sal-

mon, recreation, and assimilation of the river* s pollution load.
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On the Connecticut River, no studies were done upstream or down-

stream of the Turner's Falls Pool. Migratory, as well as resi-

dent fish in the river, will be endangered by the pumps, and

Connecticut River water will certainly degrade Quabbin if not

treated. No treatment of Connecticut or Millers water is planned.

No consideration of the impacts of the interaction of the

two diversions, Millers and Connecticut, was carried out, al-

though no assurance is given that the two will not be selected

together. The Millers River enters the Connecticut in the Tur-

ner's Falls Pool.

V/hile the Study is inadequate to substantiate the need to

take water from any of the diversion alternatives, a useful

profile of the system has been assembled. Even the missing

data indicates management programs which must be undertaken

immediately: leak repair, industrial conservation, local water

supply protection, and a funding mechanism to get these things

done.

At the same time, the system profile initiated by the Study

should be updated and the data gaps filled. WSCAC recommends

that a modem computer management system be created which would

aid MWRA to run a businesslike water supply. Eight years and

millions of dollars have been spent gathering this information.

By incorporating the information into a management system the

value of the \fater Supply Study is realized; to fail to take this

step is to leave MWRA without the management tool it needs,

and to require at some future date that the bvilk of the work
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CCr-tr-IENTS BEFORE THE MASSACHUSETTS V/ATER RESOURCES AUTHORITY

PUBLIC FLEETING, JUNE 5, 19c6, Merrimack College, N. Ar.dover, MA

hy Eileen R. Simonson, Co-Director

Since 1973, ¥SCAC has been charged with reviev/ of all docu-

ments produced in the long range v/ater supply study. V/e hope to

insure that water needs and water sources are closely scr'jtinized,

that environmental and economic consequences of each alternative

are clearly defined, and that the v/hole study be of use to the

Authority and to the public.

The study is severely flawed. More precisely, it is not only

flawed in the data it has colle::t.^d but in the conclusions it

has reached on future water need end the impacts of river diver-

The stud;'- states that of all water believed to be delivered

to the towns, about is unaccounted-for. The study finds that

about 30 MGD is missing between the Sudbury district and the

revenue meters of the eastern user communities. The study under-

represents the savings industry can achieve through ongoing con-

servation. The study underestimates the potentially recoverable

leakage in all of the towns. The raw data, before it is inter-

preted by the consultants for the basline year 1930^ finds about

60 MGD in recoverable leakage. The greatest flaw in the study is

the determination of future need, a flaw that infects the rest

of the work since the choice of alternatives depends on the

amount needed.

In part becasue of what the water supply committee learned

from the study, the committee actively assisted in the drafting

of the MWRA legislation passed in 19S4. That effort was also spur-

red by a belief that an independent authority which could direct

and fund its o^vn actions for water and sewer management was there-

by able to improve management of and planning for its water

needs. The legislation mandates the MWRA to manage water re-

sources in an efficient, environmentally sound and economically

fair manner. The bill has been called, in effect, a "menu" for

actions which the authority is authorized to take. The authority

sions

,
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is directed to price water for conservation, to continue service

to partially supplied communities only after a stringent set of

conditions are met. No new community may be added unless expressly

approved by the present user communities, the legislature, and the

governor. The bill further states that no diversions of water or

increase of interbasin transfers shall be taken without a vote of

the legislature,

V/SCAC submits that the major purpose of the study has already

been accomplished; the identification of steps which should be

taken to insure adequacy of supplies; and that the legislation

needed to take these steps is in place. The iyi\"/RA bill permits,

and the study supports full system modernization: metering of water

in the delivery system; redundancy of meters to assure accuracy;

metering of all services even if all public uses are not billed;

repairing of town systems and local water supply protection, and

a funding mechanism be developed to get these things done. If

these programs are undertaken, with leak repair, watershed manage-

ment by the M.D.C. and a realistic study of user sources is com-

pleted, river diversions will not be needed.

V/e believe a planning and projecting data management system

should be developed so that day to day as well as longer term

management and planning can be accomplished. Long term planning

must include a cost/benefit and risk analysis with a clear state-

ment of decision making criteria. To fail to take this step is to

leave the Authority without the tools it needs to wisely and effi-

ciently operate.

All of these statements are pertinent to the proposed Merrimack

and Sudbury diversions. The Merrimack Valley's future need for its

river flows is inadequately assessed. Downstream impacts on the

estuary and its fisheries, river hydroproduction were not analyzed.

Impacts on dilution of pollutants and the impact of reduced flow

on drinking water supplies were not assessed. The Merrimack, however,

can provide all of the projected water shortfall of the M'.'/RA and

it would be a source that does not go through Guabbin Reservoir,

providing some redundancy for the system. For these latter two

reasons, the study seesi the Merrimack as a. serious diltemative.
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Sudbury River diversion through a treatment plant at; the Sud-

bury Reservoir and from the upper Sudbury Watershed is also

being considered. The system was once used to supply the metro

region but was abandoned because of poor water quality. The

study fails to properly address reduction of flow in the Sudbury

River while diversion takes place. It fails to map or correctly

explain the impacts of reduced flow in the Great Meadows National

Wildlife Refuge or the impact on local v/ater wells and wells under

construction in the marshes that are the rivers floodplain. It

fails to carefully review the impact on users if the contamina-

tion which seeps in the watershed from the infamous Njianza chemi-

cal dump ends up in the water supply. But the "development of this

alternative may take less time than other river alternatives,

and for this reason the study sees this as. a serious option.

Our conclusions as a committee are actually very straight-

forward: manage the system for efficiency and maintenance of the

present quality of supply. Pursue alternatives like leak repair,

watershed management and user sources. Set up the management and

planning mechanisms needed to carry these for^yard. Lastly, respect

state policy and law which make river diversions a last resort

measure.
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COMI'lENTS BEFORE I^J^-SS . V/ATER RESOURCES AUTHORITY TWEETING

JUNE 10, Boston, Mass.

Alexandra D. Dawson, codirector

\/SCAC is the forraalli/- established citizen group designated by

the Secretary of Environmental Affairs to comment to the

proponents, the EOEA and the public, on all aspects of the

long range water supply study. At this time the Authority,

having assumed the study begun by T^DC in 1977, must determine

how to finish it and proceed with needed improvements to the

water supply system.

Throughout the study, WSCAC has tirelessly made a few

points, over and over again. V^e have contested the water

needs projected b^;* the consultant: an increase of 150 MOD.

We have emphasized the environmental degredation which would

result from any major augmentation of the system through water

diverted from five proposed courses (the Connecticut, Merrimack

Millers, Sudbury rivers or the Plymouth aquifer), including

damage to the sources ajid contamination of the Quabbin reservoir.

V/e have pointed out the availability of better quality, and

cheaper, water through proper management of the system: leak

repair, conservation, watershed management, expansion and

protection of local sources. V^e are pleased to see that many

state officials, including the Governor, now appear to agree

with our views.

The state has now adopted management measures, and a pre-

ference for local sources of water, as official policy expressed

through three major laws, including the statute which created

the Authority itself.
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'Vhat remains is to correct certain flaws in the early part

of the study which infect the whole process:

—The Needs Report of 1983 must be updated with a clearer

understanding of the possibilities of an agressive leak repair

program in the M^/vRA system and in its client communities,

—A category called PADPU (Potential Additional Demand

from Partial Users) must be dropped from estimated needs, as

it derives from a concept of legal demands superseded by the

new M^VP^A legislation. This category alone projects an immediate

additional need for 55 MGD of water,

—The separate study of the Sudbury river must be completed

in accordancw with the original scope set by EOEA, to insure

that if Sudbury water is to be used, there will not be harm

to water quality or to the marshes which constitute a unique

wildlife resource of the state and federal governments. WSCAC

believes that growing demand from Sudbury communities (several

now drink the water, and Bedford proposes to join them; many more

use it for waste disposal) should take precedence over a major

WMRA diversion out of the basin.

After these things have been done, the Authority can turn

to its major tasks:

—a permanent, continuous program of leak detection and

repair throughout the water use system;

—systematic discovery and protection of local water supply

sources.

WSCAC is confident that these measures will insure pure and

reliable water to the Authority and its users for many years to

come.
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COMMENTS ON EVALUATION/ASSESSMENT CRITERIA OF THE SUMMARY

REPORT, APRIL, 1986.

The evaluation and assessment criteria in the Sunimary Report
are generally complete. The method of weighting or ranking the
criteria into high/low beneficial and adverse or no impact is
a very simplistic approach for differentiating the impacts of
implementing each alternative.

1. In the Secretary of Environmental Affiars review of the
Phase I Report submitted August 1980, the Secretary determined
that:

J. Significance of Impacts

Many comments have taken exception to the judgment (Summary, pp 16, 26, 39)

that significant impacts are only those which are outside the normal variation

of the system being studied. We agree. For example, the impact on floodplain

species along the Connecticut River should not be considered insignificant

just because the change in flood stage in the river due to diversion lies

within the normal variation in stage of the river. The study should quantify

the magnitude of the change and assess what impact this would cause on the

given indicator species and report these impacts in the EIR.

Ultimately, after these impacts are understood, the MDC and the public will

be in a position to weigh the significance of those impacts against impacts

of other alternatives and against demonstrated need.

The application of the criteria on the Merrimack and Sudbury
River Alternatives, to mention only two which appear in the
Summary report - this error appears in the Assessment reports)

-

clearly violates the stricture imposed by the Secretary.
Two examples from the Summary:

Table 13, p. 78 Merrimack River Impact Summary
C. Flood Plain Ecology Section on Community.

"All stage changes within the natural range of variability
for April, May, June."

Table 14, p. 86 Sudbury River Impact Summary
B. Hydrology Section on Rivers and Streams

"Reservoir fluctuations remain within existing range."

These are only two examples of the violations of the intent
of the Secretary to require a complete assessment of impact
of alternatives including those impacts within the normal range
of variation for the system under study.
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2. The criterion of No Impact is improperly used in the
comparison of latenatives. The category is applied when no
work on the issue has been done and the impact is "unknown."
Table 47 p. 147 of the Summary Report shows only No Impact for
Connecticut River Floodplain Ecology. The consultants did not
in fact study impacts of diversion either downstream of the
Turner's Falls dam or upstream of the point of takin in the
Turner's Falls pool. No Impact is a substitute for "can't say."

Table 63, the Evlauation table shows that for Waterhsed Management,
no impact is appropraite reponse for all criteria dealing with
eco logical /environmental impacts. The criteria definitions
themselves reveal that any changes in vegetation lead to
changes in habitat, yet the clear cutting of certain tree stands,
and thinning of much of the watershed lands is listed as having
no impact. This is beyond all reasoning.

3. Table 4. Evaluation Criteria/Assessment Criteria, p. 32
lists the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service as the source of mini-
mum streamflow conditions for indicator species for river al-
ternatives. Investigation of the accuracy of this statement
reveals that the USFWS flow recommendation were not used for
the two relevant rivers, Sudbury and Millers. The result is
minimum stream flows for these two riverswhich do not meet their
recommendations for critical times of year for fisheries. For
example, on the Millers flows, the USFWS recommends 640 cfs for
the critical month of May, a fisheries spawning time. The con-
sultant set the May flow at 250 cfs for May and attributed that
to USFWS. The impact of these higher flows for the Millers in
the month of May would be to reduce the available water for
diversion. The consultants estimate that they will need afull
30% of the average May flow to achieve the desired yield from
this river.
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COMMENT ON COSTING METHOD FOR COMPARING ALTERNATIVES IN THE
APRIL SUMMARY REPORT, 1986.

The Executive Summary of the Summary Report has been widely
distributed. It documents the cost of each alternative under
consideration by comparing them using the Net Present Value
method alone. This method deducts from the full cost of
an alternative the residual value of any structure or facility
which might remain at the end of the planning period. The
effect of this procedure is to leave some alternatives looking
very inexpensive becuase the consultants did not estimate treat-
ment plants into the alternative.

Two other costing procedures, the operations/maintenance/capi-
talization and impact on rate-payers procedures were not given
equal exposure. Public reviewers could not easily discern that
the comparative cost of each alternative had a very different
basis

.
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Departmenf of Geology and Geography

Universify of Massachusetts

Amherst, Massachusetts 01003

(413) 545-2499 or 2296

LAND AND WATER POLICY CENTER

TESTIMONY OF DR. RUTHERFORD H. PLATT TO THE MASSACHUSETTS WATER RESOURCES
COMMISSION, JUNE 9, 1986 RE: WATER SUPPLY STUDY SUMMARY REPORT OF MARCH, 1986

My name is Rutherford H. Piatt. I am a resident of Northampton, MA

and I am a Professor of Geography and Planning Law at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst. I am also a member of the Executive Committee

of the WSCAC, although I am speaking in my individual capacity.

Although I have lived in the Connecticut River Valley since 1972,

I am a comparative newcomer to the Water Supply Study. In my 18 months

as a member of WSCAC, I have been increasingly frustrated by the

unprofessional and unscientific nature of the entire Water Supply Study

process. Task 1 of the Study sought to estimate' future demand for

Authority wafer. It applied a simplistic methodology, essentially

involving a linear extrapolation from existing levels of demand. As

depicted in Figure 3 on page 22 of the Summary Report, the basis for these

projections cannot readily b§[ determined. Indeed, they appear to fly

in the face of actual trends in demand between 1970 and 1986. They

evidently reflect assumptions regarding population growth and percapita

demand which are, to be charitable, questionable.

Based on these simplistic linear projections, the study consultants

arrived at the familiar estimates of future deficits of 60 MGD four. years

hence, 75 MGD in 2000 and 120 MGD in 2020. These figures have been

repeated as starting points for every study conducted since Task I

and have assumed a semi-mystical status. The MDC and your Authority have

spent some $8 million on over 50 consultant studies, all of which
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have been driven by these highly dubious demand figures.

Even worse, in my opinion, is the projection of virtually no improvement

in the "unaccounted for water" category , estimated to be 105.9 MGD in

1980 and 102 MGD in 2020 (with an intervening dip). The study

has focussed most of its research funds on examining miscellaneous supply

augmentation options with virtually no attention to why the system is

losing one-fourth of its total delivered volume of water.

I am further distressed that so much time, money, and energy has been

focussed upon hypothetical diversions of additional water from Plymouth,

the Merrimack, the Millers, and the Connecticut Rivers. Out of basin

diversions have been largely repudiated in the eastern United States

and are clearly disfavored politcally and legally here in Massachusetts.

Regardless of their benefit-cost ratios, diversions are simply no longer

a feasible option for the MDC/MWRA. To approve any of these anachronistic

engineering projects wiTl simp^l^y waste further time and resources in futile

legal and political wrangling. You have a duty to ensure a reliable water supply

to your user region. Diversions will not be allowed as you clearly heard

last week in Northampton. You had better avoid the Hobson's choice which

your predecessor agency has bequeathed to you and pursue more promising avenues.

I would suggest the following actions to be considered by your Authority:

1. Suspend any futher studies of water supply options involving

out of basin diversions from sources outside your user region;

2. Initate a new state-of-the-art demand study employing expertise

from outside the New England region. This should involve a disaggregated

demand model, sorted by geographic jurisdiction and functional category

which would be designed for convenient manipulation and updating by computer.



STATEMENT ON OPTIONS FOR WATER SUPPLY FOR THE METROPOLITAN DISTRICT

At this point, the Water Resources Research Center believes it

would be most useful to present three key questions, answers to

which might help the Authority to evaluate the water supply alterna-

tives presented by its consultants. These three questions are as

foil ows

.

1 . I_s. con struc tion qjL ^^ment at ion f_aiLilii_i^ in Ai.3z.ancje. Q.L need ^

Both managers and consumers are predisposed to think in terms

of supply adequacy. From a managerial perspective it is better to

be safe than sorry. Indeed, managers are charged with responsibil-

But such a view is economically and environmentally flawed.

Economically, it is expensive to provide excess water now, if it

won*t be used until later or, perhaps, never. Environmentally, the

practice of dealing with demand as need encourages waste and ineffi-

cient use, thus using up resources and increasing the deleterious

volume of waste water discharges. The practice of meeting demand

reduces incentive to produce inventive means for conserving water.

Both Massachusetts law and the reports under consideration here

give high priority to conservation alternatives. But conservation

is not fostered by provision of ample supply. I do not believe

these study reports have looked thoroughly enough into (a) the posi-

Edward R. Kaynor, Assistant to the Director
Massachusetts Water Resources Research Center

University of Massachusetts, Amherst
June 3, 1986

ity to provide enough water, and consumers demand it.



tive consequences of encouraging conservation by purposely limiting

supply or (b) the feasibility of shortening the lead time between

choice of an alternative and its accomplishment when legitimate need

calls for supply amplification.

2 . Hgw jLasimiAl ^-Jimilii vat er supply ?

Massachusetts was an early leader among states in creation of

metropolitan public services. In some areas of service this is clear-

ly desirable. Local autonomy is a poor form of public administra-

tion when one town creates an industrial zone next to a residential

' development in an neighboring community. Regional transportation

planning is clearly called for when many people live in a suburb and

commute to work in a central city. It is counterproductive for a

local jurisdiction with ample water resources to deny use of those

resources to a neighboring water-deficient community.

However, from a strictly economic viewpoint, r eg iona 1 izat ion of

water supply should be limited. When regiona 1 izat ion becomes large-

scale, economies of scale do not make up for the high cost of physi-

cally transporting water over long distances. The present Metropol-

itan water supply system has grown largely by reluctant acquiesc enc eSc

Most communities joined the system as an unavoidable rather than as

a desirable alternative, because there were cheaper (albeit less

adequate) ways to get municipal water. Their joining MDC was

related to either inadequate local water quality and quantity or to

legislation which required them to join. From an economic point of

view, the Authority might wish to look into ways of breaking up the

2



present Metropolitan system rather than expanding it.

It is true that the reports under consideration here appear to

seek maximum rehabilitation of local sources. But the reports do

not deal with the possibility of system decentralization as a

managerial option. (incidentally, a similar approach in sewerage

might at least reduce the Boston Harbor sewage problem with less

awesome fiscal consequences.)

The proposals under consideration pay considerable attention to

the Commonwealth's growing awareness of water supply contamination.

This is certainly true of the sections dealing with rehabilitation

of abandoned or underutilized local supply sources and with

anticipated additions to the system in the future. However, the

proposals treat lightly such things as the assimilative capacity of

Quabbin Reservoir and the increased speed of eutrophicat ion of the

system's major supply source.

The Authority's watershed areas are w e 1 1 - p o 1 i c e d . MDC has

created a manmade environmental treasure trove in Central Massachu-

setts. It has always reacted negatively to suggested recreational

development of the Reservation. Residents in the central and

western sections of Massachusetts applaud MDC's creation and

unyielding protection of this wild, scenic, and unique environmental

haven of Quabbin Reservation.

3



It is therefore a source of mystery to many of us that among

the alternatives in these planning reports are suggested diversions

of river water to Quabbin Reservoir without significant treatment.

In the first placet such an action appears to be clearly illegal in

light of Massachusetts* nondegradat ion Code (314 CMR 4,04), But of

even greater significance is the public*s growing awareness of water

supply contamination. The Swift River diversion of the 1930*s came

about precisely because of the Commonwealth's search for virgin,

upland water supply sources. To now suggest the outright

contamination of this Class A water with Class B Connecticut or

Millers River water is a reversal of policy which seems to demon-

strate a lack of awareness of public attitudes toward water quality.

If Metropolitan area residents are prohibited by law from drinking

£iiLS.i£i of Class B water* should not the Authority's major supply

source be denied the fate of drinking** mii^iiillli Q.I. g.3,LLSLRS. of

inferior water?

4



22 December 19'd5

Dear W S \Z i-iC in C-?m b s-r = a ri (J c o i"i c e n d p r t ]. e s ,

The present paper has been prepared in response to the issuance of

the assessment reports concerning the following alternatives:
Connecticut River (task 5), Millers and Tul 1 /s Rivers (task 6), and the
Merrimack River (task S).. Diversion of any of these rivers will to a.

varying degree af-fect the respective anadromous fish restoration
program, particularly the atlantic salmon project, in any of the
diverted systems.

It is not my intention, at this time, to consider specific points
of fact or opinion presesented in the reports but to provide an
overview and critique of the general philosophy used in determining
various parameters of requirements of anadromous fish. Emphasis is
placed on the atlantic salmon, a species all New England is committed
to restore to its historical habitat.

The assessment reports (tasks 5, 6, and 8) determine impacts on
anadromous fish on the basis of reduction of flow and, as related to
flow, changes in water quality. The anticipated reduction of flow was
compared to minimum flow data for anadromous fish developed by other
sources. With respect to salmon, such pre-existing information is
probably not relevant as atlantic salmon are not yet breeding in any of
the alternative areas. Presupposing minimum required flow for salmon
migration is simply guess work- Additionally, discussed minimum flow
requirements are very general and do not take into account the
complexities of atlantic salmon life history. It is not clear to me
exactly how the Army Corps of Engineers (COE, 1977) derived minimum
flows for anadromous fish or why a minimum flow of 17000 cfs at
Montague (Connecticut River) should adequately characterize the rest of
the Connecticut River system in which various aspects of the life cycle
of the atlantic salmon will occur.

As can best be determined from available information, the USFWS
sets minimum flow requirements in the northeast by simply measuring the
median August flow of the particular stream (="base condition"). The
assumption behind this is that fish utilizing the river have adapted to
the "worst possible conditions" which would supposedly correspond to
severe low flows. This approach is known as the "New England flow
policy." There are desperate flaws in this "policy," most notably the
level of information used in determining the "base condition." Often
this information is lacking, as in the case of the atlantic salmon
which is not yet breeding in any of the alternative areas. Furthermore,
an increase in diversity of species utilized for developing the "base
condition" complicates the determination and development of a
reasonable minimum flow. In the Connecticut River in Massachusetts, at
least eight anadromous fish species occur, representing five families,
each with a very distinct reproductive biology. Aside from these fishes
there is a single catadromous species and over 20 "inland" species. It
seems very unlikely that the "base condition" approach to minimum flows
addresses the highly varied biologies e;<hibited by the fish fauna.

An e;(ample mentioned earlier, the atlantic salmon, provides an
excellent case study for determining minimum flow and is also an
indicator species for this study (EIR). Most of the discussion in the
assessments for tasks 5, 6, and 8 is concerned with upstream migration
of adults in spring. Since the "base condition" requires only the
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atl antic sal inon are that there will be none. Howev'^r , i

are danger ou si y si rnp 1 i st i c . The at L antic sal inon has be-:

intense study for yearsu (It must be noted, tl"iouqn, t'ri<

dealing with atlantic salmon (pp 524-520,, Task 5, Technical Appendi;;

Water Duality and Ecology, and pp 10-12, Task 6, ibid.) provide only
on e c i t a 1 1 g n t or a t Ian I; i c sal m on
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1- h, e sections

ni of the most investigated aspects
of salrnon biology concern-s the t lining ar"id hormonal control o F various
met amor ph i c events in the animals' life history. These events are
generally considered to be under genetic control and are triggered by
environmental cues. Most important among the triggering mechanisms are
water temperature, turbidity, and flow. Atlantic salmon life history
actually involves several stages, each with a genetically controlled,
environmentally triggered event initiating the ne;;t stage in the
animal 's development. Annual (spring) upstream migration of adults is
not the only aspect of atlantic salmon life history where flow is
important. Once the animals have spawned, and the eggs hatched and the
young parr emerge (later in summer) , a new set of flow regimes becomes
significant. These flows are important in maintaining the freshwater
adapted parr in the streains of birti" or u p tot hi r ee ye a i

- s . A
disturbance in flow and concoini ttan t changes in temperature and
t Li r b i d i t y c ou 1 d c au se prem a t ur e sc h oo 1 i n g a n d sub se qu en t d own s t r e a rn

migration, prior to smol t i f i cat i on , and entrance into saltwater without
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arrest smol t i f i cat i on during normal downstream migration of older parr
in other parts of the year. In any event, it seems clear that
flow must be broken down into several constituents. It seems
additionally clear that a "base condition" does not adequ.atel
or define all aspects of atlantic salmon life history. A more
a p p r op i- i a t e a p p i- oa c |-i to es t ab 1 i sh i n g m i n i mium flow wo l.i Id be to

mi n 1 mum

consider

uder t ake
approachanother model employed by the USFWS called the "incremental

This model attempts to examine minimum flow from a more sophisticated
view point and ideally involves the integration of several kinds of
data regarding life history requirements of several fish species,
rather than relying on the simple assumption of universal adaptation to
a worst case scenario. Such analysis has apparently not occurred in the
northeast. Maybe it is time to use it. It is therefore suggested that
the determination and philosophy of minimum flow as presently practiced
in the alternative areas and as presented in the assessments of
i n vi r onmen t al impact is inadequate. Consequently, statements v^jhich

indicate that no long term effects are expected on indicator species
such as the atlantic salmon (and other anadromous species) (Tasks 5 and
6, Tech. Appendix, Water Quality and Ecology, p 577 and p 67, and
Merrimack River Assessment Rpt., p 119) are premature and presumptive.

In conclusion, the consultants should have undertaken a more
rigorous investigation of the existing literature on anadromous fish
biology. To make assessments of impact without examining sources other
than a simple determination of minimum flow is not only inappropriate
but unfair to the countless efforts of many to renew, expand or
preserve a historical New England treasure.

Dou g l«-a s G . Smith
Chair, SRTF , WSCAC
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Robie Hubley, WSCAC Co-Director, and Doug Smith,
WSCAC Scientific Research Task Force Chair
Marge Holland, Assistant Professor of Biology
12 December 1985
Comments on Task 5: Connecticut River Assessment
Report

Now that I have had an opportunity to review the Task 5:

Connecticut River Assessment Report by Wallace, Floyd, Associates
Inc. for the MWRA Water Supply Study and Environmental Impact
Report-2020, I have the following comments and concerns for your
consideration

:

1) The WSCAC October 1985 Newsletter (Connecticut River
Assessment Report Summary by Elaine M. Hartman) provides an
excellent overview of the consultants' report, and raises some
serious questions if this augmentation strategy is pursued
further

.

2) The consultants* statement on page 7 of the Task 5 Report
that "the significant impact on aquatic ecology in the reservoir ,

. . is the introduction of . . . the lamprey eel into Quabbin
Reservoir" is a reiteration of a concern expressed by anglers,
scientists, and public officials throughout the Commonwealth for
many years. My concern with this statement rests in the way the
consultants propose to correct this significant impact. On page
153 the suggestion is made to allow lampreys to colonize Quabbin
Reservoir, monitor lamprey population levels, and treat lamprey
spawning tributaries to Quabbin Reservoir with 3-Tr if louromethyl
-4-ni t rophenol to maintain the population at a level "acceptable
from the standpoint of managing the sport fishery." Several
questions come to mind:

a) In what year was 3-Tr iflouromethyl-4-ni trophenol
registered under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and
Rodenticide Act of 1972?

b) What tests were performed to determine that TFM is safe
for drinking water? What mammals were utilized in these tests?
Where are these tests published? How reproducible are results of
these tests?

c) For which municipalities along the Great Lakes has TFM
been used, and for how long has TFM been used in drinking water?

d) Why would officials at the Massachusetts Water
Resources Authority wish to be responsible for the introduction of
TFM into tributaries of the Quabbin reservoir system, presently
listed among reservoir systems with the highest water quality in
the country?

NEW ROCHELLE,NEW YORK 10801

(914)63 2-5300
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3) Two economic questions come to mind:

a) If lamprey were allowed to colonize Quabbin Reservoir,
how much would it cost to re-stock desirable sport fish in the
reservoir each year? The consultants suggest that, "Losses of
salmonids and other important recreational species by lamprey
predation could be mitigated by a stocking program," but I cannot
find any cost/benefit analysis of expected costs involved?

b) A logical second question on the same topic is to
inquire which agency would be responsible for the re-stocking
program, and how much additional money might be needed to
implement such a program annually?

c) If a choice were made to try to kill lampreys as they
passed through the Northfield Mountain pumped storage reservoir,
the consultants indicate that application of TFM would cost
"$120,000-$400,000 per day for 375 million gallons". Looking
realistically at inflation, I am taking the $400,000 figure for my
calculations. The consultants indicate that the average number of
days the Connecticut River's flow at Montague exceeds 17,000cfs is
87 days (Figure 5.11-1), so I multiplied 87 x $400,000 to obtain
an additional cost of $34,800,000 per year, which is not included
in the Task 5 report.

4) I must question the statement on page 7 that "there will
be no significant adverse public health impacts of this
alternative on the MDC water supply," since I can find no evidence
to indicate that the addition of TFM to Quabbin Reservoir would
not have any public health impacts.

5) Also on page 7 the report states "this alternative will
increase the natural eutrophication process in Quabbin Reservoir
because of additional nutrients. The results of an enhanced
eutrophication will be most evident after 20 to 40 years. .

."

Does the anticipated increase of nutrients mean that Quabbin water
would have to be treated after 20 years? after 40 years? at the
time a diversion was implemented? If so, how might it be treated?
Have the consultants calculated the rate at which Quabbin
Reservoir might fill in during two decades? How much water
storage capacity would be lost as the reservoir fills in?

6) On page 87 the report states "Contamination of the
Connecticut River would be a particularly serious condition for
this alternative because no treatment is being provided for the
water that is transferred to Quabbin Reservoir." However, two
sentences later the report asserts "Potential sources of
contamination are: accidental discharges from the Vermont Yankee
Nuclear Power Plant, discharges from upstream wastewater treatment
plants (outside the limits of their NPDES permit), and chemical
fertilizers, pesticides and herbicides introduced with runoff from
adjacent farmland." Appendix 5-5, page A-97 assures us that "for
the Connecticut River Alternative, monitoring stations would be
located at the inlet to the Northfield Mountain pumped-s t orage
system, and at the MDC intake structure located in the Northfield





Mountain Reservoir." No indication is presented as to how much
such a monitoring station might cost, what analyses would be
performed there, or which agency budget would pay for personnel or
equipment needs?

7) Page 105 is totally illegible.

8) On page 168 the consultants assert that investigations I

undertook for my dissertation work "were found adequate to
characterize baseline conditions for floodplain vegetation, serve
as a basis for selecting plant indicator species and assess the
impacts of diversion on these species and the communities they
represent." Five tables from my dissertation are included in
Appendix 5.33.1, but nowhere do the consultants indicate how they
might use these tables to help them select plant indicator
species, or assess the impacts of diversion on these species, or
assess the impacts of diversion on floodplain plant communities.

9) On page 172, the consultants indicate "three state rare
plant species are known to occur within the study area,
Tradescent's aster ( Aster tradescentii ) , sandbar willow ( Salix
interior ) and sand cherry ( Pr unus depressa )

." However, they
neglect to mention work presented by B. Sorrie (from MNHP) at the
Eighth Annual Research Conference on the Connecticut River
Ecosystem last April which indicates that for three additional
species the Connecticut River station represents the sole current
occurrence in Massachusetts. Furthermore, 11% of the state's
listed rare plants occur from Northfield to Longmeadow.

10) I must ask what the rationale is for including White
pine ( Pinus s trobus ) and American crow ( Cor vus brachyrhynchos ) as
indicator species on page 173? Neither of these species are
included in either my dissertation (see #8 above) nor in the
Report on Indicator Species (funded by MDC) which was written by
the WSCAC Science Task Force in 1979. The Task Force Report
specifically included organisms potentially affected by the
Connecticut River alternative. Neither American crow nor White
pine are species that are particularly "representative of
floodplain and wetland habitats", nor are they especially
"sensitive to the kinds of perturbations that may result from
development of the Connecticut River alternative."
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Testimony of
Michael S. Baram

Boston, Mass., June 10, 1986

I am Michael Baram, Professor of Health Law at the Boston
University School of Public Health and a partner in the
law firm of Bracken and Baram. I am a user of MDC water
supply, a Belmont resident, and a member of the Water
Supply Citizens Advisory Committee (WSCAC) .

•

On December 17, 1985, I wrote a memo to the Committee
and to the new Director of the Water Resources Authority
setting forth my opposition to the proposed Connecticut
River Diversion Plan. My opposition is based on serious
flaws in the Authority's report on using Connecticut
River water to supply Quabbin, flaws which would '

endanger the health of Quabbin water users and which
would endanger the usefulness of Quabbin for water
supply, if this diversion plan is carried out.

My testimony will therefore consist of this memo faulting
the study and opposing this diversion plan.

***********

Thank you for this opportunity to present my views on
this proposed use of the Connecticut River.
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TO: Citizens Advisory Committee on the
Metropolitan District Commission
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RE: Connecticut River Assessment Report Ctask 5) ,

Wallace, Floyd, Associates (Sept. 1, 1985)

This report is seriously deficient in several respects.
Before the option of diverting Connecticut River water
to Quabbin Reservoir is given further consideration,
several deficiencies must be corrected.

The major deficiencies involve:

- inadequate analysis of certain radioactive
and toxic chemical pollutants in the
Connecticut River water to be diverted and
what their short term and cumulative impacts
would be on the quality of Quabbin' s water
supply for human consumption in the future.

- inadequate analysis of whether these pollutants
entering Quabbin on a regular basis over the
long term would have the cumulative effect of
seriously impairing Quabbin itself as a source
of supply for water fit for human consumption.

To be more specific, the report does not adequately deal with
the pollutants entering the Connecticut River in the discharge
water from the Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Plant in Vernon,
Vermont; just a few miles upstream from the proposed diversion
site. . These pollutants include various radioactive isotopes ,

and a variety of toxic chemicals commonly used by powerplants
to prevent the growth of organisms and corrosion in the plant,
such as chromates. The report does not identify the specific
types of pollutants and their quantities during regular
discharges from the plant and during accidental releases
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which exceed the discharge levels permitted Vermont Yankee
by EPA and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Vermont
Yankee has, each year, discharged excessive levels of
pollutants, and has been frequently cited and even fined
for these incidents. The report only mentions "gross alpha"
and "gross beta" radiation in the Connecticut River
(e.g., at p. 110, 114, etc.) without further specification
of the isotopes involved, their radioactivity, half-life, etc.

The report deals briefly with radionucleides in Connecticut
River water, but the evaluation is inadequate. The current
levels in the river water were not measured at the proposed
point of diversion to Quabbin, and as noted above, the
specific isotopes involved are not identified nor discussed
as to their health significance or cumulation aspects (half-life)
over time. No mention is made of the chroma tes and other
toxic chemicals discharged by Vermont Yankee, noted above.

A curious omission also occurs on p. 110: in the table of
drinking water standards, a standard for "gross alpha" of
15 is indicated, but no standard for "gross beta" is noted.
This is followed by the statement on p. 114 dealing with some old
studies of radionucleides in the river:

The levels measured are not considered
significant and no values exceed
drinking water standards . . . gross alpha
were never detected while gross beta
ranged from 1.0 to 4.0 pCi/3/01 which
is less than the drinking water standard.

Yet later on p. A-105, Mass. drinking water standards are
tabulated, and for gross beta, the standard noted is 4 pCi/1;
in addition to standards for gross alpha and radium. Thus,
it appears that the monitoring studies cited on pp. 110-114
show that the gross beta limit of 4 had already been reached
(back in' 1979-1981 when the monitoring studies were done,
according to note 2 on p. 110) , and further that the monitoring
studies did not consider radium at all. This discrepancy should
be explained, and its significance for drinking water quality
should be carefully considered. Also, the design and accuracy
of the monitoring studies should be explained, since they
were not done recently, nor done at the point of proposed
diversion, nor done for purposes associated with the drinking
water supply uses of the river, which is now under consideration.

Further, the report, by not addressing the half-life or
period of radioactivity of the pollutants, proceeds to ignore
well-known attributes of radioactive pollutants; namely their
cumulation_ or build up over time, the increased hazard from

-2-
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Attachment

MILLERS RIVER WATERSHED COUNCIL

POSITION STATEMENT - Proposed Diversion of Waters from the Millers-
Tully Rivers to Quabbin Reservoir

January 1986

The Metropolitan District Commission (MDC) has proposed a diversion of

waters from the Millers and Tully Rivers to Quabbin Reservoir as one of nine

(9) alternatives to augment its current water supply. This flood skimming
diversion is described in the Millers River Assessment Report, MDC Water
Supply Study, Task 6.

Based on all of the scientific evidence available to us, The Millers River
Watershed Council (MRWC) is adamantly and uneqivocally opposed to the
diversion of any waters from the Millers River Basin. The Council is

seeking input and support from citizens, civic organizations, municipal
governments, business and industry, since the diversion would affect every
person and family who benefits from a healthy, natural Millers River. The
River has made tremendous progress from the period when it was heavily
polluted, and is now becoming the area's most important environmental,
recreatiional , economic and aesthetic natural resource.

Reduced flow, due to diversion, (up to 60 to 70% on an annual basis) would
adversely affect the River in a variety of ways.

1. Fisheries would be affected by altering habitat, especially by reduced
scouring of spawning areas for salmon during high water. Stocking of trout
and salmon was resumed in 1983. Sport fishing, a major tourist attraction,
which is experiencing a come-back in the basin, would be threatened.

2. Recreation-Recreational boating, rafting, kayaking and conoeing would be
severely curtailed for lack of water. A number of growing recreational
enterprises would be adversely affected.

3. The dilution effect of effluent discharged from the several waste-water
treatment plants in the basin would be critically impaired.

4. Ground Water-Spring freshets recharge water tables that create a sponge
effect by absorbing water in the flush season and gradually releasing water
during the dry periods. Diversion would lower the water table, leaving less
water for release in the dry periods.

5. Property Values may be reduced because of the change in river
characteristics, that in turn would reduce tourism, sport fishing and
recreational activities.

6. Diversion would reduce flow in the Connecticut River. Also, the gauging
station at Montague City is proposed to be the source of data for diverting
waters from the Millers River. These data could initiate diversion even
during periods other than peak flows.





7. Millions of dollars of Federal, State and local money has been invested
in several waste-water treatment plants. This effort has begun to pay
dividends in terms of tourist attractions, sport fishing, recreation and
enhancement of roadside areas and scenic vistas. Diversion would drastically
erode these gains.

8. Vigorous spring freshets are essential as regular flushing actions to aid
in moving sedimentation and maintain good water quality. This flushing
action and rapid water flow increases dissolved oxygen that is essential to

a good fishery.

9. Some local industries depend on an abundant flow of water to operate
their plants, while others use existing hydropower plants as auxiliary
sources of energy. Again, reduced flow through diversion would be

detrimental to normal operations of these industries.

10. The Millers River Management Plan, cooperatively developed by the
Millers River Watershed Council and the Scenic Rivers Prgram, Department of
Environmental Management, addresses the significance of the natural
resources as potential assets of the Millers River Basin. Recommendations
for each basin community are documented to assist local communities in

enhancing both economic and recreational activity as well as environmental
awareness. The Northern Tier Development proposals recognize the value of
natural resources and endorse the concepts of the Millers River Management

Therefore, The Millers River Watershed Council urges the Massachusetts Water
Resources Authority to thoroughly investigate the need for inter-basin
transfer of waters, particularly with regard to the following:

(a) Leaks and unaccounted for water in the MDC distribution system.

Plan.

(b) Implementation of conservation measures to reduce wasting water.

(c) Adopt a pricing structure to increase unit price as usage increases.

Encourage the rehabilitation of local water supplies within the MDC
as well as the development of local water supplies.

THE MILLERS RIVER WATERSHED COUNCIL, HENRY G. WAIDLICH, CHAIRMAN
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COMMENTS ON SUMMARY REPORT - USER SOURCES
Public Meeting at Gardner Auditorium, The State House
June 10, 1986
Dona D. Motts, WSCAC Staff and former LVTJH representative to WSCAC

I will focus my remarks on User Sources or Local Supplies,
since this part of the report is lacking serious effort in the
study. User sources are groundwater and surface water supplies
in towns that use MWRA water as full or partial users and can
include water in towns of potential users of t'ne system.

User sources and local supplies provide redundancy and
diversity to the system; which is now essentially a single
source, Quabbin and Wachusett Reservoirs, and has been called a
"single threaded delivery system." The diversion of the
Connecticut or Millers River to Quabbin does not answer tlie

conerns about the dependency on the Quabbin Reservoir to supply
two million people with water. User sources then provides a much
needed safety net to the M'/7RA system.

Local sources provide diversity not only in location but
also divecsicy in types oc user sources; i.e. surface water and
groundwater suppplies. Other advantages of local sources are
that they can be added incrementally, they can be tuned to need,,
and they require less lead time than river diversions. Local
sources have the means to mitigate drought since groundwater is
not lost to evaporation and areas of local sources may have
different precipitation patterns and different drought responses
than at the Quabbin Reservoir.

The consultants demand projections assume the need for MWRA
to replace contaminated water of users, partial users, and
potential users. Under previous policies of the MDC some
communities found it more expedient and cheaper to hook into
MDC's sytem than treating their own water. Drinking supplies
were also abandoned due to minimum purchase requirements by the
MDC.

What the study has not fully taken into account is that
contamination can be treated. Dr. Betsy Colburn of Massachusetts
Audubon Society estimates that 42 mgd could be brought on line
from abandoned wells if they were treated for poor quality or
contamination. This water would be from towns that now use 45
mgd from MWRA. Some of these wells only need treatment for the
removal of organics, others for manganese and iron, constituents
which are treatable. Acton is putting in a treatment plant for
organics and could bring forward water from sources closed. She
suggests that with new water quality guidelines, towns will need
treatment for local supplies.

I
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Dr. Colburn finds that traacing water supplies oa the
avarage can be cost effective when compared to the MWRA water
rates. Using 1932 dollars the average cost for treatment of the
above sources would be $296.90 pmg. which is reasonable sines the
MWRA will be raising their water rates from $269 pmg to 3 23 pmg.

Furthermore, geologists find that where contaminated wells
are in a shallow aquifer that is underlain by a confining bed;
the deeper aquifer in stratified drift may in fact reveal
abundant water of good quality. The use of artificial recharge
may also enhance the amount and quality of ground water supplies.

What we find then is that it is possible that treating and
taking on abandoned user sources could meet a significant part of
MvTRA demand at a reasonable cost.

Steps also need to be taken to protect the existing water
supplies of partial users and potential users- For example:

The Town of Fitchburg is planning to build an industrial park
on part of the watershed area that drains into olo Tov;n Reservoir,
a local water supply for the Town of Leominster, a partial user.
The reservoir is not only stressed by possible contamination or
reduced yield from the industrial park but also by a new
interchange from Route 2 in close proximity to the reservoir.
- The Cambridge Reservoir is also vulnerable to road drainage
from 123.
- The Town of Burlington has impaired water from urban
development-
And the scenario continues throughout the State.

There is a need for state policy to protect water resources
against competing uses and trade offs in communities. MWRA
especially should press for water as the first priority since
water is a valuable resource. They should promote more funding
for grants and low interest loans for protection of local
supplies so that towns can purchase restrictions on critical
aquifer recharge areas and watershed lands, and so that they can
restore abandoned water supplies where economically feasible.

One of the charges to MWRA in its legislation states that no
new users may join the system if abandoned/potential supply exits
that is economically feasible to restore. Before the MWRA moves
to use water sources in remote areas, sources closer to the
service district should be fully explored. In most cases the
amount of groundwater potential is unknown only because of
incomplete study. In light of the passage of new legislation, we
contend that user sources needs to be re-evaluated as an
important primary alternative.

In conclusion, this is not a regional problem of East and

West, but a state wide problem that needs the input of government

at all levels to ensure both a high quality water supply and a

"high quality environment.
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CONNECTICUT RIVER ALTERlvIATIVE COMMENTS
Robie Hubley
June 30, 1986

The Connecticut River alternative has not been investigated
in a manner parallel to the other alternatives. As a result,
comparisons between alternatives on the basis of the descriptions
and criteria given are not valid.

First, it was decided by M.D.C. that environmental impacts
downstream would not be investigated if instantaneous alterations
of flow resulting from the project could be confined to within 5

percent of the instantaneous flow of the alternative. This
decision seems to contradict the early decision of M.E.P.A. that
impacts could not be ignored simply because they were within the
normal variation of the system. (l^EPA Scope 03518, 1980, sect.
J. p. 5, "Significance of Impact," attached). Further, it has not
been clearly established that bascules and gates at the Turner's
Falls Dam can confine alaterations of flow downstream to within 5

percent when the rate of flow of the river is near 30,000 CFS.
Even if that criterion is met and is acceptable for alteration of
downstream flow, it obviously does not apply upstream, where
alterations are not damped by the intercession of a dam, and
where alterations of the base level of the river will result in
greater than 5 percent changes in gradient, and consequently
velocity and related characteristics of the stream. The result
of these incorrect decisions was the elimination of virtually all
environmental investigation of the Connecticut River. As a
result, it has not received the preparation that would be
necessary to evaluate it as a preferred alternative utilizing the
criteria for assessment of alternatives given.

Second, the impact of the Connecticut River alternative, as
well as the Millers River alternatives, on Quabbin Reservoir
water quality has not adequately been accounted for, especially
in regard to its impact on cost estimates for the alternative,
including net present value.

The initial effort at thermal modeling of Quabbin Reservoir
misrepresented the thermocline. Comparing the modeled
thermocline with the actual empirical data showed that a stronger
thermocline actually exists than was indicated by the model. The
effect is that the initial estimate mixing of diversion water,
and the corresponding effect on water quality, was overestimated.
Rather than a two-year residence period during which diversion
water would be assimilated into the reservoir, and cleansed by
dilution and biological processing, the residence time is now
estimated to be only 52 days. Diversion water from the
Connecticut or Millers River would move in a plume from the place
of input to Shaft 12 and the Quabbin-Wachus ett Aqueduct. The
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result would be to introduce pollutants, including coliforms,
into the supply system.

Now consultants declare that deterioration of Quabbin water
quality would not become critical during the study period, until
the year 2020, and so do not propose treatment before release of
river water intg_Quabbin. The effect of the omission of water
treatment is tinrealistTcaTl^xj^ydepress the cost of diversion
water from the Connecticut and Millers, making them appear to be
the least expensive alternatives. Including cost of treatment
will bring the cost estimates for these takings into line with
other proposals for augmentation. The disposal of sludge
generated must be included in the cost of treatment.

The existence of the Vernon Nuclear Power Plant only nine
miles upstream on the Connecticut River from the Northfield
intake imposes an additional problem: protection of the water
supply from radioactive contamination. Vernon has had at lease
two major accidental spills of tritium contaminated water. If
the Northfield to Quabbin connection were to be considered a
serious alternative, then a continuous monitoring system must be
developed and installed with the capability of automatically
shutting down the Nor thf i eld-Quabbi n aqueduct in response to
radioactive contamination of the River. This, too, must be
factored into Connecticut River cost estimates.
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STATEMENT OF WSCAC POSITION JUNE 30, 1935 ON MILLERS RIVER DIVERSION
Alexandra D. Dawson, Co-director

The principal difficulty with the proposed Mil lers/Tul ly
river diversion is the quantity of water to be taken. The
proposed regime must take into account three separate water
needs: fisheries, recreation, and dilution. In addition
to t.hese impacts on the river are the impacts of the diversion
on the Quabbin Reservoir, discussed in our August 1985 news-
letter including: degredation of water quality (because no
treat-ment is proposed) , and destruction of the fishery through
introduction of the lamprey eel. Sedimation at the intake
point in the Quabbin could also be damaging.

Problems with the proposed takings focus on the spring
months, especially May. This time of year has great importance
for all three values set out above. Contrary to the statement
made in the assessment report, the spring takings set out
on p. 112 of the assessment report, upon which the figure
in the summary derive, do not reflect USFW restraints for
maintenance of downstream aquatic life. According to a letter
from the New England supervisor USFW dated April 30, the minimum
requirements of that agency dictate a residual instream flow
of 640 cfs during the month of May. This requirement derives
from two sources: the acceptable formula for aquatic base
flow together with the special flow needs of the salmon during
the upstream migration period. According to Dr. Douglas
Smith of our Science Task Force, the actual needs of anadromous
fish are not yet known because there have been none in the
river for so long. Therefore, the USFW estimate of 3.2 cfs
must be taken as a conservative minimum.

The spring flow is also important crucial to the need
of the regional white water recreation business. The Millers
river is a center for white water canoeing. Most other rivers
in the region are usable only in March and April, while the
Millers may be run in May.

At least as important is the impact on water quality.
Contrary to the statements in the assessment report, there
are still severe water quality problems in the Millers—which
in turn affect other uses such as recreation and fisheries.
The spring flow is important for scouring effect. According
to the report, the river has very high levels of turbidity,
fecal and total coliform bacteria, cadmium and nickel, while
pH, turbidity, tital coliform, cadmium, iron, and color are of
concern in the Tully system. Although data on metals and
organics is scarce, no additional water sampling was done.
Moreover, no instantaneous impact analyses were performed,
thus muting the significance of the impacts.

Appended hereto are the comments of the Millers River
Watershed Council. The April letter of USFW can be found
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STATEMENT OF WSCAC POSITION JUNE 30, 1986 ON MERRIMACK RIVER
DIVERSION

Eileen R. Simonson, Co-director

The long range study does not adequately address the need
of the Merrimack River Valley in Massachusetts and New Hampshire
for the flow of the Merrimack River. The principal areas of
concern are the rivers provision of potable supply, dilution,
hydro-production, fisheries restoration and recreation.

The Merrimack alternative did not adequately assess the impact
of taking on the average 120 MGD-in daily takings of 235 MGD-
on the estuary. The reduction of fresh water flows to estuaries,
the most productive fisheries areas in the world, was not addressed,
Also not addressed was the possible movement of the salt wedge
further up into the river, causing potential salt intrusion into
municipal and town water wells.

The escalating usage of the Merrimack in Souther New Hampshire
and the legislated regional Merrimack water service district in
Methuen were not adequately assessed. The Merrimack is heavily
used for discharge of treated wastes, often immediately upstream
of potable water takings from the river. Reduction of dilution
capacity is a serious impact with regard to future public health
and proper disposal of waste-

In addition to the reduction of hydropower reviewed in the
study of the Lawrence and Lowell facilities, little attention
was given to the inevitable loss of the many small hydrostations
between Lawrence and Lowell, in particular. All flow considerations
for determining the diversion regime were based on retention of
minimum flows for anadromous fisheries, all of which are only
25-35% of the necessary flows for already constructed hydro faci-
lities. Additional hydro stations are already proposed, although
all are as yet not licensed.

The Merrimack is already a stressed river, and as a result one of
not very good quality. Although improvements have been taking place
the river remains of poor quality. If the Merrimack alternative is
selected the treatment plant will produce appreciate sludge. The
study identifies the need for a 150 acre disposal site and costs
in this factor. But no site or sites is identified.

The Merrimack Watershed through the diversion of its tributary the
Nashua River already provides the MWRA system with about 100 MGD
via the Wachusett Reservoir. Not only is the mainstem taking of
the Merrimack under consideration, but the Sudbury Diversion is
another alternative in the long range study. The Sudbury is also
tributary to the Merrimack, and if selected would further reduce
flows downstream in the Merrimack River. No cumulative assessment
of these many actions has been undertaken, a serious issue.
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COMMENTS ON TASK 9 - UPPER SUDBURY WATERSHED

The Assessment Report for the Upper Sudbury Watershed
Alternative (USWA) relies heavily on a previous study
performed for a Water Treatment Plant (SRWTP) utilizing
water solely from the Sudbury Reservlor. The Task 9 report
Incorporates additional water transferred from Framlngham
Reservoir #1 Into Sudbury Reservoir via Framlngham Reservoir
3.#

The SRWTP study claims that its proposed operational
constraints are based on meeting water elevation
requirements for the Great Meado'ws Wildlife Refuge. This is

not true. As discussed at length in comments submitted on
the SRV/TP DEIR, the criteria elevations should be at least
0.5 foot higher at all times, and 2 feet higher in the
critical month of May. There should be no diversion after
June 1. (See Tab 31, U.S. Fish &Wildlife Comments).

An additional constraint on which the environmental
impact was assessed in the SRWTP study was the requirement
that all natural flow from the Upper Sudbury Watershed be
released at Dam #1. The Task ^ report claims that flows at
Dam #1 greater than those corresponding to the proposed
elevation criteria at Shermans Bridge are "excess" and may
be diverted. This claim is not made explicitly, nor Is It
supported by any impact analysis. The SRWTP specifically
retained the "excess" flow in order to insure the
availability of high flow conditions to meet the flushing
requirements of the river.

The water quality sampling for this study was supposed
to be performed during high flow conditions so that the
sediment transported during the proposed diversion period
would be analyzed. In fact, the samples were taken several
weeks after Spring flov/ had subsided. The MDC analyses of
reservoir water quality were not performed in accordance
with EPA sample storage recommendations.

In a masterpiece of understatement, the report says
"The release of toxic metals and organics at the site of the
former Nyanza, inc. dye manufacturer presents a potential
water quality problem downs tr eam. " ( pg . 8 2 ) . The proposed
diversion point is downstream. With respect to the impact of
existing sediments of Fram #1 (already contaminated by
Nyanza) on the Sudbury Reservoir, the report says "It is
important to note that the calculations Included In Table
9.22-12 do not include consideration of bottom sediments
that will accompany diverted waters." (pg.99).

In summary, the environmental Impact assessment of the
diversion proposed in Task 9 is not consistant with the
study on which it claims to be based. It relies on faulty
water quality data, and Is probably In violation of State
and Federal an t i -degr ada 1 1 on policy and law.

for WSCAC by William G. Elliott, Science Task Force Co-Chair
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COMMENTS ON TASK 9 - UPPER SUDBURY WATERSHED

The Assessment Report for the Upper Sudbury Watershed
Alternative (USWA) relies heavily on a previous study
performed for a Water Treatment Plant (SRWTP) utilizing
water solely from the Sudbury Reservior. The Task 9 report
incorporates additional water transferred from Framingham
Reservoir #1 Into Sudbury Reservoir via Framingham Peservoi
3.#

The SRWTP study claims that its proposed operational
constraints are based on meeting water elevation
requirements for the Great Meadov/s Wildlife Refuge. This Is

not true. As discussed at length in comments submitted on
the SRl'/TP DEIR, the criteria elevations should be at least
0.5 foot higher at all times, and 2 feet higher In the
critical month of May. There should be no diversion after
June 1. (See Tab 31, U.S. Fish swildlife Comments).

An additional constraint on which the environmental
impact was assessed in the SRWTP study was the requirement
that all natural flow from the Upper Sudbury Watershed be
released at Dam #1. The Task 9 report claims that flows at
Dam #1 greater than those corresponding to the proposed
elevation criteria at Shermans Bridge are "excess" and may
be diver ted
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The water quality sampling for this study was supposed

to be performed during high flow conditions so that the
sediment transported during the proposed diversion period
would be analyzed. In fact, the samples were taken several
weeks after Spring flow had subsided. The MDC analyses of
reservoir water quality were not performed in accordance
with EPA sample storage recommendations.

In a masterpiece of understatement, the report says
"The release of toxic metals and organlcs at the site of the
former Nyanza, Inc. dye manufacturer presents a potential
water quality problem downs tr earn. " ( pg . 8 2 ) . The proposed
diversion point is downstream. With respect to the impact of
existing sediments of Fram #1 (already contaminated by
Nyanza) on the Sudbury Reservoir, the report says "It is
important to note that the calculations included in Table
9.22-12 do not include consideration of bottom sediments
that will accompany diverted vyaters." (pg.99).

In summary, the environmental impact assessment of the
diversion proposed in Task 9 is not consistant with the
study on which it claims to be based, it relies on faulty
water quality data, and Is probably in violation of State
and Federal an 1 1 -degr ada 1 1 on policy and law.

for WSCAC by William G- Elliott, Science Task Force Co-Chair
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(413) 586-8861

Alexandra D. Dawson

Over the years of the study, you may recall I have out a gocDd

deal of energy into questioning a category o!: water deniaad called
"legal obligations". My principal motivations were that (1) the
category comprised over 50 MGD of "new water—1/6 of tlia present
use—which the consultants added to the immediate, 1990 need; (2)
the water was ia addition to user communities' predicted needs
relating to growth; and (3) this new water made up the total
predicted increase in water needed in this century.

When the Water Resources Authority came into being in 1985, it
employed several lawyers. We directed our plaints to them. The
good news is that the "legal obligations" category has now
disappeared from the study. The bad news is that the new water
involved has not disappeared but has reappeared in the Summary
issued in March 1936 under a new, and even vaguer, title:
Potential Additional Demand by Partial Users.

Here is how it happened.

I. Origin in the Needs Study

In October 1933, MDC published, as part of its long range study,
a study on the needs of the water system to 2020 entitled "Water
Needs Report". Table 4 of that report created a reserve of over
50 MDG for "legal obligations". Almost all this water
represented certain legal demands which the consultants
attributed to the partial users of the system because of their
contracts with MDC or the special acts which had put them into
the MDC system.

At the time, WSCAC objected to these figures because the "legal
obligations" were over and above the "projected base demand" of
these users, that is the needs arising from projected growth due
to increase in the size of the community and/or per capita use.
Thus WSCAC saw no possible need for this 50 MGD of water unless
(as was suggested in the Needs Report), the increased use would
actually derive from abandonment of local sources. Since 1931,
state law (GL ch. 92, s.lO) established that no local source can
be abandoned unless the DEQE has certified that it is unfit for
drinking and "cannot be economically restored for drinking
purposes." WSCAC did not believe that 50 MGD of water would be
abandoned by 2020, because (1) the consultants' own formula for
water contamination (used elsewhere in the report) produced a
contamination loss, for the communities involved, of only 16 MGD
and (2) the study elsewhere predicted increased use of local
supplies.
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COMMENTS ON TASK SEVEN: WATERSHED MANAGEMENT

Alexandra D. Dawson, Co-director

May 20, 1986

This text represents the staff summary of comments of

WSCAC's task force on watershed management (membership attached),

based upon the comments, written and oral, of all task force

members and the staff. These comments were the result of study

of the Task 7 report and attendance at the consultants' workshop

held at Quabbin headquarters on March 6, 1986. The most

substantive written comments are attached to this staff summary

and deserve careful scrutiny because of the detail offered.

Task 7 of the MVfRA long term water supply EIR 2020 focuses

on an ambitious program for manipulating over 85 percent of the

82,000 acres of watershed land owned by MDC at the Quabbin, Ware,

and Wachusetts sites in order to increase the "safe yield" of the

water system by 5-8 MGD (net). About 25,000 acres of the land

have already been treated over a number of years (p.8). Task 7

proposes treating the remaining 45,000 acres in a greatly

accelerated manner (about 4 times the rate of present cutting),

the entire area to be preliminarily treated by 2000. Only 11

percent of the land will remain fully stocked (p. 27, Table IV).

Most of the income will be generated during the decade 1990 -

2000, but the report, as amended, estimates that the work will at

least break even in every decade.

Discussion of the Task 7 report has focused on the

differences between its recommendations and those contained in a

report produced by MDC ' s forester (hereafter the MDC report). The

differences with regard to revenue have been reduced by later

discussion; however, the Task 7 report still differs in relation

to rate of cutting and types of forest conversion. Other

differences related to environmental impact. Task 7 projects

damage to archeological/historical sites and features and

envisions local but serious effects on some plants and birds

(pp. 85-99; Tables 7.33-8, 9, and 10), while the MDC report does

not project any adverse environmental impacts. Also missing from

the Task 7 report is any discussion of road impacts: the MDC
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report estimates that deteriorating roadways constitute the main

source of erosion in the watershed areas owned by MDC, and

proposes reconstruction of 20 miles of existing roadway every

year as part of the watershed management program. The Task 7

report does not touch at all on this subject.

Other shortcomings of the Task 7 report are discussed below.

They indicate need for more detailed study.

In general the members of the watershed management task

force approve the concept of watershed management. They feel,

however / that the Task 7 report is seriously flawed by

inaccuracies and lack of data on a number of subjects. It can be

useful only as an overall basis for implementing the alternative.

Considered together with the MDC report and with the further

studies and evaluations outlined below by task force members, the

report is an acceptable beginning. It would/ however, be

dangerous to consider it as a management plan without further

work, expecially in the area of water quality impacts and impacts

on wildlife.

A report of this sort is at least one level abstracted from

a ground program. The actual environmental and economic impacts

will depend upon its application. Several conclusions flow from

this fact:

(1) MDC must establish standards and guidelines for long-

term consistent excellence in its watershed management program,

so that proper direction is not lost over the 40 year study

period. Other alternatives may to some degree be accomplished in

a few years; watershed management requires constant vigilance.

(2) MDC must develop tables and maps that break down the

vegetation changes to be accomplished, showing acres (as well as

percentages) of different kinds of stands before and after

management.

(3) The slower implementation proposed in the MDC plan is

preferable because it will provide the necessary time for

feedback from a properly monitored operation. A more regular

schedule will also provide an even work load and regular support

of the local economy.
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(4) Work on sensitive areas must be performed under the

direct control of an MDC forester. An MDC crew must also

maintain the roadways to control the erosion which MDC believes

is the principal source of sedimentation in the watersheds.

We are seriously concerned with the inadequacy of the

ecological portions of the Task 7 report. In spite of the

manuals for such reports developed by EPA, USF&WS and others,

containing standard formulae and techniques, the report fails to

provide basic calculations to substantiate qualitative claims

about impacts on water quality, wildlife, and aquatic ecology.

Rather, it presents qualitative assumptions unsupported by

quantitative models. Hence, we do not believe it meets the MEPA

requirements for documenting impacts of the proposed work.

1 . Indicator Species

The choice of indicator species was seriously flawed. For

example, the bald eagle must be listed under "forest land" since

large trees are essential for feeding perches and night roosts.

The Virginia rail is very uncommon and makes a poor indicator

species because of its secretive habits. Ruffed grouse should be

listed as a preferred species as well as turkeys to insure

consideration of its need for dense softwood habitat. Several

other indicator species appear to be unknown at the sites,

including the pale green orchid, the Eastern spadefoot toad,

Blanding's turtle, and the marsh wren. Indicator species should

have been selected to be used as indicators of changes in the

habitats as work progresses, as well as exemplifying the types of

changes the proposed work would bring. They should, therefore,

be relatively common, easily observed, and likely to be affected

by the proposed work. As four of these species probably do not

exist on either watershed and three exist in extremely low

populations, they were poorly chosen. The impact on several

other chosen species was incorrectly described.

2. Stream Runoff /Discharge

Stream water quality, scour of substrate, and aquatic
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ecology are all affected by changes in stream discharge. An

accurate assessment of changes in discharge from the proposed

work is therefore essential. Page 129 of the Task 7 Technical

Appendix on Water Quality and Ecology indicates that the

consultants planned to base their water yield estimates on

evaluation of soil vegetation units in the watershed. This would

have provided better information about impacts of stream

discharge as well as yields. Why was it not done?

The SIR states that runoff into watershed streams will

increase by less than 5 percent for average storms (pp. 58, 59).

This assumption is apparently derived from projections of

increased yield to the reservoirs from the entire watershed,

rather than from engineering calculations of changes in

infiltration and runoff arising from changes in vegetative cover.

To evaluate impacts on water quality and aquatic ecology in

tributaries within the watershed, an assessment must be made of

the increase in runoff into streams, particularly first-and

second-order streams, expected from a 20-to 100-year storm.

Environmental consultants routinely provide calculations of

surface runoff increases associated with changes in surface

conditions. Generally these focus on the 100-year storm, a

benchmark for state and federal legislation administered by DEQE,

EPA, and FEMA. While we could not expect such calculations be

performed for every small stream in the watersheds, it could

easily be provided for one or two catchments chosen as typical:

e.g./ a stream in a watershed where high density softwood will be

replaced with very low density hardwood or a watershed proposed

for conversion from moderate density hardwood to low density

hardwood.

In addition to providing a quantitative evaluation of runoff

associated with individual storm events, the EIR should also

reconsider runoff associated with spring snowmelt. The report

states there will be no increase in such runoff. Softwood

plantations, in particular, release high proportions of winter

snowfall back to the atmosphere through sublimation. Where such

plantations are replaced with other vegetation, significant
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increases in stream runoff can be expected during snowmelt.

Page 58 of the Task 7 report states that the proportion of

surface and subsurface flows will remain stable. Substantiation

for this statement should be made through references to the

literature. Decreased evapotranspiration and increased net

infiltration of precipitation resulting from the proposed work

will probably lead to increased groundwater recharge and

increased base flow of watershed streams.

Finally, construction of access roads, and reconstruction of

existing roads, will be a necessary part of the watershed

management alternative. MDC estimates 20 miles of reconstruction

a year. The Task 7 report must evaluate the impacts of this work

on discharge.

3 . Water Quality in Streams

Compilation of information on soil vegetation units for the

watersheds, as originally planned for the EIR, would provide the

basis for substantive evaluation of impacts on water quality.

Instead, as in the assessment of changes in runoff, impact on

water quality of the proposed manipulations of vegetation are

discussed qualitatively rather than quantitatively. General

statements about potential changes in organic inputs are made on

pages 59 and 60 of the Task 7 Report.

Differences in vegetation lead to differences in soils; pH

is profoundly affected by the nature of the plant community.

Information on soil chemistry is readily available in the

literature (see appendix). Information is also available, from

lab studies and field lysiraeter research, on the chemistry of

water percolating through different soils. This information

should be used to produce a simple model of expected changes in

water quality as a result of the program.

4 . Aquatic Ecology

Since it is assumed in the report that there will be no

significant change in discharge, and since changes in water

chemistry are not quantified, it is impossible to evaluate
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impacts on aquatic biota. A second error is the use oH nlankcoa

to evaluate impact on aquatic biota of streams. Tlie study should

"have focused on aquatic insects (using the Hilsenhoff 's Biotic

Index technique: see appendix). August is not a proper time of

year to sample these insects in lower order streams. Baseline

data on several streams in "typical" watersheds, as discussed

.above/ must be provided to allow predictions of expected changes.

The proposed indicator species are not useful indicators of

changes in water quality in lower order streams. Aquatic insects

or species of minnow, darter, or sculpin typically inhabiting

this sort of stream should be identified in the EIR.

5 , Impacts on Reservoirs

Because reservoirs are stated to be large, mature lacustrine

systems, impacts upon them are dismissed casually in the report

(p. 77). Quabbin and the other reservoirs are not large, stable

lacustrine ecosystems. Impoundments differ fundamentally from

lakes. Characteristically they go through a maturation process

during the first decades following filling. Reservoir dynamics

differ qualitatively and quantitatively from those of lakes.

Since the section on impact is based upon this fundamental error,

it is of questionable value.

6. Vernal Ponds

Ecologically intolerant species, with restricted

environments, must be given special consideration. In particular

the temporary or vernal ponds must be mapped and protected. Task

7 makes no mention of this kind of habitat, which decreases or

dries up in summer. These ponds occur abundantly in the Quabbin

reservation but would not necessarily be classified as "wetlands"

excluded from cutting. Protected from the development and

pollution common outside the reservations, vernal ponds now serve

as refuges for many animals now rare elsewhere, including spotted

salamanders, on the Massachusetts "special concern" list. The

ponds must be adequately buffered and protected not only from

logging but from associated activities such as roads and landings.
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This defect in the report is particularly troublesome

because the MDC plan is not concerned with impacts on the lower

orders of the biological foodchain and must therefore depend on

the Task 7 Report for a detailed breakdown of the impacts of the

impacts of various manipulations on diverse and small habitats

and their inhabitants.

7 . Impact of Cutting on Wildlife Species

As with the aquatic section impacts are based on qualitative

assessments rather than quantitative evaluations of changes in

habitat. A system such as the USFW3 habitat classification

system, based on vegetation, should be used to substantiate

predictions of change in populations. Indicator species should

be those that occur in the watersheds and will respond to changes

expected from the management program.

The effect on established habitats and species of extensive

conversion to low density forest over a very short period of time

is not addressed adequately. For example, the high level of

cutting is likely to cause a large expansion of the deer

population with a consequent die off as winter food resources

diminish. The potential impacts on the deer population should be

addressed and mitigation measures proposed to stabilize the

population. The higher deer population would have an even

greater negative impact on many species of plants than the

current high population now has. Rege«ieration of species is

already limited or prevented, and the loss of cover and forest

understory has a major impact on many species of animals.

While removal of plantations is probably not harmful (only

3,000 acres will be cleared), the reduction of dense softwood

from 20 percent to 1 percent requires further study (Table 14, p.

A-152). Dense white pines and hemlocks shelter birds of prey.

The report should insure that such reduction be handled

sensitively, leaving strips of dense habitat. The material in

the report detailing impacts on some bird species from reduction

in density should b^ expanded and clarified.

8. Buffers Must Be Established Around Wetlands
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To: Alexandra D, Dawsoa, WSCAC
From: Betsy A. Colburn
Re: MWRA Task 7 DEIR
Date: May 1, 1986

I have several concerns about the adequacy of the assessment
of potential aquatic Impacts of the Watershed Management
Alternative In the Task 7 Report. These concerns Involve 1)
projections of the Increase In surface runoff into watershed
streams; 2) the assessment of Impacts of changed vegetative
conditions on water quality In watershed streams; 3) aquatic
ecology In streams and reservoirs; and 4) assumptions about
stability and trophic dynamics In Quabbln reservoir. In addition,
the evaluation of Impacts on wildlife habitat Is also inadequate.

The field of environmental Impact assessment has been active
In a formal sense for more than 15 years. Standard manuals
detailing procedures for environmental Impact assessment have been
developed by the EPA, USGS, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and by
many state, regional, academic, and private bodies. Standard
formulas and techniques are widely used by engineers and
environmental consultants to assess Impacts of proposed
developments and other activities on stormwater runoff, water
quality, aquatic biota, and wildlife habitat value. This EIR
falls to provide basic calculations to substantiate Its claims
about projected impacts on water quality, aquatic ecology, and
wildlife. Rather, It presents qualitative assumptions unsupported
by quantitative models or empirical data. Hence, I do not believe
that It meets the MEPA requirements for documenting Impacts of a

proposed project, at least In regard to the above.

1) Stream Run o f f / Dl s char g

e

. The EIR states that runoff Into
watershed streams will Increase only slightly, less than five
percent, for average storms (pp. 58, 59). As far as I can
determine, this assumption Is based on the projections of

Increased yield to the reservoirs from the entire watershed,
rather than from engineering calculations of changes In

inf 11 tratlon/runof f with changes In vegetative cover. For an EIR
evaluation of Impacts on water quality and aquatic ecology In

tributaries within the watershed, an assessment should be made of

the increase in runoff into streams, particularly first and second
order streams, that may be expected from a 20- or 100-year storm.
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Environmental consultants In Massachusetts routinely provide
calculations of surface runoff increases associated with changes
in surface conditions to Conservation Commmlsslons and Planning
Boards evaluating Impacts of proposed developments. Such
calculations assess Impacts of "worst case" situations such as

the 100-year storm for an area. While It is not reasonable to
expect that calculations be made for all of the small streams that
will be affected by the proposed management alternative,
calculations could easily be provided for one or two "typical" or
"model" catchments that will experience different changes in

vegetative cover (e.g. a stream in a watershed where high density
softwood will be replaced with very low density hardwood; a

watershed undergoing conversion from moderate density hardwood to

low density hardwood).

In addition to providing a quantitative evaluation of runoff
associated with individual storm events, the EIR should also
consider runoff associated with spring snowmelt under the no
action and watershed management alternatives. Softwood
plantations, in particular, release high proportions of winter
snowfall back to the atmosphere through sublimation. Replacement
of such plantations with other vegetation will result in increases
in the amount of snow reaching the ground and ultimately entering
ground- and surface waters. Significant Increases in peak,

discharge during snowmelt of streams In watersheds experiencing
such changes in vegetative composition can be expected. Thus,
again, calculations are necessary to substantiate the claim that
the changes in vegetative cover will not produce Increases in
surface runoff into streams.

Decreased evapo t r ans pi r at 1 on and Increased net infiltration
of precipitation, leading in turn to increased groundwater
recharge and Increased base flow of watershed streams. Is one
mechanism whereby changes In vegetation lead to Increased water
yields. However, on page 58 of the Task 7 Report it is stated
that the proportion of surface and subsurface flows will remain
stable. Substantiation of this statement, through references to
the literature, is necessary. Particularly for small, headwater
streams, such increases In base flow could result In improvements
in flows, lower temperatures, and changes in aquatic ecology.

It is worth noting that the Consultants preparing the EIR
agreed initially to provide Information similar to that which I

have discussed above. On page 129 of the Task 7 Technical
Appendix on Water Quality and Ecology, a flow chart is presented
indicating that the EIR was to base Its water yield estimates on
evaluations of soil-vegetation units in the watersheds. Such an
evaluation would provide not only valuable information about
Impacts on stream discharge but also more reliable estimates of
water yields to be realized from implementation of the
alternative.
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Finally, construction of access roads will be an Important
and necessary part of the watershed management alternative. MDC
foresters report that runoff from roads Is the most significant
source of Increased discharge and slltatlon In watershed streams.
The EIR needs to evaluate the Impacts of road con s t r^uct 1 on on
discharge as part of Its overall assesment of Impacts of the
alternative on water quality and aquatic ecology.

Stream water quality, scour of the substrate, and aquatic
ecology, are all affected by changes In stream discharge. An
accurate assessment of changes In discharge In response to storm
events Is thus an essential component of an environmental Impact
assessment. Additionally, unless quantitative calculations bear
out the blanket statement that stream discharges will not be
increased as a result of the proposed vegetation manipulations,
the EIR needs to consider means of mitigating Impacts on stream
discharge In more detail.

2) Water Quality In Streams . As In the assessment of
changes in runoff. Impacts on water quality of the proposed
manipulations of vegetation are dlscusssed qualitatively, rather
than quantitatively. General statements about potential changes
in X)rganlc inputs and in responses to acidic precipitation are
made on pages 59 and 60 of the Task 7 Report; these statements
need further substantiation.

The compilation of Information on sol 1 -vege t at 1 on units for
the watersheds, as originally planned for the EIR, would provide
the basis for substantive evaluations of Impacts on water quality.
Differences in vegetation lead to differences in soils; pH is one
factor that Is profoundly affected by the nature of the plant
community, in many cases regardless of parent materials.
Information on soil chemistry is readily available in the
literature I have appended a very general summary put together
over the space of an hour from basic soils texts available in our
(highly non- technl cal ) library. More up-to-date information could
easily be provided by the consultants.

Information is also available, from both lab studies and
field lyslmeter research, on the chemistry of water percolating
through different soils. As a result of the concern about acid
precipitation, much recent literature deals with changes in pH and
other water quality constituents as water percolates through
soils.

This kind of information on soils and associated chemistry,
coupled with information on proportion of streamflow derived from
groundwater vs. surface runoff, could be used to produce a simple
model of expected changes in water quality as a result of the
proposed changes in vegetation. Such a model, would not be
difficult to develop, and it would allow an objective evaluation
of water quality impacts of the watershed management alternative.
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3) Aquatic Ecology . My concern with the assessments on
aquatic ecology are threefold. First, assessments are based on
the unsubstantiated assumptions about discharge and water quality
discussed above. Since It Is assumed that there will be no
significant changes in discharge, and since there is no
quantification of expected changes in water chemistry, evaluation
of impacts on aquatic biota Is not possible.

Second, evaluations of Impacts on aquatic biota of streams
should focus on aquatic Insects, and perhaps smaller fish species
not on plankton. August is not an appropriate time of year to
sample aquatic insects in lower order streams. A relatively
simple assessment of stream quality Involving sampling of aquatic
Insect populations can be accomplished using Hllsenhoff's Biotlc
Index technique (William L. Hllsenhoff, 1977. Use of Arthropods
to evaluate water quality of streams. Technical Bulletin 100,
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources, Box 7921, Madison, WI
53707. 16 pp.). Baseline data on several streams in "typical" or
"model" watersheds, as discussed above, should be provided to
allow prediction of expected changes in response to management;
such data will also be valuable for monitoring of changes over
t ime

.

The proposed Indicator species are not useful indicators of

changes in water quality In lower order streams such as many of
those tributary to the reservoirs. Indicator species must occur
in the systems that are likely to be impacted, and they must be
sensitive to the kinds of changes that are likely to occur in
response to the proposed manipulations. In order to assess
impacts on tributary streams, appropriate Indicator species must
be chosen. Aquatic insects, or species of minnow, darter, or
sculpln typically inhabiting watershed streams, should be
identified and Included in the EIR.

4 ) Impacts on Quabbin, Wachusett, and Sudbury Reservoirs .

Impacts on reservoirs are dismissed casually with statements about
the stability of large, mature lacustrine systems (p. 77, Task 7

Report). Water quality impacts are expected to be minimal,
without substantive support (see above discussion of water quality
in tributary streams). Most significantly, Quabbin and the other
reservoirs are 40 -year old impoundments, not large, stable
lacustrine ecosystems. Impoundments are fundamentally different
from lakes. They characteristically go through a maturation
process during the first few decades following filling, and
reservoir dynamics differ both qualitatively and quantitatively
from those of lakes. The failure of the Task 7 Report even to
mention this fact calls into question the entire assessment of
Impacats upon water quality and aquatic ecology in the
r eservol rs .

Other concerns . In addition to the above comments on water
quality aspects of the EIR, I would also like to comment on the
wildlife impact assessment. As with the aquatics section, impacts
are presented based on qualitative assessments, rather than
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quantitative evaluations of changes in wildlife habitat, A system
such as the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's habitat
classification system, which is based on vegetation, should be
used to substantiate predictions of changes in wildlife
populations. Also, as with the aquatics section, indicator
species should be species that occur in the watersheds and that
will respond to changes such as those that are expected from the
proposed activities.

Comments on the MDC (as opposed to the MWRA Task 7) Reports .

I believe that the MDC proposals, when supplemented with those
portions of the Task 7 Report which do provide adequate
Information upon which to base assessments of impacts, and with
the kinds of data I have discussed above as being needed for
evaluation of impacts on tributary streams, will serve as an
effective EIR for the MDC watershed management activities in the
Quabbln and Ware River watersheds. I would like to see added to

the MDC reports tables and/or maps that break down the vegetation
changes that will be accomplished by the proposed management. The
Task 7 approach, showing acres (as well as percentages of area) in
different kinds of stands before and after management, would be
helpful. Since the MDC plan is more detailed and more precisely
tailored to soil, slope, and drainage conditions, such a

breakdown, especially if accompanied by maps, would be extremely
valuable and would make It easier for Interested parties to
evaluate the extent of changes contemplated.
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pH of Soils from Various Geographic Areas

A-7

(Derived from a review of the literature on forest soils and other
soils in New England, as well as forest soils In other areas, by

E.A. Colburn, 7 November, 1985.)

Sol 1 Type pH

Adirondack podzols 3. 5

Upland soils from Adlrondacks, White mountains low 3' s

(New Hampshire), Laurentlans (Canada)
Lowland soils, above areas mid 3' s

New England forest soils 3' s

Atlantic coastal lowlands, Puerto Rico 3. 7- 4. 0

(river alluvium and basalt parent materials)
Cascade mountain foothills with cedar and alder 4. 6- 5. 4

(glacial outwash and eroslonal materials)
Eastern Tennessee ridge and valley province 4. 6

(mixed deciduous forest, dolomite bedrock)
Cascade mountains, subalplne fir forest 3. 6

(volcanic ash base)
Coastal southeastern Alaska (glacial till) 3. 9- 4. 2

Connecticut old field overgrown with red pine 3. 8

Connecticut, young hardwood forest 5. 1- 5 . 5

Connecticut, old hardwood forest 3. 9- 4. 6

Connecticut, oak forest 3. 8

Connecticut, former oak forest, cleared 4. 2

Lower slopes and valleys, Adlrondacks, forest average
20-50 years after cutting or fire

Lower slopes and valleys , Adlrondacks, undisturbed average
forest

Southern Appalachians, pitch pine forest 4. 8

Southern Appalachians, mixed hardwoods 6. 0

Washington, cedar forest 3. 8

Ad 1 r ondacks 3. 1- 4. 6

Norway, pine forest 3. 7- 5. 3

Sweden, mixed deciduous forest on llme-rlch clay 6. 5- 7. 5
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FRlJM: Douglas G. Smith

: QWAC

SUBJECT: Comments on the use of the Task 7 report as an environmental
impact statement for the ten year forestry management plan for Duabbin
r eser voi r

.

The following thoughts and comments concern the application of the
Task 7 assessment report and its appendices as an environmental impact
report for the MDC ' s ten year forestry and wildlife resource management
plan for the Quabbin watershed. One of the most important parts of the
Task 7 report is that section which deals with potential impacts on the
"ecology" of the Quabbin watershed. The 10 year plan is not- concerned
with specific impacts on the lower orders of the biological foodchain
and therefore must depend on the results in the Task 7 report for
information. Although the Indicator Species report was to serve as the
foundation for assessing impacts in all alternatives, it lacked
specificity in dealing with the diversity of habitats occurring in each
of all the alternatives. Since the ten year plan proposes an extensive
and intensive management approach requiring considerable man i pul at i>(^on

of the forest resources, a more detailed breakdown of the impacts of
various manipulations on the diverse and small habitats and their
inhabitants is necessary.

A particular habitat which needs attention is the temporary or
l^^ernal pool /pond environment. The Task 7 report makes no mention of
this kind of habitat, although certain indicator species already
selected use such habitats. I define vernal pools as bodies of water
(any size) which exist for a period of time in the spring but which dry
up (completely) during the warmer, dryer months of summer. Some of
these ponds do not dry every year but do undergo significant decrease
in size later in summer. In any event, the presence or size of these
ponds can not be easily determined during dry periods. I am not
absolutely clear as the extent these types of ponds are defined under
state wetland regulations but they certainly can not be ordinarily
grouped among various types of wetlands. This is because the
characteristic plants associated with wetlands are not always present
in vernal pond basins, especirnlly the smaller, more transient ones.
Certain obvious organisms are typical of such habitats, including fairy
shrimp (Anostraca) , seed shrimp (Conchostraca) , certain species of
pisidiid clams (Sphaer i acea) , mole salamanders (genus Ambystoma) , and
spade foot toads (genus Scaphiopus). The presence of any of these
organisms in a body of water strongly points to a temporary existence.

These habitats probably occur in an abundance in the Quabbin
reservation. They are, by nature of the reservation, protected from the
influx of road salt, illegal landfill operations, and leaching of
contaminants. As a result of this "protection" they serve as refuges
for many of the animals listed above which are now rare in more
developed areas elsewhere.

Representative species of the organisms listed above occur (*) or
possibly occur (+) in vernal habitats in the Quabbin reservation. These
species are listed below with their present category of endangerment in
Massachusetts.

-01-
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Invertebrate:

bubr anch 1 pus intra catus (*) Intricate fairy shrimp SC

rtebr ates:

Ambystoma opacum (-1-) Marbled salamander TH
Ambystoma j e f f er son i anum (+) Jefferson salamander SC
Ambystoma lateral e (+-) Blue-spotted salamander SC
Ambystoma platineum (+) Silvery salamander SC
Ambystoma tremblayi (+) Tremblay's salamander SC
Hemi dactyl i um scutatum (+) Four-toed salamander SC
Scaphiopus holbrookii ( + ) Eastern spade-foot toad TH

TH = Threatened, SC = Special Concern

There should be an effort made to locate and map as many vernal
pools/ponds as possible so as to minimize harm to these habitats during
cutting operations. Even if legal protection is not available -for these
habitats, particularly the smaller ones, a recognition of their
importance as refuges for endangered organisms is not only necessary
•for sound management practice, but is also in keeping with the policies
of sister agencies which are attempting to identify and preserve these
natural resources.
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P.O. Box 55
Lewis Street
Petersham, Mass., 01 3^6
30.April 1986

Alexandra D. Dawson, Esq.

2 West Street
Hadley, Mass., 01035

Bear Alexandra:

I have major concerns with the Task 1; Watershed Management
Assessment Report. Althoxi^ many of the stated project impacts are
reasonable for the proposed management, there are some improtant
issues that are not addressed. The effects on established habitats
and species of extensive conversion to low density forest over a
very short period of time is not addressed adequately. Extending the

time frame for the proposed work would lessen the impacts considerably.
Also, there is no provision made for the effects a $0 year or 100 year
storm would have should it occur during the height of conversion
activities. Logging roads woxild be washed out and considerable erosion
and siltation could occur.

In general, the report is poorly prepared, poorly organized, and
inacxirate. The high level of cutting does not protect the resource
in the long term. I am concerned with the "most likely" use of herbicides
(pages A-59 and A-71 ) to maintain cover type and their effect on wetland
systems. Even \mder the preferred management plan, plan 2, the high
level of cutting wo\ild have a considerable impact on the already high
deer population. It is likely that the deer population could climb much
higher and then crash as winter food resources d mini sh. I feel the

potential impacts on the deer population should be addressed and mitigation
measures proposed which would attempt to stabilize the population. A sudden
and massive deer die-off could have considerable impact on the public
perception of the management plan, while a high deer population already has
and would continue to have an even greater negative impact on many species.
Regeneration of tree species is limited or prevented and the loss of cover
and forest understory is a major impact on many species.

There are gross errors in the selection and catagorizing of indicator
species. Although the bald eagle catches much of its food over open water,
large trees are essential for feeding perches and night roosts. However,
bald eagle is not listed xrnder "forest land". The pale green orchid is
listed as a primary producer. I have not located this species at Quabbin
nor do I know of any records of its occurrence. Of all the species listed
under "open water" as primary camivorea, only common loon feeds in open
water. I know of no record of Eastern spadefoot toad or Blanding* s turtle
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April 15, 1986

Alexandra D. Dawsoa, Esq.

2 West Screec
Uadlay, MaasachuseCts 01035

Dear Alexandra:

That was an Inceresclng maeting lasC night. I calked vlch Bruce and

expecc that he will try and work up a table, or at least some daCa» com-
parable with the Task 7 table on stand condition over time.

It seems to me that the discussions last night suffered by mixing
together problems created by the overall strategy of the plan and those
problems that must be solved by well-executed management practices, the

professional practice level.

Task 7 is concerned with assessing the general implications of each
plan, calculated at a fairly high level of abstraction. (The model appears
to deal vith total acres of each given cover type, for instance, not with a

stand by stand analyvia which is then aggregated.) There is very little
said about the standards and guidelines to follow in doing each required
managemant task. (The design standards and procedures for road layout and
construction, the aaasores to be taken to protect artifacts during an opera-
tion^ how cutting preotioes and logging aathods will be altered in wetlands,
etc.

)

It might help clarify problems if thasa two levels of detail were kept
separate. Bob's concam about the reduction of high density softwood stands
at the strategic laval couldn't be resolved until he specified the exact
kinds of stands that would sake up the aggregate stand acreage.

I don't have any great probloi with the general strategy of the plan,
i.e. get a small increase in yield by reducing forest density. However, I

would really b« more comfortable about the outcome in the long run if there
was a well thought out set of "standards and guidelines" for the various
kinds of operations that will have to be done. Such procedural standards
could carry over into the period after Bruce 's regima.

Secondly, I think there should be a good scheme set up for monitoring
the outcome of iatpleaentation from year to yaar. Such a feedback is needed
to upgrade practices and to give early warning that somathing is not going
as expected. One must b« practical about aonitoring and not try to measure
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April 15, 1986

Che universe, but I am sure that a set of key parameters can be found Chat
can be objecclvely assessed aC reasonable cose.

I don*C envy you your Cask of making useful cricicisms.

BeaC,

Ernes C M. Gould
Fores C Economise

Cc: Bruce Spencer

bf
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lowj, R.mge Waiter Supfjiv EIR--1(J20

WSCAC is the citizens advisory committee appointed by the Secretary of
Environmental Affairs to overse'e the MV/RA Long-Range V/ater Supply Study.
The thirty-five members represent the water interests in eastern and west-
ern Massachusetts, and Connecticut. Under a contract with f^l'/RA and EOEA,
WSCAC reviews all elements of the study.

In March 1986, M^'/RA published its Summary Report including water needs
to the year 2020. The format of this chart is inrended to show where WSCAC
agrees and disagrees with MWRA figures. Table 2, p. 21 of the Summary Re -

port provides basic figiires for projected use by water users, M\'/FIA ' s ovm
system unaccounted-for water, unaccounted-for water in user communities,
together with reserves for partial user and non-user supplies which may
be lost to contamination. Estimates of the system's "safe" daily yield
are found in the Task 4 report. MV/RA figures for leak repair come from the
June, 1983 Demand Management Report.

Footnotes to the chart clarify some of the figures. For example,
footnote E shows 5-7 mgd added into system safe yield, representing the
increase of water runoff which MDC believes it will achieve by 1990 through
its ongoing programs of forest management around its reservoirs. Footnotes
A & B indicate that we think certain figures are too high, but have tem-
porarily used them pending more reliable data. Other footnotes explained
below.

The major disputed figures are discussed below in order of their
appearance in the chart. All figures are measured in millions of gallons
a day (mgd); sometimes they do not add up due to rounding error.

(1) Unaccounted-For Water ; The Summary Report includes estimates that
leak repair can reduce sysxem use by only 5^, based on a one year study of
eight towns, excluding Boston. WSCAC thinks previous studies (including
those of MWRA consultants) and the ten year experience of Boston which has
reduced its water use by 2.3%, posit a more realistic reduction figure of
10-159^ of total use.

(2) MV/RA System Unaccounted-For Water : MDC has indicated that there is
approximately 5 mgd of unavoidable leakage in the tunnels and mains. The
remaining system unaccounted-for should be identified and reduced during
the planning period.

(3) Contamination of Partially Supplied Users and Non-Users ; The Sum-
mary Report includes a large "reserve" of water in case the 15 communities
it supplies by contract or statute should abandon local sources to the tune
of 55 mgd and claim mRA water instead. Ch. 382 of the Acts of 1981 and
the MWRA enabling act make it illegal for any community to abandon a local
supply unless the state certifies that the supply is contaminated and can-
not be restored economically. V/e have therefor virtually eliminated the
category. If these communities lose their local sources to contamination,
they may have to use MWRA water. MDC uses a formula for contamination
loss based on the experience of recent decades. They did not apply this
formula to the 55 mgd in the "reserve". V/e believe that the most sensible
approach is to apply the formula to all contamination loss.

(4) Safe Yield : This estimate, set by MDC at 300 mgd, represents not
the average yield, but what the reservoir can supply during periods of
extended drought. Quabbin Reservoir holds 412 billion gallons. Safe yield
is based in part upon an estimate of how low the water can be drawn down
before it needs treatment (the "minimum pool"). V/e ran our own computer
simulation and determined that the consultants had mis-calculated the
"thermocline" which determines how far the reservoir could be drawn down
without loss of water quality. Our estimate of the reasonable "minimum
pool" would increase the safe yield to 318 mgd.

It is evident that, using MWRA's own estimates, cutting back on un-
realistic reserves and system unaccounted-for estimates, and adding in new
yields from watershed management will obviate any need for new water dur-
ing the planning period. A further increase in leak repair would insure
that the present system could meet projected demands indefinitely.
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

463 West Street
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002

May 21, 1986

Ms. Eileen R. Simonson
Co-Director
Water Supply Citizens Advisory Committee
138 Russell Street
Hadley, Massachusetts 01035

Dear Eileen:

I have received a copy of Gordon Beckett's letter of April 30, 1986
regarding USFWS proposed instantaneous flow regimes for the Millers
River. I wish to add that the flows recommended by Gordon's office
are consistent with the Strategic Plan for Restoration of Atlantic
Salmon in the Connecticut River Basin ., This plan was completed in
1982 and has been subsequently endorsed by the Connecticut River
Atlantic Salmon Commission. My understanding is that about 200 square
miles of watershed lie above the proposed Millers diversion ( s ) . This
would equate then to the following instantaneous flows in cfs during
the noted time periods:

As Gordon noted in his letter, their office is responsible for
commenting on projects such as this in the event that federal permits
are required. By copy of this letter I will ask that they continue to
review the various water supply alternatives that could impact the
anadromous fish program within the Connecticut River Basin.

I will coordinate any further information their office may require to
respond to the project proposals, as they request.

October - March - 176 cfs
April - May - 640 cfs
June - September - 94 cfs

Sincerely yours.

Stephen G. Rideout, Coordinator
Connecticut River Anadromous

Fish Program

cc :

Gordon Beckett
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United States Department of the Interior

nSH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
ECOLOGICAL SERVICES

P.O. BOX 1518

CONCORD, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03301

Ms. Eilesn Simonson, Co-Director HfR 3 0 1986

Water Supply Citizens Advisory Cormiittee

133 Russell Street
Hadley, Massachusetts 31035

Dear Ms. Simonson:

Thank you for your letter dated April 2, 1936, regarding the Massachusetts
Water Resources Authority Long-Range Water Supply Study and EIR-202C. The
proDosed diversions from the Connecticut, Merrimack and Millers Rivers are of

great concern to us because of potential i.Tipacts on fish and wildlife
resources, including anac'romous fish. We plm to monitor the development of

the diversion proposals, and will provide comments when appropriate. Our
formal participation unclor the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (43 stat.

431, as amended; 16 U.S.C. 651 et seq.) will depend on the need for Federal
approval of any components of the project (e.g.. Corps of Engineers permits
for intake structures in the rivers). We will also continue to informally
advise the Commonwealth by atten^ling Water Resources Commission Water Planning
Task Force meetings.

As you requested we hove reviewed the draft Assessment Reports for the
Connecticut, Merrimack and Millers Rivers, It does not appear that the Fish
and Wildlife Service's streamflow policy (see enclosure) v;as the sole basis
for determining flow needs. Using current fishery management plans our pre-
scription for minimum flows in the Connecticut and Merrimack would be- 0.5

cubic feet per second per square mile (cfsm) of drainage area above the point
of diversion. This is our approximation of the historical (unregulated)
median August flow, and we believe it would represent an acceptable aquatic
base flow for these rivers, unless higher flows are required for specific
biological functions (e.g., salmon spawning). Meeting our flovj recommendation
for the Connecticut and Merrimack should not be a problem, for we understand
the diversions would only amount to a small volume during spring runoff.

The Millers River has special flow needs, due to its role in the Connecticut
River anadromous fish restoration program. In the current management plan the
Millers will be used by salmon for spavming. Therefore, in addition to base
flows there will be a need for higher flows during the upstream salmon migra-
tion (April and May) and for the spawning and incubation period (October
through May). As for the other rivers, we would calculate our flow
recommendations using historical records. The aquatic base flow is 0.47 cfsm
(median August), which would apply during the year except when superceded by
higher flow requirements. Spawning takes place during October and November on
the Millers. A flow of 3.88 cfsm (average of October and November medians)
would apply for October through May, the end of the incubation period.
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Upstream migration occurs in April and May, and we would prescribe a flow of

3.2 cfsm (average of the medians) for that period. Summarizing all this, we
would recommend a flow of 0.88 cfsm for October through March, 3.2 cfsm for
April and May, and 0,47 cfsm for June through September. These flows can be
expressed in cfs using the drainage areas at the points of diversion on the
Millers.

If this explanation of our flow recommendation procedures is unclear, you
probably will want to talk this over with Gordon Russell of my staff. He can
be reached at (603) 225-1411. If we can be of further assistance on this or

other fish and wildlife matters, please feel free to contact us.

Sincerely yours.

Enclosure
Supervisor
New England Area

Mew 4
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REGIONAL POLICY

FOR NEW ENGLAND STREAM FLOW RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Pu rpose

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) recof]nizcs that immediate
development of alternative encrc)/ supplies Is a hiyh national priority. We

further recognize that hydroelectric developments arc among the most
practical near-term alternatives and that cnv i ronmenta I revlev/s may have
delayed expeditious licensing of some environmentally sound projects. A

purpose of this policy is to identify those projects that do not threaten
nationally important aquatic resources so that permits or licenses for those

projects can be expeditiously issued without expensive, protracted environ-
mental investigations. .1.

This directive establishes Northeast Rcqional (Rcfiion 5) policy regarding
USFWS flow reco«iimcnda t i ons at w.'iier projects in tlio Ncv/ England Area. The

policy is primarily for application to new or rcne-.Ml hydroelectric projects
but should also be used for v/atcr sui^ply, flood control and other water
development projects. The intent of thfs policy is to encourage releases
that perpetuate indigenous aquatic organ i s;iis

.

B. Backg round •.

Tlie USFV^S has u-jCtd historical flov/ i-econls for Hcv; England to describe stream

flow conditions that v/i 1 I sustain and perpetuate indigenous aquatic fauna. Low

flow conditions occurring in August typically result in the most metabolic
stress to aquatic org'anisnis. due to high water temperatures and diminished
living space, dissolved oxygori, ami food supply. Over the long term, stream
flora and fauna have evolved to survive these prriodlc adversities without
major population changes. The USFWS has thercfoic designated the median flow

for August as the Aquatic Base Flow (ABF)J_/. The USFWS has assumed that the

ABF will be adequate throughout the year, unless additional flow releases are

necessary for fir.li spawning and incubation. Wc have determined that flow

releases equivalent to historical median flov;s during the spavjning and

incubation periods vn I 1 protect critical repr'.)iluc t i vc functions.

1/Aquatic Base Flow as u'jcd hero should not be confused v/I th the fiydrologic

base flow, which u.sually refers to the minimum discharge over a specified

per iod.
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C . D i rect i ve

1. USFWS personnel shall use this standard procedure when reviewing,

providing planning advice for and/or commenting on water development projects
In New England Area.

2. USFWS personnel shall encourage applicants, project developers and action
agencies to independently assess the flow releases needed by indigenous
organisms on a case-by-case basis, and to present project-specific recommen-
dations to the USFWS as early in the planning process as possible.

3. USFWS personnel shall recommend that thjt i ns tantancous flow releases for

each water development project be sufficient to sustain indigenous aquatic
organisms throughout the year. USFWS flow recommendations are to be based
on historical stream gaging records as described below, unless Section 6

here i n app lies.'

a. Where a miniumum of 25 years of U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)
gaging records exist at or near a project site on a river that

is basically f ree- f lowi ng , the USFWS shall recommend that the

ABF release for all times of the year be equivalent to the median
August flow for the period of record unless superceded by spawning
and incubation flow recommendations. The USFWS shall recommend
flow releases equivalent to the historical median stream flow

throughout the applicable spawning and incubation periods.

b. For rivers where inadequate flow records exist or for rivers
regulated by dams or upstream diversions, the USFV/S shall
recommend that the aquatic base flow (ABF) release be 0.5 cubic
feet per second per square mile of drainage (cfsm) , as derived
from the average of the median August monthly records for

representative New England streams. 2/ This 0.5 cfsm recommendation
shall apply to all times of the year, unless superceded by spawning
and incubation flow recommendations. The USFWS shall recommend

flow releases of 1.0 cfsm In the fall/winter and k.Q cfsm In the

spring for the entire applicable spawning and incubation periods.

h. The USFWS shall recommend that when Inflow immediately upstream of a

project falls below the flow release prescribed for that period, the outflow

be made no less than the inflow, unless Section 6 herein applies.

5. The USFWS shall recommend that the prescribed instantaneous ABF be main-
tained at the base of the dam in the natural river channel, unless Section 6

here i n app lies.

2/The ABF criterion of 0.5 cfsm and the spawning and incubation flow criteria

of l.O and ^.0 cfsm were derived from studies of USGS gaging stations on

basically unregulated rivers throughout New England. Each gaging station

had a drainage area of at least 50 square miles, negligible effects from

regulation, and a minimum of 25 years of good to excellent flow records. On

the basis of 2,2^5 years of record, 0.5 cfsm was determined to be the average

median August monthly flov/. The flows of 1.0 and ^.0 cfsm represent the

average of the median monthly flows during the fall-winter and spring spawning

and incubation periods.
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6. USFWS shall review alternative proposals for the flow release locations,
schedules and supplies, provided such proposals are supported by biological
justification. If such proposals are found by USFWS to afford adequate
protection to aquatic biota, USFWS personnel may incorporate all or part of

such proposals Into their recommendations.

7. USFWS personnel shall forward their recommendations to the Regional
Director for concurrence (prior to release) whenever such recommendations would
differ from the median historical flow(s) otherwise computed in accordance
with Sections 3a and 3b above. For projects with lengthy headraces, tailraces,
penstocks, canals or other diversions. Regional Director's concurrence need
not be obtained on flow recommendations appficablc to the river segment
between the dam and downstream point of confluence of the discharge with the

Initial watercourse.

D. Exempt ions

On projects where the USFWS has written agreements citing 0.2 cfsm as a minimum
flow, the USFWS shall not recommend greater flows during the lifetime of the

current project license. Three hydro-electric projects at Vernon, Bellow Falls
and Wilder, Vermont, currently qualify in this regard.

E . Previous Directives

The Regional Director's memorandum dated April 11, 1 98O and attached New England
Area Flow Regulation Policy are hereby rescinded.

Date
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WATER SUPPLY CITIZENS
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
on the VVjter Rebourccb Authcjrity

Long Rjnge Water Supply ElR-2020

I V] RubSfll it. (Kre. 9)

Hjdley, Ntabsachusetii OlUJj

(4 I i) 3;U5-8H() I

To: Michael Gritzuk, Secretary Hoyte, members of the Board

From: Eileen Simonson, William Elliott, Robie Hubley, Alexandra Dawson

Re: David Hellstrom Response, 25 April to Douglas MacDonald Memo
on Safe Yield MDC/MWRA Water Supply System

Date: 29 April 1986

Overall, Hellstrom rebuttal does not contradict anything that
Doug MacDonald said in his memo. As a single number-for-safe-
yield model, Hellstrom does a reasonable job; however, there are
some major assumptions of his model and of his reasoning in
general that should be criticized (at least, not overlooked).
Below is a review of a few key issues, and some specific requests
for further information which Hellstrom should be willing to
provide, although it may cost some additional funds.

-1 . Hellstrom often refers to "failures" of the reservoir to supply
water and this concept is key to his setting of safe yield. His
definition of "failure" is any month that the reservoir falls to
elevation 490 feet, Boston City Base. What happens is that in
any month, if the withdrawal number (trial yield) causes the reser-
voir to reach elevation 490, then the water system is considered
a failure (600 months or 50 years of 12 months is the length of
the record used). As he himself reports on p. 13 of his response,
other models can be used.

Hellstrom should run his model to show the INTENSITY, DURATION
AND FREQUENCY OF DRAV/DOWN TO AND BELOW THE MINIMUM POOL ELEVATION,
i.e., elevation 490'. Even the consiiltants

, Camougis and Erickson,
New England Research, who did the ecological and water quality
studies of the reservoirs, recommend that this level of analysis be
considered.

It is clear from the last page of the memo, that the issues
that Hellstrom 's considered significant in safe yield and management
'analysis are "not one cjftecimology, but rather institutional. Is
the MWRA^ for example, prepared to deal with a definition of safe
yield that is not a single number but rather a set of tables showing
a range of yields..

7

" (emphasis added^. Hellstrom, we believe, was
not requested by the original proponent of the study,, to develop such
a sophisticated model, clearly within his professional expertise.

It is ar-fcificially stringent to presume that the 490' elevation
cannot be exceeded if it is for brief periods. It is also the case



that none of Kellstroca's drought response conditions (one of wh^'ch
adds 3 MGD to the safe yield number, the other of which was'^used
in the No Action alternative) are triggered early enough. It must
be understood, that a drought savings of 40 MGD for SO^days''(a
severe response no one would consider desirable) is no diffe-^ent
than a 10 MGD response for one year (a response achievable by
crash leak repair and controlled outdoor use, probably without a
ban.

Hellstrom should be asked to report the results of a 330 MGD
withdrawal with drought response implemented earlier, when the
reservoir is 80^ full. Bill Elliott and Robie Hubley did a similar
analysis using Hellstrom 's data (WSCAC Response. Demand Management
Report). A 10 MGD savings was instituted in ig64 and a 20 MGD
savings in addition was applied in 1965 - all this during the
severest drought of record at a trial demand of 330 MGD. They
found that the elevation of the reservoir remained within accep-
table limits for the duration involved.

-2. Hellstrom says his model offers "reliability" analysis for
the safe yield. It does not, in fact, do a probabilistic or stdchastic
model of each historic month and tabulate a statistical probability
for his safe yield. This could be done, and it would be a different
sort of model, leading to the flexible management really needed",''
not the one number system originally proposed.

*

-3. Kellstrom should be asked to bring his modelling of the sys-
tem up to date. Marcis Kempe has criticized the model in the past
by saying it does not reflect actual operating practice for the
system and results in a depiction of impacts out of synchrony with
a real time response by the system. We have requested, for at least
three years, that the model be run for the years 1980-1985 to update
against recent history its validity and rerun the model from 1970-
1985 substituting the Shaft 4 meter readings at Sudbury, for the
appropriate district meter readings in eastern Massachusetts. This
would assist in understanding the reliability of the model and
fyirther might cast some light on the mysterious system-unaccounted-
for-v/ater v/hich appears as a meter discrepancy between Shaft 4 and
the sum of the district meters. It would be imiDortant to see if
the model can predict the monthly Quabbin elev3ktions using the
Shaft 4 readings.

-4, Hellstrom persists in stating that there are "dry and wet"
precipitation cycles in the Northeast. This idea is at least
debated by climatologists , if not rejected outright.

Our goal, in summa27y, is to have a more sophisticated ee.t- af mana-
gement "safe yields" accepted by the Authori-^y. No one would want
to Justify a continuous average yield of 32S-330 MGD as an appro-
priate yield, nor more importantly a yield which would encourage
new communities in the system. Hellstrom *s analysis clearly points
to the need for computerization of this system. Knowledge of the
systen^ greater detail of community water uses and baseline data
which includes correct operating rules is a start. An identification .

of leakage, leakage repair and correction of metering deficiencies f
will provide a much clearer picture of actions needed to secure
the future quality and quantity of water in the system. A detailed
drought response, implemented in a timely manner will enable
a secure supply for the more severe conditions.



WATER SUPPLY CITIZENS
, ,« s, ,R,e 9,

ADVISORY COMMITTEE H.uiiev, Mai..ichu.eit. oiojs

on the Mcisb. Water Resources Authe^nty

L(3ng Range Water Supply ElR-2020

(4 13) 3ab-88(

MEMO TO: Jonathan Souweine and Tom Arnold
FROM: Eileen Simonson and Alexandra Dawson
DATE: March 11, 1986
RE: Issues raised at Environmental Oversight Cominittee meeting
March 5, 1986 and PADPU

1. As Marcis Kempe explained, the Heath Report survey of
1982/1933 determined that, of the pipes surveyed on the delivery
side of the system, about 4 MGD was found to be leaking. This
survey did not include, in addition to the main Quabbin and
Wachusett aqueducts, two major and problematic delivery pipes in
the MvVRA system. These are the Weston Aqueduct and Dorchester
Tunnel. As I stated at the Environmental Oversight meeting, the
Dorchester Tunnel survey was done separately, and revealed after
extensive repairs to that tunnel, that about .5 MGD was leaking
and probably is not reparable. The Weston aqueduct is included
in Tom Baron's proposed study of redundancy for the system. The
preliminary scope of that study indicated that the Weston
Aqueduct, if it is to remain in continued use, would need
relining. An estimate of the maximum possible leakage in this
aqueduct should be provided by the Water Division. It is
possible that this aqueduct is the source of considerable
leakage. If it is not, the water called "system unaccounted-
for" is probably a metering discrepancy between the Sudbury
Station Shaft 4 meter and the district meters. The Shaft 4 meter
is a large venturi meter, and although its readout system has
been checked and recalibrated, there is no present way to
calibrate its throat or even compare its readings against another
meter

.

It might be premature to publicize that the MWRA's delivery
system leaks very little when 30-35 MGD of system unaccounted-for
water remains to be explained.

2. The safe yield number, 300 MGD, i_s a number resulting from an
analysis of water alvailable from the major reservoirs during the
historic drought of the 1960s. The average daily watershed yield
of Quabbin/Ware/Wachusett is between 350-360 MGD, as Bill Brutch
confirmed, of this about 30 MGD satisfies downstream flow
releases. It is unfortunate that the safe yield number, in the
long range study, is used as a planning yield. The actual yield
is adequate to supply the present users as well as short-term
emergency connections and the projected net demand to the year
2000. Greater efficiencies in use of the present supply,
especially leak recovery, could provide growth water so long as
new users are not arbitrarily added to the system. A drought
management plan with very small reductions in use/waste,
implemented early enough, e.g. when reservoir storage is 80%,



2

would provide a continued adequate supply in the event of a
drought

.

There is time to implement a routine management program, such as
our "Trigger Planning program", which will be more fully-
described in a forthcoming memo, and which will be designed to
fulfill the state mandate that augmentation by interbasin
transfer be considered only as a measure of last resort.

3. If the consultants projected growth in demand is believed,
and recovery of the millions of gallons of unaccounted-for water
is not undertaken, the Authority could find itself implementing,
not one supply augmentation, but a series of them, even if the
Merrimack were selected.

4. The summary report adds a new category of water demand (T 2,
p. 21), "Potential additional demand by partial users" (PADPU).
According to its placement on the table and the text on p. 26,
this is apparently a substitution for the former "Legal
Obligations" category. (The amount of water involved has risen
from 50 to 57 MGD, because drought deduction was unintentionally
omitted and Dedham-Wes twood has been added in). This category is
subject to grave questions in our minds:

First, if such demand is merely "potential", it is unreasonable
to attribute the entire amount to a time period only four years
in the future. There is no way that any potential demand of this
size could occur by 1990.

Second, there is no "statutory" obligation to supply any such 57
MGD of water to partial users. Insofar as this obligation is
linlced to MWRA/mDC contracts, those contracts are subject to
renegotiation before the turn of the century. As we have often
argued, even the contract obligations are subject to extreme
restraints, e.g. the nonabandonment clause of your legislation.

Third, and most serious, the PADPU category is still unexplained.
Page 26 states only that the conditions in these partially served
communities "could change due to drought or loss of local
supplies". In fact, the figure of 57 MGD implies the loss of
most local supplies. What is the justification for such a figure
for contamination or drought? Drought and normal growth are
accounted for in the "net demand" category. Contamination of
non-users' local sources is governed by a formula of 5-20 percent
described on po23. Why was this formula not used to figure
contamination of the 14 partial users' local supplies? The use
of that formula could never result in loss of 57 MGD.



1 38 Russell St. (Rte. 9)

Hadley, Massachusetts 01035

(413) 58b-8H0I

January 10, 1986

Michael Gritzuk
Executive Director
Massachusetts Water Resource Authority
One Center Plaza
Boston, MA 02108

Dear Mr. Gritzuk,

W3CAC wants to express its thanks to you for
participating in our 12 December, 1935 meeting in Boston
and sharing some of your principal concerns as the new
Executive Director of the Massachusetts Water Resources
Authority. We fully appreciate the importance and
magnitude of your task, and the difficulties which lie
before you; and we look forward to working with you.

As the formally appointed Citizens Advisory
Committee to this study, WSCAC's mandate is to insure
that water needs and water sources are closely
scrutinized, that environmental and economic
consequences of each of the 10 alternatives under
consideration in the EIR-2020 are clearly identified,
and that the whole study be of use to the Authority and
the public in making the important choices ahead. WSCAC
has focused much of its attention, since 1978, on
certain fundamental concepts which affect the validity
and outcome of the study, and which to date are
unresolved:

*Lack of pertinent up-to-date environmental
investigation

*More complete analysis of local water sources not
in use or underutilized in MWRA communities

*Adequacy of population/employment projections

*Failure to provide adequate criteria for
selection of alternatives



*Failure to fully account for water use in the
MWRA system and in the user communities

*Failure to formulate on-going planning
procedure ( s

)

*Inadequate explanation of the Legal Obligations
category and its inclusion in the projected needs for
1990.

WSCAC believes that comprehensive information on
these key issues would have moved the study to a more
timely conclusion, as well as making it into a viable
planning document-

In this letter we would like to share with you our
concerns about "unaccounted-for water" and "legal
obligations "

.

1. "Unaccounted-for Water ". As shown in the pie chart
appended in the October 2, 1935 letter to the M'.VRA.

Board, unaccounted-for water comprises about one-third
of all water estimated as withdrawn from your reservoirs
and local sources. Several previous studies,
substantiated by the experience of the Arlington and
Boston leak detection and repair programs, have
indicated that 40-60 mgd of MDC/MWRA water is
potentially recoverable leakage within the communities.
In addition, a significant and rising amount of water
(estimated by Marcis Kempe as increasing from 3.63 mgd
in 1960 to 34 mgd in 1984) is lost or otherwise
unaccounted-for in the MWRA delivery system. This
latter water represents a discrepancy between the water
metered at Shaft 4 and the sura of water measured by the
MWRA revenue meters. As you will note from the chart
provided in the letter to the MWRA Board and Staff,
October 11, 1985 (attached) this MWRA "system
unaccounted-for" water is the difference between a
slightly increasing amount of water represented as
withdrawn from the reservoirs and fifteen years of
declining purchases by communities.

WSCAC has been urging more reliable information on
"unaccounted-for water" since the beginning of the
study. It is futile to plan, project and construct
future water supplies without an accurate assessment of



reservoir withdrawals, correctible losses and consumer
use. This fall the Board of the Authority expressed
deep concern that the study has progressed so far
without more detailed evaluation of water loss on both
sides of the revenue meters. We understand that the
Board has ordered (October 2 and 23, 1985) completion of
the metering program. We urge action to determine
exactly what the total "unaccounted-for" category
comprises and how much of it can be recovered. The
urgency for this determination cannot be overstated. For
example, the MDC/MWRA consultants estimate that only
about 5 mgd is identifiable system use (Task 1, Water
Demand Projections, Interim Technical Report, Appendix
F-2, pp. 221-222). If system unaccounted-for water had
been reduced to a more reasonable level the water use in
1984 would have been within the critical drought safe
yield.

2. Legal Obligations. The "legal obligations" reserve of
more than 50 mgd has been included by the consultants in
the projection of future need which must be met by the
MWRA. We disagree with the proposal to project such a
reserve as a future need. This reserve relates to
commitments created by the old MDC contracts. The
enabling act under which the contracts were negotiated
(former provisions of G.L. Ch. 92) required that the
water be "reasonably available". Whether reasonable
availability includes takings which would have required
legislative action is an interesting and unanswered
question. In any case, the category as defined in the
water supply study includes major amounts of water which
are considerably above and beyond what the consultants
calculated would be needed for growth or contamination
in the pertinent communities. In essence the quantities
involved would substitute MWRA water for almost all the
local supplies used in the service area (Interim Demand
Reoort, January 1933, Tables 12, p. 53; Table 13, p.

Clearly this is not a simple issue. We have been
raising it since issuance of the Demand Report of
January, 1983. We believe that the question has been
fundamentally set to rest by the MWRA charter act which
gives full authority to renegotiate the contracts before
the end of the century. By renegotiation, the Authority
may remove from these contracts all amounts of water
extraneous to the future needs of the contracting

communities.



According to the study, the "legal obligations"
reserve, together with system "unaccounted-for" water,
comprise all of the water estimated to be needed in this
century. Thus, a prompt decision on these two issues
could give the Authority the lead time needed to
determine whether any augmentation is required.

In your remarks at our meeting you raised issues of
policy and "moral obligations". WSCAC is well aware
that the whole water supply study rests far more upon
issues of policy than on engineering. Over the years,
the Commonwealth's water policy has developed
organically, expressed in statutes, regulations,
resolves, and policy statements. The Massachusetts
Water Policy Statement issued by the Secretary of the
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs in May, 1978
states:

Before allocation of the water resources
of any of the Commonwealth's 12 major
watersheds for interbasin transfer,
the receiver shall demonstrate, pursuant
to the Massachusetts Environmental Policy
Act, that environmental effects are within
acceptable limits; that local options
have been exhausted, including efforts
to preserve and restore potential ground
and surface water supplies within the
acquiring basin, and to maintain and
restore the function of watershed areas;
and that effective water conservation
measures have been established, (p. 116)

This sentiment is reflected in similar resolves of the
state legislature in June and July of 1973.

In 1983, the- state gave legal effect to this policy
through the Interbasin Transfer Act, Chapter 653 of the
Acts of 1983, which requires that the applicant, before
being permitted to divert water from another watershed,
prove real need for that water. The principles of the
Interbasin Transfer Act are embedded in the act creating
the MWRA, Chapter 372 of 1934, especially in ss. 8d and



3e with their many requirements for tight local water
management that limit the continuation of supply to your
present contract users, as well as the entrance of new
communities into the system. The latter also requires
an act of the legislature, as does "...any structural
action in any donor basin, including any capital
improvements or expenditures of capital funds, which
could reasonably be expected to (i) create a new
interbasin transfer of water or (ii) increase the rate
of any existing interbasin transfer of water. .

.

"

(Section 59). The MVTRA charter law expresses a strong
and continuing mandate for water conservation and water
accountability principles further emphasized in the
Water Management Act signed into law by Governor Dukakis
on December 13, 1985.

These policies and laws will, we hope, rationalize
the use of water from all sources throughout the state.
One of the failings of the water supply study is that it
does not account for the total use of water in MvVRA
service communities. Local supplies, both residential
and non-residential, yield a significant portion of the
water used, even within the areas you serve, and
particularly in the growing communities on the periphery
of your system. The inexorable linkage of other local
sources to your supply needs is another issue which you
will want to review in some depth. Such a review will
provide a more accurate idea of future needs than can be
had from the consultant's demand study. That study
approaches reactivation of abandoned/unused sources and
contamination of local supplies in a cursory manner.
Vigorous pursuit of increased local supplies has
additional advantages in maximizing redundancy and local
responsibility, as well as motivating protection of
environmental quality.

We believe resolution of these issues is
fundamental to an understanding of the water supply
system and to obtaining the political and financial
support the MWRA will need to do whatever is necessary.
W3GAC has repeatedly sought answers to these questions,
many of which have not been resolved to the satisfaction
of the MWRA Board. We must all resist the temptation to
neglect unresolved issues and make decisions that may be
premature or erroneous. Instead, we need to complete
the job of placing the study on the fully rational and
scientific foundation we have all worked so diligently



to obtain. You and your Directors have expr-essed tha
intent that this study form the basis of a planning
process. We support you in this intent.

Sincerely

,

Ann Gannett
WSCAG Chair



jjtizens Advisory Committee on the

\etropolitan District Commission
'ater Supply EIR - 2020

VVSCAC
133 Russell St. (Rte.

Hadley, Massachusetts 010

(413) 586-88

October 11 , 19£5

Secretar-/ James Hoyte , EOEA
Chairman', Metropolitan Water Resource Authority
One Center Plaza
Boston, MA 02202

Dear Secretary Hoyte, Members of the Hoard and Staff,

VSCAC is very appreciative of the opportunity to make a
formal presentation to the Hoard and staff. We anticipate
a great deal of constructive interaction with the Board
and the various sub-committees. We also anticipate, from
the level of discourse at Board meetings, a very challenging
future. We are pursuing the Board's request for suggestions
on pricing policy and additional information on trigger
planning.

In this letter, we first reiterate the three major areas
of concern WSCAC presented at the October 2 meeting at the
Cuabbin Reservation. V/e then respond to material you receive
that d3.y which should not be passed over without further
commsnt-on water use trends and the costing procedure bein^-
used by the consultants for comparing the alternatives in
the leng range water supply study.

In the WSCAC presentations, the following points were
made

:

1. The MWRA communities are not entirely deoendent on
the main reservoirs for their water. More than '60 mgd is
provided by small reservoir and well supplies within the
towns. It is imperative that these supplies be protected.
Further, one of the alternatives in the' long-range study
is the reactivation of sources in the communities which are
underutilized or not presently- used. We do not assume that
the Authority incorporate these s\ipplies into their system,
but rather assist the towns to better exploit the sources*
to defray future dependence on the MWRA,

*

2. Too little is known about the distribution of water
from source to sink. Better metering is needed in the main
distribution system and in the communities. As shown in the
small chart presented to the Board, about one-third of the
system is not accounted-for . Of this, more tnan 50 m°-d is
somehow being lost (or is a metering problem) between'^the
main metering point near the Sudbury Reservoir (Shaft 4) and
the district meters. This water, called "System Unaccounted-
for" is either "phantom water"- not presently revenue producin,
or as Bill Eriitsch implied, its cost is being distributed to
the user communities.
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5. The concept of "trigger plaming" refers to a systes
of monitoring the water supply system, outlining short and long
term management goals, setting out choice of action and delineating
criteria for imr>lementation of actions. We realize this idea
needs development and WSCAC is ready and willing to participata
with the Board in doing this. The point we most want to be under-
stood at this time, is that the long-range study is not presently
constructed for planning purposes. It can be incorporated into such
a planning strategy, but it is not a planning study in itself. The
degree of effort put into the study so far should not end in a

simple "yes" or "no" on each of the complex alternatives studied.

At the meeting on October 2, both Pat Corcoran and Marcis
Kempe provided the Board with information which we believe
needs further review. Pat Corcoran' s handout sheet included -

two charts: one on historic demand on the MDC/M\'/RA and one on
a comparative costing of the major alternatives in the long
range* study. Marcis Kempe showed a chart called 'total amount
of water withdrawn from the reservoirs' . This total consists
of the historic demand plus his new calculations for system
unaccounted-for water.

Please look at the two charts on the page adjacent. The
upper chart is the projected needs chart produced by the
consultants. It implies that the amount of water used by
consiamers from 1970 to 1980 rose. In January of 1983, William
Geary, Commissioner of the MDC instructed the consultants and
project staff, during his visit to a monthly WSCAC meeting,
to discontinue use of this projection and instead to use
the actual yearly historic recorded community water use.

Below is a chart of historic water use. It is a blow-up
of the boxed section from above and includes community reported
use for the years of 1970 through 198^. As you can see, the
year 1980 was clearly higher than the year 1970, but in no
way indicates a "trend" in water use. Actually, the trend
(solid line, statistically called line of best fit) shows
that the use for 1971 was the highest so far and the trend
from that year through 1984 is downward. Two decade points
do not make a "trend", but 15 years does constitute a trend.

Above the historic use line is another line showing total
estimated withdrawals. The hatch marks represent Marcis' calculated
"system unaccounted-for water". We have reviewed Marcis' calculations.
When this water is added to the use by the communities the trend
flattems out andobscures the declining community consumption.
The amount of system unaccounted-for water has increased from
3.68 mgd in 1960 (1 960-1 969 not shown) to 34 mgd in 1984. Most
of this increase is attributable to a discrepancy between estimated
deliveries of water to the district meters and the actual sum
of those meters (see examples on top of next page).
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Much discussion has taken place around these numbers. The
water division has stated that the discrepancy results from the
Revenue (district) meter under-registration. If that hypothesis
were correct the repairs and calibrations made to more than
one-third of the revenue meters since 1982 (the program is not
complete) would have produced a rise in revenue-meter totals.
Instead, revenue meter totals have continued to show a decline in
the delivered water. Further, since 1976, the city of Eoston has
decreased its water purchase from the MDC by 55 mgd as of the
end of 1984. Although some of this reduction has been absorbed
by a rise in consumption by the smaller partial users, the
historic use line shows a significant decline for this period.
The exception in declinging use in this time frame is the
drought of 1980 (base-line year in the study). This is a
normal inflection upward, since all partial users and the
system as a whole initially show a temporary rise in use during
a drought,

V/hether the reservoir and distribution master meters are
over- under- or correctly measuring, or whether the revenue meters
are wrong or right, it is clear that 50 mgd is unaccounted-for.
The cause, direction and degree of metering or distribution
problems are unknown at this time. It is clear that system
unaccounted-for water must be fully investigated.

The additional leakage kno'^ to exist in the communities
must also be pursued. Previous studies done for the MDC and
the earlier study done by Bechtel Engineering for the long
range study (Phase I, 1981) indicate that between 45 and 60 mgd of
water may have been leaking in the cocomunities . After looking
at the Boston, Arlington and Salem experiences, we believe these
estimates may be conservative.

The total, then, of missing water on the delivery side and
the user side may be 90 mgd . This is not a reasonable loss
in a system this size. The communities should be encouraged
and assisted in a program of leak detection and repair.

Finally, in Pat Corcoran *s handout, the consultants
provided a chart comparing the -cost of the alternatives.



The analysis they use is called "Uet Freser.t Value (N?V) Unit Cost"
This calculation assujues that the annual cost of borrowing money
will be £73 and annual inflation will be 5-5;^ to the year 202G.
It also assumes that all water brought on line from sn alternative
will be sold. The NFY costing also includes a factor called
Residual Value. This is the value remaining at the year 2020
in any major pipe, pump or construction required by a particular
alternative. The Residual Value is deducted from the total cost
of an alternative before the unit cost is established. The resxilt
is that alternatives which have a higher residual value have a
reduced N?V.

The Connecticut and Millers River alternatives look particular
inezcpensive , because the consultants assumed that no treatment
plant will be needed for these options. By contrast, costs for
other augmentation alternatives - Merrimack, Sudhury, Plymouth
and User Sources - all include treatment plants. However, in as
short a time as 20 years the Cuabbin and Vachusett Reservoirs
may require treatment if lesser quality Connecticut or Millers
River water is introdueted. (Connecticut River Report, pp. 152-1cO)
This is not included in the price although the possible need is
implied in the Cor^necticut River Report^ The NPY/Unit Cost figures
.do -nat provide a very complete picture. These figures do not reflec
actual costs of each alternative and should not be used in a comnle
decision making process.

"We look fcr'^ard to our continuous communication.

Sincerely.

An6 _y . Gannett
VSCAC Chair
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The Water Supply Citizens Advisory Committee has responded
to many thousands of pages of technical reports concerning
a determination of future water needs, characteristics of
present water use, system management Issues such as water-
sheds and conservation and leak repa I r, ' re 1 evan t legislation
and so on.

Today, we would like to draw your attention to three Impor-
tant questions and our recommendations.

I . HOW MUCH WATER IS INVOLVED?

B. The Quabbin and Wachusett reservoirs provide an
average annual yield of about 360 MGD. Legislation
requires downstream releases, not usable for MV/RA

water supply, of 30 MGD, leaving 330 MGD. Were
Quabbin and Wachusett large enough, this 330 MGD
would be the "safe yield." However, not all Inflows
can be held by the reservoirs all of the time and
they spill some water. The amount of water which
the system can provide under sustained critical
drought conditions (drought of record 1960-1967) is
closer to 300 MGD. This Is termed the "critical
drought safe yield" but Is often simply called the
"safe yield."

RECOMMENDATIONS: All water supplies, existing or
developable, within the MWRA user communities should be
monitored and carefully protected, to assure their future
use. Local sources not now In use, or presently under-
utilized, should be actively brought on line or put In
service to ensure the adequacy of locally supplied water In

the future.

The present reservoir suppl I es shoul d be carefully
mon I tored . for actual withdrawals. Implementation of the present
MDC waters'hed management program, which optimizes watershed
yield, should be fully supported by the MWRA and the MDC
Watershed Division.

A, In the communities served by the MWRA, local water
supply sources presently provide 60-65 MGD. These
ground and surface water sources are additional to
the water provided by the MWRA.
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As seen from the pie chart above, about two-thirds
of the water supplied produces revenue from house-
holds. Institutions, commercial establishments,
utilities and lindustry. The remaining water^ about
one-third. Is non-revenue producing, with some of this
accounted for In non-metered uses like fire fighting.
This category also Includes estimates of meter under-
reglstration in the user communities for domestic and
non-domestic users. The balance, about 25% of all
water available. Is "unaccounted-for." About one-
third of this Is on the delivery side of the system
before It enters the towns.

RECOMMENDATIONS: A better accounting should be made
through full metering of the delivery and user side of the
system.

Public education should be supported In a continuous
p rogram

.

*The P ilot Program for device retrofit should be sup-
ported to provide good estimates of possible future
savings.

*The quantity of non-revenue-producing water should
be reduced.

In recent years,, consultants such as Bechtel^ Curran and
Llnsky studied unaccounted-for-water for the MDC Indepen-
dently. Indications are that most of the lost water Is
leakage. The experiences of Boston and Arlington within the
MWRA service communities clearly attest to the potential
for savings. Boston alone has reduced Its 1977-198i* water
use by more than 30 MGD . The cost of saving lost water Is
less than any alternative except for reduction of use.
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The recent experience of Salem, a community characteristic
of some of the smaller communities In the MWRA, adds
another dramatic example of leak repair savings. A sudden
rise In water use over a few years caused concern for the

adequacy of supply. During July to November^ 198U, a survey was
done of the system. It was discovered that there were
major leaks accounting for 20% of the water being withdrawn
from their sources. That water has been saved and Salem has
made a commitment to semi-monthly system surveys.

III. HOW TO PLAN FOR FUTURE WATER NEEDS

Water consumption by domestic and non-domestic users
Is not projected to Increase untlj after the year
2000. Between the years 2000-2020, only non-domestic
water use Is projected to Increase. The uncertainty about
future contamination of local supplies^ and about the
need to activate present contracts with communities
who do not now use all of the contracted water^ Is also
Included In the projections and accounts for most of the
Increase In projected demand.

The methodology for making the projections In this study
has been controversial. As with all projections, the
uncertainty Increases as the projections are extended
further Into the future.

RECOMMENDATIONS: To promote cost effective and timely
water supply decisions, a "trigger" planning strategy should
be developed. This strategy relies on an accurate description
of the present water uses and Includes continuous monitoring
of parameters such as population, changes In water use and
technologies, precipitation and stream flow data, careful
assessment of ongoing management and rehabilitation pro-
grams and so on.

Another portion of the trigger plan Is to review present
alternatives, and add new ones as they arlse^ and to carry out
all activities to Implement the alternatives in as short a

lead time as possible. This would Include: conducting en-
gineering; assessing the most environmentally safe and cost
effective yield of each alternative; passing any needed legis-
lation or meeting legislated requirements; enlisting public
support for the alternatives by making explicit the conditions
which would activate each alternative or enlisting support for
alternatives such as demand management which require public
part ici pation

.

This planning will optimize the likelihood that publicly
supported, timely and correctly sized water supply decisions
will be Implemented.
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CONNECTICUT RIVER ASSESSMENT REPORT SUMMARY

The assessment report on the use of the Connecticut River as
a possible augmentation to the MV/RA distribution system was released
in* September , 1985. Diverted water woiild be removed from the
Turners Falls Pool, pumped through Northeast Utilities' Northfield
Mounxain Hydropower Facility, then flow to Quabbin via tunnel.
The capacity to produce hydropower in the Northfield to Quabbin
tunnel was evaluated as a possible option. Computer simulation
incorporating legislative and operational constraints suggested
a potential increase in system safe yield of close to 63 mgd.
A total capital cost of S87.6 million was estimated should the
gravity option be selected and $97,7 million for the power option.
Annual operating and maintenancencosts were given as $1.5 and $1.65
million, respectively. These figures translate into a net present
value cost of S150/mg and $135/mg. Impacts on water quality and
ecology, hydropower, land use, terrestrial ecology and socio-
economic issues were discussed.

The safe yield of the alternative was determined by incorporat-
ing legislative and operational constraints into a computer model.
Water would be transferred only on days that Connecticut River flow
exceeds 10,987 mgd at Montague, (approximately 8? days per year).
Secondly, the total amount of water that is transferred each day
must keep the running average of diverted water (computed for the
last three consecutive years) to 375 mgd or below. (70 minutes are
required to pump 375 mgd. ) Only the days during which a potential
transfer may occur are included in the running average. Operating
conditions assume water can be pumped from the Connecticut
River during any season, and that no water is transferred when
Quabbin is near full. These produce a maximum average pumping
rate of 375 mgd.

In contrast to figures reported in the Millers and Merrimack
River Reports, safe yield and cost estimates in the Connecticut
report do not appear final. The report indicates that the increase
in safe yield should be considered as an unoer limit , since
estimates were based upon an assumption of operating at 100?^
efficiency. Reduction in transfers due to an inability to pump
the maximum amount of water as a result of malfunctions, the
unavailability of low cost energy, or poor water quality in the
Connecticut River, would lower the safe yield. Affects on cost
were not included.
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The price of this option would also rise should further studv
indicate the need for treatment of Connecticut River water prior
to release into Cuabbin Reservoir to prevent eutrophi cation. ^
The report states that should this alternative be selected as one fl^'

part of a larger alternative, detailed water quality/ecology and
nutrient analyses should be conducted to verify the present

'

'no treatment' decision. Facilities to remove dissolved and
particulate nutrients would substantially raise the cost of this
alternative

.

The third factor which, needs to be included in any statement
of cost would be a continuous water quality monitoring program.
The Connecticut River assessment report includes a discussion of
contacts with thirteen facilites and organizations in order to
define the need for, and structure of, an advanced warning system
to detect pulses of contaminants, should any major river be
selected. According to the report, a river monitoring net^.^ork similar
to the Ohio River Valley Water Sanitation Commission's Early Warning
Organics Detection System {E'HOIDS) is the method recommended. However,
EWODS relies upon the existence of an extensive network of river
stations. The report indicates that should a network of this tyue
not be available, at least two stations would need to be installed -
one at the diversion inlet and one immediately downstream from
the area of worst probable pollution discharge. This
monitoring system would eventually work in conjunction with those
being developed by the EPA and DEQE as a regional response system
for hazardous waste. No cost estimates and no impacts on safe
yield were given.

Energy costs are also a significant consideration in this
alternative, making up 80% of the operation and maintenance. The
price of this a!l.temative will therefore be very responsive to
energy costs. The report states, "if the cost of energy doubled,
the total operation and maintenance costs would increase by 80%\^

.

Since Northfield Mountain was built to take advantage of surplus*
power, as demand for energy increases, the availability and cost of
energy will be a significant factor in future operations. The
availability of water may not coincide with the availability of
lower energy costs.

The transfer facilities have been designed to carry a maximum
of 506 mgd. Pumping would normally be performed during nights
and weekends (a factor which could increase entrainment of night
migrating fish) , An 8-foot diameter tunnel would extend from
Northfield Mountain to Quabbin Reservoir if the gravity feed option
were selected. The power option would require a 9-foot tunnel and
a power house located on the Millers River,

Three outlet schemes (with differing impacts on sedimentation
and bottom scouring) have been developed to release the water into
Cuabbin: a dijrect tunnel, a deep channel outlet and a shallow
tunnel. Depending upon the design sel ected, between 11 and 22,5
acres of Guabbin watershed would be required for the access shaft

,

outlet structure and spoil pile disposal sites. The shallow channel
is the least expensive. However, the direct tunnel outlet was
used in the cost assessment as it provides the greatest head for
power production and creates the least environmental damage.
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Assessment of impacts, from construction of the aqueduct, on.-

the terrestrial ecology of Quabbin watershed were based solely
upon a 1S76 study. No further field investigations were performed
as part of this study. However, the MWRA report states that if
the Connecticut is selected, field investigations along the rights-
of-way will be necessary to provide up-dated inforaation. A
number of potential impacts listed included: (1) construction
activities will affect the Wendell bog and its blue heron breeding
area, (2) the tunnel site will remove an uncommon type of bog
located in Quabbin, thereby reducing habitat diversity, and (3)
construction of spoil sites will disturb bald eagles located
near Rattlesnake Hill,

The report does not evaluate impacts on the Northfield
Mountain Reservoir resulting from the introduction of Connecticut
River water. Presently, Connecticut River water is pimped to this
mountain reservoir using surplus power. The water then flows back
into the Connecticut River to produce hydropower during times of
peak demand. Investigations conducted by Douglas Smith of WSCAC,
during a recent drawdown, showed extensive filling -in of Northfield
with Connecticut River sediments. These sediments have provided
an ideal habitat for a large variety of aquatic invertebrates
introduced from the river. Evidence also indicated entrainment
of a variety of fish species, even though gates were installed to
prevent fish passage. Four species of freshwater mussles, in a
variety of growth sizes, were collected and analyzed. These
mollusks are parsitic upon specific fish species as part of their
life cycle, and therefore indicate the presence of certain types
of fish. If these fish are becoming entrained at Northfield, they
will most likely be transferred to Cuabbin, together with the
eels. Smith also stated that a new candidate for transfer to
Quabbin is the gizzard shad. The first breeding population of
this fish passed the Holyoke lift this year. These fish, like
the carp which will also be transferred to Quabbin, accelerate
eutrophication as a result of their feeding habits, which increase
tiirbidity and nutrients and destroy habitat for other fish.
Smith's work shows that the Northfield Reservoir is an excellent
case study of potential impacts on Quabbin Reservoir should
Connecticut River water be added.

The report however, does discuss the transmission of the
lamprey eel, the American eel, and the carp, via Northfield
into Quabbin. The devastation by lamprey eels on trout populations
is well documented in studies on the Great Lakes. Treatment by
reverse osmosis filtration would prevent entrance to Quabbin but
only at a large cost. The report suggests that allowing the
eels to colonize in Quabbin and subsequently treating the spawning
tributaries to keep population levels low would be the preferred
route. The chemical, 3-Triflouromethyl-4-Nitrophenol would most
likely be selected.

The assessment report indicates that the aquatic ecology
of Quabbin will gradually change. Increased nutrients will
enhance algal growth, with a shifting of species from green to
the less desirable blue-green. Heavily turbid Connecticut River
water will precipitate out sediments in the northern branch as
water flows from the tunnel into a still water system. Sedimentation
will cahnge benthic populations, and decrease needed oxygen concen-
trations as organic material is decomposed. Reduced Quabbin water
quality will impair the ability to dilute the lower quality Wachusett
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water. Undesirable species introduced into Quabbin will be
transferred to V/achusett and beyond. Changes in Cuabbin water
quality and fisheries are expected, only the time frame is
debated.

The report goes on to state that impacts on the Connecticut
River mainstem due to reduced dilution will be mitigated by
and confined to the Turners Falls Pool. This statement has been
debated for a number of years. No new- information was provided.
Further analyses will be needed. Historical data collected from
the uses, MDWPC and New England Research was relied upon for
analysis of impacts to the water quality of the Connecticut River.
The only water survey conducted for this study included a one-
time sampling for radionuclides. No evaluation was made of
impacts to the estuary and the anadromous fish restoration program.

The assessment report was accompanied by three sections of
three separate reports dealing with water quality, aquatic
ecology and terrestrial ecology. These three technical appendices
are the field work of Normandeau Associates. For a full* discussion
of the material please refer to these reports. VSCAC will be
submitting comments on these reports and urges all interested
agencies and individuals to review the reports and comment.
For additional background material on the Connecticut River
Diversion please see WSCAC's report entitled, Finding New
Water; An Analvsis of Eight Proposals to Enlarge the MDC
Water System.
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Results of the MDC analysis of the Merrimack River as a potential
source of water for augmenting the Quabbin/Vachusett system
have been reported out in a June 1985 assessment report. This
alternative was sized to provide an average annual yield of 120
mgd (the projected water deficit in the MDC distribution system
to the year 2020). V/ater would be transferred, on the average
of 186 days per year, and only during the months of November
through June. During this eight month period, the Merrimack River
would provide the majority of water, as use of the Quabbin/Wachusett
system would be gradually reduced in November and then expanded in
June. The report also discussed impacts on hydropower, water quality
and ecology, land uses, noise and air quality. A total capital
cost of ^501 million was estimated with total annual operating
and maintenance expected to be S15 million. The net present value
was listed as S5^7 per mgd or $498/mgd if the project is produced
in phases.*

The engineering involves pumping water from the river in Tyngsborough
to a treatment plant in the same city. The treated water would be
conveyed by gravity through a 26-mile tunnel to Spot Pond in
Stoneham. At this point the water would be pressurized sufficient
to allow transmission into the MDC distribution system, A three
phase construction period was considered for the Tyngsborough
water treatment plant for an increase in system safe yield of
88 mgd in 1990, 104 mgd in 2006 and 120 mgd in 2013. The treatment
plant capacity during these same years would be 165 mgd, 200 mgd
and 235 mgd.

Only the following constraints were considered on potential transfers
from the Merrimack River: (1) the capacity of the treatment plant
and delivery system, (2) the established criteria for the Anadromous
Fish Restoration Program and wastewater dilution and (3) Wachusett
and Quabbin Reservoirs falling below 989^ of capacity. Due to
characteristics of the system, these constraints allow for an
increase in system safe yield which would be slightly higher
than the actual transfers made from the Merrimack River. For
example, an actual water transfer of 117.8 mgd would increase
system safe yield by 121.5 mgd.

The report lists the following hydrologic events:
1. From December to May the Merrimack River will supply 235 mgd,
while the Quabbin and Wachusett will provide 18? mgd;

2, From June to November the Quabbin/Vachusett system will supply
all of the projected needs of 422 mgd;

The report states that this cost assumes that demand will increase
as projected (from 300 to 420 mgd by 2020) and all the water will
be sold.
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3. The efficiency of Wachusett will decrease as spillage increases
from 4.9 to 11.1 mgd;

4. The effects of diversion on river flow reductions will be
experienced from the point of diversion to the mouth of the

Mean monthly historic flows were used as the basis of comparison
to determine impacts from the diversion. Since the river flows
have been subject historically to regulation at a number of upstream
locations (including Wachusett, Sudbury and Franklin Fells Reservoirs
Lake Cochituate, powerplants and Squam, Newfound, Winnipesaukee
and Winnisquam Lakes) data gathered from USGS gages was transformed
to runoff per square mile to eliminate the effects of regulation
in these areas. Flows recorded from the Leominster gage on the
North Nashua and the Maynard gage on the Assabet were used to
extrapolate flows for the Nashua and the Concord Rivers, respectively
These minimum monthly flows were then compared to anadromous fish
restoration criteria, hydropower constraints and historic water
quality data.

Minimum flow criteria given for the anadromous fish restoration
program were taken from the US Army Corps of Engineers 1977
"NF^^S" Study. The report did not discuss if these figures,
developed in the mid-1970s, were re-discussed with the US Fish
and Wildlife Services to provide for changes as new data has
been developed. The 1977 study assessed minimum streamflow
requirements for promoting anadromous fish, effective dilution of
effluents and hydropower operations. However, since the publication
of the 1977 report, the downstream hydropower requirements have
increased slightly as new facilities have been installed at
Lawrence and Lowell. Hov/ever, the Merrimack River Diversion R.eport
does -.not adjust the 1977 figures to account for full hydropo\irer
needs as a constraint on diversion. The report stated that "If
fully projected hydropower requirements were used as a constraint
for a diversion, the diversion would be limited to only a few
months per year, causing the yield of the alternative to be
very small and/or the diversion rate to be very high."

Mean monthly flows were also compared to historic water quality
data to assess impacts. -Data from the USGS, EPA, MDWPC and the
City of Lowell was relied upon for comparative purposes. No
additional surface water quality collections were made. However,
five "sediment sampling stations were selected for analysis by
Normandeau Associates. The USGS (year round sampling) and the
MDV/PC (summer sampling only) data were used to establish base-
line conditions in the river. Only total coliform bacteria and
turbidity were listed as exceeding the maximum contaminant
levels allowed for drinking water. However, data was not available
for the full range of metals and organcis that may occur in the
Merrimack due to the river *s heavily industrialized past. The
report does state that although the river is slightly cleaner
with respect to certain parameters (mostly oxygen and nitrogen)
the long-term trends of heavy metals and organics are not known.
The report listed major municipal wastewater discharges from the
following towns: Lowell, Greater Lawrence, Haverhill, Amesbury
and Newburyport. Major industrial discharges were also given. The
most recent survey of these discharges were in the summer of 1981.
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Low levels of selected metals and pesticides have beeen recorded in
the surface water samples and low levels of heavy metals and PcBs in
the sediments have been found.

Water treatment is being planned to include both conventional and
advanced treatment processes to control the following parameters:
turbidity, coliform, iron, manganese, phenols, chromium, cadmium,
PCBs and toxic organics (including anthracene, fluoranthene ,

pyrene,
toluene). A 30-acre site in Tyngsborough, located about one-half
mile north of the Tyngsborough bridge, has been selected as the
site for the treatment plant. The area is presently a privately
owned farm. Approximately 25 trucks per day for six days per week
will be needed to transport the sludge to a 150 acre landfill site.
Selection of a landfill site has not been made as of this time.
The large size of the landfill is planned for the codisposal of
municipal solid waste along with sludge from the treatment plant.

Costs have been assessed for the acquisition of 253 acres of land,
(35 acres for the intake and water treatment plant, 2 acres for
access, 66 acres for shafts and 15 acres for the landfill). About
103 acres of this is privately owned. The report does not state
the amount of land needed (and the cost for this land) for the sludge
disposal separate from that needed by the town for a municipal land-
fill. The full costs of initially developing the 150 acre site
(at a $10,000 to $40,000 cost per acre) have been included. The
report also projects that if this alternative were to operate at
full capacity (235 mgd) a loss in revenue would be felt of S240,000
per year at the Lowell hydropower plant, $180,000 at the Lawrence
plant and $250,000 at the MDC hydropower plants. The report
discussed the existence of numerous other hydropower facilities
in Lowell and Lawrence, however only the two plants were used
to evaluate impacts. (The diversion would reduce flow in
the river to below plant operating capacity.)

Effects on water rates of implementing this alternative would
depend on the process of construction. Construction in three
phases would produce a $232 per mg increase in the early years
and $89 per mg increase in the later years. Baseline conditions
assume the communities will be charging full cost by 1990, at
the rate of $1337 per million gallons. A start-up time of
5 years and 10 months is projectd for the alternative to be
added to the system. Increased flexibility and reliability
in the MDC system, resulting from system redundancy being
added in the event water cannot be transported from the Guabbin and
Wachusett was not discussed.

The report also looked at projected water needs for those communities
along the river which may need to draw on the Merrimack in the
future. The communities of Lawrence, Methuen and North Andover
are projected to experience a water supply deficit. Lawrence,
Andover and Methuen presently take water from the river. Also,
population growth in Dunstable and Tyngsborough could have impacts
on water quality at the diversion point.
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Fieldwork was performed at the eight impact areas in the rights-of
ways associated with the spoil piles, shafts, roads and other
facilities. Impacts on vegetation and wildlife were assessed for
representative species. The report states the following impacts
on local species due to construction activities and water level
changes. Several species of special concern may be affected
by the construction of diversion facilities. Near the proposed
location of Shaft H, several species have been catalogued, one
is an historical account and one is a current record for two
salamander species. A rare amphipod has also been recorded
in this area. Near Spot Pond and close to the proposed pumping
facilities an historical record of the bur-reed has been noted.
The report also states that water level changes may produce
impingement of migratory and resident fish species on the intake
screens and extrainment in the facilities,

A number of topics were not discussed, or only lightly addressed
in the report. A fuller discussion is needed of the impacts on
the salt wedge of the estuary, specifically as regards the impact
on homing of anadromouns fish to the Merrimack for spawning, the
continued existence of shellfish beds in Salisbury and Newburport
and the reduction in acreage of flooplain. The cummulative impacts
should any New Hampshire communities build new hydropower plants
or propose new or increased transfers from the Merrimack River
need further consideration. Impacts on groundwater flows during
and after construction were not addressed. No discussion of
impacts on Plum Island was included. Further analysis is needed
on these and other issues.

The assessment report was accompanied by three sections of
three separate reports dealing with water quality, aquatic
ecology and terrestrial ecology. These three technical
appendics are the field work of Normandeau Associates.
For a full discussion of the material please refer to these
reports. WSCAC will be submitting comments on these reports and
urges all interested agencies and individuals to review the
reports. For additional background material on the Merrimack
River Diversion please see V/SCAC's report entitled. Finding; New
Water; An Analysis of Eight Proposals to Enlarge the~MDC Water
System.
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MILLERS/TULLY RIVER DIVERSION

The assessment report on the use of the Millers/Tully Rivers system
as a possible augmentation to the Cuabbin/Wachusett reservoirs was
released in June, 1985. A number of modifications were made from
the original design to account for legislative and environmental
constraints. The present engineering involves an increase in system
safe yield of only 55 mgd (or 58 mgd depending if one or both rivers
were tapped). Up to 165^ of this diverted water will be lost through
reservoir snillage. The capital cost would be S85.5 million for the
Millers option ($112.55 million for Millers/Tully) and the annual
operating costs were estimated at $225,000 for MJ.llers and $425,000
for the combined option.* No water treatment was considered. The
report also summarized impact analyses on MDC hydropower production,
land use, socio-economic impacts, noise, air quality, water quality and
ecology and described the engineering design and hydrologic modeling
used in the analyses.

The engineerging for the combined Millers/Tully option would involve
constucting t'.^o sets of weirs, one in Athol across the Millers Rdver
about 2 miles upstream of the confluence with the Tully River and
the second across the East Branch of the Tully River directly below
the Flood Control Dam. Water wDuld flow from the ponds created by
these dams, through a drop shaft to the timnel which would connect
to Quabbin. The 2.5-mile long, 8-foot diameter Tully tunnel would
extend south to connect with the second intake in Athol. This
11 -foot diameter Athol tunnel (only 2 feet in diameter less
than the Cuabbin aqueduct) would extend approximately 8 miles to
Cuabbin Reservoir. The option without Tully would reduce the diameter
of the Athol-to-Cuabbin tunnel by 1 foot. All flows would be by
gravity, A fish ladder would be constructed on the Millers River
to allow for passage around the dam.

The engineering design phase discusses -t^o options for omtlets at
Quabbin, The direct tunnel outlet (requiring 25.5 acres) would
consist of a 40-foot wide concrete lined tunnel bordered by a fence.
The second option would involve a deep channel outlet (requiring
52,5 acres). These figures include 25 and 46 acres, respectively, for
disposal areas of excavated materials. Environmental studies were
conducted to determine the impacts from these spoil piles on animals
and plants as well as from the additional two spoil sites necessary
for disposal of tunnel material along rights-of-ways.

*The net present value of the water is $l42/mg for Millers and
$170/mg for Millers/Tully. The marginal cost for the Millers
River would average $401 /mg (1990-1994) and $95/mg (2010-2014).
The net present value will be used as the basis for comparison
amongst alternatives.

VVSC.AC

133 Ru55e!l St. (Rte.

Hadley, Massachusetts 010

(413) 586-88
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A combination of three constraints would be used to determine times
for possible water diversions. Transfers would be restricted if
Quabbin were more than 985^ full and if flow in the Connecticut River
at Montague (as required by the Mass, Legislation, Ch. 766 Acts of^
1970) were less than 17,000 cfs. Also, U.S. Fish and Wildlife averagemonthly flow 'guidelines' would be considered. These constraints would
still make possible a year round diversion period with 60% of the waterbeing diverted during March, April and May. Maximum rates of 412 miz:d
for the Millers River (690 mgd for the Millers/Tully) are proiectcd
with the system designed to carry 535 mgd and 690 mgd resDectivelv

^

These operations would result in river flow reductions of' more than
5% from the intake points to the confluence of the Millers and
Connecticut Rivers (over 20 miles). Calculations for daily river level
fluctuations were not available. If the Tully/Millers oution is
selected, the impacts will extend the additional 4 miles along
the Tully River. (The Tully River presently contributes between
19-28?^ of MJ.llers River flow.)

Impacts on water quality in the Millers River system were based on
historical data from the MDWPC and ACOE. Available water quality
data included common indicators, bacteria, nutrients, metals and
organics. Although the report indicated that data on metals and
organics was scarce, no additional surface water quality sampling
was done. However, 10 sampling stations were selected on which to
perform sediment analyses.

At present, waters of the East Branch of the Tully River and waters 4
of the Millers River do not meet Class A standards for a public ^
water supply source. Very high levels of turbidity, fecal and
total coliform bacteria, cadmlLim and nickel were present in the
Millers River, while pK, turbidity, total coliform bacteria, cadmium,
iron and color were or concern in the Tiilly system. Sediment analyses
showed relatively low levels of heavy metals and PCSs in both the
Millers and the Tully. Two important non-point sources of pollution
are at present, and will continue to be in the future, urban and
agricultural runoff. However, the latter is projected to be lessened
as agriculture is expected to decrease 50^ over the next I5 years.
No follow-up studies were performed on the mutegenicity of the Millers
River water as discussed in research done during the 1970 *s at the
University of Massachusetts.

The diversion scheme will rely on the dilution canacity- of Cuabbin
water to bring Millers River water into line with* state standards.
Transit time for water to reach the Quabbin-to-Boston outlet
is about 60 days, while that required forrreaching the Chicopee
Aqueduct is about 80 days.

The report states that "The most direct impact of the diversion is
on the river flow which in turn has a significant bearing on the
water quality downstream from the diversion point." At present,
only 1-3 days is necessary for a parcel of water to trairel the 20
miles to the rivers' confluence. Yet, no instantaneous imoact ^analyses were done. Rather the study relied on comparisions with ^
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monthly and yearly average flow rates to define impacts, not with
daily flow rates. Significance of the impacts therefore appears
muted. Environmental impacts need to be evaluated with regard
to calculations of ranges of river level drawdown based on daily
figures. No environmenal analyses were performed on the Swift
and Chicopee Rivers to determine if impacts will be felt due to the
dumping' of reservoir water as a result of this alternative.

Impacts on Quabbin and Wachusett Reservoirs were also considered.
The most significant impact will occur in the northerm branch
where water is accepted into the reservoir. At this point, a
certain amount of sedimentation will occur due to the higher sediment
loading of the Millers River. Increases in nutrients will enhance
algal growth, increasing turbidity and color. A 10-20% increase
is expected in all water quality parameters in the northern branch.
The lowering of water quality in Quabbin will also reduce the
necessary dilution effect of Quabbin water on Wachusett water.

Another significant impact involves the very high possibility of
transferrin/? undesirable species (e.g. the lamprey eel with its
devastating impact on fish species) from the Millers/Tully system
to Quabbin^ then into Wachusett Reservoir. The report does not gc
on to explore the potential transfer of these species beyond
Wachusett Reservoir into the Sudbury Reservoir (Concord, Assabet
and Sudbury Rivers) and the Nashua and Merrimack River systems-all
artificially connected to Quabbin through the MDC aqueduct. What
the cumulative impact of these connections will be is not discussed.

A summary of the hydrologic impacts of the Millers River alternative
as suggested in the assessment report are:

1 . an average of 38 mgd will be transferred to Quabbin; this reductio^n
in flow will continue 20 miles downstream in the Millers, and along
the Connecticut River to the confluence with the Chicopee River.

2. an average of 31 of the 38 mgd will be transferred to Wachusett,
while an average of 7 mgd will be spilled to the Swift River,
thereby adding to the flows in the Swift and Chicopee River.

3. Connecticut River flow (below the confluence with the Chicopee
River) will be reduced by 31 mgd.

4. Wachusett Reservoir outflow will decrease 1 mgd and this reduction
will extend along the Nashua and Merrimack Rivers.

5. Quabbin will have more active storage (10 to 2Q%) during wet times,
and less storage (3 to 7%) during dry.

6. Quabbin elevation (on the average) will increase one foot.

7. Safe yield will increase to 333 mgd.

A summary of the hydrologic impacts of the Millers and Tully alternative
are:

1 , an average of 45 mgd will be transferred from the Millers River
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Basin to the Cuabbin.

2. Key parameters as suggested above will increase only slightly.

3. Safe yield will increase to 338 mgd.

The report states that although the direct costs of the Millers/Tully
alternative is slightly more than that for the Millers option alone,
the direct cost impacts for the MBC for either option are considered
insignificant. The costs to the Millers River Basin are not as
clearly defined. The area is presently used as a regional teaching
facility for white-water recreation. Access to some white-water
areas in the lower reaches would be interrupted. Also, temporary
re-routing of the river will be required during construction of
the drop shaft and diversion dam, with corresponding impacts on
local flora and fauna. Limited data on future land use and populatio
in the watershed provides a qualitative rather than a quantitative
discussion. It is unclear what the real impacts will be on a
river whose capacity for biological assimilation of waste is already
stressed. Although some discussion was given to impacts on MDC
hydropower facilities, no mention was made of impacts on proposed
facilities planned for the Millers River.

Further analyses are needed. Specifically, a clearer discussion
of the trade-offs between a net increase in safe yield and the
total amount of water than will actually be diverted to maintain
this yield. Also, a discussion of the combined impacts on the
Millers and Connecticut Rivers, should both sources be selected
for augmentation, is needed.

This assessment report was accompanied by 4 technical appendices
detailing New England Research's 1971 water quality data. Also,
Normandeau Associates' field data and referenced historical data
are available as three sections of three separate reports on water
quality, water ecology and terrestrial ecology. For a full
discussion please refer to these reports. WSCAC will be submitting
comments on these reports and urges all interested agencies and
individuals to review the reports. For additional background
material on the Millers/Tully Alternative refer to WSCAC 's
July 1S82 newsletter.
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WSCAC

January 30, 1985

TO: Patricia B. Corcoran, MDC

RE: Comments on Plymouth Aquifer Summary Material

Initial review of the Plymouth Aquifer summary material quickly
reveals that the impact of withdrawing an average of 15 MOD
on this groundv/ater source may be quite severe. Ponds may
dry up, wells may be drai/;n down, cranberry bogs may be damaged
(a major agricultural crop), freshwater outflow in the estuaries
may be reduced, many acres of state forest land may be removed
from active recreation and rare and endangered species may be
negatively affected and so on.

However, questions remain as to the completeness of the information
gathered concerning this alternative. The appendix should include
as much material as possible to evaluate all possible impacts.
Whether this alternative is a reasonable choice for the MDC as
a water supply at this time or not, it is clear that this study's
contribution of information on Plymouth Aquifer may turn out to
be the basis for future utilization of its waters.

WSCAC submits the following questions and concerns in anticipation
that they may be answered in the Plymouth appendix,

GENERAL AND r4ETH0D0L0GICAL

a. Results are given for the impacts of three well fields placed
in the state forest and along Route 3. Are these sites the optimum
location for reducing impact while providing adequate yield?
What other configuration of sites were studied and why rejected?
What factors constrained the selected locations?

b. Impacts are described in terms of averag^e 15 MGD withdrawal.
V/hat is the range of withdrawal studied for this option, what
are the impacts? Consultants described the pipeline (at the workshop)
as limited to 15 MGD transport and capable on the average of 15 MGD?
Which is it?

In the contract of the Scope of Services, Section 11.11, it states
that a groundwater model will be used in conjunction with 50 years
of monthly precipitation data. The data presented in the summary
was apparently based on average precipitation. W^ere the computations
performed using monthly data?

c. Study was based on average recharge conditions. What would the
impact be during an extended drought?

d. Minimum drawdown contour presented was for 5 feet. One foot
contour should be shown on the maps.

e. Will the potential of this alternative to provide redundancy
for the MDC system be discussed?



ENVIRONMENTAL

a. Results seem to focus on impacts in the aquatic ecosystem?
Consultants however stated that transitions will occur in the
terrestrial ecology particularly in composition of communities .

What are these impacts and what acreage or extent of impact can
be anticipated?

b. Estimates should be given for the potential reduction of fresh
water outflow to the estuary. Impacts are not likely to be evenly
distributed. 'WTiere is the greatest potential harm?

c. The red-bellied turtle will have its habitat reduced. There
are 18 rare and endangered plant species in the aquifer. What
impact will they experience? Will the transitions referred to
in the terrestrial ecology impact these in particular?

d. The aquifer is used for potable water now. Consultants do
not report testing, in the limited two test wells used, for the
presence of elements or herbicides and pesticides in the water.
Cranberry growers blanket parathion pesticide on their crops with
mens limited application of herbicide. Reduction of groundwater
might severely impact the levels of diluted organics and present
a risk to water supply and flora and fauna.

e. What levels of contaminants have been identified for which
treatment is to be provided? Has NaCl been detected? \/ill it
be increased with siting near Route 3?

ECONOMIC

a. What compensation will be offered, if any, for impacts on
private wells, cranberry growers and scenic characteristics of
residential sites located in t the drawdown contours?

b. Since the tentative site of the treatment plant is now
unavailable, what are other sites for the plant, how will
this affect cost of the alternative?

c. If water withdrawn contains organics, how will this affect
the cost of treatment? Where will the sludge be disposed of?

d. The Plymouth region is a fast growing sector of the state.
The consultants analysis is not fully up-to-date concerning
future local need for this water. Will this information
be updated?
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August 5, 1985

TO Jonathan Souweine, K^-/RA. Board of Directors
FROM: Robie .Kubley , Eileen Simonson, William Elliott, Dona Motts

Elaine Hartman
RE: Comments on 7/24/S5 M^'/RA MDC-'./FA Presentation

1 . David Hellstrom showed how "Safe Yield" was defined and calcu-
lated. It should be emphasized that "Safe Yield", as the term is
used in the study, has some subtleties which should be clearly
understood so the common sense meaning of the term is not confused
or substituted for the meaning that is actually defined and deter-
mined in the study.

"The safe yield of a water supply system is the quantity of
water; expressed in million gallons per day (MOD) , that can be
supplied on a continuous basis during a critical drought.", or
"...safe yield... is the column of water that could be withdrawn
on a continuous basis, i.e. day after day, without the reservoir
becoming empty ( or falling; below some minimum pool elevation )."
(emphasis added) (Task 4* No Action Alternative: Safe Yield,
Summary Report, pp. 3 & ^) . "Yield", or average total yield
of the system is an empirical determination; but "Safe" is a
subjective or professional judgement. The average total yield
of the Guabbin-Ware-Wachusett system is 359 MOD (from Task 4:
Safe Yield - Existing System, July 1983, Table 14, p. 48); but
the "Safe Yield" is only 300 MGD. "Safe Yield" incorporates such
factors as required releases downstream from reservoirs, such
as into the Swift River below Quabbin, or the Nashua below
Wachusett. These releases are mandatory, as a result of legislation
or litigation. In addition, one of the principal factors
limiting "Safe Yield" is the "minimum pool", which "...for Guabbin
is the lowest elevation at which Massachusetts Water Guality
standards can reasonably be expected to be maintained.", and further
"...must include consideration of aquatic habitat, including
habitat for coldwater and warmwater fish species." (Task 4:
Determination of the Guabbin Reservoir Minimum Pool Level,
Interim Technical Report, July 1983, pp. 1,7). The study determined
the level of the minimum pool to be 490 feet Boston City Base (BCE)

.

The critical drought which was included in the sample data
period is the 1960's drought. During that period Guabbin Reservoir
fell to its lowest recorded level: 495 BCB, five feet above the
"Minimum Pool" level. The 1960' s drought was an extraordinary
event; certainly the greatest drought in 140 years cf local
weather history and 300 years of tree ring data. It has been
projected that it was probably about a 1/400 year drought.
(V;. Nechamen, June 1983, Diagnosing Water System Problems in New
York... Pipe Dreams or Planning?. Report to the New York State
Research Service Task Force on Critical Problems).
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Paul Erickson, who did the minimum pool determination has stated
that the studies which he conducted of Guabbin water quality at the
Shaft 12 system intake during the 1960's drought indicated that
the water quality (at the historic low elevation of 495' ECB-) re-
mained "ultra-oligotrophic" , that is, ultra-pure. Furthermore, in
the report it is stated that "As for predictions of any future ^

violations of drinking water standards at Shaft 12 directly attribut-
able to reservoir drawdown, it is unlikely that they will occur at
reservoir elevations down to 470 feet." (op. Cit.

, p. 120)

A major consideration in the determination of the minimum pool
elevation was the possible vertical mixing and stirring of bottom
sediments due to wind action overcoming the resistance of thermal
stratification. WSCAC compared the simulated thermal profiles
produced by computer modelling done for the study v/ith the actual
data collected for the same days. It was found that the simulations
significantly underestimated the temperature gradients ( thermoclines)
and the resultant resistence to mixing. (S. Hartraan, Safe Yield/
Minimum Pool Comments, July 1983, see attached excerpt) Quabbin
is m.ore secure from degradation of water quality, from pool levels
lower than "Minimum Pool", than the consultants estimated in
determining minimum pool level.

Federal standards for surface water supplies have changed
recently. The result of the change is that all surface supplies
will require treatment in the near future.-* The treatment plant
can be designed to correct any minor reductions of water quality
which might occur as a result of any critical, and infrequent,
drawdown below "Minimum Pool". Lowering the minimum pool to 470*
BCE would increase "Safe Yield" to about 320 MGD. (Task 4: Safe
Yield-Existing System, Interim Technical Report, July 1983, p. 65)

2. "Failure" is another term whose meaning for this report is more
restricted than the common sense meaning. In the context of David
Hellstrom's safe yield model and analysis, "failure" is any reduction
of the Quabbin elevation below the 490' BOB minimum pool. The
occurrence of a "failure" causes the model to reset to the conditions
preceding the failure and records the event. But all "failures"
are not equal. The term "failure" should reflect M^'/RA consultiants

'

statement that significance of an event should include, (1) the
probability of the event, (2) the magnitude of the event and (3)
the duration of the event. (Camouffis 1980; Erickson 1979). A
failure as defined would not, necessarily have any real world effects:
no industrial shut-downs, no dried lawns, no dust from the tap.

V/illiam Elliott has suggested that the system be modelled in
such a manner as to take account of the characteristics of "Failures",
to determine how they can be managed to return the reservoir to
normal pool levels as quickly as possible, with avoidance or minimiza-
tion of disruption. (V?. Elliott, Demand Management Comments, June
1983, see attached)

3. A substantial component of the water need projections has been
designated "MDC System Use". This is actually unaccounted-for water
which has not been registered by the MDC/MWRA revenue meters. Marcis

(^Federal Register, Vol. 48, No. 194, Pg. 4551 1 , October 5, 1983, "National
Primary Drinking V/ater Regulations: Advanced Notice of Proposed Rule
Making"

)
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Kempe suggested that "I'DC Systam Use/Unaccounted-For V/'ater " may te
a problem of -onderregistrations or revenue meters. William Brutsch
pointed out that the Hultman Aqueduct, the main pressurized pipe
in the delivery system has not been shut down since its construction
for inspection or repair. Kempe reported that the 32 MGD of system
unaccounted-for water in 1984 occurred between the beginning of the
Hultman Aqueduct, measured at Shaft 4 in Sudbury, and the revenue
meters; 30% of this water is carried by the Hultman. If both the
Shaft 4 meter and the revenue meters are essentially accurate, I-IDC

System Use/Unaccounted-for water would probably be leakage. If the
revenue meters are under-registering, then the i4WRA. will not be
receiving revenue for all the water delivered to the communities.
In either case, the matter emphasizes the importance and apparent
lack of adequate metering. Bechtel has recommended that additional
meters be installed throughout the system to provide redundancy
and identify locations where v/ater is being lost (Task 3: Demand
Management Report, June 1983, Appendix 2-D: Review of MDC ' s procedure
for Estimating V/ater Losses in the Transmission System pps. 2-141 to
2-147)

In addition to the distribution system, additional metering at the
sources would assist in this water accounting: at the present time water
transferred from Guabbin to Wachusett is measured only as it arrives at
V/achusett, not at the point of origin. Water is no longer measured
leaving Wachusett (Cosgrove meter at V/achusett has not been operational
for two years) until it passes through the Shaft 4 meter at Sudbury
where it enters the Hultman Aqueduct. Therefore, it cannot be stated
on the basis of present measurement v/hat the extent of loss is from
r^CTM^vTLA aqueducts.

4. There is a great deal of water unaccounted-for on the consumer side
of the meters, Marcis Kempe stated that the City of Boston is a "star
player" in the pursuit of this water. Since 1975 the Boston Water and
Sewer Commission has sold a constant amount of water (about 75 MGD)
to its users while reducing its wholesale purchase of MDC water from
152 MGD in 1976 to 135 in 1980 and 117.3 MGD in 1984. The principal
cause of the redcution has been aggressive leak detection and repair.
The effectiveness of this effort has been enhanced by fully metering
all consumers. A January 1985 survey of 82% of the Boston system
found 10.5 MGD still leaking. That indicates a total of at. least 28.2MGD
were leaking in 1980, the baseline year of the long-range study.

Patricia Corcoran 's 4 June 1985 letter reports that the consultant's
1980 estimates of the results of the leak repair program for Boston are
on target.' , However, she confuses the amount of water v/hich remains
as recoverable leakage in 1985 (10.5 MGD) with the amount of water
the consultant's said might be leaking in 1980 (13.2 MGD). She says
these numbers are close enough to compare favorably, , This comparison
ignores the fact that since 1980 Boston has recovered 18 MGD, with
10.5 MGD still leaking in 1985. The total is not 13.2 projected by the
consultant's, but 18 + 10.5 which is 28.2 MGD of leakage. So the
consultant's underestimated the Boston leakage in 1980 by more than
a factor of two.
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Boston has about 50% of the total length of water lines in the
MDC system, suggesting that the total recoverable leakage as of
19S0 was at least 5o MGD, an estimate consistent with the 1980
Eechtel estimate of 58 MGD.

Boston is the oldest part of the system, so it would be expected
that its leakage might be higher than average; but it typifies the
older, more densely populated communities which use most of the
water, so the estimate may not be far off. I4DC probably overall
skewed the estimate of recoverable leakage (about 19 MGD) by
refusing to include Boston as one of the sample communities. \vSCAC
expects that the leak detection part of the demand reduction
program may be much more effective than MDC has estimated, and
strongly recommends that that be vigorously pursued. WSCAC further
recommends that procedures be formulated to evaluate the effective-
ness of the program, so that characteristics of successful programs
can be utilized to correct less successful efforts.

5. The curve of "Projected Water Need for IOC Users" goes up, up
up! (Task 1: V/ater Needs Report, October 1985, p. 18; But
the empirical trace of MDC water use since 1971 has been coming
dov/n, down, down! (see attachment) Patricia Corcoran, in her
letter to Jonathan Souweine of 4 June 1985 asserts that "...the
MDC is looking at a forty-year projection of demand. Such a
projection cannot be based on short-term trends." But 14 years
is 35/0 of a forty year period; no "short-term trend". It is
pointed out that the empirical line does not include "MDC system
use/unaccounted-for water"; but this is projected to be a constant
21 MGD from 1990-2020 so it does not change the downward slope of
the line, only the point in time when use falls below "Safe Yield".

Constructing major augmentation facilities at this time poses
the significant danger that commitment may be made to major
capital reim.bursement over a period when customers may not be
available to purchase the water and fund the reimbursement. That
could be ruinous to the Authority, or burdensome to a shrirJ^ing
consumer population. WSCAC has recommended "trigger plarjiing"

:

prepare all of the alternatives as far as possible short of any
capitalization or construction; then follow trends in population
and water use to-^determine when an augmentation may be demanded.
If the present fourteen-year trend continues, that eventuality
may never be realized.
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Atachment 1

According to page 15 of the Task h Report prepared by Edlnger

Associates, the safe yield of Quabbin reservoir was based upon

a minimum pool level derived from a model which predicted what

the effects of a drawdown (greater than the drawdown of the mid-

1960 's) would be on the circulation and termperature of Quabbin

Reservoir. This predictive model was built upon temperature

profiles in the reservoir where the temperature profiles established

the stratification (and therefore the thermocline) of the reservoir.

(The thermocline is that layer in the reservoir which is most re-

sistant to disruption.) The extent and depth of the thermocline

then determines how well different factors (e.g. drawdown) will

affect water movements and therefore water quality (dilution).

Figures 3 through 7 in the Edinger Report show overlays of what

the actual observed temperature porfiles were for certain days in

1967, overlapped with the calculated temperature profiles.

In one or two graphs the fit appears quite good, while in others

it does not. How 'good' this fit is and therefore how well this

model replicates what is happening in Quabbin can be quantified.

Graphs 1 through 10 show how closely the Edinger model replicated

past thermoclines. The fit is not good. The calculated Edinger

data (Grpahs 2, 4, 6, 8, 10) show a reservoir with a thermocline

much diminished relative to the thermocline that actually appeared

on those days (Graphs 1, 3, 5, 7, 9). This reduction in the thermocline

by the Edinger model, appears over and over again for each of the

Julian days considered. Consistently, the consultants model shows

a reservoir that will mix much more readily than the actual data

implied.

Therefor?, the conclusions stated in the New England Research

and Edinger reports based on the hydrodynamic model predicting

earlier overturn as well as an increased number of transient overtxarns

(resulting from a lowering of reservoir stage from 501 to 471 feet)

must be called into question (page 118). The Edinger model predicted

thermoclines which necessitated setting the minimum pool level at

490' , since at this level mixing would occur earlier and more often

in the northern and eastern arms and result in lowered water quality.

Page 123 of the New England Research Report states that "The shallower

regions of the reservoir (eastern and northern areas) are the sections

which are likely to experience the initial violations in water quality

standards due to drawdown." Also, in drawing the reservoir below

500 feet, sections of the eastern and northern arms would experience

violoations in some parameters. This is Just not the case. The RTflM

graphs clearly indicate that the consultants model seriously under-rates

the strength of the actual Quabbin thermoclines and therefore the

stability of the reservoir. The RTRM graphs show that the type

of mixing predicted by the Edinger model will be highly unlikely

to occur.









Attachment 2

Graph VTIi shows the

effect of 10 and 20 MOD demand management imposed on 30 MGD

additional demand. V.'hile 10 MDC demand management still results

in a significant number of "fallures" ,. the effect of 20 MGD

demand management deserves further scrutiny. First, the system

•fails" perhaps 14 months, or about a 2.3/^ "failure" rate for the

6C0 month sample period. Many urban systems accept a 3% failure rate

as a management criterion. But more than this, the scenario illustrates

sorae of the subtleties of the definition of "failure" as used by the

consultants. In establishing the minimum pool for Quabbin, the

consultants made it clear that no water quality effects could

be anticipated at the minimum pool level. The "failures" which

wc'-ild result from the 30 MGD additional demand and 20 MGD demand

management scenario would draw the pool down an insignificant amount,

only about 2 feet, below the defined minimum pool. No effect on

water quality or supply would result, so it is a "failure" only

in the sense of technical definition, not in the sense of producing

user hardship.

The implications of our exercise are clear. Even during the

drought of record, the worst in a weather record of over 140

years, responsive drought management could have prevented any

significant failure of water supply. It has been pointed out

that instituting vigorous demand management as a general practice

would reduce flexibility to respond to drought. We propose that

good management techniques such as leak detection and repair,

along with mandated implementation of the plumbing code, would

sustain higher average Guabbin pool levels, and that additional,

and more vigorous demand management options formulated into a

program to be activated promptly at times of need would get us

through the rare periods of duress.
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(413) 586-8861

May 13, 1985

WSCAC RESPONSE TO NO-ACTION WORKSHOP AND PRESENT DATA

At its April meeting, WSCAC voted to express its disappointment
regarding the presentation made by the consultants, in particular
the economic predictions made by the consultants at the "No
Action" workshop.

V/SCAC has previously expressed grave doubts about the wisdom
of holding workshops before the assessment reports came out.
However, we agreed to the holding of the first 4 workshops
without the full reports on the clear understanding that we-
and the public-would have in hand summaries of each presentation.
The summary issued for the No Action workshop centered on the
cost and need for treatment plants within the waterworks system.
This issue was barely mentioned at the workshop. The matters
presented by the consultants were essentially new to all present.
This circumstance both curtails our participation and diminishes
the value of the meeting. The result is our talking b^ each
other instead of to each other.

The economic presentation produced a "parade of horrors"
involving vast loss of jobs and income resulting from the
"No Action" alternative. The subject, and the figures,
were totally without foundation or documentation in any
material produced for or at the workshop, making it impossible
to respond in a full and rational manner.

WSCAC hereby makes two specific requests of MDC:
First, the consultant shall give us the data and conclusions
regarding economic consequences of "No Action", with an
opportunity to comment before the work appears in final form.

Second, the MDC shall give us assurance that, in future, a
more detailed outline of the subject matter of any public
presentation shall be given to WSCAC-at least in summary-before
the meeting.

WSCAC 's full response to the "No Action" workshop is composed
of the following:

1 . The recorded remarks of No-Action Task Force Chair William
Elliott presented at the workshop. Of particular importance
in that presentation is his reiteration of WSCAC 's concern
on the use of the concept "failure" in the determination
of safe yield and subsequent drought modeling. As William
Elliott stated, the calculated behavior of the Quabbin
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Comments prepared for the NO ACTION workshop May 7,1985

The Water Supply Citizens Advisory Committee (WSCAC) has
stated numerous concerns regarding the basis for the need for
additional water projected by the MDC . The Impact of not
providing additional water to meet the projected need depends
upon the nature of the need. For example. If the need Is to

provide water for excessive leakage from the distribution
system. It must be seriously questioned whether this Is an
appropriate use of the water resources of the Commonwealth.
Another example Is the need to provide water to replace
presently used local supplies which may become contaminated
because of Industrial development on the watershed, or because
of Improper waste disposal. We believe that the nature of the
needs must be clearly Identified and understood as part of the
planning process for satisfying the needs.

The Task 1 report for this study (Water Demand
Projections - January 1983) addresses some of these Issues.
Subsequently a Demand Management program was adopted by the MDC
Commissioners (September, 1983). Implementation of this program
modifies the projected need for additional water. Because the
legislation creating the Massachusetts Water Resource Authority
mandates leak repair and conservation measures, we feel that
the modified projections should be used. However, there are
components of these projections which must be examined
ca ref u 1 1 y

.

HISTORIC DEMAND
Figure 1 presents the total average dally demand reported

by the MDC together with the trend line. It Is clear that the
trend Is toward reduced demand. Although the actual quantity of
water withdrawn from the reservoirs Is greater than the
reported demand because of unaccounted-for water In the MDC
system, the trend Is the same. This trend may be related to the
leak repair programs In Boston and other user communities.

MDC DEMAND PROJECTIONS
Figure 2 Illustrates the components of the water demand

projections developed In the Task 1 report as modified by the
Demand Management program. These components were quantified by
analyzing water use In 1980, which was taken as the baseline
for the study. Projections of each of the components were then
made for 10, 20, and UO years.

The vertical axis of the chart Is the total amount of
water supplied to user communities by the MDC expressed as the
dally average In millions of gallons per day (MGD). In 1980
some of these communities (partial users) provided 62.5 MGD
from local water supplies In addition to the amount furnished
by the MDC.
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RECOVERABLE LEAKAGE
The baseline (1980) figure for this category was estimated

to be 26 MGD In the Task 1 report. This was derived from
results of leak detection and repair programs conducted In

several MDC communities. However, the effectiveness of those
programs was quantified by comparing MDC district meter
readings for the year preceeding and the year following the

program. There was no comparison made with consumer meters to

ascertain whether the use In the community was Increasing or
decreasing. If the use In the community had been Increasing,
the savings due to the leak repair program would have been
underestimated. Hence the amount of recoverable leakage would
have been underestimated.

Another flaw In the method used to estimate recoverable
leakage Is that only single one year programs were evaluated.
No weight was given as to whether a particular program was the
first In many years, or the most recent In an Intensive
program. An analysis In the Task 3 Demand Management report
Indicates that the latter situation would be expected to yield
smaller relative savings than the former.

Review of the data presented In the Task 1 report
Indicates that the ratio of "flow decrease" to "potentially
recoverable leakage" varies from 7 % for Wakefield to 69 % for
Littleton. This ratio Is a measure of the effectiveness of the
leak detection and repair program. Further Investigation of the
reasons for this wide variation In program effectiveness Is

wa rran ted

.

Evaluation of the Boston leak detection and repair program
using the above ratio gives a cumulative effectiveness of 18 %

at the end of 1980, and 55 % as of the end of 198i*. Discussions
with John Sullivan, head of the Boston program. Indicate that
the cumulative effectiveness should reach 73 % during 1985
(this will not be reflected In the consumption data until the
following year). Based on experlance during the past five
years. It Is anticipated that the cumulative effectlvness will
exceed 90 % by 1990.

The effect of the Demand Management leak repair program Is
to reduce recoverable leakage to an amount described as
"recurrent leakage"; I.e., leaks that are large enough to
detect and repair, but which are not found Immediately because
the leak detection program is proposed on a biennial basis.
This Is contrasted to "unavoidable leaks" which are too small
to detect (or repair economically). The quantity of water
estimated for recurrent leakage Is 6.5 MGD. We believe that
this Is excessive, and that a wel 1 -ma I nta I ned system should
require less than 1 % for this category.

OTHER UNACCOUNTED-FOR WATER
This category of projected need Is of great concern to

WSCAC. It Is the amount of water left after all Identifiable
uses have been quantified. In 1980, this was found to be 52
MGD. It Is projected to remain constant for the period of the
study.

3
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Although the Task 1 report suggests factors which might
contribute to this category, they could not possibly require
this quantity of water. For example, standplpe overflow should
not exceed 0.1 MGD . Over reg I s ter I ng revenue meters do not need
to be provided with water from Quabbln Reservoir corresponding
to the amount of their over reg I s tra t Ion.

It seems much more reasonable to consider the approach
taken In the study done by the Water Resources Research Center
(1975). This Involves calculating unavoidable leakage based on
the size and length of pipe In the distribution system using
published methods, and subtracting this from the Other
Unaccunted-for water to obtain an estimate of additional
recoverable leakage.

The Task 1 report also presented data using this approach,
but Incorrectly Interpreted the results. The calculation of
unavoidable leakage should have been taken as a high estimate
for actual unavoidable leakage, and the resulting value for
recoverable leakage would then become a low estimate. Review of
the data presented In Table U8 Indicates that S% Is a

reasonable value for calculated unavoidable leakage. This
corresponds to a high estimate of 20 MGD, and Implies an
additional 32 MGD of recoverable leakage for a total of 58 MGD
In 1980. This amount of recoverable leakage Is consistent with
that found In the Water Resources Research Center study (76 MGD
for 1973), considering that Boston began a major leak detection
and repair program In 1978. Boston's experlance In the past
five years Is also consistent with the findings of the WRRC
s tudy

.

WSCAC believes that aggressive leak detection and repair
programs should be undertaken throughout the MDC communities,
and that It should be possible to reduce leakage In the local
water distribution systems to approximately 20 MGD by the turn
of the century.

MDC UNACCOUNTED-FOR WATER
This projected need Is also of concern to WSCAC. It

Includes measured losses In the major tunnels and aqueducts,
but the largest contributor Is the difference between the
amount of water provided by the Wachusett-Marlboro tunnel and
the total of the MDC district meters which deliver that water.

The discussion In the Task 1 report describes several
events which might have contributed to the 30 MGD calculated
for 1980, but these do not account quantitatively for the
amount of water Involved. The projected amount for MDC System
Unccoun ted-fo r water Is 21 MGD for the remainder of the
planning period. However, this Is not justified quantitatively
either. MDC engineering personnel believe that leakage In the
distribution system does not exceed one percent, and that the
meter (shaft U) measuring the water In the tunnel is accurate
to better than one percent.
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If the discrepancy Is because of district meter
under reg I s tra ti on^ then correcting the meters will decrease MDC
unaccounted-for water^ but Increase the local unaccounted-for
water. Consequently^ the estimated local recoverable leakage
will Increase. Therefore, this projected need should be
satisfied by Implementing leak detection and repair as
discussed In the preceeding category.

A program was Initiated several years ago to rebuild
and/or recalibrate the district meters. Between 1983 and
MDC unaccounted-for water Increased from 21 MGD to 32 MGD . No
explanation of this Increase has been provided. Perhaps the
district meters were over regl s ter I ng prior to reca 1 1 bra 1 1 on and
there are unidentified losses In the MDC distribution system.

Another alternative Is that the dynamics of water flow In

the tunnel may cause overregl strat Ion of the shaft h meter,
even If It Is accurately calibrated. If this Is the case, then
the excess amount is not water being withdrawn from the
reservoir, and should not be cause for augmentation.

WSCAC recommends that the Identified MDC system losses of
5 MGD be used for planning purposes, and that additional effort
be made by the MDC to locate the missing water. Specifically,
the recommendations made In Appendix 2-D of the Task 3 Demand
Management report should be Implemented.

WSCAC DEMAND PROJECTIONS
Figure 3 shows the Water Needs Projections modified as

discussed with respect to the preceeding figure. The Legal
Obligation category has been reduced to 1 MGD In 1990 and k MGD
In 2020. Metered Domestic and Non-domestic use, and Unmetered
Public Use and the Drought allowance are the SAME as on Figure
2 (corrections are Included, as before, for meter error).

The effect of the conservation programs, and the continued
use of local supplies. Is apparent on this chart. The amount of
water required from the MDC to provide for metered domestic and
non-domestic uses, as well as unmetered public use and
Increased use during drought, decreases from 1980 to 1990; then
Increases slowly until 2020 when slightly more water may be
required than In 1980.

Projected needs for Contamination and New Users have been
Increased to k2 MGD In 2020 by Including the local supplies of
partial users In the contamination projection. WSCAC believes
that responsible use of local land and water resources can
substantially reduce the amount of water actually needed In the
future for these categories.

Leak detection and repair programs In the communities
should reduce the estimated local leakage of 78 MGD (total) In
1980 to the estimated local leakage of 20 MGD (unavoidable and
recurrent) by the year 2000. This chart shows half of the
recoverable leakage repaired by 1990 and the rest by 2000.

5
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Because there are several possible explanations for the
MDC distribution system losses, each appearing differently on
the chart, the effect Is shown of reducing half of the
unexplained loss by 1990, and the rest by 2000. The remaining 5

MGD Is unavoidable loss In the tunnels, aqueducts, and pipes.

CONCLUSION
It Is clear from these water needs projections that

aggressive conservation and leak repair programs, together with
protection of existing local water supplies, should provide an
adequate supply of water during the planning period even for
the optimistic projections used for population and economic
growth

.

WSCAC believes that the planning process should Include
provision for monitoring actual population, economic, and water
consumption and supply trends so that appropriate action can be
taken on a timely basis If required.

Comments prepared by:

William G. Elliott

WSCAC- Scientific Research Task Force

6
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WSCAC

TO: Patricia Corcorari, MDC

FROM: WSCAC User Sources Task Force

DATE: April 19, 1985

The following is a list of additional comments recc-ived from
the Committee concerning the User Sources Summary Report
(January, 1985) and the User Sources Workshop (February, 1985).
These issues should be addressed in the full report:

1 . The possibility of MDC support for capital improvements to
local systems which might other-z/ise lose their supplies-
resulting in these communities subsequently joining the MDC
system; other finanacial mechanisms to allow towns to
continue using their own systems.

2. The criteria and the method by which the criteria will
be applied in determining the future evaluation of local
sources should be listed in the full report.

3. The possibility of blending water from different sources
as a way of mitigating substances in the water should be
considered,

4. Utilization of the MDC/MVvTLA as a backup for local system
overload or breakdown.

5. Town rather than MDC ownership and management of local sources
should be addressed as an alternative.

6. The feasibility of using deep aquifer sources, including
listing current programs addressing this issue; and other sources
or treatments that have not been identified, including deionization
should be considered relative to the local sources alternative.

7. Clarify in the full report the differences for each site
between safe yield and esign yield.

8. Artificial recharge: a conpleter hydrological study including
but not limited to location of new sources, improved well spacing
and augmentation of groundwater supplies by induced infiltration
and artificial recharge.
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TO: Patricia B. Corcoran

RE: Task 10: User Sources

DATE: March 18, 1985

WSCAC is enthusiastic about the concept of the user sources alternative
for the following reasons:

defrays dependence on large centralized system
diversifies supply for Authority (adds redundancy and stability

through diversity in location of sites and diversity in types
of sources )

*user sources can be added incrementally
<»t\med to need
"minimize long-term capital investment
* shorter lead times for development than major alternatives
"less risk from fixed capitalization/uncertian demand equation
"diversified funding available for the towns to develop and

maintain supplies adds stability
"watershed and aquifer protection will provide open space for

local towns
"mitigates drought as the patterns of precipitation are not

imiform across state and some sources will be affected
differently - different sources have different drought
responses

"utilization of "in-town" sources would promote water conservation
and source protection.

"WFA report shows 6 sources yielding > 3^mgd at less than MDC rates

Local Sources: Development, Ownership and Maintenance

The key issue is lightly treated in the last sentence of the summary
report: "Administrative arrangements for ownership and management
of the sites and equitable distribution of financial responsibility
among MDC members remain to be decided."

The Water Supply Committee is concerned that the sources identified
be protected, and the communities be given the resources that they
need to protect these areas. The issue of who will own, manage and
develop local sources needs more consideration. The consiiltants
"assumed" for cost purposes that MDC would own, manage and develop.
This is politically troublesome and in some cases administratively
awkward. Yet communities not now suffering from shortages are
unlikely to purchase sites for protection. Perhaps the state should
own the land and the local users manage the waterworks when and if
needed? EOEA wants to discuss this further and urge local development
of local sources. WSCAC is in agreement that generally speaking
(absent problems of development and lack of storage, etc.), these
sources should be developed for local use anchor resale in substitution
for, and as a guard against, the need for, MWRA water. Therefore, the
study should further consider the full range of options for ownership
development and management of these sources.
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Local Sources: Capacity

The narrowed focus of the sirudy is not consistent with MEPA description
of task to study: groundwater and surface water in user communities,
possible futiire user communities, metro-Boston and Plymouth County.
The question remains as to how will the full potential of this
alternative be calculated?

*What is the full potential of local sources?
*What are the specific criteria and threshhold levels used to

eliminate sources?
*What generalization (e.g. statistical extrapolation) will be

used to look in more detail at the sources overlooked?
*Some innovative way of clustering a number of sources in a

larger supply is needed.
*What is the additive effect of using the 28 sources?
*What is the cumulative impact of using all of these sources?

Enlargement of the number of sources should be considered through
—extrapolation from present sample; and
—addition of entirely new sources

(sources for Weston, Burlington, Reading and Stoughton should
be reviewed in particular)

Many of the supplies studied were apparently seen as appealing to
local communities, and approximately 200 aquifer areas were identified.
Does this not suggest a relatively attractive alternative source of
water that has a potentially large ability to provide water?
The potential of these sources has not really been fully explored.

The definition of the study, sources in present and potential
future users (and these narrowly defined) has dramatically narrowed
the focus of this very important alternative. More potential
users of the sources, not merely the consultant definition of
heighboring towns' should be investigated. Therefore, WSCAC
questions the major premises the consultant's have employed
for this alternative source of water.

Environmental, Land Use and Other Issues

1 . The change in land use patterns (which were stated in the summary
to be not significant) should have been measured relative to the
amo\ant of publicly owned watershed land in each community. Also,
estimates of potential loss of land from this category should be
estimated as stated in the Scope of Services.

2. How were environmental and land use impacts determined without
drawdown profiles? Which "protected species of plants" may
experience some loss? How was this determined without drawdown
contours, especially as cumulative impacts from overlapping drawdown
areas were not mapped?

3. Which supplies are currently used as reserve supplies? Which
supplies were brought on-line? Which supplies have been studied
by local communities? These statements were made in the report
without reference to any particular source.

4. Costing procedures for user sources should consider the cost
of the new water factored into present supply.



In summary, the study at this time does not attempt to answer the
questions: "^//hat is the potential water supply in the metropolitan
water district as a whole?" "V/hat are the protection measures
needed for sources identified as feasible?" And "What are the costs
associated with these protection measures?" WSCAC feels very
strongly that what is now considered a study of the user sources
should be expanded to look at all possible sources in user and
potential user communities and should be further enlarged to look at
potential sites in the towns on the periphery of the study area.

Before the Authority and MDC move to use of water sources in remote
areas, sources closer to the present service district should
be fully explored. In light of the passage of new legislation,
Task 10 should be re-evaluated as a primary alternative.

(Note: see attached WSCAC comments dated January 1983)
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January 17, 1983

Draft - - Comments on User Sources, Categories A and B

Task 10 - Scope of Work

The comments below are a preliminary set of comments on
the User Sources alternative, Task 10 of the Scope of Work.
The comments range from general to quite specific: some
reiterate previously expressed ideas about the selection
criteria for these sources and in addition include general
statements and questions concerning the task.

-I.The rationale for a limit of 29 cases (three alternative
selections) in the three user source categories has not been
explained.

-2. Some potential sources of supply have been dropped from
consideration on the basis of "excessive Eost" of development.
The following factors, amongst others, should be taken into
consideration in evaluating any potential source.

a. The cost of developing an additional source must be
evaluated for its affect on the total per gallon cost to the
community in relation to the per gallon cost to the consumer.

For example, a community has a five mgd supply which
costs the town $350/mg and for which they charge $460/mg to"
consumers. Suppose there is a one/mg anticipated short-fall
and a potential source that would cost $550/mg is identified.
The town can add that source into the total cost/price
structure and keep the water system profitable (while meeting
expanded demand) without raising the price to consumers.

b. The marginal cost to any community of developing an
additional source must be evaluated relative to the marginal
cost to the whole MDC system of developing a major alternative
to meet the same level of need in all its entitled and poten-
tial user communities. To do otherwise is to give an advantage
to a community that does not protect its water sources or
permits growth to exceed the capacity of its source.

-3. In the EOEA review of study activities (3/1981), the
land use assessment section (pgs. 4-5) indicates that for
current partial users and potential users, existing and poten-
tial future local water sources will be identified. Land Use
Assessment is Task 2 in the Scope of Work. Task 2 should be
fully integrated with the User Sources Task 10.



Draft - - User Sources comments continued page 2

-4. Category C sources (potential future users) have not
been finalized. Any community which has within its boundaries
sources of supply to meet projected future need, whether under
consideration for development or not, should be excluded as
a potential future user community.

-5. Any source of water found to be contaminated in any
of the communities considered in Task 10 should be investigated
for their feasibility as process or cooling water. Major users of
less than potable supply should be fully investigated to deter-
mine their access to less than potable supply, the amount of
their need and suitability of supply.

All sources considered in Task 3.30 Non-potable sources, and
Task 10 should be: considered at the same level of detail; and,
the two tasks should be integrated.

-6. Sources with small capacity should be investigated for their
proximity to other sources to evaluate feasibility of clustering
such sources into common collectors. For example, small sources
in Billerica, Braintree, Randolph, Natick, Weston may be near
other sources or current municipal supply lines and easily
drawn into current supply. Additional small supplies are iden-
tified for Dedham, Boston, Peabody and Danvers.

-7.lt is assumed that all sources reviewed by the consultants
to date and which appear in Attachment 3 of Cat. B users will
be carried forward to Category C

—
' if they are located in

communities of potential future users.
In Attachment 3, no quality ratings were given for sources

in potential Category C communities. These should be investigated.
For example. North Reading has two sources identified and not
rated, yet the footnote in Attachment 3 reports that these
sources . "properly located and developed will sustain yields
of sufficient magnitude for municipal supply or other large

,

scale use."

-8.How were Category A (MDC user community) sources selected?

-9. The Chicopee River Canal source should have been quality
tested in the Chicopee River near its confluence with the
Connecticut River.

It must also be noted that the Chicopee River tributaries,
the Swift and Ware RiverS; are primary sources of MDC supply
via the Quabbin and Wachusetts Reservoirs. Additional use of
the Chicopee River for local supply should not be considered.

-10.Any sources not currently considered because of the presence
of salt or metals should be evaluated in light of current methods
in electrodialysis and reverse osmosis. See January Newsletter.

-11,We understand that some information on these sources,
especiSiily with regard to yield, is ancedotal, being based on
water manager's opinions. Those sources with reasonable hope of
producing usable water must be individually evaluated for yield

o
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WSCAC

EFFECT OF NEW METROPOLITAN WATER RESOURCES AUTHORITY ACT ON MDC's
LEGAL OBLIGATIONS AS TO WATER SUPPLY

I. Relation to "legal obligations" as stated in MDC October 1983
"Water Needs Report"

Report table 4 defined these 50-plus mgd of "legal obligations" as
excess of demand over "projected base demand" (projected growth
due to community growth or increased per capita use). Except in
the case of 4 potential future user communities, the water would
come—if at all—from abandonment of local sources (being above
projected "base demand", the need for this water is highly-
conjectural to begin with). Sections 8d and 71 or the MWRA Act
forbids abandonment of local sources (as did the previous law,
GL ch. 92, s, 10) unless the water is proved contamined. Projected
contamination is taken care of by another "water reserve" category
of 11 mgd in 1990, rising to 28 mgd by 2020, (table 3). Thus
projected contamination cannot account for any portion of the
projected "legal obligations".

Since 1981, state law (GL ch. 92, s. 10) has stated that no local
source can be abandoned unless the DEQE had certified that it
is "unfit for drinking" and "cannot be economically restored for
drinking purposes". MDC has in the past justified this category
on the grounds that it did not understand, and could not therefore
estimate, the impact of the provision. The new legislation casts
some light:

A. The new law repeats the provisions of the former law four times,
adding legislative emphasis to the importance of the limitation.
Specific language of s. 8d applies the limitation to extensions of
contracts with expiration dates, to extension of contracts without
expiration dates, to service under special acts, and to extensions
of water to new communities. S. 71 repeats the prohibition as to
the new communities. As if this were not enough, s. 8d ends with
a blanket restatement applying the principle to every "local body
or private water company."

B. The term "cannot be economically restored" has had some legal
interpretation in the new regulations just finalized for the
Interbasin Transfer Act (ch. 658 of the Acts of 1983). These
regulations attempt to deal with a similar provision of law, which
requires that any applicant seeking to increase the present rate
of an interbasin transfer of drinking water must (as a prerequisite
for a Water Resources Commission permit to do so) demonstrate that
it has no "viable source in the receiving area" which it could use
instead. The regulations define viability of a local source in terms
of whether it can be developed "at a production cost which is reasonable
v^en compared to costs recently incurred elsewhere in the Commonwealth."
This clearly involves averaging costs of water production in the
Commonwealth but excluding the production costs of sources, such as



the Quabbin reservoir, which were developed long ago, at a rate which
is therefore much lower than is attainable now.

CONCLUSIONS: The MVRA retains, and in fact emphasizes by repeating
4 times, the requirement that a community may not lightly abandon
its local water sources: and the WRC regulations provide a means
of estimating "economically" reasonable restoration costs. The legal
obligaijbns category should therefore be stripped of all water which
was supposed to come from such sources. The 4 potential users should
be removed in any case for reasons set out in IIA of this memo.

II. MWRA effect on legal obligations of Authority to "member" and
"contract" users of water system.

A. What are the effects of rights on former "member communities"?

Ch. 92, s. 10 formerly provided that MDC "shall provide thereby a
sufficient supply of pure water" to 20 statutory members, plus
(by inference) 7 fully supplied and 8 partially supplied members
later added to the system by MDC. Members were given certain
limited special treatment, including the right to review any new
applications for membership. Moreover, any community within 10
miles of the state house had a right to become a member, and any
"15-miler" could become a member if IffiC believed there was enough
water.

The MWRA drops the membership category altogether. Section 8d provide
that the waterworks division of the Authority "shall provide water
for the local systems" of 46 cities and towns, including all former
members and contract users, plus Dedham, The rights of the contract
users are then severely limited by the following sentences of s. 8d.
Thus the first sentence merely establishes a baseline of water service
by the new Authority and does not imply any special rights on the
part of any users. The law no longer gives any rights to the numerous
10 and 15 milers not now served by MDC. Further, removal of the
"sufficient supply" language removes any implication of the former
legislation that the Authority cannot impose conservation programs
upon the users. Any apparent rights Dedham has gained by this
legislation are strictly limited by the conditions for entry laid
out in ss. 8d and 71.

B. What is the status of the communities now serviced by contracts
with MDC?

MDC has contracts with a number of communities, member and nonnember,
for provision of part of their water supplies. Some of the contracts
have expiration dates, some do not. Some limit the amount of water
which MDC must provide; some do not. Most of the contracts are not
limited by outside conditions, although the Worcester contract is
conditioned upon availability of water. The Wellesley contract has
never been acted upon, and is therefore called a "willingness to
service" contract, for which privilege the town pays an annual fee.

The new legislation deals extensively with contracts in s. 8d. In
one provision it permits (but does not mandate) the Authority to
terminate any contract which does not have an expiration date, and
any service supplied under special act of the legislature, at the
fifth anniversary of the effective date of the act. Is this provision
in violation of the Constitutional inhibition against modifying civil
contracts? The cases are not in agreement but (insofar as I have
researched it) , it is not impossible for the legislature to allow



termination of an intergovernmental contract, for a valid reason.
A modification of such a contract, such as a requirement that the
community employ demand management, would be even more likely to
succeed. Such a modification would fit the legislative intent of
the law, as stated in s. ^(a), to promote conservation and proper
management of water supplies.

The renewal of contracts for all communities new served by MDC contract
is covered by 3 lengthy and confusing sentences in s. 8d. The first
sentence merely states that the Authority takes on all MDC contracts.
The second sentence sets out 6 conditions upon the granting of a
new contract upon the expiration of the existing contract. Wellesley
is also included in this sentence. The third sentence applies the
same conditions to new contracts, upon termination of contracts
without expiration dates and special act provisions, as set out above.

On the face of them, the 6 conditions are quite clear: First, the
MDC division of watershed management must advise that system safe
yield is sufficient to meet projected demand. Then the contract
user must show:

(2) it has not abandoned a local source unless the DEQE has declared
that it is unfit for drinking and that it "cannot be economically
restored"

;

(3) it has adopted a water management plan, approved by V/RC;

(4) it has adopted effective demand management measures, including
leak repair;
(5) it has no local source "feasible for development"
(6) it has completed a survey of its largest users.

Just after the first condition relating to safe yield, however, the
legislature added the following by floor amendment: "provided, however,
that a local body receiving water on a contractual basis as of the
effective date of this act which meets the requirement of having no
local water supply capable of being developed under the provisions
of clause (5) in this subsection shall not be denied such continuation".

It seems from the placement of this provision that no contract community
without a local source can be denied continued service (although of
course other changes could be made in the contract, such as increased
purchase price) simply because of the limitations in the safe yield
of the system.

It is possible to read this provision much more broadly, as a simple
override stating that, if a former contract (or special act) community
has no local source, it cannot be denied continuation, period. This
would, however, completely wipe out the rest of the list of conditions,
creating only a single test for all contract continuations, namely, is
there a local source developable under condition #5? Principles of law
require that statutes be interpreted to make logical sense without
discarding any more language than necessary. Therefore,
the legislative intent should be interpreted to state that a
community without a local source could not be denied continued service
solely because of safe yield limitations, but it would also have to
meet the other conditions regarding abandorjnent of sources, adoption
of water management and demand management programs and completion



of a large-user survey. This makes sense in view of the overall
mandate of the law that:
(1) better management be preferred to enlargement of the system; and

(2) that local sources not be abandoned unless condemned by DEGiE.

(This provision applies anyway, regardless of the reading of this part
of 8d, since it is repeated at the end of the section).

CONCLUSION: Section 8d of the Act definitely limits the legal
obligations of the Authority to its contract users by making it
possible to terminate and to refuse to renew existing contracts
if the contract users cannot meet a number of exacting conditions.
This reduced obligation, is moreover, in addition to the reduced
"legal obligations" set out in the Needs study of MDC since that
study hypothesizes continued service to all contract communities.
The MDC study should be reviewed in the light of these reduced
legal obligations.

C. What are the rights of communities to resell Authority water?

The latter portions of s. 8d provide for temporary resale, with
and without emergency water shortage (controlled by DEQE under
s. 40). The first provision appears to limit the right of resale
traditionally reviewed by MDC as follows:

(1) the Authority must first find that the demand will not jeopardize
delivery to the 46 communities listed in the beginning of s. 8d; and
(2) the arrangement cannot be continued to beyond six months
unless approved by the Authority's advisory board.

CONCLUSIONS: The resale right is limited by the new law.

D. What are the "rights" of applicants to come into the water
system?

The Authority does not, under this law, have any legal "obligations"
towards needy communities. S. 8 makes it clear that any new
applicants must (1) meet the c conditions set out for contract
renewals, minus any reference to the provision about safe yield;
and (2) obtain the approval of the legislature and the governor.

CONCLUSION: Any "moral obligations" to potential future users
have been severely limited by this law and the needs study
should be reviewed in this light.
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Alexandra D. Dawson

State water policy and resolutions of the legislature currently
state that interbasin transfers of v;ater should be employed only
as a last resort. This policy has now been embodied in a series
of laws and regulations. This newsletter will discuss the relationship
of the Interbasin Transfer Act passed in 1983, the regulations pro-
posed to be adopted under that act by the V/ater Resources Commission
t>/R.C), the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority Act passed in
1984, and the Water Management Act now before the legislature—all
as they affect interbasin transfers.

The Interbasin Transfer Law, ch. 658 of the Acts
generally discussed in our newsletter dated Feb.
a permit from the WRC for any "increase over the
interbasin transfer of water", including wastewater,
of 28 designated river basins within, the state. The

of 1983, is
1984 . It requires
present rate of

between any
regulations

now being considered for promulgatior^do not attempt to determine
the "present" rates of 10 interbasin transfers (5 within the MDC)
now active within the state. Even the "present rate" of MDC water
transfer is hotly debated. The regulations concentrate instead
on applying the permit requirement to certain specified actions
within a donor basin, such as construction of new pumps, reservoirs,
aqueducts (repair and replacement facilities would be exempt) . fJotcJl-^

Kev; facilities in receiving basins would fe- be subject to the
act, even though common sense dictates that increased use in the
receiving basin is likely to necessitate increased interbasin
transfers j bed" neuTJ ve&evocv'-^ ucol5z^»- ^>-eccbT^ev7+ plants lu. recewj^^ laaSfw^ <rcV€

The Interbasin Transfer Act did not replace the rider to the
Scenic Rivers Act (ch. 984 of the Acts" of 1973) which requires
the approval of the legislature for any new interbasin transfer
of drinking water from a surface water source. However, it is
not clear if previously passed legislation, such as ch. 766 of
the Acts of 1970 authorizing the Northield diversion of the
Connecticut River (or other prior legislation such as that authorizing
diversion of Sudbury River water) would satisfy this legal requirement
retrospectively.

Because of political pressures, the Massachusetts Water Resources
Authority legislation, ch. 372 of the Acts of 1984, respectively
incorporates all the provisions of the Interbasin Transfer Act and
the Scenic Rivers Act. Most of the relevant provisions are found
in s. 8 of the act. This legislation requires legislative approval
of a number of actions which an "Authority" can typically accomplish
on its own. Specifically, s. 69 requires legislative approval for
the same structures in donor basins *for which the Interbasin regulations
would require a Water Resources Commission permit. Section 8 requires
a vote of the legislature before either water or sewer services may
be expanded to new communities. Moreover, the Authority cannot take
on new communities for water services unless it makes specific findings
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that: the safe yield of the system is sufficient to meet projected
demand; no existing water source has been abandoned; effective
demand management measures have been established; and a water use
survey has been completed. Finally, the Authority does not have
the power to take water rights or water sources by eminent domain. a~
These rights are retained by the IffiC Watershed Management Division,
which will also own and control the watershed lands now held by the
MDC Water Division. As further insurance against casual interbasin
diversions, the law provides seats on the Authority's 11 -member Board
of Directors for a resident of each of the s^^^stem^s two major donor
basins: the Connecticut and the Merrimack Rivers.

None of these laws deal directly with the effects of expanded use within
an existing member community of the MDC/M\'/RA. system, either by growth
within that community or neglect of water leaks. The Authority is
encouraged to help communities conserve water but does not mandate
any actions within the communities, which will generally handle their
own water systems independently of the Authority which sells them water.
Section 8 also - allows the Authority to terminate or modify its water
contracts at termination date or within 5 years (if no termination date
exists); to terminate declining block rates "as promptly as feasible"
(the communities are enabled to establish flat or rising rates in s. 26)
Section 8 also allows communities to negate minimum-purchase require-
ments under which some are buying more MDC water than they want. Section
8 also preserves the former S.16 of G.L. ch.92 (now repealed) which
provides that no community may abandon a local water source and sub-
stitute MDC water unless DEQE certifies that it is unfit for drinking
and cannot be "economically restored". This last phrase is not defined
in the law. The Interbasin Transfer regulations try to define "viable
sources" of local water using a similar criterion: the v/ater must be
able to be developed "at a production cost which is reasonable when ^
compared to costs recently incurred elsewhere in the Commonwealth."
("Recently" is supposed to exclude from the accounting the cost of
sources which are cheaper because they were developed long age, such
as Cuabbin water.)

The environmental Community has, for this year as last, made a high
priority of passing the Mass. Water Management Act, also favored by
WSCAC. The law attempts to further rationalize water policy in the
State. It would establish a data base by registering existing with-
drawals of ground and surface water in excess of a modest threshhold
volume; require a DEQE permit for larger new withdrawals; establish
a mechanism for water management during emergencies; and even authorize'
DEQE to control the balance between competing users. Although this
proposed law is best known for its effort to modernize the archaic
laws relating to groundwater, it would have some implications for the
conservation of water. Essentially, however, the bill does not attempt
to require a permit from a community using Authority water even if
that community increases its use drastically over the threshhold level.
The Authority itself, not the user, would be subject to the permit
requirement if it increased its taking from Quabbin or from any source
feeding into the system, such as the Connecticut, I^illers or Sudbury
or Merrimack Rivers

.

There is therefore still no existing or proposed mechanism which mandate
that communities conserve water by leak repairs and other mechanisms at-

this time. The state may continue to fund matching grants for leak re^^.
pair; and the new higher water rates which will be imposed by the
Authority may also encourage reduction in waste on the local level.
Proposition 2^, however, continues to press in the contrary direction.
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PRELIMINARY DRA-FT CCI'MEi^ITS ON SELECTION CRITERIA

TO: Patricia Corcoran and V/allace Floyd Associates

DATE: January 30, 1985

For the purpose of making the consultant's list of criteria a

workable decision strategy, from the water manager's vie^^rpoint,

we have constructed the following levels of description:

Selection priorities
Attributes

Parameters
Measures

Criteria
Weights

The material which is enclosed is a preliminary listing of the
Selection Priorities and Attributes. The remaining levels of
description would be filled out by the consultants if this
strategy is to be utilized. However, an illustration of what
the full description v/ould look like is provided on page 3 using
the Selection Priority: EI^/IROi^II'lENTAL IMPACTS and the Attribute:
Hydrology. In addition to all levels of description being
applied to each alternative, it is important to distinguish
between geographic considerations for each alternative e.g. Conn-
ecticut River impacts and as another item, Connecticut impacts-
Cuabbin and so on. We have ordered the assessment criteria and
selection criteria into our selection priorities.

Definitions

:

Selection priorities are the major groups of characteristics
of an alternaxive, prioritized to enable the manager to make
a go/no go decision with minimum cost/effort.

Attributes of the group correspond to the tasks assigned in
the Scope of Services.

Parameters of the attributes are the aspects of each of the
attributes which have been investigated and are to be evaluated,
either by a physical measure, or by a judgmental value.

Measures are the units by which the parameter is measured or
evaluated.

Criteria are the evaluations of the measures in terms of go/no go,
better or worse, acceptable or unacceptable, or the degrees of
desirability or acceptability.

Weights are the relative significance of each attribute (e.g. on
a scale of 0-10).
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All criteria are applied to each alternative in order. "Not
Applicable" (NA) is listed where appropriate. Encountering
a "no go" terminates consideration of the alternative. V/here
a "no go" statement does not occur, criteria are weighted
and combined.

The result of the application of this methodology to each
alternative is that the criteria are the bottom line decisions
within each of the disaggregated units of the decision strategy.

It is anticipated that the decision strategy will work similarly
to a dichotomous key: Triggering a go/no go decision on the
basis of some critical criterion, or a more or less acceptable
determination on the basis of the aggregate of the criteria '

evaluations

.

We are concerned that the decision strategy or matrix will be
based upon the 2020 needs figure. Since the study requires
need figures for the 1990 and 2000 intervals as well, it seems
the study will be skewed by relying solely on the 2020 figure
which everyone agrees is highly conjectural.

We believe that this entire process is and will remain in the
field of open discourse. Copies of this preliminary material
is being forwarded to members and interested persons for
discussion at the next WSCAC meeting, February 19, 1985.

Contributors are:

Michael Baram
Chris Curtis
Alexandra Dawson
William Elliott
Ann Gannett
Elaine Hartman
Robie Hubley
Robert Lemirs
Eileen Simonson
Rutherford Piatt
Douglas Smith
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SELECTION PRIORITIES

I. WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM RELIABILITY

Attributes: A. Forecast Needs

1 . accuracy baseline-disaggregated model

2. adequacy projections
population
eeonomics/eraployment
legal obligations
contamination

B. Water Yield-Quantity

1 . safe yield

2. on-line availability
a. seasonal
b, drought susceptibility

C. Water yield-Quality

1 . public health

2. seasonal (reservoirs ana groundwater)

3. drought susceptibility

4. episodic variation (spills and accidents)

5. susceptibility to long term degradation

D . Redundancy

E. Flexibility

F. Source Compatibility

II. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. Instream Water Quality

1 . rivers

2. reservoirs and ponds

B. Hydrology

1 . river and stream alterations"
a. seasonal
b . drought

2. reservoir and pond alterations
a. seasonal
b . drought

3. groundwater alterations'
a. seasonal
b. drought

C. Ais. Quality

D. Aquatic Systems

1 , habitat

-4-



2. community: fauiia
a. indicator species

finfish
macroinvertebrates d

^

zooplankton "

b. endangered, threatened, protected
species

c. problem species

3. community: flora
a. indicator species

macrophytes
phytoplankton

b. endangered, threatened, protected
species

c. problem species

E, Terrestrial Systems

1 . habitat

2. community: fauna
a. indicator species

birds
herptiles
mammals

b. endangered, threatened, protected
species

c. problem specieg

3. community: flora

a. indicator species ^

b. endangered, threatened, protected
species

c. problem species

F. Mitigation Measures

III. COMPETING USERS

A. Water Availability to Present and Pxatential
Gompeting Users

1 . potable water supply

2. wastewater treatment plants

3. impacts on flood control/flood insurance

4. impacts on hydropower generation

IV. LAND USE IMPACTS: DONOR ATTD RECEIVER AREAS

A . Donor

1 . displacements or takings
commercial
public/open space
facilities
agricultural
forest .'S^

historical

-5-



V. FINANCIAL

VI. Er^PLOYTffiNT

recreational
scenic
wetlands
aquifers

2. growth impacts

B. Receiver

1 . displacements or takings
( as in A . 1 , above)

2. growth impacts

3. traffic

A. Effect on MDC Finances

1 . revenues

2. indebtedness

3. rates

4. opportunity cost

5. fixed cost/indetsrminate demand risk

6. incremental costs

E. Community Costs

1 , total costs

2. per user cost

C. Local/State Tax Implications

D. Energy (present/future costs)

E. Mitigation Measures/Compensatory Payments

A. Receiver Employment

1 . construction

2. operation/maintenance

3. income: changes in employment due to
shifts in water use

4. indirect: induced employment due to
water availibility

B. Donor Employment

1 . construction

2. operation/maintenance

3. indirect: loss of long term employment
due to resource unavailability

C. Transfer of Value of Water

1. receiver: gain of value

2. donor: loss of value

-6-



VII. LEGAL/INSTITUTIONAL ISSUES

A. Regulatory Requirements

B. State V/ater Policy (including conservation) ^and Other Regulations

C. Riparian Rights

D. Right-of-Way Easements

E. Source Protection

F. Potential Court Actions

G. User Participation Required

H. MDC (Authority) /User Community Agreements

I. Legislation

J. Mass. Water Resources A.uthority Legislation

VIII. IMPLEMENTATION REQUIREMJSNTS

A. Planning

B. Legislation

C. Legal/Regulatory

D. Financing

E. Engineering/Construction

F. Time

if

-7-
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June 22, 1984

James Hoyte, Secretary
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
100 Cambridge Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02202

Dear Secretary Hoyte,

The V/ater Supply Citizens Advisory Committee is submitting,
comments on the proposed water treatment plant at the Sudbury
Reservoir, EOEA 03621. WSCAC has worked closely with the Sudbury
CAC for more than three years. The Sudbury River and its reser'/oirs
are addressed in two major impact studies which have run simul-
taneously. The intimate relationship between the two studies con-
sists in base-line data acquired in each being utilized in the
other. WSCAC has stated often that the projection of MDC water
needs for the next decades contains serious flaws. This data
is incorporated in the Sudbury study. We believe that no action
should be taken on the Sudbury Treatment plant proposal until
the long range study is completed and questions of need and the
potential of demand management and MDC IocpI u<^9.r water ?^nurces
to me^±, potential future need is fully addressed. The failure
to include detailed assessments of these two alternatives to the
treatment plant option is a serious omission.

In the long range EIR, additional water diversion from the
SUASCO system through Reservoirs 1 and 3 and liltimately through
the Sudbury Reservoir Treatment plant is being investigated. The
ecological assessments for the treatment plant study will be
baseline in the larger study. The assessments presented in the
treatment plant study are not adequate. They will be clearly
less adequate as assessments relative to a larger taking.

The consultants and the MDC have set the water elevations at
Sherman's Bridge as key triggering points and constraints on
the operation of the Sudbury Treatment plant. Because these
elevations are primarily a backwater phenomenon, the consultant
Is incorrect in assuming that meeting these elevations is tanta-
mount to meeting all riverine needs. The US Fish and Wildlife
Service representative at the June 14 public meeting on this
study indicated that the justification for the Bridge elevations
is inadequate and that USFWS flow recommendations were misinterpreted.
WSCAC consurs with the Sudbury CAC that additional flow constraints,
especially at Dam #1 in Framingham are needed in this study.

WSCAC comments are in two sections. The first set of comments are
the result of reviewing the Draft EIR. The second set are the
full conmients in response to the preliminary draft.
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With few exceptions, the draft submitted for public review is
not significantly different from the earlier document. The
addition on p-3-21 of a definition of "natural flow" is new
and most disturbing. It redefines the present studies critical
constraint 'to release all natural flows' froiii' .the watersheds
of Reservoirs 1,2, and 3 to mean only such releases as maintain
Sherman's Bridge elevations. Any water present which does not
contribute to meeting those elevations will be interpreted as
"surplus" and be available for future takings.

We note with pleasure that the new report does include material
on the historic elevations of the Sudbury Reservoir, material
that was absent from the earlier draft. Also now mentioned in
the Draft is the MDC's support for legislation (Section 8 of the
Report) to ensure the implementation of constraints to minimize
harm from the treatment plant option.

We request that WSCAC comments be read as a whole. The more
recent comments result from additional review by members of
our committee. These comments are not intended to take priority
over the earlier comments nor to supplant them.

V/e have also added reports generated by WSCAC which we believe
either clarify or document the comments we present on the Sudbury
Treatment Plant Draft EIR.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this environmental
impact report. We believe public participation is a vital part
of government's desicion making process.

Sincerely yours

Eileen R, Simonson, Co-Director

cc: Barbara Mudd, Tom Sisson, Co-chairs Sudbury CAC
Marcis Kempe, Project Co-ordinator, IOC
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DISCREPANCIES BEn'EEN THE SCOPE OF SERVICE AND MEPA SCOPE AND

THE CONTENT OF THE DRAFT EIR

1 . The bathymetry maps of the Sudbury Reservoir are not scaled
for inclusion in the report. The bathymetry presented on the
old original maps was checked by some sonar testing by the
consultants, but the data does not appear in the report.
The consultant merely states that about ^% of the reservoir
will be exposed under the presently proposed operating regime.
The draft includes a map which shows 10 foot drawdown in the
Reservoir, a level no longer recommended, but no description is
offered to help evaluate this against the proposed 5 foot drawdown
regime.

Z» Most of the bioicfical data in Section 4 and Appendix E is
about 5-10 years old. The scope of services clearly indicated
that field checking would be done, but it is not reported.
The Sudbury system has not been used on a routine basis for
many years. A period of recuperation has ensued. Field work
should have documented current conditions and wildlife values.
It was not done, or if done has not been reported in the draft.

3. Both Scopes require that maps with overlays be done for all
wetlands effected by river stage changes. These were to be
available for public review at the Great Meadows Wildlife Sanctuary.
They are not available to date and no report of the findings of
such mappings is made in the report.

4. Section 11 of the final page of the MEPA Scope indicates
that the relationship of surface water flows and groundwater
should be investigated. The HEC II model used for surface
water analysis does not include groundwater interaction.
No additional material on this point is in the DEIR. The town
of Bedford is seeking water from wells in the Great Meadows
area.

P. 6-45 describes the seven values protected by the Mass. Wetlands
Protection Act. One of these is public and private water supply.
An investigation of the impacts of wells and reduced elevations
in the wetlands should have been made. Currently, Bedford is
dependent on MDC water by making purchases through the town of
Lexington. Bedford is attempting to utilize locally available
water. This effort should be regarded positively.

5. The MEPA Scope asks for a discussionof the relationship of
this project to the state Scenic Rivers Program. P. 4-33 indicates
that 17.2 miles of the Sudbury River between Saxonville Dam to the
Concord River have been so classified. When the river is designated,
a plan will be developed for management of this reach. The consultants
do not assess the impact the treatment plant takings and downstream
reductions will have on this Scenic River Plan,

6. We cannot find a water budget analysis as requested (MEPA Scope,
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GENERAL REMARKS ON THE EXECUTION OF THE STUDY AND ITS ASSUI^TIONS

1 . The consultants and the MDC state that the maximum diversion
of water from the Sudbury River is limited by the capacity of
the treatment plant, 40 MOD. All studies of downstream impacts
used 40 MGD as the worst case. However, according to the operating
rules of the proposal, when Sherman Bridge elevations are at
the minimum levels to trigger Sudbury Reservoir plant operation,
the sluice gates will be closed. Except for brief periods of
extreme high flows into the reservoir, the action of closing the
sluice gates curtails all downstream flow - to Reservoirs 3,1
and ultimately some of the main channel flow. The studies of
impacts do not address the actual impact of the proposed regime
and therefore, all conclusions made by the consultants on
significance of impacts are not based on the "actual" downstream
flow reduction.

One-third of the flow to Reservoir 1 is from the Sudbury Reservoir.
The action of closing the sluice gates will then increase the
proportion of water Reservoir one contains and passes downstream
from Reservoir #2, the most polluted of the Sudbury system
reservoirs. The water quality analysis shown in Appendix B
indicates that concentrations of lead and mercury, to name a
few, are heaviest along the main river channel of the Sudbury
River, particularly in the Ashland, Framingham and Reservoir 1

area, as well as pockets downstream of Reservoir 1 near Saxonville.
The consultants did not adequately describe the impacts of
all flows being withheld at the Sudbury Reservoir as it would
effect pollutants and the river's ability to respond. In fact,
some reaches of the river are ignored entirely.

These issues are made more distressing because the MDC is proposing
additional takings from the Sudbury system under the WSEIR with
no additional studies. The proposal is to take water from
Reservoir 1 up through #3 and into the Sudbury Reservoir. The
degregation of the Sudbury Reservoir, presently of drinking water
class, by the additional taking is unthinkable. It is further
noted that the constraint to release "all natxiral flows" from
the watersheds of Reservoirs 1,2, and 3 was considered essential
by the treatment plant consultants to guarantee ecological values
during the withdrawal of water from the Sudbury Reservoir. Changes
in elevations at Sherman Bridge at the Great Meadows, for example,
were based on a masimum reservoir diversion of 40 mgd. Any additional
taking as proposed using 100 MGD pumps with a treatment plant
expanded to 60 MGD will further adversely impact the Sudbury River
and drastically reduce flows in the Saxonville area, already
heavily stressed.

2. The original philosophy of the Treatment plant study was to
regard ecological needs first and drinking water needs secondly.
Yet the Sherman Bridge elevations were selected as the control
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measure for all takings and the standard for all impact. Because
Sherman Bridge elevations are primarily backwater dependent,
meeting Sherman Bridge elevations does not address, nor meet,
ecological impacts of the proposed diversion. Sherman Bridge
elevations as triggering points for diversion are a "red herring".
The requirement to release all natural flows from the 53 square
miles of watershed above Sherman Bridge is redefined in the DEIR
on p. 3-21 to clearly show the MDC's intent: to interpret natural
flow as only "required flow" to maintain downstream elevations
(about 50% of Sherman Bridge flow is dependent on flow at Dam
1) and to consider some amount of water "surplus" for future
takings in the WSEIR study. Flow constraints at Dam 1 should
be evaluated and set in this EIR.

COMMENT ON WASTEWATER EFFECTS OF SUDBURY DIVERSION

The possible impact on wastewater management in the Sudbury
watershed is dismissed with a few lines on p. 6-57. The
first reason given is that the Sudbury Reser^/oir flow is
only 6% of flow at Talbot dam and 15% of flow at Sherman
bridge. However, this ignores the fact that most of the
sewage treatment plants are on the Assabet River only a
few miles below Sherman bridge. The Assabet is just above
the major portion of the great meadows, an area also
impacted by the discharge from the Concord sewage treatment
plant. Every sewage treatment plant has to have an NPDES
discharge permit to discharge effluent into surfact waters.
In theory,' the state DWPC and EPA assure that the NPDES
is so couched that the effluent will not cause the receiving
waters to violate the water standards assigned by the state
(here class B) at the lowest water flows of the year.
In fact, however, many plants have never met their assigned
effluent limitations; and a recent EPA study shows that
over 40% of plants inspected regularly violate their
permit standards. The effect of reducing the effluent
dilution by 15% could therefore be serious. The second
reason given for not worrying about the diversion is that
it will not take place during "low flow periods such as
summer months." This is not true. Diversion is planned
in the first half of June and early October, frequently
low flow periods and also times when the t-omperature encourages
growth in the rivers.

No concludion may be drawn on this important point until
study has been done to assure the NPDES standards of the
public sewage treatment plants which discharge into the
Sudbury, Assabet and Concord -Rivers, and their compliance
with those standards.
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COMMENT ON COST AND IMPACT OF SLUDGE DISPOSAL

P, 6-10 states that "under the selected alternative for
sludge dewatering, ultimate disposal of the sludge at a
landfill will eventually be required." Three local landfills-
are named which may have capacity to receive the 13 tons
of sludge which would be generated every day in which the
treatment plant was operating if the centrifugation method
is used. (p. 6-11) Centrifugation is chosen as the only
alternative which is priced in with the treatment plant
cost summary p. 3-3, even though it is admitted that the
resulting wet sludge may not meet landfill requirements .

One method of eentrifuging, "scroll method'* p. b-9 could
meet present 18% solid landfill requirement, but the
Metcalf and Eddy suggested proposal may not. Moreover
p. 8-8 states that regulations governing solids content,
may rise from 18% to 20%. The report on p. 6-12, refers to
"desired" solids content but state regulations 310 OMR 19
are requirements, not "desired" soJiids content (p. 8-8).

To complete the study so that alternatives can be compared
for cost and convenience, as well as environmental impact,
the following must be added:

—the cost of filter pressing

—the acceptability of centrifuged or filter-pressed sludge
to the two nearest landfills

—the cost of such disposal.

COMMENTS ON COST ESTIMATES

To practical people without governmental dollars to spend,
it seems curious that MDC expresses no concern over the estimated
doubling of the construction costs of the Sudbury Reservoir
Water Treatment Plant. The original costs in 1979 were estimated
^1 f?-^

million. In 1984 the draft EIR quotes the cost estimate
at $20.9 million for construction, $2. 8 operation and maintance
annually, $1 ,9 debt, ? sludge removal.

In 1979 the plan was for treating 20 mgd; in 1984 the figure
is 16.5 mgd, almost 13% less water for more than double the
money. Our comments on costs quoted in the preliminary draft
EIR argued that there were other sources, local and user,
which could be brought on line for less money. The draft EIR
states that the 16.5 mgd withdrawal from the Sudbury Reservoir
will cost S461 mg. Not all costs are included, including
figures for transportation and disposal of sludge.
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NEEDS PROJECTIONS AND THE TREATMENT OF ALTERNATIVES IN THE DEIR:

The Sudbury Treatment plant option is consistently referred to
an an interim or short term solution to MDC water needs projected
for 1990 and the year 2000. An analysis of the composition of
increased need (from material generated by the WSEIR consultants)
shows that the base demand projections are actually declining
to the year 2000. The increment in projected need is a function
of the legal obligations category of more than 50 MOD and the
inclusion of water which might be lost to towns through
contamination. WSCAC has protested the handling of both of these
categories in material not included here. But it is crucial to
state that base demand is on the decline and that the environmental
and monetary cost of the treatment plant cannot be justified
against the alternatives of demand management and user sources
as short term solutions. It is inappropriate to consider inactive
legal obligations a reason to proceed with the treatment plant
diversion. The water which may be needed for contamination is
available with current supply. The water use reduction offered
by the proposed, but as yet unfunded, demand management program
would more than offset possible additional water needs in 1990
and even to the year 2000.

WSCAC understands that the Secretary and the MEPA Unit cannot
consider cost of the treatment plant alternative a primary focus.
Yet, as a short-term, interim solution, the public must seriously
consider a cost-impact analysis. It is stated on page 3-16
that the treatment plant cost is $461 per million gallons. This
is not the full cost. The draft lists an additional $175,000
for the changes required at Sherman Bridge and the Sudbury Reservoir
to implement the proposal, p. 3-25. P. 3-23 has a brief discussion
of modernization measures MDC isundertaking which are necessary
to implement the new strategy. At least a portion of these costs
are directly applicable to the present study and should be
priced. The cost of landfilling sludge must be added. The result
of any cursory cost analysis shows that the treatment plant water
will be more than double the $212/MG of the demand management
program and still more costly that the three most viable user
sources which could provide about the same amount of water.

One important component of the needs projections is the determination
of future population in the MDC service area and in communities
which might reasonably considered potential future users. It
should be noted that WSCAC has been severely critical of the
methodology used to generate the population projections, the
averaging of 1976 OSP with MAPC low level projections. It also
is the case that this short-range study predicts, via these
population projections, very few deficit commubities in the SUASCO
watersheds. Yet, through the analysis in the long-range study,
many of these communities appear to be borderline or deficit
communities by 2020. SUASCO waters may be needed very close to
home.





COMI'IENT ON LOCAL SOURCES ISSUE

The major reason given on page 5-8 for refusal of MDC to
consider the use of local sources as an alternarive to the
diversion is that development of local sources is impractical
because MDC would have to acquire the sources or persuade
the communities in which they are located to build and test
treatment plants. This is stated as "lengthy and complicated
process making the use of local supplies impracticable as an
alternative to reactivating Sudbury Reservoir as a short
range and immediate supply", (p. 5-9)

The difficulty with this argument is that it is in contradiction
to Ch. 658 of the Acts of 1983, the Interbasin Transfer Act.
This law specifically bans the use of such "shortcuts".
Under s. 8C, every coimnunity wishing to receive waters
resulting from an increased interbasin transfer, such as
the Sudbury diversion, must first make reasonable efforts
to "identify and develop all viable sources" as an alternative.

Since this effort will be required by the Water Resources
Cormnission before the Sudbury diversion could go into effect,
it stands to reason that the Sudbury diversion study should
encompass the efforts required by the law relating to diversions.
Since the inforaation relating to these local sources is
imcomplete (due to the fact that the MDC Long Range WSEIR
will not be completed until 1986), the consultant here should
either do further work or should await the completion of the
study.

COMMENTS ON SEDIMENT REGIME

The SuAsCo river system has high concentrations of heavy-
metals in sediments. Toxicity and concentrations of substances
such as mercury, chromium and lead are already significant, and
major sites are already identified which can be anticipated
to contribute significantly to the load of contaminants.

Alterations in flow can alter sedimentation regimes. Removal
of flow from the Sudbury may reduce transport of sediment
in that stream, but may increase transport in the Assabet.
Important questions are raised about changes in transport
rates, residence times and alterations in distribution
of contaminated sediments.

The consiHtantshave chosen to use a "qualitative approach"
to the sediment problem because the physical, chemical and
biological interactions of the chemicals is complex. However,
a sediment transport model does not need to analyze all the
complex chemical interactions, only the geo-physical behavior.
The result would signal locations and circumstances where
hazards might occur, and where more complex analysis is
needed. The report presently does little more than offer
platitudinous reassurances.
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REVIrT.; OF SECTION 4 COMMENTS ORIGINALLY MDE DSCEI4BER, 1982.

Below are some brief statements abstracted from the WSCAC comments
submitted to the MDC and the consultants in a preliminary review
of Section 4, Little has changed, of substance, in the section
4 content. Comments on the pages 4-25 forward, population pro-
jections and future water supply needs appears in other sections
of the V/SCAC conmients on the DEIR.

° Testing of municipal wells whose cone of depression encompasses
the river does not seem adequate. Little work has been done to
assess the treatment plant regime on the flow of the Sudbury River
below Dam #1 and before Sherman's Bridge (Saxonville area). The
town of Bedford is planning wells in the Great Meadows area. The
data Bedford has gathered clearly shows that their proposed wells
are directly fed by river flows, (p. 4-7).

° It is stated, p. 4-1 2, that a compilation was made of historical
and recent records of rare and endangered species as "well as
limited field verification" in the Sudbury Reservoir region by
the offices of the Natural Heritage Program. The paragraph goes
on to imply that Natural Heritage concluded that "no rare or
endangered plants or animals have been recorded in the wetlands
that would be potentially impacted by this project." John Feingold
co-ordinator of the Heritage program reported that the compilation
provided to the consultants from their library contained no sig-
nificant field verification. (Scope requires field checking for this
study) . The report of the Heritage program does state that species
will not be adversely affected by changes in water levels unless
these changes are significant-the report disclaims any authority
to make judgments of significance. His disclaimer applies to all
species listings for the region of Framingham to the Merrimack,
and Appendix E, sections 5 and 6 clearly state that certain
changes in river flows, filling of small local ponds would
affect species during certain times of year. The Heritage report
adds that species will not probably be severely affected if water
levels are allowed to rise and assume their normal patterns from
May through approximately October. The present proposal impacts
the river system until June 15, through periods of high species
activity. The Natural Heritage Program is an ever improving
library for species listings, but unlike the Massachusetts Division
of Fisheries and Wildlife should not be relied upon to draw con-
clusions on impacts in an environmental impacts study. Mass".
Fisheries and Wildlife is the legislated authority on these
matters

.

COMMENTS ON HISTORICAL USE OF SUDBURY RESERVOIR AND RELATED LEGISLATION

The consiiltants say that the releases of Sudbury Reservoir and river
flows described on p. 3-6 have not been active recently, but they
do not indicate if any contracts have been made on the basis of any of
these laws which could be construed to create any obligations by
the MDC to supply water.
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WSCAC

(413) 586-8c'V

March 1, 1984

Marcis Kempe
Metropolitan Distric Commission
20 Somerset St.
Boston, MA 02108

Dear Marcis,

WSCAC is pleased to have this opportunity to respond to
a preliminary draft of the Sudbury Treatment plant EIR
#03621. The relationship of this EIR and the Water Supply
EIR is very close, with baseline information from each study
determining aspects of the other.

The two citizens committees also share a unique relationship,
all working towards reasonable solutions to water supply issues.
We submit our preliminary draft comments for this study under
the sponsorship of the Sudbury CAC. A special WSCAC-Sudbury
Task Force has reviewed the report and will continue to do
so after it is officially released for review.

The comments enclosed then are preliminary and may
yet be answered or illuminated by the revised draft. A
list of WSCAC-Sudbury Task Force members appears below.

Sincerely yours.

Alexandra D. Dawson
Co-Dir. WSCAC
Sudbury T.F. Chair

Ann Gannett, WSCAC Chair

cc: P. Corcoran, MDC

Bruce Gullion, WSCAC
Executive Committee

Sudbury CAC
lEP
PBQD

Elaine Hartman, Adm.Asst.
Robie Hubley, WSCAC

Executive Director
Eileen Simonson, WSCAC

Co-Director
Douglas Smith, WSCAC

Science T.F. Chair
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SPECIFIC COr.lTCTTS

SUITO-RY

p. 2 WSGAC questions theasserirron tfet MDC is exceeding its safe
yield "by 20-40 ir.gd

.

po3 Flood water is not waste water in natural systems; it main-
tain-3 a distinct floodplain flora, scours chajrirel waste, and
increases biotic diversity. Rivers are pulse-staMlized"; they
stabilize in response to recurrent flooding events.

p. 4 Are the cost estimates given here $20.2 million still current?
p. 5 Where are the fish spawning habitats which may be lost located?
p. 6 It does not appear that sediment transport was modeled' in the

study. Without such modeling the movement and deposition-,,

hence the effects, of toxic sediments, e.g.. mercury, can' only
be guessed att* The rate of flushing of toxic sediments would
be reduced by flow reduction, especrially during spring freshet.
Flushing is not a linear function of flow, so small flow re-
ductions m.ay have significant effects on toxic sediment trans-
port. Location-, c oncr^nt ration:.,, and residence times need' to be

determined for toxic sediments, both for tiie build and no-
build alternatives.

PROJECT DSSCRIPTIOT^r

p. 3-6 If I/IDC is exceeding its safe yield by 20-40 mgd , where is
surplus water available from to dilut

e
" sewage?

p. 3-7 Same question as on page 2. IOC water use d'eclinred" during
the 1970' s, antl fell below the 300 nrgd safe yield early inr

the 1980«s,.
p. 3-8-1980 was an ajnomalous year ami misrepresents the trend orf

1970 -1983». which was a decrease in r»TDC water use. Future
water demands in excess of safe yield are dubious,

p. 3-10 That MDC does not have the emergency options available to
communities makes joining MDC an unwise move for communities
having existing local supplies,

p. 3-11 A drought management program which is triggered earlier in-
drought and which:, is more user active should be included as
an immediate action..
Siidbury's yield and storage provide minimal redundancy and
backuTD values for a syqtjem as large as lyffiC,

p. 3-13 Were changes in channel bottom cross section according
to flow modeled in this study? Does Qual II enable modeling
of sediment transport? If so, wHy was it not done? If not,
why wasn't another model used?

p. 3-17 If maintenance <3.f appropriate downstream releases is top-
priority, what assurance can be given^ if that" is not" pos-
sible in practice that a $20-miilion: plant will not be
used?
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DRAFT COIVECTTS, SUDSUHY EIR, page tcjro

p. 3-19 Reduction- in downstream flow cannot be determined on a

simple areal basis. Other factors effect flow, such as

vegetation, urbanization?, depth to bedrock, soil character-
istics,, etc.

p. 3-20 In the regression: equation relating Sherman Bridge eleva-
tions to Concord River flows, what is the meaning of (

Q-

700)? How was it derived?

p, 3-2 A If growth is anticipated in- SuAsCo communities which will
require MUG supply, wouldn't it be bet-ter to keep the v/ater

in basin to begin: with? It can supply increased need of
MDC users and non-users in the basin, alike.

AFFECTED ENVIRC^MENT

po 4-8 If MDC is exceeding safe yield, how can 2 irrgd supplements
to Sudbury be justified? How can further removals from Sud-
bury be Justified?

p. 4-11 Appendix C should be Appendix E<,

Do 4-13 Sediment transport modeling is needed to determine dynamics
and sinks of such toxics as metals and pesticides,,

4-19 Diversity and abundance of benthic organisms should be
quant ifi ed ..

p. 4-20 "'relatively ^ood diversity and abundance" are vague state-
ments. These should be quantified,

p. 4-21 Appendix C should be Appendix E,

D , 4-25 Shouldn''t the water be kept in-basin for future use?
Isn 't v/at er

use, in the Sudbury basin growing, while MDC water use is
declining? What are IVTDG's legal obligations in the Sudbury
basin?

Po 4-27 The population projection methodology developed in the
MDC Water Supply EIR is very unconventional, does not fit
recent trends, and so is questioned by WSCAC.

p„ 4-31 Future needs of these growth communities is not given.
Will the water not be needed more in-basin?

po 4-36 What is the status of MDC contracts with Framingham, North-
boro,. Marlboro'^

p. 4-37 By what amount are the safe yield deficits estimated to be?
p. 4-45 A sediment transport model is needed to determine the dy-

namics and sinks of mercury, especially in reference to
existing and planned municipal wells whose cones of de-
pression: include the river chanir;eli,

ALTERInATIVES TO PROJECT

p. 5—5 MDC water use has beeir. declining, and yields from water
management are greater than from this project. Since MDC
water use is declining, decision on this project should
await completion- of the Water Supply EIR, especially to
utilize results of the user-sources study.
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DRAFT C01V3/IENTS , SUDEURY EIR , page three

PROBABLE II/EPAGTS

p. 6-41 Another fecal colifornr data set should be obtained, and

the model verified, prior to any decisiono

p. 6-53 Without a sediment transport model,, it cannot' be deter-
mined what the effect of flow reduction will "be on setlMing
of fines on spawning beds.

p. 6-57 V/here wildlife is a significant value, considering the
National Wildlife Refuge,, sediment transport modeling is
needed to determine the effect of changes in dynamics on
spavming beds. Flow and level effects seem to be consi-
dered principally in reference to waterfowl needs

«

p, 6-60 Reduction of flow and sediment transport in the Sudbury-
Goncord can be anticipated to increase rate of flow and sedi-
meirfc transport from the Assabet, the more polluted source,
a sediment transport model is needed to quantify such
effect s o

APPENDIX A
(This section is unpaginated, so numbers are section numbers.)

laO Divrersion can be anticipated to slow traaisport of toxic sedi-
ments such as metals and pesticides. Without a sediment trans-
port model it is impossible to know the probability of in-
creased resident time of toxics in^ the area of increasedly
drawndown municipal wells with increased infiltration

o

3oO ends abruptly, and 4.0 is missing from. my copy,,

7oO Sediment dynamic modeling is needed to determine the effect
of altered sediment regimes on the permeability of the river
bottom at well sites. Reduced flow might reduce sediment parti-
cle size, reducing permeability and recharge, hence ca^jacity of
municipal well which derive 40-505^ of their recharge from the
river.

WATER QUALITY AND 3EDIMMT ANALYSIS, SUDBURY AND CONCORD RIVERS

p. 1 I am given to believe that sediment transport models do
exist, such as KEC VI. Information is not needed on priority
pollutants; infonnation exists on the existing pollutants,
consideration of which is needed in moaeling this system.
The lack of more general knowledge is not reason for not deal-
ing with what is_ known here .

po2 Altering spatial distribution and storage or residence times
can be anticipated to increase contaminants entering the Sudbury-
Concord system by increasing inflow from the Assabet. Modeling
is needed to assess these effects..

po3 Anthropogenic concentrations of toxic metals, especially mer-
cury dictate that sediment transport modeling be done to deter-
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DRAFT COlvMENTS, SUDBURY EIR,. page four

mine dyn^Ucs and sinks. I find little consideration of

the Assabet. Reduction of flow in the Sudbury will increase
the effective gradient of the Assabet", increasing rate of sedi-

ment transport into the Concord, This effect needs investi-
gation,

p. 16 That botfonr feeders have the lowest levels of mercury con-
taminatiorr; conveni;ional wisdom and standard limnolagicHl
assumptions are not adequate to this problem. Actual model-
ing is needed to avert unani;icipat ed problemso

po 22 Distribution and parl^ltioning of pollutairts are particular-
ly critical in this river system where mriinicipal wells- apB
so intimately associated. The source, however, will probably
also be altered as the lowered level of the Sudbury will
result in increased gradient of the Assabet, increasing sedi-
ment transport from that more contaminated stream. Sediment
dynamic modelling is needed to assess these effects,

Po 24 Decreases in velocity and sediment transport in the Sudbury-
Goncord system can be anticipated to increase sediment gra-
dients from the Assabet, increasing contajnination from that
stream

APPENDIX G

Po 1 Adequate water quality modeling demands sediment transport
modeling.,

p. 2 I would expect operation of the Talbot D<?m to disrupt the
apparently continuous smooth relation of elevation vs. flov;
depicted in Figure 1. I would eicpect it would disrupt a cor-
relatioh of »99 <>. Why does there seem to be no effect of the
operation of Talbot oir the relation- of flow to elevation?

"'^'ir^Te ^ V/hat is the significance of the lines numbered 5 ^n-d 2?

p. 4 It is usual that increased algal growth imposes additional BOD?
Standard limnological doctrine does not apoly to this river.
This rivers unique characteristics, including sediment transport^
should be investigated.

po6 Sediment transpoii; modelling is needed' to co^T^lete this model-
ing.

p<,7 Do cross sectional areas and bottom configuratiors chanse inresponse to flow? If so, how?
^r-uige irr

po8 /vigh flow conditions are overwhelmingly crlticnl in -p^imenttransport, including transport of toxic metals and Deoticides.Is Idfeitudal dispersion only in the water column-, or ir sedi-ment as well? Critical toxics move in the sediments.
*

p. 9 While initial parameters may be estimated, t}iey should beverifica from field data, ana tlie model recn-librat eu

«

Figure 16 has no key to indicate what is observen and what is
e.^pected. There should be a quantitative descriptor of "good-ness of fit. Eyeoalling such charts as this and the ^ollowin^
is not adequate to determine fit«
No quantitative descriptors of goodness of fit of the nod el are
given. Some fits look good, such as DO (Fig, 18, and some not
so good, such as nitrate (Fig 17) and coliform (Fig 20}..
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DRAFT CCMiv::i2^-S , 'SCj3'CriY EIR,. page five

p, 2 Sedimenlr transport modeling is needed to determine dynamics
snd sinks, especially for mercury,

po3 Ir-.-^-dequacy of sampling for toxic met'als indicates the need of
furthur sampling and modeling prior to action which may have
critical effects on municipal water supply

„

po5 Inflow of sediments from the Ascaoet is a likely result of
incrcciGed tD^clr.c from the SudlDury . This needii to "be evaluated

.

po6 ditto
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Sudbar;;,.'' P.esarvoir Preliminary Draft z,I,?.,

Reservoir

Trcat :::ont oT Plant Sludge- (Par.e 6-11 & 12)

Under the filter pressing systeiT:, there is no information on what
impact the sludge would have on the life of cornmimity landfills. Im-

pacts should be based on the viable life of the treat-ent plant.

Ground "ater/v'ell Viator Supply (Page ^Ih & 1^)

uto is to be responsible for mitigating the possible loss of water
in the six shallcir wells due to drawdov/n of the reservoir?

Aquatic Flora and Fauna (Page 6-17,13 & 19)

Recognizing that bass prefer gravel and sand for spavm:ngj v.-hat

loss of ha.bitat (percent) is expected to occur?

Recreation

The proposed dredging of areas to bring water close to present shore-
lines during draw dov.Tis could generate erosion and slumping of the
botboiu and existing banks which are now hydrolically stabile.

Enforcenenx, (Page 6-32)

If enforcenent of regulations v;ill require high priority, there is a

need to estimate the costs of the increased manpov/er and associated
equipr.ent

.

Impact.- on the Sudbur;.'" and Concord pjivers (Page 6-33 Jh)

Based on a 6 percent contribution to the Concord River flov/s at [lorth

Billerica, v.-hat is the irpact on any proposals of the National Park Ser"/ice

to rea'-:tivate the canal and locks entering the Concord River at Lov;ell?

V/hat is the irpact on hydro-electric production at Lav.rence? V.hat are tb.e

in^jacts on sanitary '.vaste assimilation and potable :7ater of the Merrimack
River dov.nstreain of the r.outh of the Concord River?

?;ater Quality (Page 6-37,39 & 39)

The Concord, Assabet and Sudbury Rivers are part of a long range plan
to restore shad, alevrives and other anadromous fish to the Ivlerrirr.ack River
drainage, "."nat is the total impact of the reduction in dissolx'ed oxygen
on the survival of spaz-n and larvae ? V.'hat is the impact cn the dovmstream
migration of these species? (It should be noted that betv.'een the mouth of
the '.errimack River and the Paivtucket Dam (Loivell), it is estimated that

35 ptjrcent of the shad reproduction for the entire I.lerriaiack River water-
shed will occur.) "-nat are the new summer diversions proposed to protect
wildlife and wt;tland values?

:ydrlo--:ic Im:;acts (Page 6-19)

^.
•'ill docroascd vc-locitiiis inflaence upstrenrn .-.dr-rat ion of anrdromnu-

f !.r;h?
•

-
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1 . WATER NEEDS
MDC Water needs have not been finally determined. Hence Table 3-2

(p. 3-10) and statement on p. 3-24 are misleading. The corrected
MDC water supply study chart shows overall decline of use since
1971. If disputed figures on "legal obligations" and "MDC system
use" are reduced as suggested by WSCAC, then demand management
becomes a viable alternative (see p. 5-5). And should WSCAC 's

projections prove incorrect, the Sudbury Diversion can be brought
on line within any four year period. This alone obviates the
need to construct the treatment plant at this time, spending
public money on a supply which may not be needed.

2. COST AND IMPACT OF SLUDGE DISPOSAL
A more detailed cost analysis is needed. P. 3-14 states that the
yearly costs for option 2, disposal by filter pressing, total
^2,745,000. Option 2 , seems to be the most probable since the
discussion of sludge disposal on pp. 6-9 - b-12 indicates MDC
is unlikely to be permitted to discharge the sludge into its
sewer system and considers filter pressing the preferred alter-
native among the other systems of disposal. Yet the costs given
do not include the cost of landfilling about 4,555 tons of sludge
a year in a neighboring landfill. In fact, MDC has not yet
discussed with either town whether it will admit the sludge, let
alone what it would charge. Nor does the traffic count on p. 6-8
include at least 3.6 trips per day of ten-ton sludge trucks
carrying the sludge off premises. (Sludge truck calculations:
820 tons of dry sludge (EIR) at 18% of total sludge amounts to
4,555 tons of wet sludge per year. Removing this over 36
operating weeks (250 days) using 10-ton trucks would create
1.8 truck trips outward per day, i.e. 3.6 round-trip traffic
trips per day) . The cost figures must also be amended to
include cost of patrolling and monitoring the reservoir as a
drinking water source.

3. SHERMAN BRIDGE ELEVATIONS
Beall*s elevations (see p. 40-23) are minimal and are set for
protection of waterfowl only, not wildlife generally or other
wetlands values. They represent the "bottons side" of the optimum
regime for the management of the river. Yet the MDC has chosen
to reduce this minimum by .5 feet from November - March. Although
it is frequently stated that this study and the regime chosen
were ^driven" by environmental constraints, only excess water
being considered for diversion, p. 6-50, figure 6-7 indicates
that MDC has made this reduction solely for "water yield
considerations". These considerations turn out to be an
increased yield of only one-half MDG a day (per Marcis Kempe),
The Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act requires that every
state agency pick the least damaging environmental impact possible.
There can be no Justification for dropping below minimum reconimended
water levels for a mere 3% incremental gain in water yield!
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4. JUNE TAKINGS
The proposed regime would stop takings at June 15. No water
should be taken during any part of June. Late June is often
a very low water period, as well as a popular time for
recreation on the river. The river needs the benefit of all
the water it can get in June. P. 6-42 admits that diversion
in "early" June will create violations in standards for
downstream oxygen. Table 6-9 shows that June water quality
is not good even now when no water is being taken.

5. ECOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS
These comments concern only that pertion of the report dealing
with affects on wildlife. There is little concern about the
aquatic biology of the Sudbury reservoir, nor the successive
reservoirs, as their environments are manmade and have been
manipulateli for years. The following should be stated. The
practice of drawing down reservoirs to expose stunted forage
fish to predators (p. 6-1?) is not good practice, although
employed by some management agencies. This kind of practice
results from previous poor management. Two wrongs do not make
a right. Also, drawdown exposes the young of the "desirable"
species, and they are as tasty as "forage" fish.

There is considerable concern about the tributaries to the
Sudbury reservoir, the upper Sudbury River, and the Concord
River. It is bothersome that no benthic invertebrates are
included, except for a 10- year- old benthos study (p. 4-19)
which is only briefly discussed. In 1981, D.G. Smith published
a list of Special Concern invertebrate species in Massachusetts,
a few of which occur in the area, Undoubtably this document
will serve as a guideline for species protection in the future.
Specifically, documentation of requirements of particular
species such as blanding's turtle are not outlined. The brddding
cycle of this species overlaps periods of diversion. Obviously,
the USFWS has considered these problems yet there is no indication
as to the level of information utilized.

6. TREATMENT OF ALTERNATIVES
** The treatment of the alternatives in this EIR is not adequate.
Since the inception of this study, the time frame for action has
changed and it is unlikely that the treatment plant could be
operational before about 1990. The MDC has created a demand
management option through the WSEIR which can achieve more than
30 MGD by 1990, at a lower anticipated cost per million gallons
than the Sudbury. State Chapters 805 and 286 are estimated by
MDC consultants to reduce MDC community water use by about 15.8 MGD
in addition to which, through leak repair and detection the MDC
believes it can gamer another 3.4 MGD, all by 1990. For meeting
the alleged near-term short-fall in safe yield , this option is
at least as good as the treatment plant and much less disruptive
environmentally and more economic.

° The user sources investigations are not complete and virtually
ignored in this study as a viable option to the treatment plant.
This study should not be concluded until the full data are
available on these sources from the WSEIR. In June 1983, the
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Department of Environmental Management did an analysis of communities
in the state which may have water supply shortfalls by 1990. Many
more of the Sudbury-Concord communities than reported in this
study show a potential shortage unless they conserve or develop
new sources. Many of the new sources are wells whose recharge is
at least in part dependent on the SuAsCo river system. Towns
such as Bedford are looking at new wells in the Great Meadows and
will need full Sudbury flow for a secure system. Water from the
SuAsCo watershed should be kept in basin and not diverted, especially
since other options for meeting projected need are available. The
Acts of 1983 of the General Laws Chapter 658, also known as the
Olver Bill, would pertain to the Sudbury diversion as an interbasin
transfer. The MDC recipient communities would be required under
this law to meet the terms of such transfers including, among
others, full metering, full utilization of local supplies, public
education, conservation and leak repair programs.

° Watershed Management-Judicious notice should be taken of the
potential water increment on safe yield of watershed management.
Although not a specific alternative to this study, the MDC has
an ongoing program which by 1990 is expected to supplement safe
yield by more than 10 MGD. Simple arithmetic shows that savings
under Chapter 286 plus MDC leak repair, and watershed management,
plus the reduction in use by MDC's partial users, who are now
attempting to renegotiate their MDC contracts, will give yields
in the vicinity of 35 or more MGD by 1990. This water savings
should be considered comparable to "new water" in the treatment
plant option.

7. NEEDS PREDICTION, SAFE YIELD AND REDUNDANCY
® The projected needs figures for the MDC system are not final,
but are treated as such in this study. Among the contested figures
which contribute to the projected need are the MDC's system use,
explanation of 52 MGD of unaccounted for water, legal obligations
and more. The year 2000 shows 75 MGD additional estimated need.
Almost 70 MGD of this is contested and explained by WSCAC* MDC
water use has gradually but steadily declined since peak use in
1971. Much of the contested water included in need projections is
believed to be meter discrepancy.

® The estimated safe yield of the MDC system has been set at
300 MGD by using a critical drought analysis. The actual average
yield of the system is considerably higher, about 359 MGD. For
planning purposes, it can be argued that the best safe yield
estimate is somehwere in between, a figure which not only meets
current documented MDC use but offers some excess. Until use
trends are more clearly established and actions completed for
watershed management, conservation, leak repair, and partial
user contract negotiations, the considerable cost and environmental
impact of the treatment plant option as a short term solution
is unjustified.

*» The gtudbury system should be reserved for emergency use only.
The building of the treatment plant cannot meet the needs of MDC
users in a dire emergency. The plant size would not adequately
provide emergency supply to the entire system. In a great emergency,
the Sudbury aqueduct, through untreated reservoir #3, would likely

* See attachments
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be used as it was in the critical drought years of 1964, 1965.
While the treatment plant would offer some system redundancy,
having new pipes to the Hultman and Weston Aqueducts, an
emergency of any significant size would not be satisfied by the
treatment plant capacity. The retention of about 16-1? MGD on
the Quabbin offered by the treatment plant alternative would
also not be a safeguard in the event of an emergency.

8. ADEQUACY OF THE IMPACTS ANALYSIS AND SOME SPECIFICS ON IMPACTS
° The most highly stressed portion of the SuAsCo system as a
result of the proposed treatment plant diversion is the reach
between Framingham Dam #1 and Sherman Bridge. This stretch,
which will be called Saxonville here, is not treated adequately.
The river before Saxonville is of a steeper grade and more shallow
than other reaches of the Sudbury and receives a full 25% of its
flow from the Sudbury Reservoir watershed. Besides the analysis
of impact at the Meadowview Well, no impacts are described for
this reach of the river. The Saxonville area is one of the only
viable reaches for anadromous fish spawning . Where is an analysis
of this? A flow constraint for Dam #1 should be set in addition
to the calculated minimum elevations at Sherman Bridge, MDC
has stated publicly, that this reach of river is nothing more than
an urban drainage ditch. The more reason then to evaluate impacts
in this reach of the river for sediments, dilution capability etc.
Assesments of impacts on Reservoir 3 should be reported.

° The Addendum to the treatment plant study describes Option 1

which proposes using the upper five feet of the Sudbury Reservoir.
This option also implies and the safe yield analysis (from newly
released supplemsnt on safe yield) shows that when the Sudbury
diversion is operational it will operate at full plant capacity
more of the time, while operating somev/hat fewer days than the
original plan. All environmental assessments in this study are
based on a differential diversion regime, with an average fall
diversion of about 20 MGD, The present impacts are not based
on the; more likely 40 MGD taking. This calls all of the impacts,
particularly in the fall^ into question.

° The consLiltants lowered the minimum Sherman Bridge elevations
by ihalf a foot (6-49). This lowering, which includes a full
foot discrepancy in March from those recommended by USFWS, added
only one-half million gallons a day to yield. This disregard for
the impacts of this change in elevation does not show good faith
in this study. It also Implies that the USFW elevation recommendations
are "flexible" (see section on Constraints below).

® Table 6 of Section 6, "Impacts", reviews the calculated velocity
and change in velocity for different reaches of river in the Sudbury.
The impacts of this change are not fully explored. The Sudbury
clearly behaves like a lake for most of its length. The change
in already low velocity to a lower velocity might result in:
reinvasion of the channel by shrubs, accumulation of pollutants
in the sediment above present levels (picked up by bottom feeding
fish) and deposition of fine grained sediments on Spawning beds,
a concern voiced on p. 6-53 of the report.
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® Figure 6.5 shows h^^:2a:^ temperatures in the river at Rte. 117
bridge in October than in June. While dissolved oxygen may be
adequate because flow is lower (see figure 8 Appendix C) when will
oxygen debt be paid? In other words, when will the higher BOD
resulting from the algal blooms be seen and what is the impact?

9. CONSTRAINTS FOR TREATMENT PLANT OPERATION
*» It is repeatedly stated but not documented that meeting
Sherman Bridge elevations, as calculated by flows at Lowell, are
adequate to meet all downstream needs. It is clear that the
elevations recommended by USFWS were not accepted as offered.
The minimum monthly levels were lowered (see above) and tables
6.6 and 6.7 of section 6 of the preliminary DEIR clearly show
that at no time during propo sed treatment plant operation will
the Sherman Bridge elevations fall within the optimum range.
Those few times in which minimum elevations are met, they are
at the base of this optimum range. The USFWS elevations are
also offered in specific reference to the needs of ducks and
migrating birds. There are other ecological values in the river
and its shallow flood plain that should be addressed.

® The proposal in this study to close the Reservoir sluice
gates when Sherman Bridge elevations are met allowing for storage
build-up in the reservoir closes off all flow downstream until
the reservoir is full. This constraint does not adequately address
impacts at Saxonville and upstream (see above). Furthermore,
the constraints of no summer pumping and Sherman Bridge elevations
are mitigating impacts because all natural flows from the remaining
upstream 53 square miles of watershed will be released. (See
AFTERWOPID for additional comment on this constraint and its
proposed use in the WSEIR)

.

10. COST OF THE TREATMENT PLANT
Costs of the treatment plant are not fully stated. The most
expensive, but most sound, sludge consolidation method has not
been fully costed-in. In addition, such a process would add to
the capital costs. In addition, cost of disposal must be added
in (unless as suggested by MDC, Clinton landfill can be used) as
well as cost of trucking the sludge. Section 7» measures to
mitigate harm, indicates that extensive dredging at the Reservoir
may be needed at an estimate of $750,000. Add to this redigging
six shallow wells near the reservoir and the current program MDC
is undertaking (section 3-21 "Controls Neccessary to Implement
Strategy) , and the actual cost of this water source increases
greatly. The relative cost of other alternatives, mentioned
earlier, is quite low by comparison.

11. SATISFYING THE SCOPE OF SERVICES
Two items are not in the DEIR which appear in the Scope of Services
as defined by the Executive Office of Environmental Affairs:
historic elevations for the Sudbury reservoir; and, mapping of
the areas of wetlands flooded at different stages. The maps
showing this are scheduled to be at the Great Meadows, but some
graphic depiction should have been included in the report so
that estimated changes in river elevation as measured against
floodplain exposure could be shown.
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12. MEASURES TO MITIGATE HARM AND INSTITUTIONAL MECHANISMS-SEC . 7
Section 7 page two indicates that the MEPA control of an EIR does
not have the force of law, but that the Secretary of Environmental
Affairs certificate is binding on operation. It is concluded
that the certificate is adequate to control MDC operations without
legislation. Commissioner Geary has indicated that legislation would
be advisable and WSCAC concurs.

13. COMMENTS ON SECTION 5.0 ALTERNATIVES
° No Build (Sec. 5.1) This alternative is not considered realistic
by the MDC. We query whether the fact that the projected cost of
construction has actually doubled since first conceived and the
likelihood of even greater escalation of costs by the time the
plant could be built, warrants the expenditure of even the present
estimate of $20.2 million dollars plus annual costs for debt
service, operation and maintenance of S2.7. We approve the MDC
decision for shutting the plant down from June 15 to September 30,
but the plant should not operate at all during the month of June;
of course, this would reduce the amount of treatable water and
would make the plant even less cost effective.

o Abandonment of the Upper Sudbury as a Water Supply; Reservoir
for Recreation (Sec. 5.2) We agree with MDC's conclusion that
this is not a viable alternative and should not become a recreation
area. However, we cannot approve the development of the Upper
Sudbury Watershed as a future water source described in the long
range study; out concerns over the downstream effect of a possible
16.5 taking from the Reservoir are substantial; with a 45 MGD
from the Watershed, the Sudbury River would be severly affected.
We concur on the necessity of system redundancy even as we strongly
disagree with MDC's population projections and water demand forecasts.

« Conservation, Leakage Repair and Use of Local Supplies (Sec. 5.3)
We have publicly supported MDC's Demand Management program which has
been approved, if not yet funded, for conservation by device retrofit,
education, pricing and leak repair for the distribution systems of
the member communities. We are pleased to note that leak repair of
MDC's own system is included in this section; it was not in the
recently announced Demand Management program. It makes common good
sense to put the entire transmission and storage system is A-1 condition
before spending millions in expanded facilities. If this were done
and time allowed to carefully evaluate the results and the water
savings, the need for new water could be delayed. We hear little
about the condition of its system from the MDC except for the repair
of the Dorchester Tunnel and the taking, then, of Sudbury Reservoir
water. We have not seen any cost figures for the improvement of the
present system and are not informed about what is being done or
contemplated, but we are constantly reminded that there is and is
projected to be about 50 MGD of "unaccounted for" water. It seems
logical that MDC account for its water and jtts system before
embarking on a $20+million project for 16.5 MGD additional.

The three scenarios for developing local supplies are described
in a way to make it appear too complicated to negotiate with local
coimnunities. MDC must have to negotiate with its member communiites
regularly on water matters and should explore further rather than
find excuses for not bothering.
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A simple analysis of but three of the user sources listed
in categories A and B in Table 5-2 indicates that 17 MGD would
be available at a 10 year cost of about 336+ million including
construction, operation, maintenance and debt services compared
to 16.5 MGD from Sudbury Reservoir at a 10 year cost of $4? million,
also covering the same costs, but not including up to a possible
$9 million depending on sludge option selected. See below:

MGD

Cooley/Morton 3
Newton Water Works 8
Stigm. Fathers 6

total 17

S.R. Treat. Plant 16.5

Capital Costs

S2, 430, 440
$4,957,590
$3.682,040

$11 ,670,670

$20,200,000

0 & M plus debt

$6,399,165.1
$12,330,939
$6,859.135.6

$^5,^6^,^39

—

$27,000,000

Another way of lo.oklgg at this is to simply compare the fiill

cost-per- million-gallons of the user sources and the treatment
plant: the sources' cost, including debt and 0 & M in order
listed above, is $539/mg, $441 /mg, and $288/mg respectively. The
treatment plant was initially priced at about $439/mg but this
does not include all costs: it does not include best sludge pro-
cessing technique. Collectively, the user sources clearly show
potential as an alternate source of water for MDC user communi-
ties. All calculations listed above result from data provided
by the consultants, but WSCAC does not have the sophisticated
capabilities of the consultants to run such costing analysis.

NOTE: Task Force members disagree about what is included in the
treatment plant cost/operation figures on p. 3-1 4. Do these figures
include cost of filter processing sludge? Cost of landfilling
sludge? These cost figures must be broken out and explained in
the DEIR.

<Use of Local Supplies-In the Army Corps of Engineers Report
(from which the Category A sources were selected) eleven other
potable water sources were identified as "potentially feasible",
but were ruled out by the Corps due to "excessive" costs. These
11 sources have a potential yield of 44.7 MGD at an investment
cost of $1,863,000 per million gallons or about 840 per MDC
water user. The average yearly cost would come to about $588
per million gallons. These costs do not seem as "excessive"
in comparison. An added benefit of selection of user sources
would be in the ability to add these sources onto the MDC system
in increments depending upon need. Also, the benefits derived
from adding redundancy into the MDC system should be factored
into the cost/benefit analysis for this alternative. Clearly,
a more thorough investigation into this alternative is needed.
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AFTERWOPID: RELATION OF SEIR CONSTRAINTS TO WSEIR

The Sudbury EIR constraint to release "all natural flows" from
the 53 sq. mi. of watershed, not including the Reservoir watershed^
is a most important control on meeting downstream water needs.
In a recent Wallace Floyd Associates correspondence with WSCAC,
it is indicated that flow levels at Dam #1 which are commensurate
with flows at Lowell and therefore specific Sherman Bridge eleva-
tions would be re-defined to mean adequate flows - all flow above
that level as measured at Dam #1 could be considered water surplus
and diverted in a two step process to the Sudbury Reservoir. This
would result in an increment to the currently proposed treatment
plant taking of about 6-11 MGD. The treatment plant could be
expanded by a 20 MGD module, and pumps up to 100 MGD capacity
installed at Reservoir #1, Marcis Kempe at the February 16
Sudbury CAC meeting indicated that additional environmental
studies would not be needed for such a plan.

WSCAC' s Sudbury Task Force and full committee objects to the
possible redefinition of the natural flow constraint. It is clear
that the "new" meaning of natural flow utterly violates the most
significant constraint in the Sudbury EIR. Downstream naeds
in the SEIR are only minimally met because of this constraint.
Much more study would be required to determine the impacts of
100 MGD pumps, instantaneous taking, and the degrading effects
of lower quality water from reservoirs #2 and #1 entering the
Sudbury Reservoir-as well as downstream impacts.

® Appended please find WSCAC comments on the Southborough Office
Park Environmental Impact Study, #4827. The development of this
project, with 22 paved acres and three septic disposal systems,
will impact the Sudbury Reservoir. Protection of water supply
is in the purview of the MDC, reported in DEIR section 3.5
pages 3-23 and 24. Elevation of sodium levels in the Sudbury
Reser^joir resulting from salting of office park paved areas and
access roads should not be permitted.

ERRORS IN TEXT, LABELLING ETC.

1. 6-49 word "new" shoxild read "no".
2. 7-1 constraint for release of natural flows from the Sudbury

ReseETToir should be struck as it is struck on page 3-20.
3. Section 4 references both Appendix C and Appendix E. Only E

is correct.
4. Appendix A pagination is completely out of order.
5. Appendix F, contents page indicates computer runs by an orderly

numbering system. However, the runs themselves do not bear
the numbers.

6. User sources costing on Table 5-2 (p. 5-11) contains at least
two errors. It is not indicated that column 4 per million
gallon costs include the costs of the last column. Footnote 2 which
appears above label in last column implies the cost of operation and
maintenance will be amortized which is incorrect. The capital costs
should be explained to require an adjustment 4000/3899 to bring the
Tyalue of money current.
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(413) 586-8861

January 1984

Unaccounted-for-water and MDC System Use:

An Exercise

Eileen Simonson

WSCAC observes that the consultant's projection of future need
contains large categories or water which are not adequately
explained. Such inadequate explanations leave room for
different interpretations. The purpose of this paper is to
walk through some of these categories, make ^nown WSCAC 's

thinking on the merit of the consultant's numbers, and to
stimulate clarification and correction where appropriate.

In June and December, 1983, WSCAC staff and members held two
aeminars to "flag" these areas of special concern within
the major reports of the consultants. Among the mysterious
categorres of projected water need are: unaccounted-for-water

,

recoverable leakage, metering discrepancy, and MDC system use.

Unaccounted-for-water (UAW) comprises about one-third of all
MDC water, about 10c MGD, in the baseline year 1980. It is
accounted for by the consultants as metering underragistration
(domestic and non-domestic) 21.8 MGD, unmetered public use,
6.4 MGD (about 1.7% of total supplied), recoverable leakage,
25.6 MGD and a curious bunch of water called "other-unaccounted-
for" (OUAW) , 52 MGD.** Some of these figures are likely
on target, as for example, public unmetered uses like faFe-
fighting. Much more, however, needs to be known about the
last element OUAW, 52 MGD, projected throughout the study
period unchanged . WSCAC believes that this category and
an iinderestimate of recoverable leakage require reconsideration
by the MDC. WSCAC has re-interpreted the categoi^es using
the consultants own explanation of substantiating data (or
lack thereof) , and has adjusted the numbers to present an
alternative look. It shows that total recoverable leakage
should be increased for the study period, that OUAW may be
primarily revenue meter overregistration and therefore not
real water, and that MDC system use can only be justified for
about one-quarter of the projected amount.

**Other reports done for MDC and reports referenced in
these do not include such a category, "other unacconnted-for-
water.

"
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Below is a box graph showing the amount of water in each category
according to the consultants' Total System Demand Report, Demand
Management Report, and Final Needs Report, all issued in 1983.
Following the arrows you will see the WSCAC estimates considered
at this time appropriate to each category.

^DC System Use

Meter under-
registration

Public use

Recoverable
. Leakage

Other UAW

MDC system
use

y—/ / /
18.5

>/
6.4

25.6
12 /

>
25

52 y
15

/

5 /'

21 16

WSCAC Estimates

Recoverable leakage
less recurrent leakage

Additional recoverable
leakage from OUAW

Other unaccounted-for
(may be meter over-
registration)

Unavoidable leakage

MDC System Use

MDC system unaccounted-
for-water (may be eeter
over-registration)

First, let us consider the consultant's estimates of recoverable
leakage. In the Demand Report it was stated that recoverable
leakage estimates were derived by a formula which said: one-
third of all residual unaccounted-for-water (UAW) is recoverable.
\sTiat is residual UAW? It is all unaccounted-for-water minus
estimates of meter underregistrations and public unmetered
use. In the above graph it is 105.6 MGD minus, 8.4, 13.^ and
6.4 MGD's. This leaves 77.6 MGD of residual unaccounted-for-
water of which one-third is 25.6 MGD. How was the one-third
formulation arrived at in the projections? Twelve communities,
which did a one-year leak detection and repair program, were
surveyed. These communities compared readings on MDC district
meters before and after the one year program. They did not
measure leaks as pepaired. An average reduction of 31% in
residual unaccounted-for-water was observed. From this the
consultant's estimated about one-third of all residual UAW
is recoverable, taking the MDC users in the aggregate. The
City of Boston, not in the surlrey, has conducted a leak defection
and repair program, and measured leaks as repaired. Boston
found a 15% lowering of total use .

WSCAC has criticized the coimnunity survey which led to the
estimates of recoverable leakage because we disagree with the *

exclusion of Boston and do not agree that communities actually
surveyed represent some of the oldest and leakiest systems in





the MDC. Inclusion of either or both of these would raise the
estimate of recoverable leakao;e. The number might be about
10 or ^2% of total MDC use. (On our bar graph, WSCAC estimates
a portion of recoverable leakage with a net number which is in
agreement with the consultant's figure. While we do not agree
that this is all the leakage which can be recovered, we left
this number alone to show from which other protions of un-
accounted-for-water the additional leakage—which we believe
retrievable—is derived.) The consultant's estimate of
recoverable leakage is under 7% of total system use and
about 23% of all unaccounted-for-water. Right? Wrong!
Research lightly referred to in the Demand Management Report
Ch.2 footnote 13, indicates that work by Males, 1982, shows
a recurrent leakage problem following any leak repair program
(his was six years). It indicates that after two years about
half of what you saved recurs. In our study this is about
13 MGD every two years or 6.5 MGD a year. This 6.5 MGD
chronically recurrent leakage is projected throughout the
study period and results in the original 25.6 MGD recoverable
leakage being reduced by about that much. While WSCAC has
some questions about the recurrent leakage estimate, we have
chosen to let it stand at this time. Rather, we emphasize that
the City of Boston has saved about 15?^ of total use through
leakage repairs measured as=;fixed. Metering work has resulted
in additional reductions, so that total use is down about
^7% in a few years. (Metering corrections may have caused
consumers to be more careful).

Another formulation, not to be detailed in this paper, was
done by the consultants to set a guideline for recoverable
leakage for the entire planning area of the study. This
number, which you may have heard consultants recite, is
about 5% of total system use. on a total use of about 370 MGD
(this includes local sources). This is about 18.5 MGD. (This
number appears in bar graph V/SCAC estimates). We won't pursue
this issue, only to say that aside from stating this percentage
as a guideline, we see no other use made of it in the study
so far.

WSCAC, however, believes that total recoverable leakage can
be increased by additional water from the previously mentioned
category "other-unaccounted-for-water" (OUAW). If this is not
the case, WSCAC strongly asserts that much of this category
may not be real water at all!! If the latter is the case,
then the projection totals for future need should be reduced
by that amount of fictional water. This may also be the case,
for example, with the water labelled MDC system use. which is
projected at 21 MGD from 1990 to 2020.

Other unaccounted-for-water (OUAW) is projected at 52 MGD,
unchaaged. The breakdown is not quantified but is explained
as consisting of stand-pipe overflows, illegal fire-line tapping,
data processing errors, errors in estimates for stopped meters,
failure to account for public use (metered but not billed)

,

reservoir evaporation and leakage, and overregistering revenue
meters. Of this water, a portion is unavoidable leakage - every
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system has some - and about 15 MGD is a reasonable estimate by-

water works standards. This reduces OUAW to 37 MGD, Of this,
if not metering error alone, WSCAC thinks a large portion
can be recovered. The entire category stands with much
uncertainty. For example, one element in the category is
reservoir evaporation. Another MDC consultant stated in another
report, that when rainfall directly on reservoir surfaces is
measured against estimated evaporation, there is a net gain
on the reservoirs, not a loss. If however, illegally tapped
fire lines and stand-pipe overflows, or accounting errors
is a major portion of the 37 MGD remaining, the MDC and its
users are faced with a major management problem, one which
cries out for immediate correction. But if 37 MGD is revenue
meter overregistration, then it is not real water; but it
is projected in future need none-the-less.

The Demand Report Section 4 says that inaccuracies in revenue
meters are significant - at least on the order of 10%, about
30+ MGD on the present system which, they add, is particularly
significant in the accounting or estimating of unaccounted-for
water by MDC users, and may be "some cause for concern." (p. 148)
WSCAC noted that a metering recalibration program is underway
and strongly urges incorporation of that data in this study.

Three previous reports, while utilizing different methodologies,
showed a remarkable convergence of estimates of recoverable
leakage in the MDC system. These estimates converged on 40-50
MGD. This would jive with WSCAC 's evaluation utilizing the c

consultant's estimate of 25.6 MGD minus recurrent leakage of
6.5 MGD plus the added amoiont of OUAW, some part of 37 MGD.

But there is more! Of the 21 MGD labeled and projected as
MDC system use, Appendix F of the Demand Report justifies about
4.5 MGD. The remainder is labeled "unaccounted-for" . .Again,
this may be meter discrepancy. If so, about 16 MGD should
be removed from the projected need. The 21 MGD estimate also^
does not fit the safe yield simulation modeling done for
this study. When simulation modeling of historic levels at
Quabbin Reservoir was run, the model was found to be within
1?^ accuracy only when no water was included for MDC system
use. We note, furthermore, that losses in MDC's own large
transmission lines are not considered in this study. The
MDC water division reports that only about 1% is lost in those
lines, a commendable amount.

Whether it is increased recoverable leakage or metering problems
(fictional water) the projected need numbers should be reduced.
If you look at the bar graph in the earlier section of this
paper and add it up you derive the following: about 30.5 MGD
in recoverable leakage by WSCAC estimates, and yet another
41 MGD strongly suspected to be "fictional water" or potentially
recoverable. The result is a reduction in future need numbers
of over 70 MGD.
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Concluding: Remark

We have demonstrated that the large amounts of water inadequately
accounted for in the study (others include "legal obligations")
can be construed in different ways. Among these categories
are recoverable leakage, meter overregistration and recurrent
leakage. It is the function of this study to make adequate
accounting and resolve the discrepant allocations. V/e call
upon the MDC and consultants, in cooperation with WSCAC,
to complete the investigation of these categories.
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Dave Shepardson
MEPA Unit
EORA ••

•

100 Cambridge St.
Boston, MA 02202

RE; EOEA 4827, Southborough Office Park Project

Dear Dave,

The comments below are based on a review of the final EIR on
EOEA #4827. We understand from conversations with you and H»W. Moore
Associates, that additional work has been done on the erosion control
program with particular reference to impacts on the Sudbury Reservoir,
We have not yet received or reviewed that material. We send these
comments then as preliminary, and to meet the February 23, 1984
review deadline pending review of the new material.

We are concerned with the potential of this project for
contamination of the Sudbury raseirvoir and river. The pronect
will cover 44 acres of land with aeptic systems draining off
over 18,000 gallons per day of waate«. The parking areas for
n , 380 cars will drain directly into a pond and thence directly
into the reservoir through a culvert.

The septic systems will presumably reqxiire Title V DEQE permits.
We suggest that, although coliform contamination may be interdicted
by proper design, the nutrients will invariably reach the ground-
water and then the reservoir.

We do believe the problem of salt contamination can be met.
The pond discharges at a point source. The NPDES permit and
special MDC approval to discharge into the stream on its land,
must contain conditions against the usg of c^esalting cjiem^ca:

lots and ii This sort of limitaticon the parking lots and internal roads, iliis sort of limitation
has been effective at other reservoirs. Without such a salt ban,
the project will endanger water quality from this source, already
high in sodium.

Sincerely,

cc: Robert Kimball, DWPC
Marcis Kempe, MDC
Edward Ginsburg, MDC
Patricia Corcoran, MDC
Sudbury CAC
WSCAC ExComm,

Alexandra D. Dawson, Esq.
Co-Director

Eileen Simonson
Co-Director
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TO: All Departments of EOEA

FROM: Ann Gannett, Chair, V;SCAC

DATE: April 19, 1984

WSCAC has enclosed a series of very brief issue
papers in response to concerns raised at recent
meetings of EOEA department staff about the
MDC's long range water supply study.

The topics raised are central to the study, and
we hope the papers will be helpful in clarifying
WSCAC 's current thinking on some aspects of the
study and provide a basis for a fuller discussion.

V/e have highlighted some perceived methodological
problems in the study and call your particular ^.

attention to the recommendations made at the
end of each issue paper.
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Issue: V/ater Demand and Population Projections

EOEA Concern: Uncomfortable with projected growth in older
communities.

Discussion: The population projection incorporated in the Water
Supply Study utilized an unorthodox methodology, to say the
least. First, the projection itself was derived from the
Massachusetts Economic Policy Analysis Model. This model was
developed to make predictions of employment availability and
output for Massachusetts, but it is not, and does not purport
to be, a population model. The model predicts needed labor,
and then generates a population figure based on employment
participation data and need. The population projections developed
by the model are not intended for separate use, but are simply
derived as an internal function of the model. Their use as a
prediction of population, outside the operation of the model
itself, is inappropriate.

Second, the technique utilized to allocate the population growth
predicted by the M.E.P*A. Model to individual towns and cities
in the MDC area was bizarre. Projections developed by OSP were
averaged with projections prepared by MAPC! The OSP projection
was developed in the early 1970' s, before the inflection occurred
in the graph of Boston Metropolitan Area population, and so is
out-of-date. Further, the OSP and r4APC analyses are done on
fundamentally different bases. Averaging the two confounds
whatever meaning there is in either projection, and makes
the resultant numbers completely meaningless.

The results, a projection of about 12% increase in Metropolitan
Boston area population, contradicts the pattern which has been
observed over the past decade which has seen a decline of the
urban core population, and most increases outside the area
presently served by MDC. A number of studies indicate that
the trend downward in the Metropolitan Area is not an anomaly,
but a trend which is anticipated to continue.*

The incorporation of inflated population projections into the
disaggregated model utilized in the Water Supply Study. to
estimate base demand for the next forty years has the effect
of exaggerating the deficit which is anticipated. This could
result in selection of an inappropriate alternative, overdesign
of augmentation structures, and waste of public capital.

Recommendation: The MAPC preferred projection, or another
with a normal basis, should be selected; one which conforms
with Federal Census Bureau outlook for the Metropolitan Area.
The disaggregated model should be rerun, incorporating reasonable
population estimates.
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V/ater Demand and Population Projections, cont.

*Larry Long and Diana DeAre, "Repopulating the Countryside:
A 1980 Census Trend", Science (17 September 1982) 217: 1111-1116.

Regional Decline or PLevival , Boston: Metropolitan Area Planning
Council, May 1982.

Peter A. Morrison, "The Shifting Regional Balance", American
DemograT3hics (May 1979) p. 9.

Statistical Abstract of the United States 1980 . US Department of
Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Table 30 and Massachusetts In
or Out Migration 1970-1980 . Massachusetts Department of Commerce
and Development, April, T^81

.
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Issue: Non-Domestic V/ater Use Projections

EOEA Concern: How reasonable are the water projections? Have
some older communities shown increased water use because of the
influx of high technology industries?

Discussion: Non-domestic water use projections were based on
an analysis of the national projections of growth in industries
of all kinds and the MEPA model's (Mass. Employment Policy Analysis
Model) allocation of that projected growth to the state as a
whole. For Massachusetts, MEPA projected almost all growth in
high technology industries, which are not water intensive. The
majority of this growth is occurring and projected to occur
outside of the present MDC service area.

Industrial growth projections were made as a function of projected
increases in employment and productivity. Increased productivity
in high technology industries is not linked to additional water
use. For example, a computer which handles data twice as fast
as last year's model will double the productivity estimate
for that industry but should not affect projected water use.
The consultant's modelling fails to account fully for this anomaly .

Although the projections of increased productivity were somewhat
dampened by impacts of the plumbing code on high tech facilities,
V/SCAC believes the projection is excessive.

The employment figures projected in the ^'EPA model were very high
and dependent on a large increase in inmigration of workers to
Massachusetts (since the state's participation rate is already
the highest in the nation and cannot be projected to increase
significantly). The US Bureau of the Census annually revised
estimates do not support such worker migrations. Recent runs
of the MEPA model, usually done quarterly, have been revised
downward

.

V/SCAC also believes that the consultants should have projected
significant future water savings amongst the large industries,
since the industries surveyed have continued to make reductions
(e.g. Polaroid cut water use in half since Task 3 of the Water
Supply Study was completed). Moreover, little attention was
paid to the potential savings by minor non-domestic users who
use about 45% of all non-domestic water and whose principal use
is in sanitation and cooling. With less optimistic employment
projections and new plumbing code as well as conservation efforts
which have been the lowest so far in this sector, we believe the
minor users will show significant reduction in future water use.
Small users have just begun to react to high energy costs and
potential savings through water conservation.

Recommendation: The consultants should incorporate the I^PA
revised projections and rerun their model. MDC should develop
a water conservation program for minor users comparable to
their program for major users.
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Issue: Historic and Projected MDC Water Use Graph.

EOEA Concern: Showing trends by decades may be misleading.

Discussion: The graphic most frequently and conspicuously used
by MDC and its consultants to represent their projected water
needs to 2020 shows a "trend line" which continues upward
throughout its timespan of 1940-2020. This leads to the conclusion
that present growth in demand justifies the augmentation of supply
to meet anticipated shortfalls.

However, for over a decade the trend has actually been downward,
bringing the whole question of shortfall into serious doubt.

MDC's grpah is constructed by simply connecting the points which
represent the level of demand at each decade end-point (i.e. 1940,
1950, I960, etc.). Since demand in the year 1980 was slightly
more than demand in the year 1970, the "trend line" is continued
upward through that period. But everyone involved in the study
is aware that MDC demand peaked in 1971 and has been spiralling
downward since then. The proper way to determine a trend line
is to find the line which minimizes the deviations of the
observed data from the trend line. This is done by the method
of least squares, an extremely simple and conventional technique
certainly completely familiar to the consultants and most likely
to MDC as well. If MDC and the consultants inadvertently
overlooked the downward trend since 1971, WSCAC has pointed it
out for some months.

Recommendation: MDC should revise its chart, either to show a
properly derived trend line, or, as Commissioner Geary recommended,
to use the empirical line instead.

Further, MDC should be required to take steps to correct the
wrong impression it has propagated at its public meetings.

Beyond this, the implications of this downward trend should be
addressed with respect to the projections of future need, so as
to develop a planning strategy which will avoid the eventuality
,of constructing massive public works which do not turn out to
be needed.
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Issue: MDC System Use/Unaccounted-For Water

EOEA Concern: MDC ' s internal system use was estimated as 30 MOD
for the baseline data year 1980 and is projected to remain at
21 MGD for the projection period, to the year 2020. Why is this
figure so large?

Discussion: The estimate of system use is based on the difference
between readings of the main Shaft 4 meter from Wachusett Reservoir
and the readings which appear on the district revenue meters. Of
the purpoted 30.8 MGD system use in the 1980 baseline figures,
25.6 MGD is identified as "unaccounted-for-water" by the MDC
consultants. WSCAC has reason to believe that the Shaft 4 meter
overregisters. A system transmission line pitometer survey
indicated that the MDC transmission system loses only about 1%
of its water. During 1983t ^^DC embarked on a meter testing
program, but the master meters are not being tested, or where
believed to be in error, replaced. We conclude that the bulk
of water listed as system use is probably a result of meter
overregistration and not real water.

The consultants who performed the safe yield analysis verified
the accuracy of their model against historic use and reservoir
elevations. The best fit of the model to actual measured
reservoir elevations was obtained when MDC system use was set to
zero

.

WSCAC believes about 5 MGD for system use is a reasonable number
because it coincides with the measured losses in the main
transmission lines and routine maintenance. The 30.8 system
use figure for 1980 is explained by MDC as resulting from two
unique events, problems with the Dorchester Tunnel and the
emptying of Spot Pond. The consultant's Demand Study (January
1983; does not justify the enormous amount of water listed
as system use. While it does explain a slightly higher system use
for a few months of that particular year, it does not justify
30 MGD, nor the projected 21 MGD.

Recommendation: The master meters and the district meter
discrepancy should be reconciled by full testing of all meters
including the Shaft 4 meter. All excessive system use should
be removed from the demand projections and the justified 5 MGD
system use figure used in its stead. (Water Demand Projections ,

Interim Technical Report , Appendix, F-2, January, 1983/.





Issue; The Calculation of Safe Yield.

Concern: Kow is safe yield calculated? Is there sufficient
cushion to meet a drought situation?

Discussion: Safe yield is the amount of water which can be
provided by the water supply system during a sustained drought.
By contrast, average yield is the amount of water provided by
the system over an extended period of time,

A computer model has been developed to simulate the Quabbin/
Wachusett Reservoir system which utilizes historic streamflow
data and calculates various system quantities such as reservoir
elevation, water transferred from rivers and between reservoirs,
and water delivered to the MDC system. This appears to be an
excellent model and should be useful as an MDC management tool.

Using the model, the average total yield of the system is
360 MGD, of which 22 MGD must be released to the Swift and
Nashua Rivers. The safe yield was calculated based on the
extended drought which occurred during the 1960's. This
was the most severe drought in meteorological history, and its
recurrence interval is of the order of once in three hundred
years and possibly longer.

The safe yield of the system is limited by the active storage
capacity of the reservoirs, and this is determined by the
lowest elevation to which they can be drawn down (minimum pool
elevation) . A companion study of the water quality as a
function of reservoir elevation using a hydrothermal model
reported that the water at the MDC intake (Shaft 12) and at
the Chicopee aqueduct would meet drinking water standards at
elevations down to 470 feet. This corresponds to a safe yield
of 318^MGD.

The study also indicates potential water quality problems in
shallow areas of the reservoir at elevations between 490 and
470 feet. Critical examination of these results shows important
discrepancies between the hydrothermal model verification
calculations and actual measurements made during 1967. V/e

believe the hydrothermal model is not correct in these areas, and
that the problem is due to inadequate input data for wind and inflow
water temperature. Therefore, we believe that setting the minimum
pool at 490 feet based on these calculations for the shallow areas
is overly conservative. It is the 490 foot minimum pool which
limits the safe yield to 300 MGD as proposed by the MDC.

The severity of the drought being used for the safe yield
determination compared with other droughts of record provides
a very substantial cushion-the next most severe drought in the
early 1940's would result in a safe yield of 336 MGD.
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Recommendations: That the m.inimum pool elevation for Guabbin
Reservoir be set at 470 feet (BCB) and the corresponding safe
yield of 318 "AGB be used for planning purposes.

Because the safe yield of the existing system is limited by
reservoir active storage capacity, not by water availability,
means should be investigated for increasing the active storage
capacity of the system. The effect of drawdown of the V/achusett
Reservoir should be included in the study.

Meteorological and water temperature data should be obtained
at the Cuabbin Reservoir in order to better predict the impact
of drawdown of Guabbin to 460 feet, particularly in the
shallow regions.

The safe yield model should be refined to provide elevation/
duration data as a function of trial yield, not just count
"failures". It could then be used to evaluate and guide
demand management as a response to reduced streamflow or increased
system demand.

The safe yield model should be run as a simulation model on
a continuing basis as an MDC management tool to provide a
check on the system behavior. In particular, runs for 1980,
1981, 1982 and 1983 might help to answer some vexing questions
concerning the actual amount of water drawn from the reservoirs
in these years.
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Issue: Unaccounted-for-V/ater

EOEA Concern: How is it calculated? Is the potential for leakage
underestimated?

Discussion: The amount of unaccounted-for-water attributed to the
MDC for the baseline year 1980 is about 106 MGD. This is more
than one-third of total demand reported by the MDC but does not
include 30.8 MGD called "MDC System Use" which is contested by
WSCAC (see Issue Paper, MDC System Use, enclosed). The actual
amount of estimated unaccounted-for-water in the 1980 baseline
is therefore 131 MGD. This extraordinary figure does include
some estimated unmetered and undermetered uses: A survey of
domestic and non-domestic meters indicated that underregistration
may account for about 21.8 MGD and unmetered public use may
account for about 6.4 MGD, to a total of 28.2 MGD of unaccounted-
for-water because of consumer metering problems and public uses.
Of the remaining 102-103 MGD, the consultants estimated that
only 19.1 MGD could be retrieved through leak repair. This
is slightly more than 5% of total use and about 185^ of the
unaccomnted-for-water category. The estimate was based on a
survey of eight communities which had conducted a one-year leak
repair program. The leaks were not measured as repaired, but
estimated savings were based on the difference in MDC revenue
meter readings before and after the program. The City of Boston
was not included because it has an ongoing program. Boston's
measured water savings due to leak detection and repair,
about 15% of total use since 197t), appears only as a reduction
of the 1990 water use projections (about 6 MGD;. Since 1980
this savings has already been exceeded by at least 2 MGD.

The communities actually surveyed do not constitute a representative
sample of MDC users, particularly the older communities. WSCAC
believes that more than 40 MGD is a reasonable savings estimate
for leak detection and repair in MDC user communities. This
belief is based on the increment the Boston experience yields
to estimates of potential savings in older communities and the
reports of three other consultants' studies done for the
MDC in recent years.

Most conspicuously unjustified in the estimate of unaccounted-for-
water is the inclusion of 52 MGD in 1980 and projected unchanged
for every decade in the study. This water, called "other
unaccounted-for" is not justified. It is speculated to result
from illegally tapped fire lines, stand-pipe overflows, accounting
errors, reservoir evaporation and meter overregistration. WSCAC
believes some of this water, perhaps about 15 MGD, is unavoidable
leakage, and that the balance is either recoverable leakage, or
meter overregistration and so not real water. Clearly, stand-pipe
overflows and fire-line tappings cannot justify this 52 MGD.
Reservoir evaporation cannot account for it because MDC consultants
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have determined that evaporation added to reservoir surface
rainfall produces a net gain in the system. The balance must
be, then, metering and accounting problems. WSCAC believes
the bulk of this 52 MGD cannot be justified as water delivered .

A majority of this water is either leaking or not realT If it
is leaking, it should increase dramatically the recoverable
leakage figure, and if it results from metering and accounting
errors it should be removed from the baseline and all projections.

Recommendation: MDC should increase recoverable leakage estimates
to include accurately the experience of the City of Boston. A
large portion of the 52 MGD "other unaccounted-for-water" should
be dropped from the baseline data year and all projections.
If some of this water is, however, water enroute to delivery,
then it is leaking and should be added to the recoverable leakage
category. For the disposition of the unaccounted-for-water
in the MDC transmission system, see Issue Paper, "MDC System
Use" enclosed in this packet.
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Issue: What are the Legal Obligations of the MDC?

EOEA Concerns: The numbers listed for legal obligations should
be listed under "contamination" instead; the meaning of the
1981 law banning abandonment of contaminated local sources
which can be economically restored should be explicated;
legal obligations should be distinguished from needs for drought,
growth and contamination.

Discussion: MDC estimates that, beginning in 1990, it must set
aside more than 50 MGD to satisfy certain "legal obligations".
Notes from the EOEA meeting display some confusion as to the
nature of these obligations.

The legal obligations category specifically does not relate to
water which might be needed because of drought or new gro\>rth.

These are accounted for under the "base demand" estimates (see
Table 3 of the Needs Report, October 1933). In formulating base
demand, the consultants painstakingly worked up estimates for
needs related to residential, commercial, institutional and
industrial growth to 2020.

In objecting to the legal obligations category, WSCAC does not
suggest that MDC abrogate contracts or abandon current customers.
V/SCAC agrees that, for political reasons, MDC must generally
plan to honor existing contracts indefinitely and to supply all
communities now partially supplied so long as they wish to take
water. This would include supplying the 14 communities now partially
supplied, as shown on Table 4 of the Needs Report. However,
the report shows clearly that the water which T-IDC claims it is
legally obliged to supply to these 14 cormnunities is, and will
continue to be, available to them from local water supply sources.

The legal obligations category relates to contamination loss
only in the following way: contamination losses were established
by a formula devised by the consultants. The formula was not
applied to the 50 MGD set aside as a reserve for legal obligations.
V/SCAC believes that the 50 MGD should be put back into that pool,
and the contamination formula applied to it, with a consequent
increase in the contamination category of 4 MGD by 1990, 6.6 by
2000 and 8.8 by 2020. This is a more realistic approach than
throwing the whole 50 MGD into the category of immediate needs.

There are thus only two reasons why these communities should
abandon these sources and substitute MDC water: contamination
and pure preference. If contamination is the projected cause
for calling down these obligations, then the "contamination formula"
should be applied, with the results set out above, rather than
assuming that all these supplies will be contaminated by 1990.
If pure preference is the argument, the MDC charter law,
GL ch. 92, s. 10(7) was amended in 1981 to specifically forbid
communities from abandoning local supplies unless DEQE certifies
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they are contaminated and cannot be economically restored.

Finally, the contracts and obligations are not all of equal
weight. For example, the 10 MGD set aside for Worcester is not
a legal obligation since the MDC has, by its contract with the
city, the right to deny or withdraw water if it needs it
elsewhere.

Recommendations: The legal obligations category should be
abandoned and the contamination formula applied to that
50 MGD, with a consequent gradual rise in the contamination
reserve.

MDC should seek an Attorney General ' s opinion regarding
the varieties of the "obligations" listed in Table 4.

The DEGE should establish regulations defining the limits
set by the 1981 amendment.
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Issue: The use of local sources of water to meet projected
future needs is not being adequately studied as a primary
alternative in the water supply study.

Discussion: Chapter 658 of the Acts of 1983 states that communities
must "identify and develop all viable sources in the receiving
area" prior to looking to an interbasin water transfer to satisfy
their needs. This new legislation reaffirms that more effort
should be directed towards the identification and study of
sources within and near to MDC user communities.

The MDC is now proposing to study only 10 sources in each of
the following categories:
A. Selected reserved or abandoned public sources as identifid
by the US Army Corps of Engineers' 1981 study;
B. Groundwater supplies as inventoried by DEQE in present T^C
user communities or in those communities legally eligible to join;
C. Groundwater and surface water resources within the other potential
user communities identified in the MDC Planning Area Report. V/SCAC
believes that so limiting the number of sources to be studied
will drastically underestimate the amount of water locally available,
because the study as now proposed does not attempt to answer the
question, ^ivTiat is the T3otential water supply in the metropolitan
area as a whole? The water supply study's output to date is
a list of ten potential sources and five backup alternatives
within known water-short commionities which have in general
very small recharge areas or drainage basins. This does not
even keep step with the real world, in which a number of
communities have located new water sources, in the metropolitan
area, not even being considered in the study.

The limitation of studying potential sources only within present
and future user communities prevents MDC from looking at sources
in potentially water-rich communities adjacent to the MDC user
communities

.

A further limitation is, that projections were made as to the use
of local supplies only if the community has developed the source
or has firm plans to develop it at this time. A number of towns
at present have no plans for system expansion as growth will
not exceed their supply in the near future. This does not mean
that these towns have no potential sources upon which to draw if
the need should arise. Studying the full extent of future use
of local suppliesis only the other side of the equation which
MDC is already studying: what are the future needs of the community?

Recommendations: MDC should conduct a fuller survey of metropolitan
area water sources, using DEQE, USGS, WRC and other sources, not
merely COE and the immediate plans of some towns. Local sources
in towns adjacent to potential future users and current users
should be included. The aim must be to identify all major sources
in the metropolitan area.

Nonpotable sources should be matched to possible users.
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Issue: Effect of the "55^" limitation on Connecticut River
Ecological Studies.*

EOEA Concern: Not yet identified.

Discussion: The consultants and MDC have determined that environmental
studies of the effects of diversion on rivers will be limited to
the stretch where the instantaneous rate of taking is equal to
or greater than 5°^ of the instantaneous flow. That has been
acceptable to WSCAC.

However, WSCAC feels that the limit has been improperly applied
on the Connecticut River. The taking proposed is from the
Turners Falls pool, regulated by a dam. The consultants
assumed that all the effects would be downstream, and that the
downstream dam would buffer changes in stage elevations so no
impact above the 5% level would continue downstream. Their
reasoning is that, since only 375 million gallons a day can be
taken, and only when streamflow at the Montague Gage is 17,000
cfs or greater, the daily average taking will be 580 cfs, well
below the 5% level. Accordingly, baseline studies were limited
to the stretch of the Turners Falls pool.

V/SCAC points out that the taking will not be at the rate of 580
cfs. Economic viability of the taking is postulated on the
availability of off-peak power, in the early morning. The 375
MOD will be taken in about one hour, each day of diversion, at
a rate of about 12,000 cfs. At normal flood flows this level
of taking will not alter downstream flows above the 5% level,
but rapid fluctuations in the Turners Falls pool will change
that base level of the river upstream more than ^W* ^Accordingly,
the stretch which should be studied must be extended upstream to
the Vernon Dam.

Furthermore, the Turners Falls Dam becomes a run-of-the-river
dam when the flow of the river is 50,000-60,000 cfs. Whenever
that dam becomes run-of-the-river, it no longer damps the
12,000 cfs taking, and the study area is limited to the stretch
within which 12,000 cfs = 5% of flow. Twelve thousand cfs
is 3% of 240,000 cfs, approximately the rate of flow of the
1936 flood of record, measured at Thompsonville, Ct. As a
result, environmental studies must be done on the Connecticut
River from the Vernon Dam to the sea. The importance of this
extension of the study is that it will then include the most
extensive floodplains, and the critical estuary.

Reconmiendation: Revise environmental study parameters to extend
the study area from Vernon Dam to the ocean. Begin the environmental
study over again to obtain baseline data for the full extended reach.

* We are awaiting publication of the Northfield Operations Memorandum.
This position may be revised based on that information.
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Unaccounted-for-water and MDC System Use:

An Exercise

Eileen Simonson

WSCAC observes that the consultant's projection of future need
contains large categories or water which are not adequately
explained. Such inadequate explanations leave room for
different interpretations. The purpose of this paper is to
walk through some of these categories, make known WSCAC 's

thinking on the merit of the consultant's numbers, and to
stimulate clarification and correction where appropriate.

In June and December, 1983, WSCAC staff and members held two
aeminars to "flag" these areas of special concern within
the major reports of the consultants. Among the mysterious
categorres of projected water need are: unaccounted-for-water

,

recoverable leakage, metering discrepancy, and MDC system use.

Unaccounted-for-water (UAW) comprises about one-third of all
MDC water, about 10c MGD, in the baseline year 1980. It is
accounted for by the consultants as metering underragistration
(domestic and non-domestic) 21.8 MGD, immetered public use,
6.4 MGD (about 1.7% of total supplied), recoverable leakage,
25.6 MGD and a curious bunch of water called "other-unaccounted'
for" (OUAW), 52 MGD.** Some of these figures are likely
on target, as for example, public unmetered uses like fare-
fighting. Much more, however, needs to be known about the
last element OUAW, 52 MGD, projected throughout the study
period unchanged . V7SCAC believes that this category and
an underestimate of recoverable leakage require reconsideration
by the MDC. WSCAC has re-interpreted the categol^es using
the consultants own explanation of substantiating data (or
lack thereof) , and has adjusted the numbers to present an
alternative look. It shows that total recoverable leakage
should be increased for the study period, that OUAW may be
primarily revenue meter overregistration and therefore not
real water, and that MDC system use can only be justified for
about one-quarter of the projected amount.

i **Other reports done for MDC and reports referenced in
these do not include such a category, "other unacconnted-for-
water .

"
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Below is a box graph showing the amount of water in each category
according to the consultants' Total System Demand Report, Demand
Management Report, and Final Needs Report, all issued in 1983.
Following the arrows you will see the WSCAC estimates considered
at this time appropriate to each category.

Consultant UAF and —

Meter under-
registration 2i;8 / 18.5

Public use 6.4

Recoverable 25.6
12

Leakage

/
Other UAW 52

15

/

5

MDC system
use

21 16

71

/

WSCAC Estimates

Recoverable leakage
less recurrent leakage

Additional recoverable
leakage from OUAW

Other unaccounted-for
(may be meter over-
registration)

Unavoidable leakage

MDC System Use

MDC system unaccounted-
for-water (may be meter
over-registration)

First, let us consider the consultant's estimates of recoverable
leakage. In the Demand Report it was stated that recoverable
leakage estimates were derived by a formula which said: one-
third of all residual unaccounted-for-water (UAW) ia recoverable.
ViTiat is residual UAW? It is all unaccounted-for-water minus
estimates of meter underregistrations and public unmetered
use. In the above graph it is 105.6 MGD minus, 8.4, 13.^ and
6.4 MGD's. This leaves 77.6 MGD of residual unaccounted-for-
water of which one-third is 25.6 MGD. How was the one-third
formulation arrived at in the projections? Twelve communities,
which did a one-year leak detection and repair program, were
surveyed. These coimnimities compared readings on MDC district
meters before and after the one year program. They did not
measure leaks as Repaired. An average reduction of 31% in
residual unaccounted-for-water was observed. From this the
consultant's estimated about one-third of all residual UAW
is recoverable, taking the MDC users in the aggregate. The
City of Boston, not in the surlrey, has conducted a leak defection
and repair program, and measured leaks as repaired. Boston
found a 15% lowering of total use .

WSCAC has criticized the community survey which led to the
estimates of recoverable leakage because we disagree with the ^

exclusion of Boston and do not agree that communities actually
surveyed represent some of the oldest and leakiest systems in





the MDC. Inclusion of either or both of these would raise the
estimate of recoverable leakage. The number might be about
10 or 12% of total MDC use. (On our bar graph, WSCAC estimates
a portion of recoverable leakage with a net number which is in
agreement with the consultant's figure. While we do not agree
that this is all the leakage which can be recovered, we left
this number alone to show from which other protions of un-
accounted-for-water the additional leakage—which we believe
retrievable—is derived.) The consultant's estimate of
recoverable leakage is under 7% of total system use and
about 25?o of all unaccounted-for-water. Right? Wrong!
Research lightly referred to in the Demand Management Report
Ch.2 footnote 13, indicates that work by Males, 1982, shows
a recurrent leakage problem following any leak repair program
(his was six years). It indicates that after two years about
half of what you saved recurs. In our study this is about
13 MGD every two years or 6.5 MGD a year. This 6.5 MGD
chronically recurrent leakage is projected throughout the
study period and results in the original 25.6 MGD recoverable
leakage being reduced by about that much. While V/SCAC has
some questions about the recurrent leakage estimate, we have
chosen to let it stand at this time. Rather, we emphasize that
the City of Boston has saved about 15% of total use through
leakage repairs measured assfixed. Metering work has resulted
in additional reductions, so that total use is down about
17% in a few years. (Metering corrections may have caused
consumers to be more careful).

Another formulation, not to be detailed in this paper, was
done by the consultants to set a guideline for recoverable
leakage for the entire planning area of the study. This
number, which you may have heard consultants recite, is
about 5% of total system use. on a total use of about 370 MGD
(this includes local sources). This is about 18.5 MGD. (This
number appears in bar graph V/SCAC estimates). We won't pursue
this issue, only to say that aside from stating this percentage
as a guideline, we see no other use made of it in the study
so far.

WSCAC, however, believes that total recoverable leakage can
be increased by additional water from the previously mentioned
category "other-unaccounted-for-water" (OUAW) . If this is not
the case, WSCAC strongly asserts that much of this category-
may not be real water at all!! If the latter is the case,
then the projection totals for future need should be reduced
by that amoiint of fictional water. This may also be the case,
for example, with the water labelled MDC system use. which is
projected at 21 MGD from 1990 to 2020.

Other unaccounted-for-water (OUAW) is projected at 52 MGD,
- unohaaged. The breakdown is not quantified but is explained
as consisting of stand-pipe overflows, illegal fire-line tapping,
data processing errors, errors in estimates for stopped meters,
failure to account for public use (metered but not billed),
reservoir evaporation and leakage, and overregistering revenue
meters. Of this water, a portion is unavoidable leakage - every





system has some - and about 15 HGD is a reasonable estimate by-

water works standards. This reduces OUAW to 37 MGD. Of this,
if not metering error alone, WSCAC thinks a large portion
can be recovered. The entire category stands with much
uncertainty. For example, one element in the category is
reservoir evaporation. Another MDC consultant stated in another
report, that when rainfall directly on reservoir surfaces is
measured against estimated evaporation, there is a net gain
on the reservoirs, not a loss. If however, illegally tapped
fire lines and stand-pipe overflows, or accoiinting errors
is a major portion of the 37 MGD remaining, the MDC and its
users are faced with a major management problem, one which
cries out for immediate correction. But if 37 MGD is revenue
meter overregistration, then it is not real water; but it
is projected in future need none-the-less.

The Demand Report Section 4 says that inaccuracies in revenue
meters are significant - at least on the order of 10%, about
30+ MGD on the present system which, they add, is particularly
significant in the accounting or estimating of unaccounted-for
water by MDC users, and may be "some cause for concern." (p. 148)
WSCAC noted that a metering recalibration program is underway
and strongly urges incorporation of that data in this study.

Three previous reports, while utilizing different methodologies,
showed a remarkable convergence of estimates of recoverable
leakage in the MDC system. These estimates converged on 40-50
MGD. This would jive with WSCAC 's evaluation utilizing the c

consultant's estimate of 25.6 MGD minus recurrent leakage of
6.5 MGD plus the added amount of OUAW, some part of 37 MGD.

But there is more! Of the 21 MGD labeled and projected as
MDC system use, Appendix F of the Demand Report justifies about
4.5 MGD. The remainder is labeled "unaccounted-for" . .Again,
this may be meter discrepancy. If so, about 16 MGD should
be removed from the projected need. The 21 MGD estimate alsd
does not fit the safe yield simulation modeling done for
this study. V^Tien simulation modeling of historic levels at
Quabbin Reservoir was run, the model was found to be within
^% accuracy only when no water was included for MDC system
use. We note, furthermore, that losses in MDC's own large
transmission lines are not considered in this study. The
MDC water division reports that only about ^% is lost in those
lines, a commendable amount.

Whether it is increased recoverable leakage or metering problems
(fictional water) the projected need numbers should be reduced.
If you look at the bar graph in the earlier section of this
paper and add it up you derive the following: about 30.5 MGD
in recoverable leakage by WSCAC estimates, and yet another
41 MGD strongly suspected to be "fictional water" or potentially
recoverable. The result is a reduction in future need numbers
of over 70 MGD.
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Concluding; Remark

We have demonstrated that the large amounts of water inadequately
accounted for in the study (others include "legal obligations")
can be construed in different ways. Among these categories
are recoverable leakage, meter overregistration and recurrent
leakage. It is the function of this study to make adequate
accounting and resolve the discrepant allocations. V/e call
upon the MDC and consultants, in cooperation with WSCAC,
to complete the investigation of these categories.
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EI^IPIRICAL CONTEXT

In the 1960's, the MDC water supply successfully survived its
most stressing test, the record drought. Quabbin was 100%
full and spilled in 196I. For the five years 1962-1 966 there
was a deficit rainfall of 47.43 inches. The reservoirs lowest
elevation was 495.7 feet Boston City Base (BCB) , in 1967,
5.7 feet above the consultant's conservative minimum pool
estimate

.

No system-wide demand management measures were imposed by
the MDC, and minimum measures were taken by any of the user
communities.'^ Quabbin water level began to recover in 1967,
while rainfall was still 10.64 inches below normal until
1971. MDC demand in 1971 was the highest it had ever been,
about 321 MOD. 2 In spite of these burdens, Quabbin was
100% full again by 1976, and spilled.

1. Task 3 Demand Management, Section 12, page 35, Massachusetts
Response to the 1960's Drought , June, 1983.

2. See Comments page 56.

* * -x- * *

PARABLE
'

Think back historically to how people used to operate reservoirs.
Think of it in the simplest case of whether there is or is not
water in the reservoir. Then it was pretty clear that safe
yield meant that you could draw this much out of the reservoir,
presumably forever and ever, and you might have one drop in there
but never less than one drop.

Then people came along and said "\\Tiat about the poor fish?" So
let's pretend there is an amount of water in the bottom that
you can't touch. As soon as you do that you're in a subjective
area . The idea of yield becomes mushier. It's no longer the
question of one drop or no drops, it's a question of 10 feet
or 9 feet 11 inches.

Then we add another complication which is demand. We always
assumed you couldn't do anything about demand. Now that we know
we can manage demand we have further muddied safe yield.

If you really want to make comparisons you need a number like
safe yield to tell you if the next town can join the system or
not. But management is a fussy issue, so you pick a safe yield
number and say "The safe yield is a yield such that whatever
management measures must be taken, and at whatever time, I do
them. But, I always make sure that they are socially acceptable,
economically acceptable, or whatever."

1. Related by Rick Noss in Safe Yield TF meeting, 8/4/83, Amherst
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ANNOTATED PRECIS

1 . Minimum Pool

The consultants have indicated that there are no water quality

or other effects that occur at the level of minimum pool. Quabbin

remains, to use the consultant's expression, ' ultra-oligotrophic '

,

above and below what they have designated the "minimum pool".

Since the minimum pool represents no critical change in significant

parameters, it is essentially arbitrary. Since the safe yield is

based in part on "minimum pool", its exact quantity must be

considered arbitrary as well, and in fact the consultants have

indicated that the safe yield falls within the range somewhere

between 290 and 320 MGD. The consultants have indicated that

Quabbin remained ultra-oligotrophic even throughout the duration

of the drought of record, which appears to be an extreme event of

great infreauency . WSCAC emphasizes that the selection of safe

yield and minimum pool levels, both having arbitrary components,

must be analyzed in the ramainder of the study only in the context

of a clear understanding of their definition in the study. In

no case should they be taken as inelastic boundaries and utilized

as if they had real empirical meaning.

(Noss, Hoyt, Hartman, Newman and Task Force)

2. Calculated thermoclines do not match measured profiles. The result

is that the Report underestimates the wind energy required for

vertical mixing, and overestimates the frequency of turnover.

Statements to the effect that bottom stirring would deteriorate

water quality are fallacious. Occasional blooms of algae and

phytoplankton can be controlled to avoid violations of drinking water

standards at Shaft 12. (Hartman, Elliott and Newman)

3. Frequency, duration and severity of "failures", not just occurrence

of "failures" must be assessed to determine their significance.

(Elliott, Newman, Noss)

4. Drinking water standards should be met at the intakes down to

elevation 470' BOB, with some aquatic management being taken

between 470-490' BOB. (Task Force, Hoyt, Elliott)
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Safe Yield

The safe yield calculation is described in terms of reliability.

Since the calculation is only relative to a particular sample

(50 years) it is not a real probability estimate. Because the

average yield of Quabbin is high, and because the average dis-

charge to the Swift River is substantially higher than legally

mandated, Quabbin elevation decreases slowly and recovers

rapidly.

(Elliott)

Results of calibration and verification runs of the ADL model

are not reported.

(Newman)

Best fit of the ADL model occurs when "MDC System Use" is set

to zero.

(Elliott, see ' Afterword
'

)

Selecting a single static safe yield precludes analyzing inter-

actions between dynamics of the reservoir system and demand

management alternatives, especially with regard to timed responses.

(Kaynor, Nev/man, Elliott)

Annual values for Quabbin Reservoir elevation may be more repre-

sentative than monthly values because environmental effects related

to elevation are long-term (years). Even at elevations 475' - 480'

BCB average annual elevations indicate unlikely violations of

drinking water quality, although temporary problems may occur in

shallow sections of the reservoir.

(Kaynor, Hoyt, Task Force)

Long response time of Quabbin combined with cumulative effects of

demand management msike the system susceptible to short-term manage-

ment techniques to avoid critical failures. (Elliott)
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II-B. System Reliability

^ The consultants put forth, essentially, a no failure safe yield

analysis. They indicate that standard practice which espouses

the appropriateness of a 5% failure rate is best applied to

small systems. But the contrary is actually true. MDC ' s large

supply, having greater capacity in relation to consumption offers

longer lead times to evaluate changes occuring in the system

and possible remedies.

(Noss, Newman)

II-C. Wachusett/Quabbin Algorithm

Wachusett's minimum pool, 85% full, is held constant in safe

yield model. Managing Wachusett level would have an impact

on safe yield.

(Task Force)

^-D. Failures

When the system experiences "failure" by the ADL model, users

would experience inconvenience according to Erickson. "Failure"

is an engineering term, not a real world term, it is a colored

word, not neutral. Real failure should be judged in terms of

a critical parameter. (Noss, Newman)

II-E, Frequency of Critical Event

Frequency of the critical event, drought of record, should be

estimated by other techniques, such as generating synthetic

stream flows or precipitation, or evaluated from a larger sample.

The probable frequency of recurrence of a drought of the magnitude

of 1960's is much greater than estimated, possibly 150 years,

250 years or a 1000 years. Standard analysis of 60 years of

streamflow data would indicate the recurrence frequency to be

more in the order of 1/500 to 1/1000.

w (Noss, Newman, Elliott, Task Force, Kaynor)
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. Separation of Safe Yield and Management

In order to keep tasks clear for the purposes of this study,

demand management or drought management should not have been

factored into the estimate of safe yield.

(Noss)

IV. ivTiile resiliency is not quantified in Task 4, the behavior of

Quabbin indicates that it is highly flexible, with the severest

dry weather in recent history not affecting its water quality.

Historically during stress periods, like drought, the drawdown

of Quabbin Reservoir is greatest because use or demand increases

as partial users local supplies dry up prior to perceived impact

on Quabbin. Conversely, in high precipitation periods, demand

declines slightly on M)C, probably due to the abundance of local

supply and reduction in dependence on T-IDC.

^ (Ives)

^ Consequently, since Chapter 382 prohibits abandonment of local

supplies for all MDC users and petitioners, except under dire

circumstances, the MDC should set a policy requiring maximization

of local supplies.

V. Questions are raised as to the meaning and validity of the estimates

of "MDC system use" incorporated in the Safe Yield model and Total

System Demand projections. V/SCAC requests that the estimates either

be substantiated or dropped' from the analysis and projections.

(Task Force and Newman)

VI. Lowering the minimum pool at Quabbin to 470' BCB increases safe
yield to 318 MGD. Between 470' and 490' BCB some aquatic management
may be needed. If V/achusett can be safely drawn below 85% of
capacity, timed interactions between Quabbin and Wachusett may
increase safe yield over 318 MGD.

#
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August 24, 1983

TO: Safe-Yield/Minimum Pool Task Force

FROM: Elaine M. Hartman, Co-Chair Safe Yield Task Force

SUBJECT: Safe Yield/Minimum Pool Report (Task 4)

According to page 15 of the Task 4 Report prepared by Edinger

Associates, the safe yield of Quabbin reservoir was based upon

a minimum pool level derived from a model which predicted what

the effects of a drawdown (greater than the drawdown of the mid-

1960' s) would be on the circulation and temperature of Quabbin

Reservoir. This predictive model was built upon temperature

profiles in the reservoir where the temperature profiles established

the stratification (and therefore the thermocline) of the reservoir.

(The thermocline is that layer in the reservoir which is most re-

sistent to disruption.) The extent and depth of the thermocline

then determines how v/ell different factors (e.g. drawdown) will

affect water movements and therefore water quality (dilution)

.

Since this is a predictive model, certain inputs, for example

temperature, wind velocity, etc. for a particular day are inputed

to the model, and then the model outputs or calculates what the

thermocline should look like on that particular day. This model

like all models, needs to be verified. In other words, if you

input past weather data for a series of days, does your model

accurately calculate what the temperature profiles looked like

on those days as measured through field tests? If it does not

accurately replicate what happened in the past, it cannot accurately

predict future happenings. Data for the year 1967 (the year in

which Quabbin was at its all-time low) were used by the consultants

to verify their model. Verification of the model is the point at

which I have severe reservations.

Figures 3 through 7 in the Edinger Report have overlays of what

the actual observed temperature profiles were for certain days

in 1967, overlapped with the calculated temperature profiles.
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In one or two graphs the fit appears quite good, while in others

it does not. How 'good' this fit is and therfor how well this

model replicates what is happening in Quabbin can be quantified.

For example, what you really want to know is not just the temperature

of the different layers of water, but how well the top layer will

mix with the. middle layer, say, ' relative ' to how well the middle

layer mixes with the bottom layer for days A and B. And, then how

easily the water will mix on day A 'relative' to day B. Since mixing

is dependent on the density of the water (where density is calculated

from the water temperature) plus whether the water is too dense or

heavy for the wind to move and mix more than the top few layers^

a better indicator of mixing is the density of these layers 'relative'

to a certain standard. A formula developed by Birge, called the

"Relative Thermal Resistence to Mixing" can be used for just this

purpose.

The formula is:

1^ upper layer of water - ^ lower layer of water

RTRjyi =

water at 5°C - ^^water at 4°C

wherey^= density

RTRM is defined as the relative amount of work necessary to mix

two contiguous layers of water. Profiles of RTRM can be made from

the temperature data and overlapped on the same graph to establish

the extent of the thermocline and therefore how readily the water

will mix. I have used the data (both the actual observed field

data, and that calculated by the Edinger model from Figure 4 for five

different Julian days) for comparative purposes. The data for these

days was taken and run through a computer program which I have been

working on, to calculate the RTRM and graph it along with the temperature

profiles for comparison. The program will also graph out computer

averages for the days inputed.

Graphs 1 through 10 show how closely the Edinger model replicated
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past thermoclines . The fit is not good. The calculated Edinger

data (Graphs 2, 4, 6, 8, 10) show a reservoir with a thermocline

much diminished relative to the thermocline that actually appeared

on those days(Graphs 1, 3, 5f 7, 9). This reduction in the thermocline

by the Edinger model, appears over and over again for each of the

Julian days run through my program. Consistently, the consultants

model shows a reservoir that will mix much more readily than the

actual data implied.

In working with this computer program over the years, I have found

that an RTRM figure between 30 to 35 indicates a water layer which

is sufficiently dense to resist mixing, (These are figures for

temperate systems only) . The RTRM values for the Quabbin field

data (Qraphs 1,3,5,7,9) for these thermoclines are in most cases

greater that the 35 cut-off value, while the RTRT^ values for

the Edinger model-generated-data are much less, (Graphs 2,4,6,8,10).

Therefore, the conclusions stated in the New England Research

and Edinger reports based on the hydrodynamic model predicting

earlier overturn as well as an increased number of transient overturns

(resulting from a lowering of reservoir stage from 501 to 471 feet)

must be called into question (page 118). The Edinger model predicted

thermoclines which necessitated setting the minimum pool level at

490', since at this level mixing would occur earlier and more often

in the northern and eastern arms, and result in lowered water quality.

Page 123 of the New England Research Report states that "The shallower

regions of the reservoir (eastern and northern areas) are the sections

which are likely to experience the initial violations in water quality

standards due to drav/down." And that in drawing the reservoir below

500 feet, sections of the eastern and northern arms would experience

violations in some parameters. This is just not the case. The RTRM

graphs clearly indicate that the consultants model seriously under-rates

the strength of the actual Quabbin thermoclines and therefore the

stability of the reservoir. The RTRM graphs show that the type

of mixing predicted by the Edinger model will be highly unlikely

to occur.

Close examination of the graphs shows that the RTRM figures for

actual Quabbin data are 2 to 3 times greater than for Edinger
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model-generated-data. Obviously, a greater amount of wind energy

would be needed to mix Quabbin water than implied by Edinger's mod

An important point to keep in mind here is that as the reservoir i

drawn down, the surface area of the reservoir is reduced. As the

surface area is reduced the effect of the wind becomes lessened as

the wind fetch is reduced (the area over which the wind blows).

This will also affect the possibility of mixing.

In conclusion, the possibility exists that the reservoir could be

drawn down lower than the 490 foot minimum pool level and still

maintain the integrity of the hypolimnium. (Maintaining the

hypolimnium would not only preserve water quality but also provide

a habitat for cold water fish.) Lowering the minimum pool level

even a small amount, has the potential of substatially increasing

the safe yield of the system, to a safe yield more reflective of

Quabbin' s actual capacity.
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GRAPH 4
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GRAPH 6
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GRAPH 7
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GRAPH 10
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COMMENTS ON TASK 4: SAFE YIELD

Introduction

The calculation of safe yield of an existing reservoir system

with four decades of well-documented operating history appears

initially to be a straight forward engineering problem. This

would be the case if the only requirement were that an adequate

quantity of water be available. However water quality has also

become a requirement. In the case of Quabbin Reservoir the

natural water quality is so high that treatment for improvement

of quality is not presently necessary to meet drinking water

standards. It is highly desirable to maintain this condition.

Therefore a major portion of this study has been devoted to

the relationships between the water quality and the elevation

of the water surface of Quabbin Reservoir (Minimum Pool Level).

The Safe Yield portion of the study is essentially a computer

simulation which calculates the relationship between the amount

of water withdrawn from the reservoir system (yield) and the

elevation of the water surface of Quabbin Reservoir for the

hydrologic conditions of record (1930-1979).

Comments on the Minimum Pool Study

Considering Quabbin Reservoir as primarily a source of drinking

water, it is pertinent to consider most strongly the relationship

between elevation and the ability to meet drinking water standards.

This is discussed in Section 6.4 of the Minimum Pool Report (page 1
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"As for predictions of any future violations of
drinking water standards at Shaft 12 directly-
attributable to reservoir drawdown, it is unlikely
that they will occur at reservoir elevations down
to 470 feet."

Shaft 12 is the intake for water being transferred to the Boston

area. A similar statement is made with respect to the Chicopee

intake. Therefore a water surface elevation of 470 feet appears

to be a reasonable lower limit for use as a drinking water source.

The report also considers other areas of the reservoir and

other water quality standards (Class A Inland Waters). Frequent

reference is made to wind driven overturn events which would

bring bottom sediments into the water column in shallow areas

of the reservoir-especially in the eastern and northern areas.

The basis of these concerns is a Hydrothermal Simulation of

Quabbin Reservoir-a computer model which calculates temperature

profiles in the water column and the amount of wind energy

required to produce vertical mixing. Examination of the data

presented in that report for stations in the eastern branch

(see pages 16 and 17) shows that the calculated profiles do

not match the measured profiles in the vicinity of the thermocline.

It is specifically the nature of the thermocline which causes

stratification and prevents vertical mixing.

In order to evaluate quantitatively the effect of the difference

between the calculated and measured temperature profiles, a

computer program (RTRM) was developed by Elaine Hartman of

WSCAC to calculate the relative thermal resistance to mixing

for a given temperature profile. The data given in the

Hydrothermal Simulation Report for Station H, Julian days 213,
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228, and 250 were used for the evaluation. The results of these

calculations are given in Graphs 1 through 6. They show

that two to three times more wind energy would be required

for vertical mixing for the measured profiles than for the

calculated profiles.

The deviation between calculated and observed temperature

profiles was also noted by Edinger (page 15) and explained

on the basis of high local inflow from cooler tributaries.

Such flowing cool water would enhance the sharpness of the

thermocline and tend to negate the effect of solar heating

(compared to a static basin). This phenomenon would also

maintain a cool region near the bottom even under severe

drawdown conditions.

In addition to the above results which indicate increased

resistance to mixing at the thermocline, the cover letter

for the overturn portion of the study (dated 8 December 1982)

clearly states that ther were "no occurances during the summer

of overturn to the full depth of any basin prior to the fall

overturn." It therefore seems that the statements with respect

to stirring up bottom sediments due to overturn events are

fallacious.

Although there may be occasional .nuisance blooms of algae and

phytoplankton in the shallow regions of the reservoir as the

surface elevation approaches 470 feet, these would not cause

the water quality at the Shaft 12 or Chicopee intakes to

violate drinking water standards. V/ell documented methods are

available for management of this type of problem, and many of the





smaller surface water reservoirs in New England routinely

utilize such methods.

The possibility of a change in trophic state of the reservoir

is also raised if the elevation remains in the range of 490

to 470 feet for several years. Again, management methods are

available to reduce the rate of eutrophication if observation

indicates this is occuring. Experience during the early years

of operation of Quabbin Reservoir indicates that it should

recover to a highly oligotrophic state in a few years once the

elevation returns to greater than 500 feet.

A major question in considering the behavior of the reservoir

is the frequency and duration of occurance of drawdown to

various elevations. If the withdrawal rate is managed such

that the reservoir level falls below 490 feet relatively

infrequently (i.e. only under circumstances such as the

drought of record), it is probably more cost effective, and

lower risk, to allow the elevation to approach 470 feet than

to provide permanent augmentation to maintain the elevation

above 490 feet. In particular, the trade off between reservoir

degradation due to infrequent (perhaps one five year interval

per century) operation at low elevation versus degradation

due to the continuous introduction of lower quality water

from alternative sources must be carefully evaluated. Because

the present report does not even suggest the possibility of

aquatic management, I strongly urge that an expert in this

area be retained to review this report and participate in

the evaluation of alternatives.





In summary, the data presented in this report indicates that

water provided by Quabbin Reservoir via the present intakes

should meet drinking water standards for elevations down to

470 feet. In the range 490 to 470 feet the condition of the

shallow regions of the reservoir should be monitored, and

appropriate aquatic management steps be taken if necessary

to insure that no overall change in the trophic state of

the reservoir takes place.





UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
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WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH CENTER
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR
BLAISDELL HOUSE , - _^
AMHERST. MASSACHUSETTS 01003 JUiy d[) , lytSJ

Elaine Hartman, WSCAC
138 Russell St. (Rt. 9)

Hadley, MA 01035

Dear Elaine:

I enclose some (hasty) comments on the NER report on minimum pool.
I probably will not have time to review either the "Safe Yield" or the
"Hydrodynamics" reports before the meeting on July 27 (but I hope to

attend)

.

I was frankly surprised by the fact that this report did not "weasel"
about the facts (the way many reports of the past have). It appears to me

to be quite straight forward, and it includes considerable material which
makes possible conclusions that a safe minimum pool can be very low. I

wonder (but have not said anything about) the finding of only "occasional"
violations of the pH 6.5 standard. It is my understanding that readings
below 6.0 are now standard, and if pH continues down into the 5's, the
question of leaching heavy metals ought to be raised (but is not raised
in this report).

Please convey one other matter which I have noted to Robie, Eiljien,

Alexandra, or whoever, but which I have also not mentioned in the enclosed
review: On page 37, the NER report notes that in 1973, Erickson and his

collegues estimated the total nitrogen and phosphorous contributed by the
littoral vegetation resulting from the 60 's drought and subsequent in|*iundation

was "comparable" to one year of diversion of Connecticut River water through
Northfield Mountain. Later, on page 41, the report calls this contribution
"substantial". In fact, the report pays considerable attention to the heavy
nutrient load resulting from emergence and submergance^ of littoral vegetation
and this plays an important part in the report's conclusion that 490' should
be the appropriate minimum pool. Given this, any future report suggesting
that Ct. River diversion is a viable alternative can be questioned with
telling data from MDC's own reports, i.e., that each year of diversion is

equivalent in nutrient contribution to a four year drought of record!
(I didn't comment on this because it has no bearing on the "no action"
alternative, and because it's the kind of knowledge which should be kept
quietly for future use anyway.)

Cordially,

Edward R. Kaynrar, Staff Asst.
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REVIEW OF
Task 4: Determination of the Quabbi'n Reservoir Minimum Pool Level

by New England Research, Inc. for Wallace, Floyd Assoc. and MDC, July, 1983

E. R. Kaynor, 7/20/83

GENERAL COMMENT: Except for a few discontinuities in logic this appears
to be an excellent report, given limitations on existing data.

PP 1-2. Why is study undertaken in relation to the "no action" alternative
A minimum pool is a minimum pool irrespective of alternative courses of
action. The study recommends elevation 490' for no action alternative
which implies that a different elevation would have been chosen for any

other alternative. Yet objectives section calls for information on minimum
pool "above which treatment will not be required". Why is treatment not
mentioned as a criterion in the "Summary". Since Quabbin v/ater is already
treated, what is meant by the phrase "treatment will not be required"?
Should it read "additional treatment will not be required"? Given the
standard of no additional treatment (i.e., no drinking water violations)
why does report stress judgment and make the claim that no single elevation
can be chosen? It would appear that, given solid evidence that any one
standard will be violated at a given elevation, then that elevation can

be specifically designated as the point at which minimum pool level will

occur, given the criterion (additional treatment) chosen for use in this

study.

Whether or not "additional treatment" as a criterion should be the

basis for minimum pool determination is not addressed in this report.
It is, of course, conceivable that MDC might minimize its supply service
costs in a future drought by merely treating the inferior water from a

shallow reservoir rather than by adding additional sources of supply.
This would make possible reductions in minimum pool down to the point
at which treatment becomes either excessively expensive or impossible to

meet drinking water standards, and this kind of extreme minimum pool is

not addressed by this report. (I recognize that Class A standards also
apply, and that the fishery ought to be protected, but the emphasis in
this report seems to be on drinking water standards, and properly so
since that is the principal purpose of Quabbin's creation. The fishery
is an extra benefit in the sense that Quabbin was not built for that
purpose.

)

P 7 . The report specifies 7 caveats mostly about how standards violations
can be transitory and localized because Quabbin is so large. It then says
"Based on these. . .water quality assessment criteria. . .were established."
How could they be established if caveats leave so much room for judgment
of specific tests? The bottom of page 7 sounds final and uncompromising
in contrast to the caveats.

P 8 . What is the logic of using tests made at full reservoir capacity to

evaluate water quality at some lower elevation?

P 37 . Note should be taken of the fact that the precipitation shortfall
occurred between 1962 and 1966, but that its impact on Quabbin was delayed
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precisely because the reservoir was built large enough to take care of
such unusual drought events. Reference to the "drought period" as

1966-1971 is technically incorrect.

P 33. Description of standards in earlier section does not deal with
their application. Hence, when reader notes that 8% of samples
exceed 100 coliform standard, he wonders what relevance this has to

application of the standard. Are occasional violations overlooked?
How "occasional" must violations be not to warrant a fine or other action

to improve qaulity? If drinking water standards make allowance for a

percentage of tests in excess of the standard, this should be exhibited
or at least made reference to in the report.

P 112 . "The fact that previously experienced low pool conditions .. .did

not result in substantial changes in water quality in the past does not

mean that future drawdowns. . .will also have no effect on water quality."

Why not? This is a direct refutation of this project's own findings.
It makes the first 100 pages of the report superfluous and unnecessary.
The logical corrollary of this statement is thgt if drawdowns of the past
demonstrate corresponding impairment of water quality, this would NOT mean
that future drawdowns will also impair water quality. If the reservoir
is large and complex and the status of holistic ecological theory is in

its infancy (as declared on page 111), then what else can "judgment" be
based on except experience of past drawdowns? Page 111 declares that
"limnological data obtained" during previous drawdown periods are "valuable
Valuable for what, if not for providing evidence of what is likely to

happen during future drawdowns?

P 121 and beyond . The conclusions appear to be conservative, but generally
in keeping with the study findings. It is interesting that most of the
undesirable impacts of drawdown on the Eastern Arm are not reflected in

quality of the main and western branches (and therefore at the intakes).
This is another bit of evidence that Quabbin's size is a significant
deterent to its own deterioration. The danger of excessive eutrophication
is perhaps less than indicated by the limnological analyses reported.
If Quabbin can safely be used for drinking water at levels below 490,
given appropriate treatment, one wonders what cl imatological event could
possibly occur which would make Qaubbin unfit for drinking water purposes.
The drought of the 60 's was the "drought of record". Is recurrence of
such an event or a worse event a realistic probability? At least one
is led to believe that Quabbin, given its unequaled capacity and oligotroph
status, will be the 1 ast drinking water source to become unusable in the

Northeast in the event of cataclysmic drought.
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WSEIR-COM. TASK4

Greg Newman

COMMENTS ON TASK4: SAFE YIELD - NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE (SYIMAA)
SAFE YIELD - EXISTING SYSTEM (SYES)

The -Following comments pertain to both of the documents

listed above. When page references are given they are followed

by either SYNAA or SYES to indicate the appropriate document.

SUMMARY

Safe Yield analyses assume the following:

(1) No Sudbury reservoir diversions are in effect.

(2) WEIBELL method of calculating reliability, i.e. 99.83"/.

reliability is a simulated no failure.

successes
•/. rel .

=

tries + 1

(3) Quabbin minimum pool is 490 feet (above Boston base)

(4) Wachusett minimum pool is at 85/1 of capacity

<5) Design is for critical drought of riBoard (the 60' 's)

Results summary (generally at 99.87. confidence):

(1) No Demand Management - - - Safe Yield = 291 mqd

(2) Demand Management - - - - Safe Yield = 294 mgd

(3) Quabbin Min. Pool 487.6' - Safe Yield = 294.7 mgd

(4) Wachusett Min. Pool analyses showed a change in yield

of 0.48 mgd /foot elev.

(5) Safe yield can be increased by 5 to 15 mgd since the

60" s drought has a recurrence interval longer than the

period of record

Recommendation made in these documents is that the safe yield is

between 294 and 305 mgd, with the best estimate being 300 mgd.





WSEIR-COM. TASK4

1. Page 2, para 2 (SYES); "Drought Management has the same

etfect on safe yield as a supplemental supply o-f 3 mgd .

"

Page 63, para 1 (SYES); The reliability o-f 99.17. without drought

management can be used as a surrogate -for a reliability 99.8/'.

with drought management. These two similar suppositions are made

by comparing two sets of trials with and without Demand

Management for only one set of criteria, i.e. the specific set

and order of hydrologic events, specified minimum pool levels,

specified operating procedure, and specified reliability. When

any of these constraints is changed, it is possible that the safe

yield without demand management would increase. As safe yield

increases, the yield supplement possible through demand

management would also be e-;pected to increase in magnitude. The

use of a constant value for Demand Management supplement to

yield, without verification for the range of possible yields

evaluated (granted possible changes in constraints), is expected

to distort the final estimate of safe yield to the low side.

2. Page 28, para 3 (SYES); How is water "proportioned" between

Quabbin and Wachusetts reserviors? Is it based on the watershed

size, i.e. expected relative inputs, or what?

3. Page 32 , table 3 (SYES); Why use an average evaporation rate?

This varies greatly and is related to rainfall (cloud cover,

relative humidity, etc.). Why not use oarrect monthly data for

the period of record?

4. Page 36, para 2 (SYES); "...IHIN, KHIN and AHIN are used to

select and adjust input records..." What does this mean?
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WSEIR-COM. TASK4 31

5. Each trial annual demand is adjusted to monthly demand rates

by the ratio of historic monthly withdrawal rates to historic

annual withdrawal rates. How was this accomplished? Were

changing trends analyzed?

6. Verification of the model was accomplished by using historic

demand as input. How was this done and where are the results of

this analysis? Where is input file C?

7. When failures occur, the model does not seem to weight the

intensity of the failure. As admitted in the report, many

failures of low intensity may be avoided by the increased

efficiency of day to day management.

8. Table 11 seems very confusing.

9. Page 63 <SYES); Analysis of minimum pool could very possibly

be a step function and smaller intervals of possible minimum

pools should be evaluated. A small change in minimum pool may

yield an unexpectedly higher safe yield, since this analysis is

specific to the period of record.

10. RELIABILITY ESTIMATES :

These analyses use only, one sequence of historic flow data,

thus the results are specific to that sequence. The reliability

factor should carry some sense of the recurrence of critical

events. Is it truly valid to adjust all of the analyses up by

5 mgd because the critical event has a recurrence interval of

147 years (or 233 years)? Possibly a synthetic "random"

distribution of inflows, based on historical data, would give a
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better sense o-f the true reliabilities of the various yields.

The comment on page 60, para S (SYES) that to generate a

synthetic hydrology "would require considerable et-fort", does not

seem valid given the nature o-f the project.

11. Page 32, table 3 (SYES); "Historic Annual Demand Rates,"

whose demands? Bostons? Is Chicopee included? In the

"Memorandum on Sa-Fe Yield Analysis, MDC Water Supply System,"

(Northfield Water Supply Project EIR, Phase 1: Additional

Services, MDC, A.D. Little, September 1981) page 16, para 1, the

total system demand rates were reduced by demands for Chicopee,

Fitchburg, Worcester, Wachusett area, and east o+ Wachusett, to

establish trial monthly demands at Boston. Is something similar

to this being done here, since it appears that program ML'C003 is

an outgrowth of MDC002 used in the earlier study?

It is interesting to note that within the 294 mgd yield

simulations, presented in detail, that the Quabbin moves from

full to "empty" (actually at minimum pool) in less than 5 years.

It then proceeds to fill itself again in less than 9 years.

How could a potential diversion help a situation like this, since

during a critical drought period it is expected that alternative

sources would be experiencing a similar lack of flows? The

comments in the report concerning the overdesign of Quabbin'

s

capacity seem a bit out of place.

Safe Yield is defined in terms of the criteria for a particular

simulation. Possibly one could optimize the safe yield by

letting the operating rules vary.
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Greg Newman

WATER SUPPLY EIR: SAFE YIELD WORKSHOP - - - - July 27th, 1^83

The following comments were written in response to the MDC

consultants' presentation given during the Sa-fe Yield Workshop.

There is some redundancy with my previous comments on sate yield,

especially in the area o-f sa-fe yield estimate reliability. The

comments, at times, reflect those questions asked by other

participants in the workshop.

1. E/avid Hellstrom made the comment that safe yield does not

reflect average yield. Safe yield represents the amount that can

safely be drawm from the system during an extended drought

period. Since this is the case, the drought management scenario

should be incorporated elsewhere in this water supply study. It

should also be emphasized that safe yield represents the niinimum

amount that will be available for use during an extended dry

period and does not reflect average use. Thus, care should be

taken when applying the safe yield estimate to some future demand

est i mat e

.

2. WATER DUALITY: Paul Erikson called the Quabbin an

ul tr a—ol i gatr oph i c system. During the lowest pool level on

record, the quality of the northern and eastern branches appeared

to be affected. However, he still considered the Quabbin system

(main branch ?) to be ul tra-ol i gatr oph i c during this period.

Does this mean that the water quality at the intake was not

significantly affected ? If so, then the minimum pool level

required to meet state water quality standards for public health

and environmental considerations could be well below the
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suggested 490'" (Boston City base) minimum pool level. The

evidence presented also indicated that water quality recovers

quickly when the pool level returns above this minmum pool level.

The water quality is a function not only of the drawdown

level but o-F the duration o-f drawdown to that level (number of

years). The "failure" criterion for a critical drawdown event

should include a time period as well as an elevation.

The quality of the northern and eastern branches of the

Quabbin recovered quickly from the critical drawdown of record.

With respect to cold water fisheries, the drawdown could easily

go below the 490' (B.C.B) without killing all the fish. Fish can

move. The "stratified thermocline" will still e-; i st in the

deeper main branch of the Quabbin. Since the duration at these

levels is not expected to last more than two or three vears, the

cold water fishing could be expected to recover from these

potential critically reduced levels.

3. The MDC use was an average of 12 mgd for the model

calibration. The MDC projected use is 21 mgd (Task 3: Demand

Management Report). Why is there this discrepancy between the

two parts of the Water Supply Study?

4. RELIABILITY: Reliability is defined in terms of "failure"

events. The nature, intensity, and duration of a system failure

are important considerations. The definition of what constitutes

an actual system failure should be opened for discussion.

Reliability should carry a sense of the likelihood of:

(1) reaching a specified failure level, (2) the critical event of
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record recurring, and (3) the number o-f simulated -failures

occuring. For these safe yield estimates, dubious adjustments

were made for the recurrence interval of the critical event.

The failure level is adjusted, in part, by a drought management

scenario (see comment 1). Added to these considerations, the use

of a 99.87. confidence level for estimating safe yield, when the

noise level of the model is + 15 percent, does not make sense.

The reliability and precision of the safe yield estimates are

very questionable. Possibly, it would be better to use a lower

confidence level, e.g. 95 percent is the traditional value, for

estimating safe yield and not trying to incorporate such things

as drought management into the simulations.

This may not be the appropriate place to make the following

comment. It seems reasonable that when one considers different

failures (to meet demand), with varied consequences, that costs-

should be involved. At some point in the i4ater Supply Study I

would like to see what costs are associated with failures to meet

demands and what costs are associated with overshooting demand,

i.e. implementing an unneeded diversion project.
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COMMENTS ON THE SAFE YIELD STUDY INTERIM TECHNICAL REPORT

Discussion of the ADL Model

Calculation of "Safe Yield" of the MDC reservoir system is

performed by a computer program which utilizes historical

precipitation and streamflow data plus physical characteristics

of the reservoirs and their interconnecting conduits. It then

calculates the elevation of the water surface of Quabbin

Reservoir as a function of time for various rates of withdrawal

from the system. The program incorporates legal constraints

for the transfer of water from rivers into the reservoir

(i.e. from the Ware River) and legal requirements for discharge

from the reservoirs into rivers (i.e. into the Swift River)

-

these are taken to be immutable. The total withdrawal from the

reservoirs is the sum of the discharges to the rivers for both

legal requirements and spillway overflow, plus the amount with-

drawn for delivery by the I4DC (Supply Yield-see Figure 1C of

the report)

.

Elevation of the water surface is the key parameter in describing

the operation of the Quabbin Reservoir. The Minimum Pool study

discusses water quality as a function of elevation and specifically

states that it is unlikely that there would be violations of

drinking water standards down to an elevation of 470 feet.

However an elevation of 490 feet is recommended as the Minimum

Pool level based on other considerations, primarily associated

with long term (several years) and warm water effects. It is
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important to keep these factors in mind when considering the

Safe Yield calculation.

Although the methodology of the Safe Yield calculation is described

in terms of reliability (a probability concept), the actual

calculation is of the reservoir elevation for various rates of

withdrawal combined with the hydrologic data of record and

existing constraints. There is no probability involved. The

net result of this approach is to define Safe Yield as that

value of Supply Yield which would have caused the Quabbin

Reservoir elevation to fall below a specified level (Minimum Pool)

at any time during the drought of record (a single critical

event)

.

The computer program appears to be complete and to adequately

simulate the operation of the existing MDC system. In addition

to computing "Safe Yield" , it produces a wealth of information

about the system which should be of assistance in understanding

its behavior. For example, Table 14: Summary Output Data,

shows that the average total yield for the existing system and

the past 50 years of hydrologic data (including the drought of

record) would be:

Average Yield

Quabbin 192.58 MOD

Wachusett 123.59 MGD

Ware River 43.31 MGD

Total 359.48 MGD

It also shows that the average discharge to the Swift River

would be 59.31 MGD (the legal requirement is 20 MGD) and the

average Supply Yield would be 293.65 for a trial yield of 294 MGD,
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This information, which is not discussed in the reports, indicates

why the Quabbin elevation decreases slowly and recovers rapidly

even with demand in excess of 300 MGD.

Graphical Presentation of Data

The interim technical report presents an immense amount of

information in tabular form. Because the major issue in terms

of environmental impact is the reseroir elevation as a function

of time, I found it useful to plot the data in that form. A

program (PLOTQ) was written in BASIC which utilizes historical

data, or data from the ADL model, to generate plots which

provide graphical comparison of the effects of various withdrawal

rates during the period I96I to 1975. Numerical tabulations of

elevation and storage are also generated.

Verification of ADL Model

Although the report states that excellent results were obtained

from calibration and verification test runs, no results v;ere

tabulated, and no values were given for calibration coefficients.

A chart was presented at the Safe Yield workshop which was

purported to be a comparison between the model results and

historical data. When examined critically, this chart shows

significant deviation between the model and the historic data.

Subsequent conversation with D. Hellstrom confirmed that this

chart was not, in fact, a verification run, but was a plot of a

294 MGD trial yield run.

Data from a verification run has been provided by Mr. Hellstrom

for the month of December of each year. Figure 3-1 presents
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the historical data and the results of a verification run made

with "MDC System Use" set equal to zero. According to Mr. Hellstro

this is the best fit between the model and the historical data.

Figure 3-2 shows the effect of incorporating 12 MGD of "MDC

System Use" as additional withdrawal. It is clear that there

is a much larger discrepancy relative to the historical data.

Considering the cumulative effect of errors during the 15 year

interval between spillway overflows, the fit shown in Figure 3-1

is remarkable, and appears to be consistant with the +3 MGD

error estimate given in the report.

The Safe Yield Concept and the Behavior of Quabbin Reservoir

The reason for selecting a single value of Safe Yield for

planning purposes is to provide (see page 88 of the Interim

Technical Report)

:

"the value to be subtracted from a future water need
value in order to establish the amount of additional
supply that is required."

The problem with selecting a (static) number for this purpose

is that it precludes considering the interaction of the dynamics

of the reservoir system with demand management actions which

might be implemented as required. The model provides a much

needed link between reservoir behavior and MDC system demand.

It can, and should, be used for informed system management, not

just to provide a single static value on which to base long

range engineering decisions.

Most of the calculations pertaining to safe yield were performed
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in terms of determining "failures"; i.e. violations of a pre-

determined Minimum Pool elevation. This provides "Safe Yield"

values on a quasi-statistical basis, but does not elucidate

the behavior of the reservoir as a function of time. The importance

of this is discussed by Paul Erickson -

"The significance of an impact, however, is
not solely a function of its probability,
but is related to the magnitude and duration
of an impact as well."

In the present case, the magnitude and duration of "violating"

the Minimum Pool elevation must be considered.

The run with a trial yield of 295 MGD and minimum pool elevation

of 480 feet provides elevation data for all months, with no

"failures". Results are given on a monthly basis, but annual

averages are also given. Because the environmental effects

related to elevation changes are long term (years) , and the

annual average is more consistant v/ith the summer (maximum

impact) elevations, it is reasonable to use these values instead

of minimum elevations. Figure 3-3 shov/s the Quabbin elevation

for the 295 MGD run, plus calculated elevations for demands of

305 MGD and 315 MGD.

Even at a demand of 315 MGD, the annual average elevation would

remain above 480 feet except for 1971 and 1972 when the elevation

would be between 475 and 480 feet. Based on the discussion of

environmental effects in the Minimum Pool Report, it is unlikely

that there would be any violation of drinking water standards

at the intakes, although there might be some temporary problems

1. Environmental Impact Assessment-Principles and Applications,

Erickson, Academic Press 1979.
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in the shallow sections of the reservoir.

The effect of combining the reservoir dynamics with implementation

of demand management when indicated by the trend of reservoir

elevation is shown in Figure 3-4. This shows the effect on

reservoir elevation if moderate demand management (20 MGD)

is initiated when reservoir elevation falls below 510 feet

(when there is a clear trend) . The demand management report

indicated that a combination of leak repair and the installation

of domestic water saving devices could easily provide a demand

reduction of this amount.

In essence, the long response time of the reservoir system

combined with the cumulative effect of demand reduction provides

an opportunity to respond as needed instead of having to provide

a large scale, long range engineering response to meet the worst

case conditions of an event (the drought of record) which has

a probability of occurance no greater than once per century.
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3ENERAL COMMENTS ON THE SAFE YIELD ANALYSIS FOR THE MDC
WATER SUPPLY STUDY

Richard R. Noss
a Pelham Hill Road
Shutesbury, MA 01072

7/29/S3

1 . Accuracy /Error Estimates

p. 15 of the summary report- very carefully worded statement
concerning accuracy which leaves the impression that the accuracy
of the model is 1 percent

also p. S3 of the Safe Yield; d report acknowledges that the
accuracy of the input data is < 98% and then talks about a
precision of one percent. Precision and accuracy are two
different beasts. You may know it but it is unethical to
juxtapose statements as you have, for the clear conclusion drawn
by the typical reader will again be that the error of the
estimates is 1 percent.

An honest error accounting must be presented. Given the accuracy
of the raw data, the variability of the specific operating
procedures {acknowledged by Mr. Hellstrom at the 7/27/83
v;ork5hop), and the subjectivity of the minimum pool decision, the
error of the safe yield estimates is more likely around 5-10
percent and certainly not 1 percent as implied.

2. Er.timates of System Reliability **

The ccrisultants have taken a very simplistic approach to system
reliability yet have cloaked it in sophisticated terms. We are
all familiar v;ith traditional flood control studies that design
control measures based on a critical event such as the storm of
record. This safe yield analysis is essentially the same, except
that the '66-'68 drought is used as the critical event without so
indicating it explicitly and without really understanding its
frequency (severity).

Although much is made of the fact that 50 years are simulated, in

fact the only critical period evaluated is the SO's drought (1972
5.S significant because of its conjunction with the 50's). The
fact tha-o the model is run twice to make initial and final
rtorages equal sounds impressive but is meaningless since the
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reservoir achieves 100% storage at least once before the drought
—with the result that the initial storage has no effect on the
final storage. Window dressing.

Page 10 states that the frequency of failure is independent of the
number of months simulated. The concept you are trying to express
is valid but again you have chosen your wording carefully, leaving
a false implication. The frequency of failure is very sensitive to
the number of months you use in the simulation, given the nature
of critical events in the context of the Quabbin system. Your
results would not be the same if you used subsets of the 50 years
of the historical data.

But on to more significant comments. Fifty years of historical
flows is a terribly short record to use when what you are looking
for is a 99.1 or 98 or even 95 percent reliability. As mentioned
above, the safe yield analysis is a critical event analysis using
only one of the many possible critical events.

What happens under 3 year and 4 year and 5 year critical periods
of different severities? You haven't assessed these at all. What
is the likelihood of these other critical events? In fact, what

t-he likelihood of the critical event you have studied? You
r-3fer to the Russell et . al . book as saying that the 1966 event
would occur once in 147 years (p. 80). What matters is not the
single 'year of 1966 but the conjunction of low flow years that
occurred in the 60's.

In modeling to establish safe yield you have two choices:
1) identify critical event{s) - and simulate performance during
the.Ti. Then system reliability is a joint function of the system
performance during the events and the frequency of the events
themselves

.

2) generate long traces of synthetic streamflows <or
precipitation) and simulate the system response. Reliability is
then determined from the analysis of the system performance during
these simulations. *

You have chosen 1) without looking at other events. Since you did >

not look at other critical events nor use synthetic inflows, your
interpretation of the results is overblown. They should be
presented in a more limited context representing the limited
analysis done.

Any discussion of system reliability must address the duration and
magnitude of shortfalls as well as their frequency. Granted this
is a very difficult task and very hard information to present to
others, but that does not absolve you from doing the analysis and
presentation for a study as major as this.

3. Drought Management Scenarios
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There are a myriad of drought management/ scenarios possible. No
justif ica-bion has been presented for the one used over any others.
What are the criteria for judging drought management scenarios?
In general one can say that whatever is necessary to achieve
sufficient conservation will be done when it really needs to be
dene. When your back is against the wall public health concerns
supercede public welfare and convenience and industrial
production. Did not the San Francisco Bay area achieve
approximately SOH demand reduction with less than draconian
measures? Assuming significant drought management savings is
especially appropriate to the Quabbin system since the storage is
so great. Droughts in the context of the Quabbin system do not
strik<5 wi-ohout warning. Given the multi-year nature of critical
events in the Quabbin context there is plenty of warning that
drought management actions are needed.

The drought management scenario referred to in the safe yield
report is overly conservative. It is true as you stated at the
7/27/83 workshop that the drought management scenario you
presented is just one of many, but the fact is that you have
p;:r3sented it as THE scenario. Has this been approved by the MDC?
i^ic-rr' globally, whose decision is it to decide what drought
::^anagement measures are acceptable? When we are in the midst of a
severe drought v;e will do whatever is necessary and it will be
acceptable

.

4. Inclusion of Demand in Safe Yield Calculations

Safe yield is an attribute of a water supply. Nowhere does demand
come into the calculation.

The proper approach would be to conduct a safe yield analysis
which discusses not just reliability but also addresses the
duration and magnitude of shortfalls explicitly.

Then analysis of demands, incorporating drought management
scenarios, required downstream releases, etc. is compared with the
available yield performance to decide what the allowable average
demand for the system should be (taking into account the
economic and social welfare losses involved with the water
shortfalls that would result).
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Robert Hoyt
WSCAC
Chemist
Springfield Water Dept.

THE CITY OF
SPRINGFIELD. MASSACHUSETTS

Comments on Safe Yield/Minimum Pool Quabbin Resei-voir
(Without Sudbury)

After attending the safe yield/minimum pool workshop and going over the data

presented in the No Action Alternative, I feel the MDC has come to a very conser-

vative safe yield estimate of 300MGD. A safe yield estimate of 305 MGD would be

far more appropriate while still providing an adequate amount of protection during

drought periods. I base my opinion on data obtained by David Hellstrom's computer

projections and minimum pool requirraents.

Using Hellstrom's very conservative 99.1% reliability and no drought management,

an estimate between runs U-01 and U-04 would approximately be 485 elevation, 33%

capacity and 302MGD safe yield. Adding the extra 3 MGD for drought management would

bring the safe yield to 305 MGD. Dropping the minimum pool to 485 elevation would

cause no long term quality problems and only slight short term changes inDissolved

Oxygen, temperature, Total Dissolved Solids, Turbidity, Nitrate and ebliform bacteria.

Of these parameters only Nitrate, Turbidity and Coliform bacteria have enforceable

limits under the Safe Drinking Water Act, Nitrates would not exceed any limits but

an increase would be an increase to the nutrient level. Any increase in Coliform

bacteria would be eliminated by chlorination before the water is used for drinking.

Turbidity could possibly be a short term problem since the Quabbin unfortunately

does not filer their water before use. No significant changes would occur in Chlorides,

Sulfates, radioactivity, organics, metals and Total Settleabe Solids because the levels

of these parameters are exceptionally low in the Quabbin reservoir. Any slight

variation of the chemical quality would return to normal as the Quabbin returns to
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THE CITY OF
SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

its normal level as it did after the 60's drought. Therefor a 305 MGD safe yield

could be maintained by a slight drop in minimum pool .without serious water quality

problems

,

Another reason for accepting a 305 MGD safe yield again comes from Hellstrum's

computer analysis and his own interpretation. This is shown on run U-21 using 99.1%

reliability. Using 300 MGD safe yield the run indicated 8 monthly failures during

50 years, 11 failures at 305 MGD safeyield and 15 failures at 310 MGD safeyield.

failures would be eliminated because of the bias of a one in 147 year drought event

o

Therefor at 300 MGD safe yield there would be no failures, 305 MGD safe yield only

3 failures and 7 failures at 310 MGD, During run U-02 Mr Hellstrom indicated a

reasonable safe yield would include 4 monthly failuresand a 99.17% reliability.

So taking into account the bias of the severe 60 's drought a 300MGD safe yield

would be a very conservative safe yield because no monthly failures would occur in

50 years. At 305 MGD safe yield only 3 monthly failures would occur which would be

better than a 99.1% reliability Chat Mr Hellstrom considers adequately safe,

I feel that if the minimum pool was allowed to drop to 485 elevation and the

bias of the extreme drought of the 60 's was taken into account that 300 MGD would h

become a very conservative safe yield, A 310 MGD safe yield would become possible

but a 305 MGD safe yield would certainly be a very acceptable safe yield for Quabbin

reservoir. Therfor I believe the safe yield of Quabbin reservoir to be between 305 MG3)

and 310 MGD of which 305 MGD would give the MDC plenty of leeway in case of extreme

drought

,

Mr Hellstrom explains that due to the severe drought in the 60's that eight monthly
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TO: Safe Yield/Minimum Pool Task Force

FROM: Philip T. Ives, Ph.D., Emeritus Research Associate of
the Faculty for Amherst College. (Advisor to Science

Date: August 25, 1983

I looked at two contrasting 5 years periods in Table 32.
The years 1962 through 196b built up a deficit of 47.43
inches that lowered Quabbin to 45% of its capacity in March
1967. The years 1972 through 1976 built up a surplus of
only 29. 18 inches and Quabbin overflowed in February, 1976.
Thus it took only 62% replacement of the deficit to fill
up the reservoir. CTh five intervening years actually
had a net deficit of 10.64 inches but Quabbin rose a little.)

This suggests that during a long dry period other sources
of water supply that are normally used by customer municipalities
are reduced so that still greater demands are made on Quabbin,
while during periods of recovery (increasing precipitation)
and surplus the demands are proportionately less (because
they get more water from those lesser sources). Thus Quabbin
fills much more quickly than would be expected from the
simple surplus precipitation data.

The situation is a very complex one to model, so complex that
I wonder if it can be modeled accurately enough to be useful.
We have to be awfully careful or we will be royally fooled
by the models we create.

The big thing is how Quabbin responds. It appears to have
tremendous sustaining and recovery powers. I am amazed that
it dropped to only 45% after what were b^ far the driest 5
years (July 1961 -June 1966) in Amherst, according to pre-
cipitation records that date from August 1835. I am also
amazed that it recovered to overflowing during the first
subsequent 5 year period of above normal precipitation with
a surplus that was only 62% of that deficit.

Further sustaining that is the performance in the last three
years. V/hile 1982 was near normal in precipitation, both
1980 and 1981 were subnormal ; 1 980 very much so. Then came
5 months of far above normal to start 1983 and Quabbin was
overflowing again, for the fourth time in 8 years. Summarizing
it appears that the engineers' model is obviously grossly
underestimating what Quabbin can do. Its performance in the
last 20 years shows that.
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Extreme Years of Precipitation, Amherst, Mass. 1836-1980

Compiled "by Philip T. Ives from Records on File at Amherst College

The 145 year average is 43.50 inches.

Dry Years (Under 38.00 Inches) Wet Years (Over 49.99 Inches)

1 . lOHD 34.92 inches
Rank

51.54
Rank
9

34.04 55.04

J» lOOU 36.80 1ft'S'=^ 51.12

32.64 7 1 ARQ 51.28

Z) . 1 yuc5 30.68 4 1 oo_? 57.75 4

D . 1 y 1 u 36.11 1 oo^ >53.29^

/ • 1 ^ 1

0

37.47 1S78 >49.37^

30.96 5 1887 52.82

32.82 8 1888 64.44 1

10.1955 34.08 1897 57.05 6

11 .1941 33.93 1898 54.25 10

12.1949 34.25 1900 51.68

1 3. 1957 33.47 10 1915 51.58

14 1962 33.
03""

31.79 Q

9 1920 51.04

1965 6 1955' Z) .J .J 50.33

17. 19o5

18.1966

29.87 1

30.13

36.79-Sc5:

1

3

1958

1955

59.00

51.46

55.45

3

8

19.1978 34.71 1972 52.59

20.1980 30.12 2 1975 59.97 2

21. 1977 55.79 7

22. 1979 57.35 5

10 driest all < 34 inches 10 wettest all > 54 inches

A. overflow lost in one big storm
B.much lost from g-auge accidentally in July
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Task Force Meetinp:s and Communications, Notes
54

It is unclear why 490 feet was selected as the minimum pool
elevation. The selection appears to be based in part on

the statement made on page 125. "If the reservoir remains

below 490 feet for any period of time (years), there will be

a change in the trophic state of the reservoir." This is

not bourne out by other sections of the report.

According to the Task 4 report prepared by New England Research
and Edinger Associates:

page 112:No direct relationship between reservoir stage and
composition of the phytcplanktonic community appears to exist,
and,

Page 115: "No correlation between reservoir stage and summer
bacterial density was observed in the period 1 966-1 968 and
1970-1981, during which the reservoir capacity fell from full to
low pool (1967) and then rose again to full pool (late 1970's),
and

,

Page 113: "There is no direct evidence that the growth of vegetation
in exposed littoral areas during the period of severe drought
(1960*s - early 1970* s) had any significant impact on water
quality in the reservoir."
and.

Page 1 14: "Available data during the period of drawdown in the
1960's and subsequent refilling in the 1970's do not indicate
any direct correlation between low elevation and turbidity"
and,

Page 114; "There doesn't appear to be any direct correlation
between reservoir elevation and color"
and,

page 115: With regard to nutrient availability and reservoir
drawdown, "... in light of the relatively low densities of
phytoplankton observed since the 1940' s, it is likely that
nutrient concentrations in surface waters in the summer
have remained consistently low since the formation of the
reservoir"
and,

page 115: "There is no evidence of any influence of reservoir drawdown
during the period of severe drought on the concentrations of
iron or manganese".

The report goes on to state (page 113) that, "This may be because
Quabbin Reservoir is highly oligotrophic and thus could absorb
a major drawdown and recovery cycle without significant impacts
on water quality." The report continues by saying that it is
not known whether the reservoir can experience additional
drawdown and subsequent inundation cycles without some significant
changes in water quality. However, although "The point of lowest
elevation during the drought of the 1960's occurred in 1967,
when a minimum elevation of 495.7 was reached" ..-.."it is
unlikely that they" (future violations of drinking water standards
at shaft 12 directly attributable to reservoir drawdown) 'Vill

occur at reservoir elevations down to 470 feet"

.
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The Interim Technical Report (pages 116-117) predicts reduced
resident and transient times during drawdown, particularly
in the eastern and main branches. Adequate residence time
is a requirement for natural purification of contaminated
augmentation water. Since the most important time for
augmentation is during periods of drawdown, the question
is raised whether residence time will be adequate under
those conditions to purify augmentation water.

Watershed yield and management:
In the Safe Yield Report, Table 17, page 55, the yield per
square mile of Quabbin and Wachusett watershed is listed
as 1.04 MG and 1.15 MG respectively. V.Tiile a portion of
this discrepancy may be attributable to the different
physiography of the two watersheds, it is also indicative
of additional water yield possible from better management of
the Quabbin watershed. The current plan to remove red pine
stands and other actions is estimated to yield in the near
future an additional 10 MGD or more directly to the Quabbin
supply.

V/ater quality:
An analysis should have been carried out to show how low the
reservoir elevation dropped in any month and what water
quality parameters were exceeded in that month. In this
way, an evaluation could be made of the validity of the
490' BCB or other minimum pool levels.

Quabbin-Wachusett Algorithum: Task Force meeting
Regulation of the V/achusett is stated by the consultants
to effect the safe yield. Drawdown below 85% of capacity
is not permitted in the model. There is no substantiation
for this decision and a different management regime at V/achuset
points to a substantially higher safe yield for the system.
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AFTERV/ORD

MDC System Use:

The safe yield model when verified against historical

elevations at Quabbin shows that the fit to actual data is

best when there is no input for MDC system use. Since the

demand figures produced for 1980 and projected for the

subsequent decades of the study period contain substantial

levels of system use, this is a matter of concern. The

explanation of the 50 MOD figure for 1980 system use appears in

Appendix F of the January 1983 Demand Report. It stated that

of the 30.8 MOD, 25.6 is unaccounted-for water. The 21 MOD

projected for each subsequent decade is not explained at all.

It has been suggested by MDC's Marcis Kempe that the MDC system

usage figures are possibly the result of mainsystem and

district meter discrepancy, in other words, not real water.

If MDC system use is actually about 3—^ MGD, also suggested,

then 26 MGD has been mis-applied to 1980 total demand and

16-17 MGD projected forward inappropriately. The result is

that 1980 MDC total water supplied is more likely in the

vicinity of 316 MGD, lower than the levels experience

following the drought of record. Projections in the Demand

Report are that base demand is on the decline.

The estimate of MDC system use must either be substantiated

thoroughly or dropped from the demand projections and the

remainder of the study.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1978, the Metropolitan District Commission's water division
was instructed by the Secrtary of Environmental Affairs to
prepare a comprehensive study of its water needs to the year
2020. The scope of this study was established by the Secretary
under the Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act (MEPA)

.

The Water Supply Citizens Advisory Committee (WSCAC) was
also created by the Secretary to play a full formal advisory
role in the preparation and review of the report.

Pursuant to the MEPA "Scope" , the Metropolitan District
Commission hired consultants to take the following steps:

1. to determine how much water MDC's present and potential
future users would demand in 1990, 2000 and 2020;

2. to estimate to what degree this demand could be reduced
by demand management measures such as leak repair,
conservation education, and better metering;

3. to calculate the safe yield of the existing water system;

4. to determine MDC's future water needs with reference to
the above figures and, should the need figure exceed the
safe yield of the system;

5. to recommend to MDC which of eight proposed methods of
augmentation should be employed, singly or in combination,
to provide the needed water, considering the environmental
impact, cost and social consequences of each proposal.
The Secretary will comment on the recommendations, but
the final decision will rest with the state legislature.

The MDC is now completing the first four steps in this study.
Although the final figures for water needs have not yet been-
formally presented, charts presented to the MDC Commissioners
by the consultants show a safe yield of about 300 million
gallons a day and water "needs, even after conservation, of
359 in 1990, 377 in 2000, and 421 in 2020. These figures are
all hotly disputed, by the Water Supply Citizens Advisory Committee
and by others. (Material relating to the disputed items is
available at the WSCAC office.) Nevertheless it is clear that
the Commission will now proceed to review much more carefully
during the coming months some or all of the eight augmentation
alternatives.

The purpose of this report is to aid in the forthcoming evaluation
by providing a summary of the information now available to us
about each of the augmentation proposals.

The material in these papers derives in large part from the
preliminary consultants' reports and other material available
at our office. Much of it has appeared in some fonn in earlier
newsletters. It has been updated and enlarged with the help
of WSCAC staff, committee members and others. Special thanks
are due to the committee members responsible for representing



some alternatives discussed: Bruce Gullion for the Merrimack,
Malcolm MacGregor for the Plymouth Aquifer, Ann Gannett for the
Sudbury, Henry Waidlich for the Miller's; to the watershed
associations of the Merrimack, Sudbury and Neponset Rivers,
to David Stickel for information on desalinization, and to
the MDC forester Bruce Spencer. The information given is
partial and not intended to be definitive. WSCAC welcomes
comments, criticisms and additions.

WSCAC STAFF REPORTS

^History of the Connecticut River Diversion. February 1980,
Michael DeFalco.

°A Water Supply Survey of Fifteen Mass. Communities Located in
the Connecticut River Valley. July 1980. Sarah Gropen.

<*Report on Indicator Species. January 1979. Marjorie Sackett.

^Supplement to the Indicator Species Report. February 1982,
Douglas Smith.

°Annotated Bibliography of References. July 1980, Cindy Berger.
Appendix 1 included

Appendix 2 August 1980, Cindy Berger.

Appendix 3 May 1981, Bemie Fish.

Appendix 4 March 1982, Elaine Hartman &
Pamela Harvey.

° Predicting Future Water Need. June 1982. R. Hubley, E. Simonson
and A.D. Dawson.

°WSCAC Comments on Planning Area Report. December 1982.

«WSCAC Comments on Sudbury Treatment Plant Draft EIR, Section 4.0
Report. December 1982.

°WSCAC Comments on User Sources-Categories A & B. January 1983.

«WSCAC Comments on Water Demand Projections for the MDC. April 1983.
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THE CONNECTICUT RIVER DIVERSION

One of the Metropolitan District Commission's earliest,
and most controversial, proposals involves diverting water
from the Connecticut River at the Turner's Falls Pool to
the Pumped Storage Reservoir in Northfield Mountain when
certain river flow conditions are met. The water would
then be released to augment Quabbin supplies via a 10-mile
aquaduct emptying into the northern end of the reservoir.

This alternative is unique in that the idea to divert
Connecticut River water originated not primarily for
water supply but rather to fulfill the FERC licensing
requirement that the Northfield Mountain facility
demonstrate "multi-purpose uses". The idea for diversion
was further described in a study by the MDC in 1964 and
was included in the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Northeast
Water Supply Study. Since the idea was incorporated into
the original application for the 1972 federal license,
the Northfield facility was built to make this diversion
possible using Northeast Utilities' pumps. Although this
diversion was authorized by Chapter 766 of the Acts of
1970, opposition to the idea arose among a number of
groups; and in 1978, the Massachusetts House and Senate
passed a resolution against the diversion saying it
should be a last resort. MDC was then directed by EOEA
to do an Environmental Impact Report on the diversion.
This EIR was the source of the present study of all
alternatives of which WSCAC is a part.

Under the 1970 legislation, water diversion can only
occur when Connecticut River flow exceeds 17,000 cubic
feet per second (cfs) at the USGS gauging station at
Montague, Massachusetts. The law also implies that
the taking shall not exceed an average of 375 million
gallons a day over any 3-consecutive-year period.
In theory, the taking could occur during much of the
year, but would be concentrated in spring, with some
fall takings.

Two engineering options for this alternative will be looked
at in the MDC Water Supply-EIR. One will include generating
capacity and one will not. The former option involves
pumping water through an MDC generating facility and generating
power from the falling water, thus reducing energy requirements
from 86 to 58 million kwh/year. Further refinements will
determine water treatment options, tiinnel details and outlet



locations. Also, specific operating regimes coordinated with
power production require further analysis.

Assessment for the Turners Falls Pool and the Connecticut
River downstream of the dam will be quite complex. Power
generation regimes and flood control regulations already
affect streamflow and river stage. The extent of these
effects and their range of variation will need to be modeled.
The effect of proposed diversion must then be superimposed
on current operations to compare its effects to the existing
range of streamflow and river stages. The results of
river stage modeling will be used in assessing floodplain
impacxs, and in determining to what "point" instream impact
studies should be assessed.

One of the more controversial considerations involves the
establishment of the "5% point" in the rivers under study
for diversion. According to contractural agreements,
"information describing life cycle and tolerance thresholds
to changes in the environment of the recommended indicator
species will be compared to water quality parameters to
the point where the diverted water is equal to 5% of the
instantaneous flow." In other words, if 375 mgd were being
diverted, studies would be conducted downstream to the
"point" where 375 mgd is equal to 5% of the flow (or to
a point where river flow is 7500 mgd or 11,600 cfs).

An MDC memorandum (1982) indicates that all effects (and so
the 5% point) would be contained within the Turners Falls
Pool-which would tend to moderate effects of withdrawal.
As a result no impacts will be studied below the dam.
However, due to the limited availability of Northfield pumps
and power and the economic costs, water is pumped to the
top of Northfield Mountain at night when surplus power
is available. According to a computer analysis by Peter
Walford and Lincoln Brower (1979), the regime which would
be least expensive would require pumping during a one-
to three- hour period at night, at a rate of 10,000 to
12,000 cubic feet per second. Therefore, the impacts on
the river system would not be spaced, as had been
previously assumed, over a 24-hour period. The MDC
consultants maintain that impact of such rapid withdrawal
will not extend downstream from the Turners Falls Dam,
but will be confined to the Turners Falls Pool. If this
is the case, and the Turners Falls Pool is to act as
a buffer system at low flows, this would imply that
impacts may be felt throughout the full pool-upstream
as far as the Vernon Dam.



Also, the damping effect of the Turners Falls Pools ceases
when the river's flow exceeds 60,000 cfs and flow becomes
run-of-river. These combined situations would indicate
that the effect of pumping also extends downstream to a point
where 12,000 cfs is 5% of the river flow (or 240,000 cfs) and
effects should be studied further downstream. The issue is
still under discussion.

Two distinct issues arise for the Northfield Alternative:
The effect on the reservoir of introducing lower quality
(Class B) Connecticut River water, and the effect on the
river of lowered water levels. Hydrodynamic modeling and
baseline data will be combined to assess the impacts of this
Connecticut River water on the exceptional drinking water
quality of Quabbin Reservoir. Results of modeling will
also determine whether estuarine impacts and salt-wedge
movements in the river's Connecticut estuary should be
assessed.

In general, assessing the changes in water quality which
may affect the aquatic ecology of the Turners Falls Pool
and downstream reaches of the river will be an involved
process. The MDC feels that a number of questions such
as the potential impacts on anadromous species or the
effects of spring freshets on river bottom cleansing cannot
be addressed analytically because theoretical understanding
of these phenomena is limited. Hence, the consultants will
address these issues by comparing predicted streamflow with
the impacts of normal year-to-year range in variability.

For Quabbin reservoir, the main concerns are:

1. what effects will the possible introduction of new species,
such as lamprey eels or carp, have on sport fishing, and how
effective are possible methods of prevention and control?
(Earlier studies examined both ozonation and chlorination of
the introduced Connecticut River water with the corresponding
costs and ecological effects. However, the potential generation
of carcinogenic compounds, from these treatment processes
and their possible health effects have not been fully assessed.)

2. the degree to which the dilution and residence time in
the reservoir can naturally purify water from the Connecticut
River, which contains pollutants from sewerage, agricultural
runoff, etc.;

3. The possibility of radioactive contamination of the reservoir
from the Vernon Nuclear Power Plant north of Northfield ^fountain;

4. an increase in the amount of mud and sand going into the
reservoir, thus adding to the accumulation of sediments on the
reservoir bottom and thereby hastening the filling in of
Quabbin and the shortening of its lifetime: and,

5. the accelerated eutrophication of Quabbin due to the large
influx of heavily nutrified water. (A 1983 MDC consultants'
report states that each year of diversion would be equivalent
in nutrient contribution to a 4-year drought of record.)
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A few of the potential impacts on the Connecticut River and
its floodplain include:

1 . reduction in deposition of rich minerals on the floodplain
from spring freshet flows-nutrients necessary to the natiiral (1^
fertility of the agricultural soils on the floodplains; ^
2. reduction in the occurrence and extent of vernal pools
produced during flood stage-pools integral to the breeding
and life cycle of a variety of insects and small animals;

3. impacts on the flooding waters which refill groundwater
supplies;

4. impacts on restoration of anadromous fish species, through
interruption of the spring freshwater pulse which triggers
upstream migration of salmon and shad;

5. increased erosion of riverbanks upstream due to increased
water-level fluctuations; and

6. upstream migration of the salt wedge in the estuary from
reduction of fresh flow, resulting in potential deterioration
of the estuary, and saltwater intrusion into municipal and
private wells, especially in the case of Middletown.
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THE MILLERS RIVER/TULLY LAKE DIVERSION

Diversions from the Millers River Basin is another alternative
under consideration to supplement the MDC water supply. This
alternative may actually predate the Northfield diversion as
a serious option. The Millers was first discussed in 196A
by the MDC and later considered by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers in 1969. The concept involves skimming freshet
flow and transferring this flow to Quabbin. Since the Millers
River is a tributary of the Connecticut, diversion could affect
both riverine .systems as well as impact Quabbin water quality.

To fully appreciate the variety of takings considered, an under-
standing of the physical aspects of the basin is necessary.
The Millers River basin drains 390 square miles. Ninety percent
of the system is located in Massachusetts where the basin serves
approximately 60,000 people. The north branch (originating in
New Ipswich, New Hampshire) and the south branch (originating
in Ashbumham, Massachusetts) converge in Winchendon to form
the Millers River. The main stem then flows through the towns
of Templeton, Royalston, Athol, Orange, Erving and Montague.
The Millers discharges to the Connecticut River above the
Turners Falls dam at Gill. At this point, the average flow
entering the Connecticut is 620 cubic feet per second.

Two large tributaries contribute to the flow of the Millers.
The Tully River runs south to enter at Athol, and the Otter
River flows north to join at V/inchendon. The Otter tributary,
which must be considered in any discussion of potential water
quality problems, is located above the proposed diversion site.

Understanding the Millers River diversion is made more difficult
by the diversity of proposals considered over time. What
combination of tributaries could be tapped to provide the most
water with least effect on Quabbin water quality? The two
main factors in deciding where to take water from the Millers
River system were water quality and flow characteristics. As
a result, most preliminary work focused on looking at combinations
of alternatives within the basin.

The Corps of Engineers concentrated their efforts on three
flood skimming schemes:

(1) diversion from the Millers above Athol, yielding 68, h mgd;

(2) diversion from Tully Flood Control Dam outlet works and
Millers River above Athol, yielding 75.8 mgd;



(3) diversion from four tributaries of the Millers River
yielding 48 mgd. This involved damming the Tarbel River^
shuttling the water to Priest Brook, damming Priest Brook
shuttling the water to Long Pond on the East Branch of
the Tully River. A tunnel would run from Tully Dam to
the northern end of the Quabbin Reservoir. A second weir
would also draw water from the West branch of the Tully
River, combining this with tiinnel water.

However, the MDC study considered only the second of these,
(with and without additional water from Tully Lake), for an
average annualized daily yield of 70 mgd. Although conceptual
plans focused on this choice, it is important to keep the
others in mind as future sources if MDC decides it needs more
water. Once diversion has begun, how feasible would it be to
expand these takings?

The diverted water would be skimmed through a grated weir,
treated if necessary, and travel by gravity to Quabbin through
an eight-mile 10-foot-diameter tunnel.

According to the August 1980 Phase I Basic Services Report, flood
skimming would not be feasible diiring all twelve months. The
expected diversion periods would be March, April and May, with
additional takings possible during the Fall. Takings would be
dependent upon two controls which would operate before and
during diversion. First, the Connecticut River at Montague
would have to exceed 17,000 cfs before flood skimming would
be permitted. Secondly, the minimum flows for the Millers below
the intake, developed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, would be
preserved. At a standard rate of 0.2 cubic feet per second
per square mile of watershed, minimum streamflow at Orange
would have to be maintained at 54 cfs. Instantaneous withdrawals
have not yet been calculated.

Various inlet structures, tunnel alignments and outlets are
under consideration, pending further studies.

Major inputs of industrial pollution still plague the Millers
River system, although all receive at least secondary wastewater
treatment. Discharges are primarily from paper mill sources
including those in Templeton (to the Otter tributary) and in
Erving (to the Millers main stem).. Other effluents include
secondarily treated municipal waste from the towns of Gardner,
Winchendon, South Royalston, Athol and Orange. Industrial
discharges to Pond Brook (Gardner) are also important.

The combined effect of these serve to produce water quality
of a lower caliber than the Quabbin Reservoir. The Millers
is predominantly B with the Quabbin listed as A. The river
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fails to meet EPA drinking water standards for turbidity, coliform
bacteria, color, iron, manganese and possibly mercury. Cholorination
and ozonation are water treatments under consideration if this
alternative is chosen. However, no treatment has been specified
for the removal of carcinogenic compounds, documented to exist
in certain areas of the river.

Diversion from the Millers should be considered in relation to
the impact not only on Quabbin but also on the dynamics of
drawdown in the Connecticut River and in the Millers River
itself.

Unlike the pristine water of Quabbin, the Millers River is
laden with suspended and dissolved nutrients as well as other
compounds. The input of these constituents, especially
phosphorus and nitrogen, could lead to an increased rate of
eutrophication in Quabbin, which a 1983 University of Massachusetts
Master's thesis (Kevin Sheehan,p. 82) indicates is at a stae
where any significant increase in nutrients could cause dis-
proportionate increases in nuisance algal growths and reduced
oxygen levels from later decomposition of these algae. The
algae themselves have the potential to not only create odor
and taste problems but also to produce toxins which are harmful
to human health. The MDC system can deal with a problem of
this sort during initial stages only through the addition of
copper sulfate into reservoir water. This kills the algae,
but the decomposition products provide nutrients for an even
larger crop the following year. There is now no method to deal
with toxins. As an example of potential problems, early
in 1982, algae growths arose at Wachusett Reservoir, probably
from the unusually heavy rains and increased nutrient runoff,
and were dealt with in the manner described above.

As well as nutrient input, the diversion could transfer mutagenic
compounds from the Millers to Quabbin. These mutagens, present
in the solid wastes from paper industries have been shown to
genetically impact certain plant species in the river.

Another major concern (one which also arises with the Northfield
alternative) is the probable introduction of carp and lamprey
into the Quabbin reservoir, changing the ecological balance and
affecting the fishing potential of the reservoir and its
tributaries.

A few of the other considerations which have been identified
include

:

(1) effects of reduced flow levels entering the Connecticut
River from the Millers during times of fish migration,

(2) effects of reduced flows on dilution of existing high
pollution levels in Millers,

(3) possible effects of sludge banks in the Millers, located
above the weir from which water will be drawn.
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(4) dovfnstream effects on hydro-electric generating capacity
and on water users,

(5) possible impacts on Corophium acutum , an organism usually
found only in salt water"! Routine sampling of the benthic
inhabitants of Tully Lake turned up Corophium . Additional u-:-

sampling was undertaken in the summer of 1983 to establish
the presence of this organism. Complete analysis of these
samples has not yet been finished.

Since the Millers was originally proposed, its status as
an alternative has undergone many transformations. In addition,
Phase II of the MDC water supply study addresses the Millers
in its section on another alternative: diversions from the
Connecticut River mainstem. . Here the MDC consultants will
study possible augmented offhours-pumping regimes at Northfield
Mountain, whereby MDC-allocated Connecticut River water from
the facility would flow through a power house into the
Millers River and then back into the Connecticut River at
the Turners Falls pool when not diverted to Quabbin. This
could certainly augment the flood potential of the river.

Moreover, the Department of Environmental Management in
cooperation with a basin-wide Citizens' Advisory Board, is
developing a management plan for the river, promoting
its scenic, recreational and aesthetic resources as well
as identifying areas along the river that will be recommended
for protection.. The goal of these efforts is to have the
Millers River designated a Scenic River \mder the provisions
of the Massachusetts Scenic Rivers Program. The management
plan is expected to recommend no diversions and no new dams.

N.H.
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THE MERRIMCK RIVER DIVERSION

Diversion from the Merrimack River is also being studied. As
with the Connecticut River option, the Merrimack is situated in
an interstate basin {70% in New Hampshire, 30% in Massachusetts).
This division compounds the problems arising from area competi-
tion for water with the river's biota and complicates the
decision-making process.

The Merrimack River Basin covers close to 5,010 square miles.
It is defined by 6 sub-basins, including the Concord and
Massachusetts segments of the Nashua. (Twelve rivers in
these two Massachusetts section have been nominated to the
Department of Environmental Management as "scenic rivers".)
It originates in the White Mountains of central New Hampshire,
flows southeast through a variety of topographic and hydrological
conditions to the hills of northeast Massachusetts, before
turning northeast to establish its estuary in the Salisbury/
Newburyport area of Massachusetts. The portion in Massachusetts
is the Commonwealth's second largest river.

The river satisfies a variety of needs for the basin's 1.5
million inhabitants. Farming and forestry are still important
activities in the central and northern sections of the basin.
Due to rejuvenation of the fishing industry by the hard work
of Federal and State agencies and private citizens, many now
enjoy the sport of shad fishing below the Lawrence dam, as
well as fishing for largemouth bass, perch and sunfish in the
upper reaches. Athlantic salmon have been reintroduced into
the river at great expense; so have alewives. Further downstream,
Boston's urban and suburban growth have found room for expansion
in the formerly mill-based industrialized sections of the main
stem. The Massachusetts section also acts as a municipal water
source for the towns of Lowell, Lawrence, No. Andover, Andover
and Methuen. Haverhill is considering its use, and Tewksbury,
which originally planned to draw water from the Merrimack River
throu^its own treatment plant, is presently considering tying
into the Lowell water district, also a direct user. Approximately
135,000 people in Massachusetts depend directly or indirectly
on water from the river.

The Merrimack has a history of major water takings and inter-
ventions, including close to 350 impoundments built along its
waterways, which interfere with the hydrologic cycle. The
Essex Company with a hydro-electric facility on the Lawrence
dam, is concerned about losing power. FERC has recently approved
another facility at Lowell.
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Diversions from the basin are also quite numerous, including
three out-of-basin MDC transfers: direct transfer out of the
Sudbury (a branch of the Concord) during times of emergency;
transfer of water from a branch of the Nashua River into the
MDC Wachusett reservoir; and the transfer into Boston Harbor
of wastewater effluent from Framingham, Natick and Ashland.
The net out-of-basin transfer by the MDC has been estimated at
100 million gallons per day. The MDC is also presently
considering much larger takings from the "SuAsCo" basin as
described in the section on the Sudbury River. Worcester
also diverts water from its Holden Reservoir (part of the
Merrimack's Nashua River Basin) to the Blackstone River
basin.

The MDC is considering several different methods of expanding
its transfers, including year round taking and flood skimming,
this time directly from the main stem of the river. These
takings were originally examined in the Northeast Water Supply
Study done by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. However,
the draft 1973 report stated that the "...use of the river
to meet immediate needs... does not appear to offer an alternative
from either an economic or public health standpoint. .. .the
Merrimack River is often characterized as one of the ten
most polluted rivers in the United States." This situation
resulted from major discharges of municipal and industrial
wastes. Hov/ever, as the basiris inhabitants worked on river
improvements, through the addition of secondary waste

-

treatment facilities and other measures, the potential of the
Merrimack to supply more drinking water has been realized.

A new England River Basin Commission 1978 report on the Merrimack
stated that many towns in the basin may outgrow the capacity
of their present water supply systems by 2020. Other areas
outside the basin feel that they may experience the same pressures,
and are looking to the Merrimack system as a potential source.
The state of New Hampshire is already considering two-out-of-
basin transfers from the towns of Alston and Hooksett to its
southeast section. The question arises as to the cumulative
impact on the riverine system of all such activities from
both New England states.

During Phase I, MDC consultants studied flood skimming for an
average annualized daily yield of 70 mgd. The skimming would
occur on a 24 -hour basis between the months of December through
June. Phase II will study the potential to withdraw up to
210 mgd (or the total amount which can be diverted without
construction of upstream reservoirs) to meet these needs. The
option would involve withdrawal from the river near Tyngsboro

,

Massachusetts, treatment of the water and conveyance to user
communities in the northern portion of the system via existing
facilities. Finfish and benthos studies were completed in
1982; a streamflow model will be developed in 1983.
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Many environmental concerns have been expressed with regard
to these futiire potential takings, including the following
possible problems:

(1) deleterious effects on a wintering area for the bald eagle-
the only such area in eastern Massachusetts,

(2) effects on Plum Island, where two-thirds of the land has
been set aside by the Federal Government for migratory wildlife
refuges, from impacts on floodplain successional communities and
the wildlife populations dependent upon them,

(3) changes in the salt wedge of the estuary, and effects on
shellfish beds in Salisbtory and Newburyport,

(4) loss of dilution and consequent increase in cost for meeting
water quality standards,

(5) impact on the habitats (breeding and nesting sites) of rare
and endangered species that may exist in the affected area,

(6) increases in summer water temperatures as flow is reduced,
changing oxygen concentrations and stressing fish,

(7) effect on dilution of sewage from treatment plants,

(8) will the loss of freshet affect anadromous fish homing
abilities especially of Atlantic salmon and American Shad?

(9) will flood skimming affect distribution of estuarine organisms,
benthic and finfish communities?

(10) effect of two hydropower facilities-one to be built in Lowell
and one in Lawrence-both below t:he proposed out-take.
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THE SUDBURY RIVER DIVERSIONS

Another of the alternatives being studied is diversion of water
from the upper Sudbury River in eastern Massachusetts. This
proposal has a complicated history, and is made even more
complex by bifurcation. Two separate studies are now going
on regarding this option: one as part of the Water Supply
(WSCAC) Study, the other a separate MDC study of a lesser
taking and a water treatment plant.

The Sudbury River is a branch of the Concord, itself a branch
of the Merrimack River. Its source is the Westboro Cedar
Swamp, designated an Area of Critical Environmental concern
by EOEA Secretary in the 1970' s. It flows for 36 miles
through the towms of Westborough, Hopkinton, Framingham,
Sudbury, Concord, Wayland, Ashland and Lincoln, in a complicated
pattern dictated by a history of repeated glaciation and
relocation of the stream. Along its banks and the banks of the
Concord are 7 miles of Federal and State wildlife refuges,
including the Federal "Great Meadows" National Wildlife
Refuge's 3,000 acres, one of only 5 staffed national wildlife
refuges in New England.

The river may influence the water supply of Sudbiiry, Wayland,
Concord, Bedford and possibly other towns including Billerica,
which takes approximately 3 million gallons per day directly
from the Concord. The Sudbxiry is relatively unpolluted, but
its waters help dilute treated wastes flowing into the Concord,
five plants on the Assabet (another tributary) and several other
"point" sources of pollution. (The whole system is often called
the "SuAsCo" River Basin—Sudbury, Assabet and Concord Rivers.)
The area is of historic interest (imagine the "rude bridge that
arched the flood" without the flood?). The Sudbury Valley
floodplain is relatively undeveloped. It is used extensively
by fishers and boaters, on an annual basis of approximately
10,000 or more users/hour and 20,000 visits.

The city of Boston first obtained rights to take water under
the Sudbury River Act of 1872 and other special acts. By 1898,
a series of 3 reservoirs were established in the upper watershed,
and water pumped into the MDC system. Since 1968, however, the
river has been used to supplement MDC supplies during MDC break-
downs and in periods of drought or extremely high peak demand.
Under the Safe Drinking Water Act, its water cannot be regularly
used without treatment because of turbidity and odor problems.



Since 197^, MDC has been considering reactivating this source.
A study by C.E. Maguire in 1975 suggests that the river could
yield i-5mgd, utilizing the 75 -mile upper Sudbury watershed and
constructing a 125 mgd water treatment facility near the
Sudbury Reservoir Dam #1 and two 60-inch transmission mains.
Water would pass from the Framingham Reservoir No. 1 to the
Sudbury Reservoir, be treated and then discharged to the MDC
Weston aquaduct. In 1980, costs were estimated at $580/mg/yr.
This option, called Allocation Plan C, is being studied as
part of the MDC water supply study of which WSCAC is a part.

The other option, being studied separately, is known as
Allocation Plan E, based on a later C.E. Maguire study in
1979. Utilizing only the 22.3 square mile watershed contributing
directly to Sudbury Reservoir, this option would yield almost
22 mgd in an average runoff year and would require a 30 mgd
treatment plant near the Reservoir. Estimated cost in 1980
was $210 mgd/yr.

In 1980, the State MEPA Unit agreed to allow the two Allocation
Plans to be treated in two separate Environmental Impact Reports
although WSCAC and the SCAC have continually expressed their
opinion that the studies should be combined. The MDC is
interested however, in immediate use of the river, and it
knows that the Water Supply Study will take several years
to complete. The consultants were to coordinate their efforts:
the Plan C consultant, Wallace Floyd Associates^ would supply
data on projected water needs and demand management to the
Plan E consultant. Parsons Brinkerhoff Quade & Douglas (and
Interdisciplinary Environmental Planning, Inc. its subcontractor,
which in turn would supply information to V/FA on the environ-
mental impact of the smaller taking. Parsons Brinkerhoff '

s

task is to study existing streamflow conditions in the Sudbury
and Concord river system, prepare a computer model to simulate
the 22 mgd withdrawal and compare it with streamflow requirements
for groundwater resources (wells), pollutant dilution, riverside
wetlands and the ecology of the Refuge. In addition, WFA has,
as part of the larger study, done additional water quality
fieldwork upstream qf Dam #1. However, information from the
smaller taking will still be relied on to determine downstream
effects of the larger taking (45 mgd).

Coordination between the consultants has been made difficult by
the differing study schedules. WFA will not finish its studies
until 1984. Meantime, Parsons Brinkerhoff has completed the
smaller study, and hopes to release a preliminary draft EIR in
late November 1983. The final draft EIR should be released
in January, 1984, and the final EIR in mid-April 1984.

The pilot water treatment plant has been built at the Sudbury
Reservoir below the Dam in Southborough. The plant was designed
to provide information for establishing a treatment process
for water from the reservoir including chemicals needed and



waste generated. Withdrawal was set at one percent of the
average proposed for the full-scale treatment plant. Results
from a computer simulation using the elevations proposed by
the MDC indicate that an average of 17 mgd can be provided
by a treatment plant having a peak capacity of 40 mgd. An
engineering study based on the pilot treatment plant data
estimates that the cost will be approximately $450 per million
gallons.

Citizens in the area have indicated a number of concerns,
including the following:

(1) effects of diversion of spring flows (those waters which
benefit and maintain the marshes ) . If the elevations
reached are as important as the duration of the high water
for wetlands and wildlife purposes, what will be the effects
on spawning areas and waterfowl habitats?

(2) The flushing of deposited nutrients and decaying matter
which prevents the marshes from silting in and succeeding to
upland vegetation. How much will previously flooded acreage
be reduced by a reduction in flow and volume? How will
rare plants and animals along the waterway be affected?
Are potential fish kills due to lack of oxygen and algal blooms
likely to occur?

(3) The water quality effects posed by the Nyanza dump
upstream of Sudbury Reservoir #1 and #2. A DEQE report
indicated high concentrations of mercury, lead, and
chromium in the sediments of Reservoir #2; also a plume
of groundwater with many heavy metals and organics is
apparently migrating from the site north to the Sudbury River.
The Division of Hazardous Waste concludes that although
water quality problems have improved somewhat over the last
few years, serious sediment and also biological impacts
definitely persist. Will the toxic metals and chemicals
be further mobilized due to the dynamics of lowered acid
rain run-off? What will the changes be in streamflow
dynamics as a result of diversion?

(4) What will the effect be on municipal supplies and
wells, e.g. on Billerica which draws water directly from
the Sudbury-Concord River system.

(5) The Sudbury River system presently does not meet Class B
standards consistently throughout the year (due to non-point
and point source pollutional discharges, elevated pesticide
levels above Wash Brook, and high bacterial counts through
Framingham, etc.). To what extent will these conditions be
exacerbated by water withdrawals?
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(6) The Great Meadows Wildlife Refuge, one of New England's
few such federal units, depends upon the Sudbury River's
flows. The water elevations described as desirable for
the Refuge by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service are significantly
higher than those proposed by the MDC. If these lower elevations
result from the diversion, how much will the wildlife be damaged?

A final consideration must emphasize the role of the , Sudbury
River as a tributary in the larger Merrimack River basin.
The potential impact that present and future water takings
from the Sudbury River may have on the water quality of the
Merrimack River should be studied in detail. In this context,
it must be understood that 100 million gallons per day is
already transferred out of the Merrimack watershed from a
branch of the Nashua River into the MDC Wachusett reservoir.
Any events occurring in the Sudbury will realize effects
on the do^^stream areas of the larger basin.
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THE PLYMOUTH AQUIFER DIVERSION

The MEPA scope requires study of "groundwater and surface water
in user communities, possible future user communities, metropol-
itan Boston and Plymouth County." Out of this diverse array
have emerged two distinct areas of study: abandoned water sources
in the Boston area (discussed eleswhere) and the Plymouth- Carver
Aquifer. The latter has the distinction of being considerably
outside the area of most of the MDC water study, being located
some 50 miles southeast of Boston, perhaps 15 miles south of the
furthest existing MDC line. The aquifer is, however, a major
possible water supply source and proposals for its development
present interesting scientific, political and environmental issues

The groundwater sources of the aquifer were studied by the United
States Geological Survey as part of the Army Corps of Engineers
vast "NEWS" study. In its 1969 Feasibility Report, the COE
proposed development of a total of 40 mgd from the aquifer to
meet 1990 needs of North Plymouth and Bristol Counties. In 1977
studies, the Corps evaluated the potential to export 210 mgd
to the MDC system. The hydrology of the aquifer was studied
by the USGS in 1974 (Williams & Tasker) . Water quality was
studied as part of the Southeastern New England ("SENE") study
in 1973 (Frimpter). The Plymouth Conservation Commission has
conducted fxirther studies at its own cost.

According to the Phase I Report of the MDC consultant (Technical
Memoranda Appendix E p. 55), most (52%) of the aquifer lies
beneath Plymouth. The rest occupies adjacent parts of Wareham,
Carver, Bourne & Kingston townships. The materials are primarily
sand and gravel deposits, with a high development potential. The
flow of the aquifer is from Northwest to Southeast, towards the
sea. All the high points are in Plymouth, whence the water flows
into other communities. Problems include a low recharge rate
and water quality, especially levels of iron and manganese which
would require treatment. The Phase I study indicated that
facilities required to pump , treat and convey 70 mgd of this
water to the MDC Dorchester Tunnel would involve 55 wells, a
treatment plant, a 5,000 Hp piomp plant, a 5 million gallon
reservoir and several hundred thousand feet of pipeline. During
Phase II, the consultant has completed but not yet released studie;
on: the impact to groundwater withdrawal on receiving lakes,
rivers, wells and salt water barriers, estimated safe yields,
water quality data, and "alternative delivery points to existing
MDC system or present/future Norfolk or north Plymouth county
user commiinities. " This last leaves open the possibility of
using the aquifer to supply nearby communities which might
otherwise have to go onto the MDC system, as an alternative to
pumping the water to Boston.
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The aquifer contains about 5^0 billion gallons of water with
a recharge rate of 43 billion gallons per year (120 mgd) . It
is intimately connected with about 200 ponds and 8 rivers, as
well as local wells now pumping 24 mgd-almost all of which is
returned to the ground. The COE 1977 report determined the
aquifer had a safe yield of 300 mgd—2.5 times the average
daily recharge. MDC consultants recommend a yield of only 3%
of this amount.

The relationship of the aquifer to the ponds and cranberry
bogs in the area is the critical factor in determining the
amount of water which can safely be withdrawn for export.
Many of the ponds are large and shallow. Even a modest draw-
down could affect their trophic state. The bogs reside in
the upper 1 to 2 feet of the aquifer: Any drawdown can cause
a financial hardship for the grower since he will have to
piimp large volumes of water to sustain his crop.

To evaluate the impact, the consultant developed a ground-
water computer model and simulated the effect of withdrawals up
to 70 mgd. These showed that even a 20- mgd withdrawal would
produce a 20% reduction in total stream flow. Applying the
20 mgd figure to a specific wellfield configuration in the
area of Myles Standish State Forest, the consultant discovered
that 18 ponds would experience at least a five-foot drop in
groundwater level; several would turn into wetlands. This
impact could damage portions of the habitat for the Plymouth
red-bellied turtle, federal and state-listed endangered species.
The consultant therefor undertook studies of the impacts of
15 and 10 mgd regimes as well, to be completed in 1983. A
concurrent analysis and modelling of the Plymouth Aquifer
was initiated this year by the USGS-one of a series of river
basin studies undertaken through Chapter 800 of the Acts of
1979. The study is estimated to be completed within 2-^ years.

Local interest in the issue is high. Eight years ago the
Plymouth Conservation Commission began a eutrophication study
of ten ponds in town. This study is completed, but the Commission
is still doing localized aquifer studies around various ponds.
Simultaneously with these studies the Conservation Commission
undertook a study to obtain base-line chemical and biological
data for 41 additional ponds in town. Resxilts from these studies
indicate a severe problem with phosphate pollution in most of
the ponds studied. To pin down the source of this phosphate
pollution, the Conservation Commission undertook a comprhensive
aquifer study, mapped the groundwater contours, using USGS
data and additional seismic shots, and determined the interaction
between the ponds and the aquifer. It became obvious during
this study that the excessive phosphates found in the upper
ten to fifteen feet of the aquifer came from septic systems.
These results intiated the development of an aquifer protection
bylaw and revised Board of Health regulations. The aquifer
protection bylaw establishes circles of about 500 -foot diameter
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around the wells and areas upgradient from circles to the
"high points" of the groundwater. ^In these areas residential
development is restricted to acre-sized lots and in addition
many uses are prohibited. New health board regulations provide
for 150 -foot setbacks for septic systems upgradient of ponds
and wells, as well as regulations on private wells. This form
of health regxilation is apparently unique.

Recent serious water shortages in Brockton have led that city
to look far afield for water. This, coupled with the MDC search
for water, has caused great concern and led to the formation
of an aquifer coalition between Plymouth, Wareham and Bourne
(Carver has been invited) . The coalition proposed amendments
to the Plymouth Aquifer Protection Bylaw to protect areas
upgradient of well sites in Wareham and Bourne) and prevent
serious pollution.

A recent proposal by the Old Colony Planning Council and EOEA
to establish a semi-autonomous southeast regional water
commission has prompted a much more dramatic response. The
Plymouth Selectmen have established a task force of town officials
who have relayed their concerns to Secretary Bewick in hopes
of becoming a party to any legislation being written. This
task force submitted an article which was passed by the annual
town meeting to fund the establishment of an interactive
computer model to assess any insults to the quality or
quantity of the town's aquifer. This model is the first
of its kind and will be an invaluable planning tool for
preserving the aquifer for future generations. The town is
now negotiating with the USGS regarding its contribution to
the USGS proposal to study the aquifer under a grant from
the state Ch. 800 fimds.
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INCREASED USE OF LOCAL SOURCES

As an alternative to interbasin transfers of water, the MDC
water study will consider use of other available sources in
MDC user communities and the metro-Boston area. In Phase I

of the study, the consultant looked at the potential use of
abandoned and reserve sources in MDC user communities as well
as unused surface waters in eastern Massachusetts not located
in the Metropolitan Water District. The Phase II contract
has specified further study of (A) eight abandoned or reserve
sources identified as most feasible in Phase I, plus part
of the Neponset Aquifer; (B) groundwater available to present
or eligible MDC users; and (C; ground/surface waters in other
potential future user communities. Engineering, environmental
and public health issues will be evaluated in determining
reactivation of old supplies or the introduction of new ones.

Category A

Phase I focused on information in the U,S. Army Corps of
Engineers 1980 Coffin and Richardson Report. This report
reviewed only 46 sources formerly used by MDC communities.
When these communities joined the MDC system they were
required by section 16 of the Massachusetts General Laws
Chapter 92 to stop using these supplies.

Twenty-one of these forty-six sites were selected by the Corps
as "potentially feasible" to reactivate, with nine listed as
being "practical". Seven of the nine are located in eastern
Massachusetts; one of these (upper Sudbury watershed) is
being studied as a separate alternative. The other eight
sources selected are :

Dedham Avenue, Needham
Newton Water Works, Needham and Newton
Charles River Wells, Waltham
Rosemary Brook, Wellesley
Chicopee River Canal, Chicopee
Cooley Brook and Morton Brook Reservoir, Chicopee
Lake Cochituate Wells, Framingham
Buckmaster Pond, Westwood

The potential yield of the 8 sites is close to 31 million gallons
per day, with an estimated total cost of reactivation of $43.2
million. This wciild translate into $1,400,000 per million
gallons per day, or, an initial investment cost of 63?: for
each of the 2.23 million present MDC water users. According
to the Corps report, on a yearly basis, the water will cost
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$391 per million gallons. The current cost of MDC water is
$240 per million gallons.

In the Corps report, eleven other potable sources were identified
as "potentially feasible" , but were ruled out by the Corps
due to "excessive" costs. The Corps chose a cut-off cost of
$480 per million gallons to separate the 9 practical sources
from the ^^ impractical supplies. These 11 sources have a
potential yield of 44.7 mgd at an investment cost of $1,863,000
per million gallons or about 840 per MDC water user. The
average yearly cost would be $588 per mgd.

Categories B and C

From a DEQE inventory of untapped groundwater supplies within
15 miles of the state house, the consultant will consider
the following sources:

1. Aquifer located in Canton near the Beaver Meadow area, south
and east of Reservoir Pond;

2. Aquifer located in Canton north of Reservoir Road;

3. Aquifer located in Lynnfield south side of Ipswich River,
marshy area;

4. Aquifer located in Wilmington, marshy area between Wilmington
and North Wilmington;

5. Aquifer extending from Morses Pond in Wellesley to Stigmatine
Fathers' land in Dover;

6. South branch of Neponset Aquifer in Canton east of Route 95;

7. Aquifer located in southwest portion of Cutler Park within
Dedham;

8. Aquifer located in Newton on east side of Charles river
near Waltham/Newton corporate boundary; and,

9. Cutler Park area east side of Charles River within Newton.

Under "C" the following ten groundwater and surface yields
within the bounds of all other potential future users*
will be examined:

1 . Aquifer located partially in Rutland near the Rutland
State Park area;

2. Cleveland Pond located in the Ames Nowell State Park in
Abington, adjacent to the town of Brockton;

Potential users are those communties with a projected deficit
who may need MDC water.



3. Aquifer located in Hudson near the Assabet River just west
of Boons Pond, near the town's "Kane" wellfield;

4. Boons Pond located in Hudson/Stow;

5. Fort Meadow Reservoir on the Hudson/Marlborough Corporate
boundary

;

6. Wekepeke Brook Supply in Clinton;

7. Lubber Brook Supply in Clinton;

8. The Ellis Station Supply in Norwood;

9. The Pine Street/Johnson Street Wells in Peabody; and,

10 The proposed Kennedy-two wellfield in Acton.

For this selection, only existing sources of information
and interviews with communities were tapped.

Evaluation will be made of the chemical and biological parameters
and testing will be done as necessary. Engineering studies will
be performed to determine pumps, pipes and water treatment nec-
essary. Some questions regarding protection of the groundwater
sources will also be considered. For example, will the 400-foot
radius of protected land now required by state law to maintain
water quality in the wells be adequate protection, with the
pumping regimes proposed?

As the study progresses, criteria will be developed upon
which final selection of sources will be made. These criteria
will include cost estimates, engineering feasibility, treatment
facilities necessary and the potential ecological effects of
drawdown

.

Once these sources have been selected, according to the criteria
developed by the consultant, source output will be integrated
into the safe yield model of the MDC system. This model will
reflect potential reduction of demand on the MDC system due
to the use or reuse of the user sources discussed above.

A number of questions have arisen regarding the limits of the
study of user sources, for example, the limited nxjmber of
sources in each category which will be studied. Also, the
Corps report looked only at potable sources. It appears that
possible non-potable sources within 10 miles of the state house
are not being looked at thoroughly. The study is directed ^

at identifying possible customers for non-potable water and
then matching these users to a local non-potable source, rather
that developing a detailed listing of non-potable sources and
their capacities and then matching customers to them.

In utilizing the Corps report, it is also important to remember
that water supplies were designated practical for reactivation
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on the basis of general information and comparison with a large
number of sources. No in-depth analysis of individual supplies
was made. None were rejected as impractical from environmental
constraints or downstream-flow requirements. Flow requirements
are a very important consideration, for activation of these
local supplies (as with most of the other alternatives under
consideration) would transfer the water eventually to the MDC
sewer system which empties into Boston Harbor.

Neponset Aquifer

The Neponset Aquifer is very large, and sections are being
studied under each of the three categories. However, no modeling
of the aquifer will be done. Located south and east of Boston,
it is approximately 6 miles long by 2 miles wide, and reaches
to a depth of 150 feet. The main stem runs southwest to north-
east and contains over 90 billion gallons of stored water.
Ninety-five square miles of surface area recharge the aquifer,
with a capacity close to 23% of Quabbin's. U.S.G.S. data and
information from the Neponset Conservation Association put
estimates of "recoverable water" from 25 to 50 million gallons
per day.

According to a Massachusetts Water Resource Commission 1973
study, some areas of the aquifer are suitable for large
capacity wells. Already, four of the seven towns overlying
the aquifer (Quincy, Canton, Westwood and Dedham) , plus
several industries, are tapping its waters.

Projections for all communities in the basin to the year 1990
appear in the 1978 EOEA Massachusetts Water Policy Statement.
For summer water takings, studies show that needs will exceed
current capacity for all towns. Many of these towns are
therefore hoping to draw on the aquifer or to tap into the
MDC system.

The potential of the Neponset Aquifer to sustain future use
by basin communities appears good for most of the year. However,
during peak demand, flow in summer may not be adequate. Withdrawal
over the rate of recharge during these times could lower the
water table, changing the characteristics of the wetlands.
Storage reservoirs would tend to buffer these effects, but so
far no favorable locations have been foiind. Modeling the aquifer
would provide more accurate data to answer these questions
effectively. Augmentation of water supplies in the Neponset
valley from any source will tend to worsen the serious overloading
of MDC trunk sewerlines there which are causing wet-weather
overflows in the suburbs and gross pollution of Boston harbor.
Several law suits have been brought, about the present overloads.

A local organization, the Neponset Conservation Association, has
been meeting regularly since 1965 to look more closely -at the
vfhole situation. A recognition by the group of the aquifer's
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importance for the area has led the Association to develop a
proposal to protect the area and the aquifer's potential
as a major resource. In 1981, the Neponset Conservation
Association petitioned the Executive Office of Environmental
Affairs to designate the Neponset River Basin as an Area
of Critical Environmental Concern. This ACEC designation
would not itself prohibit development but would insure that
all proposed development plans would be closely analyzed
under the Massachusetts Environmental Impact Report law
to determine effects on the long-term usage of the aquifer.

How might use of this source affect demand by local communities
on the MDC system? In answering this question, it is important
to look at the aquifer's location with respect to communities
which might use it. Three of these (Quincy, Milton and Dedham)
are "10 milers" (those which must be accepted into the MDC
system on request). Canton and Norwood are "15 milers" (those
which may be admitted if reasonable supply is available).
Arguably, these communities may lack incentive to develop
the Neponset as a regional system, and in so doing supply
themselves and protect the aquifer for future use. Nevertheless,
use of the Neponset aquifer-or any of the other sources being
studied-will have the net effect of reducing reliance on MDC
supplies, whether on a regular or auxiliary basis. There
are also other benefits of bringing these local sources on line.
The MDC system would be expanded from, in essence, a single
to a multiple source, providing greater protection of our
water supply. The fact that these sources would be within
the towns which draw from them could promote conservation
and resource protection.

) ^



DESALINIZATION/DEMINERALIZATION

Desalinization, an alternative in the Water Supply Environmental
Impact Study, has been considered previously in both the Mass-
achusetts EOEA Water Supply Policy Statement, May 1978, and in
the Northeast Water Supply Study by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers. Phase 1 of the MDC Water Supply Environmental
Impact Report, which examined only the removal of salt from
seawater by a multi-stage flash distillation plant, concluded
that desalinization was too energy intensive. Water costs
were estimated to be on the order of seven times greater than
the next most expensive alternative, and environmental impacts
were seen as excessive. Although the MDC recommended that
the alternative be dropped from further study, the Secretary
of Environmental Affair's comments on Phase I activities for
the Water Supply EIR stated that, "...should significant advances
in desalinization technology be made in the future, this would
serve as a basis for reconsideration of the option by MDC".
The technology of desalting is complex and has been subject
to many improvements and developments since these earlier
statements were made. This newsletter attempts to explain
the intricacies of this alternative as well as applications
and options not considered previously in the Water Supply-EIR.

Separation of salt from water can be accomplished through two
different types of processes: (1) removing the salt component
in a separate phase either through boiling or freezing or
(2) filtering water through special membranes.

The first option, which is historically the oldest, has evolved
into a process called multi-stage flash distillation (MSF).
The MSF process involves heating water under pressure. The
water is then flashed in series through 20 to 40 stages of
successively lower pressures. The steam is condensed, and
the residual heat recycled. Between 5 to 15 pounds of water
is produced for each pound of steam used in the first stage.
Modifications of the earlier procedures have reduced some of
the problems of corrosion and prohibitive energy costs
previously associated with desalinization.

The second process involves two types of membrane filtration:
either electrodialysis or reverse osmosis. With electrodialysis

,

water flows between alternately placed cation (positive) and
anion (negative) permeable membranes. A DC current provides
the force for the migration of ions through these membranes.
Salts flowing through the "membrane stacks" are removed or
concentrated in alternate passages. Reverse osmosis, on the
other hand, uses pressure to pump water through a salt impermeable
membrane. Energy input is usually lower than for either MSF
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or electrodialysis. MSF was selected for study in Phase 1

because over 80% of the desalting plants in the world over
1 million gallons per day in size were of the MSF type. Since
the review, however, advances in development have produced
better membranes, making the reverse osmosis and electrodialysis
methods much more attractive.

The electrodialysis method has improved dramatically. For
example, Ionics, a firm in Watertown, Massachusetts with
over 25 years' experience in the membrane-filtration method, has
built over three hundred installations throughout the world
which remove salts from potable water supplies. In the
United States alone, they have installed about fifty systems
for drinking water purposes (including a small facility at
the Massachusetts Turnpike rest area in Charlton) varying
in size from 500 gallons per day to over 3,000,000 GPD. An
electrodialysis plant in Coupeville, Washington treats water
contining 365 mg/liter of total dissolved solids at a cost
of only 75.40 per thousand gallons of water-only 3 times
the MDC wholesale rate to members, and well below the $4.46
per 1000 gallons cited in the Water Supply Phase I report
for desalting seawater. The Washington situation was determined
unique in that it demonstrated that electrodialysis can be
economically utilized to bring water having relatively low
total dissolved solids into conformance with drinking water
standards

.

Two 1983 reports are also hopeful. Desalinization Technology ;

Report on the State of the Art , prepared by Bechtel for the
California Water Commissioners, recommends that California
consider desalinization as a viable alternative. For water
having less than 1500 ppm (parts per million) total desoived
solids, a form of electrodialysis called EDR was recommended;
above that amount, reverse osmosis was preferred. The second
report, by A.D. Little, named cost figures for brackish water
treatment of $.70 - $1.40 for electrodialysis, $.50 - $1.50
for reverse osmosis. This report entitled, World-Wide Outlook
for Desalinization Through 1990 . was released in April 1983.

These figures suggest a means of augmenting local supplies which
has not been fully investigated in the water supply study; the
demineralization of slightly brackish water or groundwater
and wells contaminated with either sodium, iron or manganese.
The February 1980 Corps of Engineers report on abandoned and
reserve water supplies in MDC user communities, listed 7
sources considered contaminated by sodium and therefore not
fully useable. Evidently, the cost of purifying these types
of water sources is significantly less than the cost of desalting
seawater. Therefore , these local sources should not be eliminated
without further review.



Another interesting development concerns the research on coupling
of alternative sources of power with the desalting units, to
reduce energy costs. The Office of Water Research Technology,
in conjunction with a number of U.S. firms, has looked at the
application of wind energy systems for brackish-water desalin-
ization. Studies have also analyzed the potential application
of solar energy, as a supplemental power source. Preliminary
research results have indicated that even further reductions
are expected in the costs of desalting.

In addition to desalting units for medium to large scale systems,
"within" home units are also available. These units average
$400 - 1400 and can demineralize the water and remove to some
extent chlorinated hydrocarbons.

In light of the technological advances and changes in cost
effectiveness, desalinization should be reconsidered as an
alternative. Its application to the treatment of a wider
range of sources (brackish water, contaminated wells etc.)
also needs further evaluation. Desalination has the capacity,
not only to bring more sources on line, but to reduce present
and future dependence on the MDC system.



WATERSHED MANAGEMENT TO INCREASE RUNOFF

In drinking-watersheds , trees compete with people in their
consumption of water. Therefore, MDC is studying the potential
of increasing the safe yield of its system by managing vegetative
cover on its watershed lands, thus increasing runoff into the
reservoirs. The scope of the MDC study includes "alternative
methods of establishing and maintaining each of three categories
of cover: low density forest cover, grass/shrubcover , and stone
mulch cover" and also conducting hydrologic analyses to assess
yield of this alternative and estimate annual costs. Since the
MDC consultant has yet to prepare any published reports relating
to this task, we can only guess at the possible scope and
conclusions by discussing some of the literature'' on watershed
management and the current and proposed MDC programs. None
of the above includes stone mulch, an extreme method of covering
open areas with tons of blasted stone, generally applied only
in arid areas. Therefore, that method will not be discussed
here at all.

Although the watershed management literature may be relevant
to many other areas, the MDC study will cover only the lands
owned by MDC. The Quabbin, Ware and Wachusett watersheds
total 225,681 acres. MDC owns about 119,000 of that, but
29,200 of their acres are reservoir. Of the 81,000 acres of
land which the Commission owns, it estimates that 68,000 are
potentially manageable under this program—plus perhaps
5,000 acres in the Sudbury River watershed, for which a program
is being separately developed.

Total Watershed
Area (acres)

MDC owned Area
(acres)

Manageable Area
(acres)

Quabbin

Ware

94,040

62,720

Wachusett 68,921

56,000

20,000

5,800

46,000

17,000

5,000

Totals 225,681 81,800 68,000

* does not include 25,000 acres of Reservoir

**does not include 4,200 acres of Reservoir

1 cited at the end of this section
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Forest management emphasizes a combination of two techniques:
reducing leaf cover in order to lower the amount of water lost
to plant absorption/evaporation and replacing vegetation with
species that use less water. The increase in water yield
for the MDC system is uncertain, but the Commission's manage-
ment goal is to increase yields by four billion gallons a year
close to 11 million gallons a day—a ^0% increase in water
yields over natural forest conditions. (The studies on water
yields are discussed in the End Note.)

Like most watershed owners, MDC manages its lands for other
purposes than the dominant goal of protecting water supplies:
in its Water Conservation Report of October 1979, it describes
the Quabbin as a forest reserve, a wildlife sanctuary contain-
ing several rare and endangered species, a research area
and a recreational park. In addition, the Quabbin and Ware
reservation are protected by Ch. 737 of the Acts of 1972,
establishing the purpose of conserving the "wilderness, watershed
and reservoir character" of those areas. Section 2 states
that "the natural ecology of the district shall be naintained,
and it shall be conserved in its present degree of wilderness
character and shall be protected in its flora and fauna in
all reasonable ways to assure the balanced wildlife habitat...."
Management of the MDC lands reflects the Commission's interpre-
tation of these diverse goals.

During the first 3 decades, from the 1930s to 1962, management
of the lands consisted mostly of red pine plantings to promote
reforestation of open fields and to repair the hundred-plus
acres stripped for the construction of the dams. Tree planting
was then considered to offer the best kind of cover to reduce
erosion and subsequent sediment load washing into the reservoir;
and conifers were preferred because they do not "shed" so much
foliage. Thinking has changed somewhat since then. The Patrie
& Evans article suggests that dangerous erosion does not result
from clearing of land so much as from later abuse by overgrazing,
etc. MDC believes the worst erosion problems have been caused
by the old town roads which crisscross the reservation. Many
have been abandoned or maintained only through applications
of large amounts of gravel every year. Poor maintenance continues
this erosion. Increased road use from more intensive forest
management would require better maintenance, which could be
beneficial; however, the U.S. Forest Service Manual states that
heavy logging use of dirt roads could increase erosion.

Although some minimal harvesting was done in these decades,
reforestation focused on planting of red pines, chosen because
of their resistance to blister rust and v;eavils as well as their
ability to produce a good forest floor. However, these fast-
growing pines were to produce problems in later years, as it was
discovered that their water use was high and that they inter-
cepted a fair amount of rain and snow. Also, most of the pines
were planted in hardwood sites-rich soils with a high water table.
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These areas were not conducive to the shallow-rooted pines,
which as a result could not withstand heavy winds.

By 1962, a more sophisticated management program developed,
incorporating selective cutting and clearing techniques as
well as reduced forest stocking. The 1962 program was the
first of a series of 10-year programs and dealt primarily with
the forest. A continuous forest inventory created in I960
of 359 sample 1/5-acre forest plots, measured at 5 year
intervals, supplied the needed data (Spencer, "Current Manage-
ment" 1975 article). By 1972, the program expanded to include
management of wildlife and of hardwoods as well as red and
white pine. The increased demand for firewood during the
1970s made harvesting more attractive. At this time, MDC
decided that at least 20% of the water reaching the pine
plantation areas could be recouped. A program was begun
for thinning or complete removal of these dense plantations:
over 2,000 acres of pine will be so managed over the next
decade. The pine plantations will be replaced by open
grassy areas, providing forage for wildlife and good sources
of nitrogen (e.g. clover).

The 1982 program will be more intensive than the earlier one.
The plan attempts to balance four kinds of use values: forest,
water, wildlife and people. About 45,500 acres of MDC's
56,000 acres of "mamageable" lands in the Quabbin watershed
will be treated over this ten-year period. Selective cutting
and patch clearing will be expanded to include hardwood
and mixed-stand growths, managed to develop an uneven age
stand with a broken canopy. The aim is to create openings
to collect snow, plus provide a stand which is durable, has
a better forest floor and is beneficial to some species of
wildlife. According to Bruce Spencer, MDC watershed-management
forester, the overall plan for the period envisions the
following:

about 15% of the total forest acreage will be kept fully
stocked because of difficulties with the site and/or imporxance
to wildlife species in an ijndisturbed condition;

another 4% of the area is wetlands, which would be left in
their natiiral state;

70% of the forest would be thinned, with removal of 30-50%
of current stocking, in order to increase water yields and
maximize the growth of residual trees. The usual heavy
thinning takes 60%, but this would cause problems in the
valuable oak forests, where such low residual density would
encourage sprout growth and light-seeded birches and maples;
in softwood stands, the higher thinning can be carried out
if trees of better size and quality are left;

about 11% of the reservation would be maintained in a
permanent condition of grass, shrub cover and savannah forest.
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usually defined as a very low density forest component of 20-
40% of full stocking.

The plan for a mixture of open, savannah forest, thinned forest
and dense forest would not be carried out in large blocs,
but would vary as much as the land does. The actual amounts
of each cover type would be determined by the topography,
soils, aspects, timber types, swamps and other natural features.
Environmental safeguards will continue to apply, including a
100-foot buffer zone maintained along all edges of rivers,
streams, ponds and the reservoir. Also all forest operations
are stopped during the spring months to protect habitats of
breeding species.

MDC biologists recognize that Quabbin's attractiveness as
a wildlife research area lies in its size, relative freedom
from human distLirbance, imspoiled condition and varied habitat
and wildlife community. They believe that the intensified
forest management program will result in even greater habitat
and wildlife diversity.

Another problem warned of in the U.S. Forest Service manual
is discharge of nitrates into the water after intensive
cutting. MDC foresters do not expect this to be a problem
because most of the cutting will be selective, not clearcut.

Cutting practices will vary according to the desired objective.
For example, wildlife areas are cut to diversify habitat to
provide food and cover. Attention is given to maintaining
interspersion of different successional stages, enhancement
of mast-producing trees, preserving some den trees and snags.

Where dominance has been established, thinning of conifers
generally involves removing some of the rows; however,
stagnated plantations have to be cut down. Thinning hardwoods
generally yields ten cords of firewood per acre (1975 "Current
Management" Report). When harvesting, however, selective
cutting usually involves taking a half of the basal area of
timber and cordwood, cutting some trees in every diameter class.
Emphasis is placed on taking poor quality, dying, diseased and
defective trees. However, "overmature" trees are also harvested.
This forestry term as used by MDC means trees which will
die within 15 years. The 1972 Watershed Management plan states
that most all-stand timber cuts are in advanced age classes
of 80-100 years.

Keeping areas in grass-type cover can be achieved in various ways.
The Post Audit report mentions the possibility of using "acceptablg^'
herbicides." Chemicals have not been used in the Quabbin water-
shed except in the Caldwell study discussed in the End Note.



Deer have tended to keep areas open; in fact the 1972 report states
that the niimber of deer in Quabbin has tended to prevent any
regeneration of new forest in some areas. Another means under
consideration is, leasing areas to farmers for growing hay.

As part of the concept for the reservations, a zoning system
was established in the 1972 management report. Three major
zones were described:

I Protection Zone, including unique, critical or particularly
sensitive wildlife habitats such as wetlands that should be
protected from alteration that coiHd jeopardize valued aspects.
Limited management work would consist of enhancing habitat
conditions for rare or endangered or other important wildlife
species. The most recent plan puts 7,600 Quabbin acres in
this category.

II Developed Zone, including powerlines, roads, recreation areas,
park and water supply structures (1,400 acres at Quabbin).

III Management Zone, including 47,000 acres of forest and grass
to be managed for forestry and wildlife as described above.

As stated above, the 1982 MDC plan envisions putting some 45,000
manageable acres onto a 15- year cycle of maintenance by 1990.
Only about a third of that acreage has been treated to date.
The Post Audit Committee study is more ambitious. It • recommends
treating 5% of the Commonwealth's land area for the dominant
purpose of increasing water yields. This includes 362 square
miles of MDC and local public watershed lands, as well as 24,000
acres of state parks and forests (such as Wachusett) which abut
MDC watershed lands. In addition it quotes a 1977 UMass
dissertation evaluating the effects of changes in vegetative
cover on water yield from the Swift River from 1914-1971.
The analysis showed that open lands with low evapotranspiration
rates decreased from 27% of the watershed to 4%, while the area
forested with "large dense trees" increased from a fraction of
1% to 70% during the same period. He predicted that returning
97,000 acres of land in the river watershed above the reservoir
to its 1914 status would increase annual yield by 18 billion
gallons

.

Included in the Post Audit Report is legislation filed to
encourage what its Chair describes as a "massive program
of professionally supervised vegetation removal and timber
harvesting on our watershed lands." The MDC forester questions
the reports optimistic assessment of the financial benefits
of such a program, because of the need for road maintenance
and supervision. He prefers a 15 -year management cycle.



What are the implications of the level of watershed management
proposed for the next decade by the MDC? Obviously, the
health of the water and the forest require study of questions
relating to harvesting methods, limitations on types of
farming, control of erosion, sedimentation and nutrient
runoff, maintenance of roads and monitoring of all work.
Beyond this, however, one must stand back and consider the
overall impact. Increased cutting, thinning and maintenance
activities on the Quabbin and Ware reservations will require
heavier use by men and machines making it more difficult
to "conserve the present degree of wilderness character",
as required by the 1972 law. The health of the forest stand
may be improved, but its character will be altered. Some
wildlife species will benefit, but others could be inconven-
ienced.

The impact of intensive management, however well carried out,
on eagles, cougars and other endangered or rare species of animals
and plants must be considered. With the plethora of vehicles
having access to the reservation may come increased trespassing
and even louder demands for uses not now considered compatible
with the partial wilderness character of the area: snowmobiles,
dirt bikes, skis, camping, hunting and increased horsepower
for motorboats, Socalled passive recreation and aesthetic
enjoyment of the area will be affected (positively and
negatively) by all these cumulative changes. In short,
this management plan touches on issues which go beyond water-
shed management into areas of public policy and debate.

ENDNOTE: Some studies of increased water yield through
intensive watershed management include:

Scandaga River (NY) studies 1912-62, discussed in Post
Audit Report; natural reforestation in the Adirondacks
decreased yield 23%.

Caldwell Creek, Quabbin lands, was treated in the late
1960s with three different vegetation control treatments
over six years, on a watershed of 1800 acres (see Post
Audit Report and UMass Research Bulletin No. 664). The
study showed a yield increase averaging 19% above expectations
over four years. The increase had dropped to 13% in the fourth
year, because of sprouting. For this study, all woody vege-
tation was harvested or deadened by chemicals within 200 feet
of the stream, a practice not consonant with MDC's present
watershed management plans.

The Patric & Evans article states that cutting forest stands
increases yield about 40 millimeters for conifers and 25
millimeters for hardwoods per 19% of reduction of vegetation.
Northeastern conifers use more water than hardwoods because
they are more likely to be absorbing water in the spring
runoff period. It indicates that water increases seldom
persist longer than ten years, especially in the humid eastern
states where precipitation is abimdant and regular, as in
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Massachusetts, because of hardwood sprouting and natural seeding.
Thus a ten-year maintenance cycle is required where fields
are not kept open by agriculture. The article concludes that
reducing forest cover less than 20% does not measurably
increase water yields.

A countrywide U.S. Forest Service study indicates 20%
evaporation for white, red and jack pines, 17% for maples,
birch, beech in New England (no figures for oak hickory
forest) , and states that limited evidence from the East
suggests hardwood should be favored in planting, for a
saving of 2 to 10 inches a year. Minimum ground cover
could increase yield from 8 to 11 inches; clearcutting
from 4 to 14 inches. These increases disappear almost
completely in ten years if not maintained by agricultiire.
Under an 80-year rotation, even- aged management (clearcutting)
could produce a net increase of .5 to .7 inches annually
over a previously uncut forest; but thinning the same amount of
wood uniformily over the area could increase yield only
1/3 as much according to a 1967 study. That study also stated
that clearcutting is ten times as expensive as herbicides,
bulldozing, or controlled burning unless the wood can be
sold.
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REPORT ON THE JANUARY 16, 1985 PLYMOUTH AQUIFER WORKSHOP

(Plymouth Carver High School, Plymouth, Mass.)

The MDC and its consultant team presented to more than 300 people
the preliminary findings of its studies to draw an average of
15 million gallons a day of water from the aquifer underlying
the towns of Plymouth, Carver, Wareham and Bourne. The plan calls
for pumping water from 17 wells in three wellfields, a water
treatment plant located on Mast Road and a 37 mile long aqueduct
to carry the water to an MDC connector in Quincy. The project
which carries a cost of $47 million does not include compensatory
payments for residents whose land, private wells and farming may
be disrupted. The Plymouth Aquifer is one of nine alternatives
under consideration by the MDC to offset its potential water deficit,
a deficit which is at present under dispute by the Water Supply CAC.

The Plymouth Aquifer is a 140 square mile area of glacial deposits
\mderlying a terrain of low rolling hills, lakes and streams. A
groundwater flow model used in conjunction with water quality
and land use data aided in the selection of three sites for the
wellfields. Wellfield number 1, in the Myles Standish State Forest
consists of 8 wells, wellfield number 2 off of Route 3 near Bloody
Pond consists of 3 wells and wellfield number 3 near Route 3 and
Beaverdam Road would have 6 wells.

Paul Erickson, the MDC consultant representing New England Research
summarized the major impacts of pumping on the surrounding area:

• 55 pohds will have their water level reduced by at least 1 foot,
while 855^ of these may be reduced by 5 feet or more;

• serious impacts on surface and groundwater will be experienced;
Little Long Pond which has a maximum depth of 8 feet and is in the
area projected to have a 10 to 15 foot drawdown would be dried up
completely. Bloody Pond with a maximum depth of 38 feet and in^
the area projected to have a water table drawdown of 5 to 10 feet
would be reduced in size 50% while having its biological productivity
enhanced (increased algal and weed growth). These two ponds were
selected to represent the more than 150 ponds greater than 1 acre
in size and the 150 ponds less than one acre in size;

• the probability of decreasing a large number of surface waters
is very high including reducing the flows in Eel River and Herring
River by 24%;

• the Plymouth red bellied turtle, listed as a federally endangered
species will have the southeastern section of its habitat impacted
through a decrease in elevation of at least 3 of its ponds;
groundwater in this area would be reduced 5-10 feet;

• create problems of public health and safety through the creation
of large muddy areas left after water levels were dropped, thereby
providing breeding areas for mosquitoes, with a potential increase
in cases of equine encephalitis, as well as other nuisance organisms.
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John Guswa, of Roy Weston, Inc. and formerly with A.D. Little, indicated
that severe impacts on the area may result since the average pumping
rates and the average recharge rates both fluctuate independently.
This means that the times during which heavy rains input water to the
aquifer may not coincide with the times during which water is pumped
out at a rapid rate, thereby accentuating the impacts. Guswa also
indicated that in the centers of the cones of depression surrounding
these wells, a 15 to 18 foot drawdown would be felt while there will
be a conc\irrent drawdown of 1 foot over a 15000 foot radius. This 15
foot drawdown would be on top of the natural fluctuations already
experienced in this area. The potential for salt water intrusions
into those areas of drawdown located along the coast, has not as
yet been studied, nor have the impacts of reduced freshwater flow
in these areas on estuarine resources been addressed. Of importance
to remember is the fact that a 12% reduction in water will be felt
ON THE AVERAGE over the aquifer, but some parts will receive more
and some less of this reduction.

In response to the question concerning impacts to the 18 rare species
identified in this coastal plain commxmity by the Mass. Natural
Heritage Program, Erickson indicated that the terrestrial systems
will not experience as much of an impact as the aquatic system,
but some "transition" will occur in the composition of communities.

The greatest discussion arose over the impact on the cranberry industry
the largest agricultural product in the Commonwealth. The MDC and the
consultants presented conclusive evidence that severe impacts would
be felt.

Conservation Commission Chair, Malcolm MacGregor, represents the Plymouth
area on the Water Supply CAC. Mr. MacGregor discussed the Commissions'
comprehensive aquifer study which mapped the groundwater contours, using
USGS data and seismic shots to determine the interaction between ponds
and the aquifer. Baseline water quality and biological data were collected
and analyzed in combination with flow data to establish zones of
influence for water supplies. The results initiated the aquifer pro-
tection plan to establish and protect 500-foot diameter circles of
influence around the wells and areas upgradient from these circles
to the "high points" of the groundwater. The aquifer is also being

' studied by the USGS as part of (Jis^Chapter 800 studies.

Mr. MacGregor raised the concern over where the sludge from the
proposed water treatment plant would be disposed, and indicated
that there was no data to substantiate the selection of 15 mgd j'

.

withdrawals. He concluded by requesting individuals to form a
task force to review the technical report on the aquifer which
will be made available by the MDC in March. Interested individuals
should contact Mr. MacGregor directly or through the Water Supply
Committee.
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STAFF SUMMARY

The Water Supply Environmental Impact Report has expended great

effort to profile water use in the MDC system, to project

potential future demand to the year 2020, and to evaluate the

water supply currently available (see Safe Yield, Minimum Pool

and Hydrothermal Profile Reports). The consultants have reviev/ed

also, through a literature search, the water management experiences

of municipalities in both the United States and elsewhere to

provide a compendium of management practices. These are presented

in the report of current focus: Task 3 Demand Management, June

'1 983. This Report adequately brackets the range of possible

demand management techniques technically and economically

avaj.lable today.

The Report does not, however, adequately evaluate the merits of

good system management as a full and equal alternative in

the water supply environmental impact report. To explain this

3tatement, WSCAC expresses its concerns about the implied and

explicit assumptions of the demand management report. (Herein-

after called the Report).

* The Report does not define good system management as a
goal itself.

* The Report does not provide a decision-making framework
for the MDC to time-sequence appropriate management measures
in order to optimize their yields (see section three of
WSCAC comments)

.

* The Report does not recognize that system management
offers lead time to assess more drastic and costly
augmentation measures.

* The Report does not assume that the economic benefits of
water savings must be evaluated in terms of the payback
to the user: it looks instead at the reduction of revenues
to the MDC which should normally bear the cost of proper
management and price its water to retrieve those costs.

* The Report does assume that implementing demand management
reduces the flexibility of the supply system to respond
to drought or emergency conditions.

* The Report assumes that a program of simultaneous management
actions is the way to manage supply. It further does not
seek out and price actions to enhance the yield of currently
mandated state programs.





* The Report assumes that inaccuracies knov/n to exist in the
revenue meters balance plus against minus and so ignores the
merits of knowing actual amounts of water supplied.

^ The Report assumes that the major user of its system,
the City of Boston, is unlike other users, so that its
water saving successes cannot he incorporated into
estimates of future system-wide recoverable leakage.

* The Report assumes that non-domestic water users will go
"kicking and screaming" into the world of water management,
v;hen it is evident that the economics of industrial v/ater

savings are becoming incentive enougn to modify water use
practices.

* The Report assumes that 1982 conservation technology is
-adequate to project water savings for a 40 year planning
period.

Recoverable Leakage

The determination of water savings from leak repair and detection

is based on an elaborative analysis of factors of "unaccounted-for

water" (about 30% of water supplied) and by tabulating the one

year leak repair experience of eight communities (excluding Boston).

The Report states thac two years of leak repair are needed to

account for most lost wacer, but uses the one year sample as

a basis for long-term projections.

The Report continues to erode earlier estimates of "recoverable

leakage." The total Demand Report (January 1983) rejected earlier

higher estimates, about 40 MOD, presented in three reports done

for the MDC. The Demand Report figure of 26-27 MOD recoverable

leakage is here further reduced by the appearance of 6,5 MOD in

recurrent leakage: leakage which the consultants believe immediately

recurs following leak repair. Of the remaining 20 MOD or so,

the consultants estimate 14 MOD will be saved from Chapter 805-286

of the general laws, providing funds for system rehabilitation and

repair. This leaves about 5-7 MGD additional recoverable leakage

subject to MDC actions.

It is further stated that of all unaccounted-for water, 52 MGD

is unavoidable leakage and "other unaccounted-for water", the latter

resulting from reservoir evaporation, stand-pipe blow-offs and so

on. The Report indicates that this latter category is largely

unquantifiable , but decisively holds the number constant throughout tl





planning period. Water managers agree and the 1974 Curran Report

states that only h% of total system use is unavoidable leakage .

If this figure, about 15 MGD of the MDC system, were deducted

from the 52 MGD in the "other unaccounted-for-water*' category,

a resulting 37 MGD would be considered "potentially recoverable

leakage". A portion of this should be added to the 26-27 MGD

considered recoverable.

Missing from the estimate of recoverable leakage is the ^% loss

the r^C estimates it suffers through its own transmission system.

This 3-4 MGD should be included in the demand management scenario,

s^nce as a supplier of water suppliers, the MDC's own drain on

the system must be managed.

Equally important is the exclusion of the Boston Water and Sev/er

Department efforts, since 1976, to save water by leak repair and

n'.et'?.r recalibration. The result of the Boston effort is a total

x-'sduction in MDC water use, while better metering has resulted

in increased revenues, enough to continue to fund its programs.

The added knowledge that Boston charges considerably more for

its water than many MDC users should provide evidence that

adequate water pricing and careful metering are good management

pro-ctices

.

The City of Boston contains almost 50% of the MDC commtmities'

water lines, and is the oldest system in the MDC. Its ongoing

programs have yielded water savings of 23 MGD and are expected

to add another 8 to 15 MGD by the turn of the decade. The Report

excludes Boston in estimates of recoverable leakage for two reasons:

Boston's program of repair is not yet complete, and it is not

characteristic of remaining MDC users. Of course, no single

community is representative of the diversity of MDC users: diversity

can only be represented by a carefuHy chosen sample. Boston has

the most pertinent experience to represent older communities in

the metropolitan core, such as Cambridge, Quincy, Somerville and

others. The Report should have compared the similarities of the

Boston system with other communities to improve recoverable leakage

estimates. Knowing that Boston's programs are incomplete only

makes estimates of total system savings at this time highly npeculat
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."ne inclusion of Boston in the recoverable leakage estimates v/ould

navo raised, estiiaated savings closer to 12% of the total system

.<3e (nox including MDC system use) instead of less than 5% presented

in the Report. That 12% or about 40 MGD is a more reasonable

estimate, and was derived in previous reports done for the MDC.

Non-Domestic water Saving:s

The Report explores potential non-domestic water conservation

including estimates of non-potable water use for selected industricil

users. The Report rejects the economic feasibility of extensive

use of non-potable waxer, while on the other hand, indicating

that projected municipal water pricing will, in time, exceed the

cost of the most costly applications of non-potable use,

*1337 per million gallons.

The consultants, more importantly, consider potential non-domestic wa

z-cr savings a voluntary action from the MDC*s perspective, in

isolation from the true motivating factors in industrial water

use: reduced energy and sewage costs.

V/e believe that potential water savings amoving non-domestic

users is underestimated, especially in the "minor" users, who

use a full 45% of this water category. WSCAC showed in response

to the Demand Projections Report, that projected increases in

ncn-domestic water use (30% for planning period) resulted from

an exagerated employnent forecast and an underestimated shift to

service and "dry" industries. The consultants did reduce the

j^ater use projected in this category by recognizing the impact

of the plumbing code, but baldly stated that most conservation

measures in the non-domestic sector were already in place.

The remaining "wet" industries, chemicals, paper, semi-conductors

a.-^d others are retooling for dry process methods. The high cost

energy and better closed cycle cooling systems now available

ar.? likely to furthei- reduce water use in the fast growing service

'd\idi commercial sector's. The monetary savings so far achieved
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by many large industries has Just begun a domino effect.

Moreover, the recent publication of the Special Legislative

Commission on Water Supply (June 1983) indicates that greater

total non-domestic water savings are not only feasible but

likely to occur. The Commission estimates 2^% savings instead

of the 5-6% estimated in the Demand Management Report. The

difference corresponds to approximately 20 MGD.

Manag:ement and the Drought Response

Ct-apter 12 of the Report, "Drought Response", presents a plan

which "quantifies the level of emergency action" required to

reduce the risk of supply failure in a critical drought period.

Pormulation of a drought plan is consistent with thoughtful

management, and this particular plan is important because its

estimated demand reduction is factored into the total system

"safe yield" calculation.

The d -ought response must not be weighted too heavily, in the

MDC system, however, since the system survived the drought of

record without failure, while demand continued to increase.

Reduction in future use can also be anticipated, at least to the

'•:urn of the century, because of the implementation of the plumbing

code, and system rehabilitation funded by the state. These factors

give MDC an advantageous position: the ability to influence

de.nand during severe drought with water savings available from

improved system management. While WSCAC does not agree with

the Study's estimated savings from some of the management programs,

"/^ all agree that savings are desireable and possible.

In light of this, WSCAC agrees that drought management is indeed

the response of last resort, and proposes that vigorous management

?^ctions be taken to avoid the necessity for emergency measures

,

except in a drought more severe than that of record. Triggering

increased management efforts when Quabbin levels reach 80%,

a level which Quabbin rarely falls below, would avoid the

n^^jcessity for emergency actions. The drought response presented
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in the Report seems to be too little, too late. Action is

triggered only when reservoir levels are already too low.

(V/e recognize the plan assumes improved baseline water savings).

Materials for public education and coordination of MDC water

o/stem managers should be prepared prior to drought. Earlier

activation of Stage Two of the Plan, with actual water savings,

is also recommended. The demonstrated resiliency of the MDC

supply would suggest actions be taken sooner, not later, to

ensure maintenance of adequate quality and supply. This

would guarantee flexibility in the system for the worst case event.

The New York City drought experience reviewed by the consultants

clearly supports earlier action. NYC effectively employs a

computerized triggering system to monitor reservoir levels.

Response is cued when reservoir levels reach 70% of total storage.

V/SCAC understands that MDC is now looking at a similar procedure.

'The consultants seem to appreciate the vast Quabbin/Wachusett

storage in relation to population served, since they estimate

tnat Stage Three Drought Management would be required only once

in fifty years. It is unfortunate, however, that "accelerated

leak detection and reparir is a stategy included in Stage Three.

Such a maintenance practice has no place in a drought management

program, except to keep storage as high as possible in advance

of any possible drought.

The consultants' review of management practiced in Massachusetts

during the 60s and SOs drought shows that little was done to

reduce demand. This further emphasezes the importance of better

management if increased demand is anticipated.

V/SCAC continues to hold that a forty year planning period is too

long, except to take measures now to optimize current supply, and

assemb.le the data base and create the monitoring facilities necessary

to better evaluate future trends.

Four Demand Management Plans

The Four Demand Management Plans, Figure 1-1 of the Report, do

not effectively present the management measures available to
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t:^c MDC. The MDC and consultants state that the plans are only

"illustrative", but have costed four scenarios which can only

discourage confidence in management's potential.

Ivach plan presented contains an optional element v/hich is very

co3tly. Because the plans are static, all elements occuring

simultaneously, high cost programs inflate or skew the cost/

yield calculations. In plan tv/o, for example, the high effort

non-emergency education program would not significantly effect

cost if it were a phased program, a time sequenced part of the

plan. Short term implementation of costly education measures,

measures which make the public aware and cooperative, are

i'tdeed economic.

Plan 1 includes the cost of meter maintenance which the consultants

state yield no water savings. The $787/MG price results from

ix:cluding the cost of this program, whereas, excluding the cost

reducers joint price of the remaining actions, in the plan to

ahout $238. Meter maintenance should not be selectively included

ir a specific management plan. It is, instead, insurance for

the MDC, that all water delivered is paid for and recorded.

The Report does not provide a clear procedure for independent

evaluation of each program: neither the costing nor the interaction

of the programs taken in combination. MDC declined to provide

the cost for a program recommended by WSCAC.

The consultants and MDC staff will be offering some plans or

plan to the MDC Commissioners to act on as a "milestone" of the

EIR. If additional information is given to the Commissioners

to guide their decision making it should be publicly reviev/ed

beforenand. If, however, no additional information is being

offered, the Commissioners will lack the necessary tools to assess

demand management strategies in the conext of this study, and will

be unable to compare the benefits and costs of management versus

augmentations

.





Section II

a. Overall Comnents

Ann Gannett

Overall ; The Report, Task 3, indicates a large amount of thoughtful
research hy the consultants; we acknowledge that it is far easier
to comment on what is already on paper than to write it in the
original! We hope that our comments will be viewed as constructive
rather than adversarial.

A very basic concern of mine and the WSCAC is the amission of the
"Boston experience" in the projections. Almost half of the water
supplied by MDC is delivered to Boston, and the results of the
work of the Boston Water and Sewer Commission's leak detection
repair and management should have a bearing on the entire demand
management program for the future.

Pages 3-21 ; The Net Present Value per million gallon cost to the
HDC, as shown on Table 2, is informative for the relative prices
of the various scenarios, but hardly useful without the comparative
costs of providing the same amounts of water from new sources.

It seems hard to believe that the "state of the art" plumbing code
in 1983 should be the criterion for projections for the next
37 years.

WSCAC took issue with the water demand figure for non-domestic
water use in the Task 1 Report. We did not agree with the Task 1

projection, believing that growth would be more apt to occur in
the high technology than in the manufacturing fields. Water use
in the latter is more intensive than in the former. Using ViSCAC's
demand figures and MDC methodology, the savings on smaller growth
would obviously be less, but industry continues its recent record
of considerable reduction in water use, even as much as 70?^.

Contained methods of cooling (pages 52-58) and the use of nca-
potable water, where possible, (pages 75-78) should increase
savings. The high level of effort figure on the page 57 table
is appropriate, but the cost could be less, due to the initiative
of industry itself.

Page 8 ; Although I'm trying to relate Task 1 to Task 3, I am
totally at sea with the paragraph at the top of the page. The
next to last paragraph discusses the reduction of leakage in
the community distribution systems; this is discussed in more
detail in the text, charts and tables on pages 3A—38. While the Re-
port details numbers and costs to the MDC of leak detection
in the community systems, there is NOT a word about the exact
same program for the MDC TRANSMISSION SYSTEM— a real oversight.

Page 13 : Bottom of page: Water pricing appears to be dismissed
as an effective vehicle for water savings, yet it was Just for
this reason that industry is reducing its consumption. Energy costs
were also a factor, but the reduction in water use is substantial.
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Happy to note that the report provides a more positive reaction

to increased pricing on pages 59-65. It seems to me that t.ie

constraints of Proposition 2^ could be overcome by the local
communities by instituting the various conser^/ation and rep^^ir

programs on a cost-recovery basis.

Page 24 ; The section on MDC Revenue Meter Accuracy leaves much
to be desired. The Report says that the accuracy of revenue
meters is critical, statdlng that significant inaccuracies exist,
but the Report continues, "For the purposes of this study, it
is assumed that the revenue meters in the aggregate are accurate,
and as such are not a factor in unaccounted for water". Wow!
MDC reports that 67 of its largest revenue meters are being
reconstructed in 1983, but will such data be ready for use in
the Water Need decision?

Page 25 : How many tests were conducted for non-domestic meter
under-registration? Paragraph is vague.

Page 26 ; MDC user communities should be required to keep more
accurate records on unmetered use, even to the point of installing
meters.

Page 30: Other Unaccounted for Water figure remains constant to the
year 2020 at 52 MOD, a most depressing figure. Does it mean
that MDC isn't able to do full research under this contract, or
does not see the need and incentive for, or development of new
technology which could alter the figure?

Pages 29-31 : In a few instances, the figures in the text do not
agree with the figures in Tables 5 and 6.

Page 35 : Again, it seems that the user communities should be
responsible for the cost of identifying meter under-regijtration
and subsequent repair or replacement see comment made about
pricing at bottom of previous page.

Pages 36-38; Pressure reduction appears to be a good tool for
conservation despite the fact that under certain conditions it could
be difficult. A high level of effort program on a pilot basis
for several different sized communities would be wise.

Pages 38-4A Moderate level of effort program for domestic leak
recovery seems feasible, but again(

! ) why not require the user
community to pay, or if accomplished by MDC, include the cost
of this or any program in the price charged by MDC?

Pages 44-32 ; A high level of effort is appropriate for domestic
device retrofit.

Page 65: A plan to overcome the difficulties in retrofitting
ma;jor public buildings owned by private companies must be devised.

Pages 67, 68; A low level of effort for the Education program
would be acceptable if other programs were being implemented.
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Pagjea 69, 70 '. The Report acknowledges a concern that if ^iignificant
savings occurred, revenues to both the MDC and user communities
would drop. This need not be the case if all the costs of implement-
ing the various programs are reflected in the price. Might
need a statute change.

Pages 83-89 : MDC said that the ^ combinations of programs are
illustrative . They are interesting, but I hope other combinations
are studied too.
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TO: Demand Managemenx Task Force h ' /

'

FROM: David W. Stickel, Vice-Chair \,SCkci^-^^' '

1

SUBJECT; Demand Management Report (Task 3)

I'm sorry to be unable to attend the 8 July meeting in -

V/orcester, but I was recently appointed to a Task Force on

Acid Rain, Chaired by Lt. Gov. Kerry ( representing one of

the WSCAC categories-the Mass. Sportsmens Council), and we meet

every Friday in Boston.

For the time being my comments will focus on:

othe Report layout
° explanations of computerized tabular material
«leak detection and repair. Since there is such

discreoencies between* V,7A and earlier reports
(Curran, Linsky and Bechtel) on this issue we must
insist that a third evaluation of leak detection
and repair v/ater savinr.;e be undertaken.

The Report Layout

Due to the nature of the binding techniques in the "Main
Report" , it is almost impossible to read the left hand page
without considerable strain on the eyes. It is_ impossible to re-

produce sections of this Report vvithout taking the report com-

pletely aoart. Vaen you do^ this and rebind it, it is ijipcssible

to read the left hand page. V.TA should be advised to reduce
the left hand margins of left hand pages in future reports.

"rixolanations" of Computerized Tabular Material

There is little to no explanation of the computer sheets.

For example in Appendix 5-A what does 'Displace Resp Savings'
mean?; what does 'Income=2" mean?; V^Tiat does "DOM" mean?;
etc. The reviewer can get little insight into the methodology
used by VFA when refering to the raw data without knowing vmat
the raw data means. There are several other examples like this

in the Main Report.

Leak Detection and Repair

I am not going to belabor the leak detection an repair issue
Suffice to say, V.TA's "V/ater Demand Projections Report" states

(p. 175) "Historically one-third of the unaccounted-for water
has shown to be recoverable". In Appendix A of the same report
(A-p. 128) 106 mgd is given as the unaccounted-for water in
the MDC area. One-third of 10b is approximately 35 mgd-nct ll':- mgd
that Wh still uses in the present "Demand Management Reporx" as
recoverable leakage.
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V.FA's cxpl.ina^iGr. of v/hy uhuy c.-;te2:oric.-.ll y r-c.^.jc-:

previous reporxn whicii r/vfira.^c-ct 45 tii.^d ol" recoverable l'jr:.\\:^^^6

and settle on 25 .ngd is not dccL:.7.entc-a, v.'7A dons explain their
nev/ methodology at arriving c.z the nev/ fii5urcs but does not give
any previous docuLiented stucy r'r.iul" to defend the Zj m^d j"i-yare.

A thorough plannin^j ^flort v/oul'i look c-it tl}n descreponc ies (45 mgd.

01 Curran, LinsUy, and 33echtei ys 25 .T.^^d oi WFH-v/hich prob.'ibly Ir-

an error anyway), ai'id seel-: tiiird part independt-uit revie-./ ci the
methcdolocies . '.vSCAC lau^t inoio': that this te done.

Finally, a recently i.-.sued GAO Report "\vater Conservaiion:
An Update of Federal Activity" (April 19S3) indicates that in
the program of Retrofittin(^, R';-ii::c, and Recycling, Outdoor lise,

Industrial Use, and Agricultur-il 'Jse, Massachusetts has no r.tato

programs. In the areas of Public lilducation. Rate Structur?^,
Contingency Plar^ning, Groundv/ater Kanagement and Government
Building Conservation orJLy partial state prcgraius exist. C::ly

in the Plumbing Code, Metering, and Leak De;:ccticn and Rep.-ir
are there state enacted prograins in place. Massachustitts is
not the lowest of the 50 states cut the Corriinonwealth ir. fric

behind California, Oregon, Maryland, Delav;are, Pennsylvo.al-
and Minnesota when it comes to being innovative in v;ater
management. The GAO Report hardly lends credence to I-'iDC idc.--3

that they need augmentation supplie.*: outside their px^esently
used resource base.
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Citizens

^"^civison/

J^omrnittoe

11 Mo^riii Unve. WoyloriG, i\/1ossochu^e!fSvji7/8

TO: Patricia Corcoran, Chief Planner MDC Water Division

FROM: Tom Sisson for the Sudbury CAC, Co-Chair Barbara Mudd

DATE: August 9, 1983

The search for jjower and water has been expanding along
with populations throughout recorded history. In the 1980*3,
there is a growing body of opinion that "more" is not always
better. The opportunity for the MDC to lead the country in
conservation is an exciting prospect. Regrettably the consultants
developing plans for 2020 fail to see the opportunity and have
proposed that conservation is NOT a viable route toward 2020.
Overlooked was the alternative proposing that the MDC should
be required to encourage water conservation by offering the
customers incentives to buy less water, to buy energy saving
devices, and to account for water and recover leakage. Ask
the Stop and Shop if coupons encourage customers to shop
there, and to buy items they don't necessarily need. Clearly
evident today is a trend in many professions to sharpen
marketing-the MDC needs guidance in marketing water.

Consumers probably could save millions of dollars a year
if the MDC encouraged them to install and use various water
saving devices and plans. Surely the example of the Gillette
company's mammouth reduction in water usage and the simple
adoption of a policy of not automatically providing water to
every restaurant patron,—these are the tips of a huge iceberg.

The Demand Management Summary report, by concentrating
on costs to the MDC implies reduction in income, but it seems
to us that encouraging water saving activities would dramatically
cut the demand for water with the result that the MDC would
not need to invest in building new water supplies before the
year 2020.





It appears that the consultants have never experienced"
a water shortage-maybe they should be required to live on a
New England farm when the well goes dry in August or September
and when water has to be provided for livestock and people
in seriously reduced quantities-it has been <ione by farmers
for centuries. And it is certain that the consultants have
substantially under-estimated the benefits of conservation
investment' by under-estiinating the potential water savings.

The MDC needs to get used to the idea that an MGD conserved
is the same as an MGD supplied by a "new" source of water if it
gets paid back for the cost of conservation. ¥e know and disagree
with the thesis that if the MDC did these things, the loss of
revenue would be greater then the savings-such has NOT been
true in Boston, for example. The consultants contend that since
Boston already practices conservation it should not be included
in the sample for this study, and that further conservation
is of doubtful magnitude over the period to .2020,

Conservation programs can be successful as they have
been in reducing electricity demand in California. The Pacific
Gas and Electric Company offers loans at no interest for owners
who add insulation to their homes-wouldn* t a water customer
be interested in a similar plan! Boston University installed
reduced flow shower heads and before the installation" bill
was received, had saved enough to pay the bill. Wouldn't there
be more incentives for more efficient water systems-maybe the
MDC could offer to perform leak detection and repair. Maybe
pressure reduction at night could be considered.

The best cost estimates of future supplies and of future
savings must be taken less seriously than proposed by the
consultants because the costs to the MDC are not the vital
ones. The costs to the consumers are much more important!
And we all know the experience of projecting future costs-
they always have turned out higher.

In harnessing conservation the MDC has the opportunity
to develop a new approach to water provision. Using the age-
old concept of providing for demand is no longer viable in an
era when there are so many competing uses and needs for water.
The Sudbury River, for instance, has become a managed river
that supplies water, that provides recreation, that dilutes
treated sewage and that controls population growth.

There are vital interests along the Sudbury; the Federal
Fish and Wildlife Refuge being only one of them. The communities
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of the Sudbury basin have been self-sufficient in meeting their
water needs so far, and with cooperation, will continue to be
self-sufficient. We therefore, are an asset, not a drain
for the MDC and ve wish to remain so.

The Demand Management Summary Report fails to assess
conservation seriously. For instance p it is stated on page 4
that reduction in demand will decline significantly because of
the plumbing code! That is an unproven pessimistic estimate.
There is no consideration of a new plumbing code, or of more
interest in conservation. And, the increase in non-domestic
water savings is suggested to be caused by an increase in
total non-domestic use-once again a suggestion based on pessimism
rather than on such achievements as those already demonstrated
by Polaroid, GenRad, and the City of Boston! The declarative,
present tense and dogmatic pronouncements are difficult to
accept-especially without documentation, (i.e. p. 4, "The per-
centage water savings over total non-domestic demand declines
between 1990 and 2020 similar to domestic water savings.

Inconsistencies are also hard to accept: e.g. p.24-
revenue meters are said to be inaccurate and then the consultant
states that revenue meters are accurate "for the purposes of
this study".

Why do the authors switch from one kind of dollar to
another? In Table 2, costs are presented in a highly complicated
and esoteric manner-yet in Table 8, in 1982 dollars.

In summary, conservation has been proven effective when
people are given leadership. The Demand Management Summary
Report fails to provide the MDC sith the stimulus for an
innovative approach to provision of water In 2020,
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Waldo Holcombe, Neponset Conservation Association

The MDC water management study consists at this stage of a
very extensive series of technical investigations dealing with
various aspects of water availability and demand for the next
40 years. Obviously as these subjects are extrapolated into
the future the uncertainties increase but the variables and
their relationships are clearly stated and can serve as
guidelines as future conditions evolve, an important capability
in view of the very long process time required for water system
developments.

The basic relationship between these variables can be simply
stated as;-
The available water ("safe yield") minus water demand (by the
mejibers of the Metropolitan Water District) equals "margin of
safety" or the system shortfall if the difference is negative.
Several years of professional study are now needed to develop
an understanding of the possible or probable modifications
that may apply to the basic elements of this equation,

"Safe yield" as used here is the most probable value for the
average daily flow that will be available for the members of the--

Metropolitan Water District under a variety of conditions and
at various times in the future. There are many factors that
might develop either by accident or design to modify this amount
or to which the Water Division management might take recourse
as circiimstances or opportxinities develop. These modifications
might include development of additional sources such as the
Sudbury, Merrimack, Millers or Connecticut Rivers, watershed
management, local sources available to member communities,
tne Plymouth aquifer, desalination of brackish water, treatment
of substandard local water, use of substandard local water for
"once through" cooling needs, abrogation of legal commitments
to non-members or downstream flow maintance, decrease system
leakage* or minimum pool restriction.

"Demand" as used here is the amount of water that would be
t^ken by the water district members if supplied freely. It may
be modified by the plumbing code, pricing structure, conservation
programs, pollution of members' partial (local) supplies, legislative
action (new members), population/industrial changes , control of
unaccounted-for water, hot weather demand increases, transfer
of "once through" cooling water to closed systems or non-potable
sources.

* Elimination of leakage or unaccounted-for water can either
increase yield or decrease demand depending on whether it is
in the MDC or a member community's distribution system.
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The difference betv/een yield as modified and demand as modified
gives the margin of safety if positive or the shortfall if
negative. In the latter case reservoir drawdown supplies water
as needed to be made up later by increased yield (higher precipita-
tion or altered management) . If the stored water drawdown reaches
the arbitrary minimum pool value or threatens a violation of
legal obligations for water supply or stream flow maintenance
a technical failure is recorded and various forms of management
action must be taken to ensure the members' supply.

It is the obligation of management to anticipate future demands
and yields in order to maintain freedom from technical failures
in spite of the long lead times required for effective modifications
of either yield or demand. Such planning requires dealing with
the complete spectrum of system development, operation and
maintenance. Fiscal responsibility is essential for any agency
that must supply this vital public service.
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e. Chapter 2

William Elliot Comments on Leak Detection and Repair-Estimates
of Water SaveH^

TUhe effect of leak repair is based only on readings of I^C
revenue meters. The test data on these meters given in Appendix
2A of Chapter Two shows that these meters experience both over-
registration and under-registration in the range of 30%. The
amount of water determined to be saved by leakage detection and
repair is stated as 5.7%. There was no comparison made between
the total metered use in the community and tiie MDC revenue meter
reading to check for either a discrepancy in the revenue meter
reading or an actual change in water use in the community during
the measurement periods. It therefore seems that assigning a
value of 5% is quite, arbitrary when the metering error could
be 5 or 6 times as great.

This fact is recognized by the MDC for billing purposes-See page
2-25 of Chapter Two: "MDC staff adjust the flows up or down
to reflect the best assessment of actual flow." The report
does not state whether the data used to estimate the effect of
leak repair is the actual revenue meter readings wihich are highly in-
accurate, or the "adjusted" flows which would tend to maintain histor-
ical levels-i.e, minimize the effect of an actual change.

In addition to the quantitative uncertainty described above, there
is no evidence given to indicate the actual effectiveness of the
leakage detection and repair programs which were studied. Specifically
there is no data showing the effect of a second leak dexection
program. In other words, 5% savings might have been found on one
survey and another incremental percentage found on a second survey.
Figure 2-11 illustrates this effect and suggests that the 5% value
might correspond to the initial drop, and that e better starting
value for recoverable leakage would be

Based on the experience of the city of Boston in a very successful
leak detection and repair program, an estimate of 12% may even
be reasonable.

Comments on Categories of Unaccounted-for Vater-Recoverable Leakage
and Other Unaccounxed-for Water

The methodology developed in this report is unique, and has not
been subjected to cither the test of time or professional scrutiny.
The net result of the approach is to continue forward into time,
with no prospect of reduction, 52 MGD of "Other unaccounted-for
water" in the MDC system. Previous studies (Curran,1 975 ;Linsky, 1980)
have at least allowed for the possibility of recovering some of
this water by referring to the total of Recoverable Leakage
(25.6 MGD) plus Other Unaccounted-for Water (52 MGD) minus
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Unavoidable Leakage (approximately 15 MGD using the traditional method
at 4%) as potentially recoverable unaccounted-for water (62 MGD)

.

If Unavoidable Leakage (15 MGD) is subtracted from "Other Unaccounted-
for V/ater" (52 MGD), the amount remaining (37 MGD) appears to be
much too great to correspond to the categories listed in the explana-
tion of Other Unaccounted-for Water. I am forced to the conclusion
that the potential savings due to leak detection and repair have
been severely underestimated in this report-probably by a factor
of two.
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f. Note on Drought ftesponsc- Ch^ipTei- 2

Comrr.ents on Leak Repair Issue:

WSCAC is disturbed by the constant erosion in the figures for
'recoverable' leakage. Three early studies estimated over 40 mgd
as recoverable in the communities served. The Water Demand
Study reduced this to 25.6 mgd, by estimating recoverable water
at one-third of 'residual' unaccounted-for water, excluding meter
slippage. In the Demand Management Report, the consultants
essentially decided to rely instead on the 12 months' experience
of 8 communities, not including Boston. This produced an estimate
of under 5%, less half this potential on one-fourth of communities
estimated to employ only in-house repair techniques). In the
end, the Demand Management Report concludes that under 20 mgd of
water will be recovered by 2000 by MDC users, in a combination
of present and future leak repair programs.

Thus the Report downplays the potential of leak repair based upon
the reports (telephone conversations) of 8 water departments
that they caught all their leaks in one 12-month period, ignoring
the contrary experience of Boston, which has recovered over 17%
of its total water purchased from MDC and is aiming for up to 25%
(reducing from peak use of 150 mgd in 1975 to 115 mgd). The
Boston experience is excluded as nonrepresentative for various
reasons, orJ.y orally e:<plained, at the workshop, e.g.

-pipes are very old (but this is true of other MDC city
areas)

-population is falling (but consultants say dv/elling units
are more important, and these are rising)

-work is not complete (but this v/ill only make the savings
figure more conservative)

-part of Boston's work is metering (but the IOC study assum
meter work is irrelevant to consumption)

If the Demand Management Report is to be credible to EOEA and the
public, the exclusion of the experience of MDC's largest user,
a city with some of the best leak e:iperience in the U.S., must
at least be explained and the Boston lealc-repair fully discussed.
Adding the Boston figures in would raise the savings percentage
from 5 to almost ^2% (about 40 mgd), significantly closer to earlier
studies.

There is no basis given for the savings/cost figures in the 4
scenario conservation Table 5 (p. 89 summary). If the Commissioners
and Legislature are to engage in any of the 11 techniques, they
must have a clear picture of the acutal cost )md 'overlap' of all
11 techniques. Without some criteria, one cannot arrive at real
figures; for example, an 'additive' scenario by V3CAC would produce
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a 5^ ngd savings at ^1S7/mg. If these figures are not rcall:5tic,
we and the Commissioners, must lcno\/ v/hy.

The report must also emphasize that dollar figures are only useful
for comparative purposes. To malce these useful to the Ccminissioners

,

hypothetical figures for augmentation alternatives (1982 dollars)
should "be given as well (final figures not yet being available)
to give the Commissioners a ballpark sense of cost/benefit.

Drought Management

The potentials of drought management should be made much more
clear. : Its relationship to Safe Yield (stated in the Safe Yiald
Summary at 3.10 additional safe yield) must also be clarifl-d
since 3 mgd in safe yield terms does not equal 3 mgd in flow.

The Demand Management Report states in several places thnt
management measures v/ill decrease the effectivc-nes of droug;!it

management measures. If this il: soriou.., It: iiiust bo •irpla.Lri'i-^.l

and quantified to some degrf^e.
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g. Unaccounted-for Water Chapter 2

Greg Newman (Including Comments on Total System Demand)

ncjoirij I cQHuentrated rnaisi: of » my ' 'efforts on the

ur.ii'C counted-for water matericil. ' •'
.:

1, Ihis study restates many of the qonclusions . found in TASK 1
. V.

'•'{': '' "•
.

, V'

(H;ee previous comments). No attempt is ...made vto i'
quanti fy this

i-
.'!' 1- •

.
'

cult to"a,:n»^r unaccounted-for water" which, admittedly, •is. diffi

assc-^is, SO it 15 held .constant. This woul'dv'nQt' seem • so bad an

assumption if it were not fgr the f act •uVthaV'-''this' estimate

repr-esents mare than 60 mQd, almost 1/2 :'"of''the "-^^paccounted-for

woter estimate and thus throws the overall estimate into serious

doubt

.

2. An assumption is made that all revenue meters are accurate,

.-•hen tiTt-'ir own studies indicate .that revenue meters are

.. 1 '.jni f 1 iTont 1 y in error. Vu-nturi meters would be likely to be
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overregi steri nq , should any blockaqo or tubercu I a t i an occur. Se-?

comment 2, under TASK 1 , UNACCQUNTTED-FOR WATER PFiO-J EC i 1 0N3

conwrients.

3. Traditional expressions for' unavoidable lealiayt? in urb .:'.n and

suburban areas indicate that less than 5"/. of totc-.l supply i-

unavoidable, and these are usur^lly high eiitimafce'=- Ti.i?

traditional expressions become absurdly high for rv.r aI

applications. This means that less than 2k* mgd for thR uin,.-'lo

system is "unavoidable leakage." This still leaves ac. l=-:\:>t 40

mgd Or thii "other unaccounted-for water" in doubt. Por.oibl- .li-.-ro

of the leakeage is recoverable.

The projected average r ecov-iir abl e leakage of 7.7 mgd <up t'.>

2k>2ii>} seetns low,' even the initial 14 mgd esti-nate <ud to 1'/'-':.'.) i

low. I would like to see the data used to arrivt- at irJixs

estimate to compare with estimates made "by Ellen r-layer irnr

Westchester Joint Water Works.

4. Derivation of program costs, pgs 18-21 3 are inflation rai-c ri-

5.5/. and discount rate of B.0"/. reasonable? '

"

RESIDUAL VALUE: - What rates of depreci a^i i on are userl? : f

constant depreciation rate is used then it seems that this r-ai-.^f

should be inflated and discounted to 1932 dollars on an aruiua"

basis as other annual costs are (refer to pg I'v) . The sun* of

these adjusted depreciations should then be subtracted froa '

original capital cost to arrive at the re'^idual v-->lu':. fhf?

method proposed would result in a 1 ov-^er residual v?.1up.
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I cariccrfitr ated n.are on thu.- urioccourittrd-tor v^diter iiiateer^ i al ,

cr-.ji "soiiie ccnVtrnen pert_iin to the- document ' ss i n f ar.Tia 1 1 in

1. Vi-.r>L£ 1^3: Why ia thtr-c3 suc;-i a i arQG junip in non-domes c i c

tid curi.-^aiiip i:x ori? Thas tscaisjn.:; to be dir.icti.y coritrary to tlic-

t ."\ rrends- "f abie 4i-:'> pq 128 {ihcw^ a decrease of 22'/. i-roiv.

19. / to 193!;i. This should be r«2canEidered in light oi canunent 3,

C)<:, tl'iic- page-. 1-:; it: pio'.isi bl t3 that the water cominrv i ri<.j

L .i-ct'inol QQy and itii application havcj boen increasing?

2. 'i"he hDC used 30 (ocjd during 1980 -for lealsage and systeiTi

i;u-. I ri teitcincw-j thei'i projected a 21 ntga need for. the future. Where

ao tnes« projections of future MDC need come from? What

u.'.tt^r^wr i do they fall into? Wl'iat i i, the history of HOC u-aeage?

•;:ar. r.nis te Proke-.* down into its component, parts?

i-. Tne use cv "v'ater use factors" is very confusing. Is i

• .\l'd, whei"k "v^t'.Lier u-iiu.- factor a . . . acisuffic-d no chancjvrs in

c.ir t- .-n^: tecnnalogy arid . . . rates of adoption of e,;i sting

•^.^^v:< loi ogi e5 bailed on surveys . . ."(page 2t5)? This confusiion
*

.*. wr. '. L i-^u-ss into tablets 43 and 4-'^, concerning growth projections

and non—domt'i t i c wator uue.
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UI4mCCGUNTED-I-uK WAlEHi f-'rcDJECT IUN3

.1 . HDC eitiinatts unaccounted-for Hater categories as follo'Ais:

Domest . metered errors - 3.67. or tot.:ii domestic f i oi^

flon—damest . ii\cjtered err^urs = Lic'V. of total non-daincst . 1

1

Lii'iiAe c erta Pubiic usea — 1"/. ot total de-.Tiand

f?':i_f?p^: b'ot'tnn :: 37. of totr.U dtVnii'.nd

) tl-iese e.rfi considered too ri 1 1 f :i ci il t: to
Kecaverabie leakiige ) a-=SL.-ss.

Ihese (n^cerirui e:rrorzi streoi hi^i'i, but within r t^'iASonafc 1 e

linut'S. The doinestic metsrinvg data is dominated by Bostori sample

fl^ta, table 46, pq The doinestic water—use protile used to

Cirri V'^ at tnr-e weighted inewHn accuracies is not stated here. t-jl^ion

solved for by hand calculations the water-use profile seems to be

:-»«;-r.vy on the low flow rariges (compared to available literature;

L:)W >; 0.112 + MED x 0.^61 + HIGH x 0.277)'. Generally thii.=^ has

the eff er.t of depressing the weighted accuracy.

"I'he 1 (upor t arice of these meterinq estiiT^ates is bourne out by

fla/< balances, in that the greater the metering errors, the less

unaccounted-i-or water available to fit in the "residual"

unaccounted-for water slot- Thus there will be less

unaccounted-far water to be "potentially recoverable".

2. Havt; estimates ol- demands (even for 1930) been adjusted for

os'erregi strat i on of revenue meters? Can i t be that MDC has not

au- justed these f inures and is overstating the case of current

ti'uni ci pal i ty drtiiiancj li When tne revenue meters are fi>;ed would it





not Oi.' e/;pecti2d that "orh-^r uriu-ccoun tu'd-ir or water" woui cl be

>dt_M-i-c-.-:\t:ed (table I'.i)? How do5^£ tl'itr inaccuracy of revc-nua n'leters

attect tsst 1 iiu-.»ttrs of HOC ucicjage?
r-

'lalilt? t53 ii-,dicatci£ that over l:^"/, oi- watc-r delivered gcjets to

ncif ipr^oduct 1 ve uses, i.e. recover i\bl e leaks and other unaccoun t-z-d-

for water. The MDC values leak detection at 1/3 of retsidual

unaccounted-for water (not metering errors or unmetered use).

This secerns low, wtiat kind of leal< detection programs are being

analysed (this is a one year analysis). Leaks occur continuously

and there are different policies concerning how often a

particular main should be checked, if the main is checked more

c-fton then the amount of water lost would be less. Generally,

ioak detection programs take more than one year, the duration of

1: . . s prograifi is not made clear in the i ri ter pr etat i on of table 51,

page 174.

In task 3, it says these leak detection and repair (LD.'.<R)

progra:iis were completed in one year. When does the year of water

SM.ings starL'r' How (r.any ongoing lealc detection and repair

[r rogr ams wore evaluated? A "one shot" survey does not repre-ient

tne . ef f ecx: i veness of an ongoing lL'.!<R program. The number and

size of le^'iks usually detected in the fir = t year is high., but

upon repair it is possible that other "weak links" j.n the

distribution system are just waiting to go. Data on a LD'.<R

pro-^ram ongoing for soine time would give a better idea of- how

much leakage is recoverable. How was the aata used adjusted for

t;iu |::na\->n r>.'veriLiv.- int.*ter erriirs;?





Table Si also prcsenta a 5.77. decrease in ovarall cansumption

uurir.g the year after repair. There should be a column winch

_illQws a comparison of these -figures with metered .
consumption

x-rLr-rids, increasing metered consumption may be happening

=.i iiiul t..:\nu'ouu;l >/. •. ' •

'j). Leak D>'?tection has another advantage which to this point may

t->'.i-: iMave bc'-jri tal;eri tuli w^dvantage of. It detects leaks often on

customer-'s pruri.uses. Are these customers' notified of their

1- ;.'uik-j, and what policies of customer leak repair have bec»n

•y'llved in the stiidie-^ u-.^ed aa baso data?





h. Metering Chapter 2

Ellsa Campbell

The Demand Management Report is assuming that if metering is
adjusted/repaired, then water usage v/ould not be reduced but
instead the corresponding amount of water would be shifted to
another category. This does not appear to be a valid assumption,
as meter repair would result in price/billing changes. This
in turn would then trigger some communities/industries that are
then aware of the amount of v;ater they are using (through these
price adjustments) to use less.

Recently the EPA has turned do'wn the MDC request to build a longer
pipe. The MDC must therefore build a secondary plant. From the
perspective of treatment it would not be economical to build
a plant with 2020 projections. Rates would need to be raised
substantially to distribute the cost of the new plant if less
water was used and fewer customers wex'e using the system than
predicted.
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i. Pressure R,eduction Chapter 3

Peter Westover

The Water Conservation Study undertaken by the city of Amherst
indicated that building-by-building pressure j. reduction, with
pressure reducing valves in each building, can be effective
and should not be discarded in favor of system-wide reductions
with valves only in the mains. Differences in pressure between
different buildings on the same general system can, as the Report
seems to recognize, be quite significant. Apartment complexes
are especially likely candidates.

In general, Projections in the Demand Management Report for
achievable conservation seem to underestimate probable future
advances in water conservation technology, relying instead on
a gradual increase in use of methods and devices that are now
available.

— Page 50-"moderate level of effort" in Amherst produced 50-60%
adoption of retrofit showerheads - at least one would expect
more than 10-159^ or 25-35% - from recent (5/83) questionaire.

Page 56-"low-flow showerheads reduce flow by 25%" - in the Amherst
area, the reduction from average standard showerhead to average low-
flow showarhead was 43% (or 39%).

Page 71 -reduction to 3.5 gpm (bottom of page) for average showerhead
seems very modest - 2 to 2.5 is easily attainable. This would make
a significant difference in overall demand reduction projection.





J. Non-Domestic Conservation Chapter 6
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James Rogers

29 July 1983

Ms. Patricia B. Cocoran
Metropolitan District Commission
Water Division - 8th Floor
Boston, Massachusetts 02108

Dear Ms. Cocoran:

This letter contains my comments regarding the MDC ' s recently published
"Demand Management" study. I had planned to attend last week's hearing
in Brookline but was detained by a conflict at the last minute.

In general I was pleased by the amount of detail that went into the
report. However, I got the feeling that the potential for further
conservation from the industrial/commercial sector is being
substantially underestimated. Even though significant strides have
Already been made I believe major additional conservation will occur in
the future for several reasons.

A) There is a trend away from wet processes in manufacturing.
Because of the many problems associated with chemical use and
disposal many industries are developing new "dry" processes.
The semiconductor and paper industries are examples of this
trend but it is becoming widespread throughout indust.ry.

B) The total costs of water and sewage are still not felt by most
water users in areas the MDC serves. -When the true costs are
finally applied to all users there will be substantially more
incentive to conserve then at present. I agree there is
not presently enough financial incentive to conserve bar. there
would be if the true costs were passed through to the users as
they should be.

C) New technology is continually adding to the equipment and
techniques which reduce water consumption. The triple
incentives of energy, water, and sewage cost savings has
greatly increased the development of new devices and processes
which reduce w?\ter \ise signif icr\nhly . Many of these now ideas
have retrofit applications while others can be incorporated
during new or modified construction of facilities and
processes.
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age Two (

In summary I believe you are underestimating the potential for future
conservation by commercial/industrial water users. Digital's two
largest water consuming facilities in Massachusetts reduced their
consumption by 90% and 70% in the past two years. Although these two
facilities aren't served by the MDC they are typical of many facilities
which are MDC water users and which can do much more to reduce their
consumption

.

Sincerely,

^mes K. Rogers, Manager
orporate Energy fi^ Environmental Affairs

/ jw

CC: '-Mr.- "Robey Hubley

.





k. Non-domestic Conservation Chaptfjr 6

These comments first appeared in
April 14, 1983 WSCAC's response to Task 1 -Demand .

Projections. They are resubmitted
here because they are so pertinent
to industrial water management.

Mr. R. Hub ley
W. S. C. A. C.

138 Russell St.
Hadley, MA 01035

Dear Mr. Hub ley:

Per your request, 1 am recording our telephone conversation
relative to the Demand Projection Summary Report remarks.

A REVIEW OF Tm MDC WATER DEI-^ND PROJECTION

The Water Demand Projections Summary Report indicates that
significant progress is being made toward providing the
quantitative tools needed for the development of a water
policy and a long-term program. All those who have contributed
to this very important task are to be commended and encouraged
to continue their much needed efforts with full committee support.

Below are some of my initial reactions relative to the Non-
domestic Water Use estimates and assumptions outlined in the
summary report

:

1. The historic correlation between growth and consumption
might not be a sound assumption for future planning.
Elements such as availability, price, conservation and
education could collectively or individually change the
relationship. One need only look at energy over the past
ten years to find what might be an important parallel
experience that can assist us in planning for the future.

2. If "actual cost" water pricing becomes a reality throughout
the State of Massachusse ts and the U.S., the historical-
elasticity of demand assumptions for the industrial sector
consumption will change dramatically. Water cost reduction
and profit improvement programs would motivate accelornted
industrial conservation efforts.

3. The long-range impact of industrial change, mobility, product
life cycles as well as labor intensity and technological
evolution within a geographic area, are important consider-
ations. Demand growth should be projected with these factors
in mind. For example, changes from chemical industry to

./
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Mr. R. Hub ley
April 14, 1983
Page #2

high technology to second generation high technology could
create major water consumption changes.

4. Conservation is an important alternate source of supply
and a great deal more needs to be done to develop this
opportunity. If The Gillette Company can reduce its
consumption 757, (600,000,000 gallons annually) since 1973
and Polaroid 507a since 1979, why can't others do the same?
Given proper incentives, education and technical assistance,
industrial conservation could influence future demand
drastically. My experience indicates that very little
has been done to date but interest is picking up as
industry begins to recognize the financial opportunity.

5. Increasing water prices, public av/areness and critical
supply are bound to breed innovative conservation technoiogy
over the long term. Such projections include improved re-
circulation systems, hom.e and industrial sanitary systems,
dual water usage systems, roof water utilization, computerized
systems, etc. This might sound too optimistic to some,
but with a demonstrated need and a free enterprise system,
a great deal can happen over only a few years. Again, we
should reference the energy conservation technological
evolution and its overall impact.

6. It is important that we do not spend too much time "number
crunching" or on special interests and lose sight of the
overall long-term objectives. Let's try to be crudely
correct instead of precisely wrong. . . . Predicting 20 years
or 40 years out will never be a precise science. Charting
the general direction is important.

Enclosed are copies of The Gillette Company Water Conservation
and Audit Tips booklet and The Greater Boston Chamber of
Commerce booklet titled Water Conservation in Massachusetts -

The Time is Nowl

If I can be of any further assistance, please let me know.

Best wishes for continuing success.

Cordially yours,

.><ii^-.-^_ •

Cameron D. Beers

ep/
Ends

.
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1. Water Pricing Chapter 7

William Edgerton

28 Amherst Road
Watertown, MA 02172

June 21, 1983

Water Supply Citizens
Advisory Committee -

138 Russell Street
Hadley, MA 01035

Dear Friends:

Bill Edgerton of the Wellesley DPW suggested I send WSCAC a copy of

his comments regarding the MDC demand management strategy. I am in complete
agreement with these recommendations.

I would strongly emphasize his point that legislative action is required
as well as significant financial and technical assistance.

I hope this is useful In your review of the MDC demand management report.

Sincerely

,

James Goldstein

Enclosure
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Commissioners
^OWiNA CIC5 FRASCt. Chairman
WILLIAM F CULLINANC
WALTER WOODS

BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS

P.O. EOX
AiS WORCESTER STRECT

235-7600

July 5, 1983

William A. Brutsch, P. E.
Director and Chief Engineer
Metropolitan District Com.Tiission
Water Division
?0 Sotnersot Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02108

Dear Mr. Brutsch;

In response to your letter of June 28, 1933, the Wellesley
Department of Public Works recommends the following four point
demand strategy for the MDC s consideration in coping with the
problem of excessive demand. While we do not have the necessary
statistics to calculate the individual or combined impact of such
a strategy, we feel each component provides I cost effective
means to lower both peak demand and overall water consumption.
In Wellesley, such a strategy has proven to be very successful.

Proposed MJC Dei.-iand Strategy

Full Cost Pricing: that all HDC member communities,
along with the MDC itself, be required to set water
rates that reflect the full cost of service (including
depreciation and pensions).

Community Water Planning

;

that each MDC member
community, in conjunction with the MDC, establish
yearly peak demand and consumption goals; that these
goals, once set, be incorporated into a Community Water
Plan that identifies how the goals are to be met (i.e.,
through pricing, use restrictions, public education,
etc . ) .

MDC Pricing

:

The MDC rate schedule should complement
its demand curtailment objectives. Serious conside-
ration should be given to some form <?f peak demand
pricing structure. •..

2.

3.
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Letter to William A. Brutsch
July 5, 1983
page 2

MDC Sewer Assessment - change the formula: The HDC
sewer assessment formula should be changed in order to
be based on water volume y instead of or in addition to
population. Such a formula will better reflect the
costs involved in disposing of sewerage, as well as
encourage water conservation.

Some or all of these components may require legislative action.
They certainly will require strong executive and administrative
support— including financial and technical assistance. State
grant criteria, for instance, should be consistent with this
strategy.

If the Wellesley Department of Public Works can be of further
assistance, please let me know.

Sincerely,

William B. Edgerton
Programs Manager

WBE/kwr

cc: 00, 50
Elizabeth. Kline

.

Lydia Goodhue

Jamfis R,. Goldstein
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m. Four Management Plans

Willaim Elliott Comments on Demand Management-Four Combined Programs

Eleven programs to implement water conservation were described
and estimates made of the potential water savings (MGD) and
associated unit costs (present value per MG) , In general these
appear to be well conceived and represent a broad range of actions
which might be taken by the MDC. They also show unit costs
ranging from less than ^200 to more than $1000 (calculated as
present value). Computing unit cost in terms of present value
is a complex problem involving estimated future costs, inflation
rate, and discount rate. Combining several programs also involves
estimating how the programs might interact in terms of effectiveness
and cost. The net result is that it is not possible to perforra these
calculations in detail without a rather elaborate computer program.

The consultants have provided four "scenarios" of combinod programs
for which these calculations have been performed. Examination •

of these scenarios indicates that the selection of program.-
and level of effort to be combined was not done on the basis
of providing the lowest unit cost for a specified amount of
water saved. Instead the choices appear quite arbirary, and,
in fact, it appears that the costs of the combinations
were inflated by including in each scenario a high cost,
yield option.

I strongly urge that a more explicit set of interaction parameters
be generated-at least in clearly tabulated form, and that a - •.

more careful choice of program combinations be evaluated
with respect to minimizing the unit cost for given amounts of
water saved (i.e. 10 MGD, 20 MGD, 30 MGD). -

.
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Section III

:4ANAGING DEMAND AND DEMAND MANAGEMENT

38

Robie Hubley and William Elliott

WSCAC suggests an approach to demand management which divides the

demand management programs (Table 2) into two categories: (1) those

practices which should be implemented continuously, such as leak

detection and repair, and plumbing code requirements, and (2)

those which can be implemented when demand-supply conditions

indicate their need, such as drought contingency and high level

public education efforts. The difference in approach to supply-

demand problems represented by this strategy is a flexible,

fine-tuning procedure, rather than a static plan. In order to

illustrate how such an approach would work, we have chosen to

show how the drought of the 1960s could have been managed.

Graph I represents the annual lowest stage at Quabbin during

xhe drought years 1961-1976. It is based on Graph II, "Changes

in Elevation of Quabbin Reservoir from 1940-1982 (MDC)", by

David Hellstrom of Arthur D. Little, Inc. It is important to

i-ecognize that even during the drought period represented on

Graph I, which was the most severe in a weather history going

h;=iCk to 1835 (Graph III), the lowest water level did not reach

what has been proposed, conservatively, by the consultants,

as the minimum pool at Quabbin. Further, if^can be seen that

after the drought broke, in 1967, Quabbin fully recovered

in only 8 years. The sleeping issue in the discussion of Quabbin

as the mainspring of MDC supply is its resiliency, its amazing

ability to recover, even following severe drawdown events.

The resiliency of Quabbin suggests that if demand management

measures are implemented promptly in response to Quabbin

drawdown, the reservoir can be prevented from approaching mini-

mum pool, and can be caused to recover fully. in a shorter time

period. To illustrate, suppose that during the 1960s drought,

as soon as the water level at Quabbin reached 80% of capacity

(about 520 MSL) measures had been- initiated to reduce demand

5bout 10 MGD.* Graph IV shows the effect of this action. The

historic low pool level would have declined only to about 498 MSL,

rather than the 497 MSL which occurred, and Quabbin would have

* With higher demand, a trigger point lower than 80^ of storage may
be appropriate.
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recovered more quickly. Then, if the Quabbin pool had continued

to decline, further measures could be initiated (Graphs IV and V).

Graph VI is an illustration of the effect of delaying demand

management strategies. It shows the effect of initiating a 20

huD demand management strategy one, two or three years after

the water level at Quabbin reached 80% of capacity. It can be

seen that timely response to pool reduction both minimizes depletion

of the pool and secures earlier recovery. The drought response

plan offered in the demand management summary report Table 3 is

not initiated until Quabbin is only 50% full, and no water use

reduction measures are initiated until storage reaches 45.5%

of capacity! Looking at the period 1940-1982, activation of the

demand management strategy at 80% of full Quabbin pool would

have occurred only three times - 1957, 1963 and 1981 - in the

42 year period (see Graph II).

Triggering demand reduction sensitively, but only when needed,

has important advantages. Public education measures, for instance,

although expensive, can produce quick results to avoid more

expensive problems such as decline of water quality, or system

"failure". Because it is implemented only when demonstrably

needed, we can avoid 'crying wolf. Expensive measures would

be utilized only a few times over a long period. The result is

that they are economic, because they replace the need for large,

long-term capital investments which must be paid for whether

e^tra water is needed or not. In the face of fluctuating population

and demand, vigorous and well-administered demand management

to maintain reservoir levels can buy time to find out how the

trends will actually go. If a large augmentation measure is chosen,

instead, amortization of bonds must be paid for even in the majority

of years when the volume of storage is adequate.

K'ext, we investigated what would have happened had demand been

gi fjater during the drought of the 1960s. Graph VII shows the

effect on minimum pool level of 10, 20 and 30 MGD additional

demand. While 10 MGD additional demand does not result in any

"failures", both 20 and 30 MGD additional demand would result

in "failures" as defined by the consultants. Graph VIII shows the
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effect of 10 and 20 MGD demand management imposed on 30 MGD

additional demand. While 10 MDC demand management still results

in a significant number of "failures" ,. the effect of 20 MGD

demand management deserves further scrutiny. First, the system

"fails" perhaps 14 months, or about a 2.3% "failure" rate for the

600 month sample period. Many urban systems accept a 3% failure rate

as a management criterion. But more than this, the scenario illustrat

some of the subtleties of the definition of "failure" as used by the

consultants. In establishing the minimum pool for Quabbin, the

consultants made it clear that no water quality effects could

be anticipated at the minimum pool level. The "failures" which

would result from the 30 MGD additional demand and 20 MGD demand

management scenario would draw the pool down an insignificant amount,

only about 2 feet, below the defined minimum pool. No effect on

writer quality or supply would result, so it is a "failure" only

in the sense of technical definition, not in the sense of producing

user hardship.

The implications of our exercise are clear. Even during the

drought of record, the worst in a weather record of over 140

years, responsive drought management could have prevented any

significant failure of water supply. It has been pointed out

that instituting vigorous demand management as a general practice

would reduce flexibility to respond to drought. We propose that

good management techniques such as leak detection and repair,

along with mandated implementation of the plumbing code, would

sustain higher average Quabbin pool levels, and that additional,

and more vigorous demand management options formulated into a

program to be activated promptly at times of need would get us

through the rare periods of duress. .

Carrying the principles of triggered demand management

further, methodology can be developed, to select and implement

augmentation alternatives as needed. First, preparations are

done on each available alternative to shorten the lead time:

engineering is done; legislative and legal prerequisites are

carried out; public communication materials are drafted; etc.

Monitoring programs are developed which respond not only to

Quabbin water level, as in our examples, but to such parameters
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as population change, precipitation and temperature, total system

demand, etc. Computer programs can be devised to accept this

monitoring data, and criteria established which will trigger

construction of one or more of the augmentation measures, if

and when needed. In this way the measures will be chosen on the

basis of realistic anticipated need, within a future short enough

to be reasonably predicted, instead of as vague and questionable

as a 40 year prediction.

* -x- *

The information assembled in the Demand Management Task of

the Long Range Water Supply EIR provided an excellent basis

for evaluating various alternative actions which can be implemented

by the MDC to insure a continued adequate supply of water during

the planning period. The report is aptly titled-although the

emphasis in the report as written is on quantitative estimates

of the amount of water (DEMAND) and the costs associated with

a variety of alternatives, the information which has been

assembled provides an opportunity for the MDC to utilize MA^IAGEI^T

to insure an adequate supply of water.

To accomplish this task effectively it is necessary to consider

the temporal behavior of the entire water supply system. Because

the keystone of this system is the Quabbin Reservoir, and its

v/£ter storage capacity is so great compared with all other elements

of the system, its response as a function of time is of major

importance. Fortunatley this response time is also long compared

to response times associated with may of the demand management

alternatives. The net result of this is that timely management

actions can be employed to influence the performance of the

Quabbin Reservoir,

Changes in the amount of water stored in a reservoir are described

quantitatively by:

Changes in water stored= (water in)-(water out)-(losses)

The elevation of the water level in a reservoir is a function

(usually nonlinear) of the amount of water stored in the reservoir
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(this function for Quabbin has been established by the MDC and is

given as a graph in the Safe Yield Report). Historic data are

also available which show the behavior of the Quabbin as a function

01 time during the critical event of record, i.e. the drought of

the 1960s. This information can be utilized to estimate the

behavior of the Quabbin for small changes (i.e. 10%) in inflow

and outflow conditions. Care must be exercised both in performing

calculations and interpreting the results because the effects are

cumulative. This approach should be considered as illustrative

rather than accurately quantitative, and it does not provide a

model of the system. V/ithin this framework, differential analysis

of a critical event does provide insight into the behavior of

the system without requiring external data.

Because the effects are cumulative and extend over a period of

time (10 years), and it was desirable to investigate a number

of alternative actions, a computer program was written which

utilized the historic minimum annual levels (converted to total

storage) of Quabbin and calculated the cumulative change in

storage as a function of time for selected combinations of

small changes in demand at various times during the critical

event. The net total storage was then converted to elevation

and the result plotted as a function of time. These plots are

given in the attached figures.

The salient feature of these results is that timely demand

management of a modest amount produces a significant effect

on reservoir elevation. The implication is that it is not

necessary to design the system as though the worst case could

happen without warning, and that appropriate management might well

fiUbstitute for expensive augmentation.
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Ann Gannett

We welcome you, if not as graciously as we would have liked. We

found out after we rented the room that we could not serve refreshments in the

room. So, if you are tired, or bored, or restless, or thirsty, you may go to

the cafeteria next door.

This seminar is sponsored by the Citizens Advisory Committee on the

Metropolitan District Commission's Water Supply Environmental Impact Report,

2020. If that sounds like a mouthful, it does adequately describe what we

are. We do not use that formal title very much. We call ourselves the WSCAC

(Water Supply Citizens Advisory Committee). We are appointed as voluntary

members by the Secretary of Environmental Affairs. The MDC funds two posi-

tions for staff for the Citizens Advisory Committee. Those two positions

actually represent four people. We have three part-time people sharing the

directorship (Alexandra Dawson, Roble Hubley, and Eileen Simonson). Elaine

Hartman holds the position of assistant to the director.

The purpose of this seminar is to make public some of our comments on

the water demand projections made by the MDC. Perhaps it would help those of

us who may have lost track of where we have been in the last five years to

quickly review what has been going on. In 1978, the MDC concern on the safe

yield of the Quabbin Reservoir, and a possible shortfall for the system,

prompted the MDC to launch a major study to augment its water supply. The

study, mandated by the Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act, will present an

analysis of the environmental, social, and economic impacts of nine alterna-

tive ways to meet water demand by the year 2020. The project is directed by

Patricia Corcoran, MDC's project director, and MDC consultant Wallace Floyd

Associates, whose team is headed by Adel Foz and Helen Linsky. MDC's nine

alternatives include the rivers Connecticut, M i 1 1 ers -Tu 1 ly ,
Sudbury, and

Merrimack, and also the Plymouth Aquifer groundwater, watershed management,

demand management (which most of you probably know means leak repair and

conservation et al.), user sources, and the no action alternative. Another

1
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Separate ongoing study by the MDC will consider treating 20 million gallons of

water a day from the Sudbury Reservoir. Reports indicate that this draft

Environmental Impact Report will be ready this year. The Chairs of the

Sudbury Citizens Advisory Committee (SCAC) , Tom Sisson and Barbara Mudd , are

here. Their project director for the MDC is Marcis Kempe and their consultant

is Parsons Brinkerhoff.

WSCAC and SCAC work very closely together, despite the fact that we have

failed to persuade the MDC or the Secretary's office that we would like to be

combined as one water project. Members of both CAC's represent the geographi-

cal areas of the alternatives and each meets monthly, sometimes in the eastern,

sometimes in the western parts of the state.

Our role, or charge, is to analyze, question, suggest, and comment on

the various actions, oral and printed, taken by the MDC throughout the mu 1 t i

-

year preparation of the Environmental Impact Report. Patricia Corcoran and

Adel Foz are faithful attendees at our meetings.

The water supply study has several years yet to go and it is estimated

to be costing somewhere in the neighborhood of six million dollars. WSCAC

believes that this is the time of the crucial decision. Water demand is the

basic issue. All else will depend on it.

This afternoon the staff and several WSCAC members will comment on their

review of MDC's water demand projections. They will address the reasons why

we believe careful management of water resources will make it unnecessary to

bring new supplies on line until the year 2000. Note the year 2000. The

project itself is studying to 2020. Each person will speak from three to

four minutes. Because this format may only last 45 minutes, we ask that you

reserve your questions until the end.
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PLANNING VERSUS PREDICTION

Robie Hub ley

An ancient proverb says: Prediction Is very difficult, especially

regarding the future!

Discussions such as we will have today relate to decades ahead and have

usually been presented and considered as foretel lings of the future. Formerly,

statistical techniques such as linear regression were so laborious that they

were Invested with awe and had an aura of authority and inevitability. Now a

hand-held calculator can do linear regressions very simply. The mystique Is

gone, and practice has given us the opportunity to realize that the built-in

assumptions of such predictions need scrutiny.

For instance, the assumptions of the model upon which the population and

Industrial forecasts in this study are based include the following: ". . .

that no further changes In factors not considered in the model of an economy

(exogenous shocks, in economist's parlance) occur: no wars; shifts in Inter-

national demand or supply conditions; no technological change; no product

innovations, no changes In taxes, no migrations for non-economic reasons, no

political disturbances, no marked changes in weather--in short, no changes in

anything not considered within the purview of the economist, and hence, not

within the model. Of course, such shocks will occur in greater or smaller

magnitude; by their very nature they cannot be predicted, cannot be incor-

porated into a forecast. The only thing known In advance is that some such

shocks wl 1

1

occur; when, where, and in what form and magnitude. Is wholly

unknown .

"

Tlie Water Supply Study cannot be viewed realistically as an exercise in

prediction, but rather as an exercise In pi ann ing . And planning consists of

influencing humans and resources to produce preferred outcomes.

It is not our purpose to dispute the predictions of the consultants and

substitute our own. Rather we are inviting the audience, the consultants and

the MDC to work with us to plan for the preferred outcome, to live within our
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means, with a planning safeguard so we can recover if our planning strategies

do not succeed.

The Water Supply Citizens Advisory Committee expresses its optimism that

anticipated growth in total system demand on the MDC water supply is not so

great that it cannot be met within existing resource means. The following

speakers will explain our optimism. Eileen SImonson, Co-Director of WSCAC,

will begin with the prediction model and the effect of its estimates on

assessment of residential, institutional and industrial demand.





POPULATION, PRODUCTIVITY, DOMESTIC AND NON-DOMESTIC DEMAND

E i 1 een S imonson

This Is Table 15 (see pages J3-i*y)
, which you received on the way in. It

is a summary table, done by the consultants, and is found in the Interim Tech-

nical Report on Water Demand. We have modified it to focus on the next two

decades. Uncertainties revealed in the Report indicate that we do not have

the basis at this time to fully address a planning interval beyond the end of

this century. The first column is a water use profile for 1980 by different

types of water use. The next two columns are the consultant's projections for

1990 and 2000. The final column is a summary of WSCAC's revisions of the

estimates for the year 2000.

One of the key sources of projections used to analyze components of

future water demand is an economic model called 'MEPA': Mass. Economic Policy

Analysis model. It is geared to make predictions of employment availability

and output for Massachusetts industry. It assumes the national long-term fore-

cast prepared by Data Resources, Inc., of Lexington, Mass. Any model is an

abstraction of a complex system. A model is not the system, but instead uti-

lizes selected categories to represent the system. What this model does not

reflect is the specific demographic profile of Massachusetts. For example,

the national forecast assumes a rise in fertility to 2.1, whereas Massachusetts

has more often lagged behind the national average. Also, the model is not

attuned to resource demand and distribution at all, but is used to estimate

Massachusetts' share of product exports relative to the nation.

The problem we are dealing with today is projected water demand in the

Boston Metropolitan Area, which is a population/resource problem for which the

omission of relevant demographic considerations is a serious flaw. The popu-

lation parameter in the model is not a prediction of Massachusetts' future

population, it is a functional assumption, an internal factor of the model, a

product simply of employment and participation.





The consultants used the economic model to establish two important

factors of water use: the first of these is population. This is used to

estimate projected domestic water use and institutional water use in the non-

domestic sector. The model projects population to rise by almost 15^ by the

year 2007, much greater than projected by other demographic models. The

Massachusetts population increased only .S% in the 1970-1980 decade. The

consultants foresee the domestic water consumption increase resulting from

this unprecedented population growth being offset by the application of the

revised state plumbing code. But a less expansionist population projection

would produce a significant decrease in estimated domestic water use by the

year 2000.

The model's population figure also Influences estimates of Institutional

water use In the large sector called non-domestic seen In Table 15- The con-

sultants assumed that institutional population would be driven by a larger

region than the state, and so the model's population figure was increased by

a portion of projected national population growth to almost 26%. In fact,

the greatest institutional population in the MDC region Is college age people,

and this group, not only in Massachusetts but across the nation, is declining.

The second important factor of water use drawn from the economic model

is projections of employment and productivity. The model predicts continued

increases in the high technology industries while predicting continued de-

clines in water- I ntens I ve manufacturing, such as leather, paper, and textiles.

Increases in employment and productivity in computers and office equipment,

instrumentation, and most important the data processing service industry has

important effects on future water demand.

Productivity indices were used to estimate future industrial water

demand. It is clear that productivity in some industries, such as paper or

chemicals, can have a dramatic impact on water use. The projected increases

in output in h
i
gh- technol ogy industries would appear to have little effect on

water use, productivity being measured by such factors as computer speed or

versatility, instrument accuracy, and so on. The incorrect linking of produc-

tivity in the high-technology growth industries with increased water use leads
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to an overstatement of future industrial water use in the demand report.

Lastly, the water demand report makes some assumptions about future

non-domestic conservation efforts which further inflate the projections.

First, the study assumes that most industrial conservation measures are in

place. It assumes no significant savings in the future based on a survey of

large users. Second, estimates of water savings in the minor or smaller non-

domestic users was not based on a similar survey. This minor user category

is a full hSZ of all non-domestic water use.

In conclusion, there is reason to believe that the domestic and non-

domestic water use categories are over estimated as to future water demand

because of both an unlikely population projection, and a projection of in-

creased industrial output in non-water intensive industries.

The degree to which non-domestic water use, whether process, cooling,

or sanitary, is yet to change will be explored further by Cameron Beers.
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FUTURE POSSIBILITIES OF INDUSTRIAL WATER CONSERVATION

Cameron Beers

This certainly Is an appropriate time to talk about conservation with

Water Conservation Week going on in Massachusetts at this time. I would like

to thank the MDC and all the other concerned citizens for their efforts to

promote conservation across the state, both this week and throughout the year.

Most people here believe water conservation is an alternate water re-

source and that it should not be neglected. Back in 1973, the Gillette Company

started its socially responsible action to promote conservation of water. At

that time no one really anticipated that the savings could be significant in

either volume or dollars. In fact, our consumption of water was growing at

that time at an annual rate of about 20% per year. I am pleased to report

that we are now consuming 7^% less water at our South Boston facility with a

dollar savings of about one million annually.

I can remember in 1973 hearing a few of the jokes . . . "What are you

worried about--the drips in the corporate office?"

At that time we did not think there were dollar savings. We were trying

because we felt there was a worldwide shortage of water coming and that we had

a responsibility to do something about it.

It is also interesting to note that, that 78^ of water savings that we

were able to achieve is now the equivalent of approximately two days' demand

on the MDC system. We would never have predicted that. Today I am more and

more convinced that the opportunity for conservation is substantial, both for

large and small companies (it doesn't matter what size you are), as well as

public institutions and homes. No matter which area we have looked at, sav-

ings have been identified. We have passed on a lot of the conservation infor-

mation and it is amazing the number of people that are beginning to pick up

the same ideas and save.
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It doesn't matter what industry you are in or what building you are in,

the same principles apply.

If I could cite just a few of these. I went into a school not too long

ago and that particular school had 3^ showers all on one valve and one young

man came in and turned on the valve--all 3^ showers ran. He finishes and runs

out because his father is waiting for him. The water is on until the custodian

comes by and shuts it off. I think the payback period was something like six

weeks at that particular school when they changed the system around.

Recently I was in a hospital, and we surveyed the hospital. There was

a two-inch pipe that had been flowing for three weeks and they could not get

the plumber to repair it. Another hospital (a state hospital), the engineer

said I would love to get aerators here but I cannot get the money. There was

not an aerator in the whole hospital. They had done nothing for water conser-

vation because there was no money.

Some of the public buildings I have looked at indicate the same need.

Basically I am interested in industry. So I have done more in that

area. Take a company office building like the Prudential where Gillette is

located-- i nsta 1 1 i ng aerators and different flush systems saved over two

million gallons a year. That's the equivalent of about one gallon per square

foot. How many square feet have we in office buildings in the MDC area?

Polaroid--at one facility, their annual savings is more than one-half a day's

total demand on the MDC system. This is about 90 gallons of savings per square

foot of space per year.

The development of more water conservation awareness plus economic edu-

cation and incentives can motivate a common cause attitude and action. Much

more needs to be done and can be done once you get people involved. It Is

obvious after talking with many of the organizations (both large and small)

that keep calling to find out what is being done, that the interest is just

beginning. There were fewer of us back in 1973- There now appear to be a lot

more of us that are concerned about water.





Last year Gillette published a water conservation booklet with over 100

saving ideas that outlines very simply what can be done with very limited

expenses. It is amazing the number of requests we have received for this book-

let which is available through Resource Management Associates of Boston or

Greater Boston Chamber of Commerce.

A case history publication which is about ready to be issued by the

Special Legislative Commission on Water Supply this week is also citing many

of the companies which have done the same things which Gillette has done, and

their savings. it is an excellent reference.

Savings are easily attainable from 30-50^ in many areas and at least

20-30% with minimum effort.

Water conservation is not the only long-term answer to our future supply

but its potential should not be overlooked by any of us. it is a short-term

answer and in many cases it could be a long-term answer. It certainly is a

low-cost way to get more resource in a very short time.





RECOVERABLE LEAKAGE' COMPONENT OF UNACCOUNTED-FOR WATER

David Stickel

As a member of WSCAC, I chose to review the topic of recoverable leakage

In water demand projections , a report to MDC, by Wallace Floyd Associates.

V/SCAC does not agree with the consultants' conclusions in Chapter h that

recoverable leakage in the MDC user's system would amount to only 25 million

gal 1 ons per day

.

My reasons for this disagreement are the following:

• Three previous reports to the MDC indicate recoverable leakage could

be between 16 and 73 mgd; the likely average from these three reports

being kS mgd.

• The consultants' failure to critique previous studies in drawing

conclusions from their own data--their conclusions being irrecon-

cilable with these other studies.

• Failure of the report to discuss potential recoverable leakage on

the customer side of the meter.

• Lack of consistency in the report on providing potential recoverable

leakage figures.

Let me elaborate on the above points In critiquing the MDC consultants'

report

:

• Looking at the bar graphs on the overhead (see page ), you will see

that three previous studies done for MDC between 1975 and 1980 come

in at hj , hS , and hk mgd respect ively--compared with the consultants'

20-25 mgd recoverable leakage. In response to WSCAC's critique of

this disparity, the consultants have recently stated that the previous

studies were "theoretical." This is not the case In our judgment.

Inspection of the Curran Report, for example, will show It to be an

analytical document with results of a good many field investigations

included. Moreover, the MDC staff report, using a different
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methodology from Curran, arrived at remarkably similar figures for

recoverable leakage.

• A critical reviewer of the four reports on recoverable leakage would

have an impossible time, in my judgment, scientifically determining

why irreconcilable differences exist between the potential recoverable

leakage, reported in 1983, compared to the 1975-1980 reports. There

Is no comparative analysis of the disparate figures in the present

report. In WSCAC's judgment, this analysis should have been done,

given the significant differences between the 1975-1980 reports, and

the present report.

• If we are truly planning for maximum utilization of water resources,

then it is imperative we start examining recoverable leakage on the

customer side of the meter, as this leakage is obviously part of the

total water delivery system. Studies have shown that leakage detected

on the customer side of the meter can average kx the leakage on the

system side. We have seen several reports on the system side; it is

time we had data and system wide programs on recoverable leakage for

the customer side of the meter.

• In the consultants' report approximately 25 mgd is the figure calcu-

lated as potential recoverable leakage for 1980, as you can see In

the table on the overhead (see page ). However, on page 175 of the

report, the consultant states that "Historically, one-third of

residual unaccounted-for water has shown to be recoverable." In one

of the appendices to the report (A; p. 128), 106 mgd is given for

unaccounted water In the MDC service area. When analyzed for recover-

able 1eakage--l/3 of the unaccounted-for water being recoverable,

according to the consultants

—

36 mgd , not 25 mgd, is the figure

derived. These discrepancies In the report results amount to a 37^

error

.

WSCAC also feels that the Boston experience Cto be covered In the next

discussion topic) was not given due weight In determining recoverable leakage

Consultants feel that about all Boston Water and Sewer Commission can expect

to "save" Is about 5% of total water use. It is WSCAC's understanding that
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more than \S% of Boston's formerly leaked water has been recaptured. Not

necessarily all of the salvageable water is in the delivery system, but given

the known antiquity of Boston, the water system must be ancient, too. This

suggests that substantial amounts of water are yet to be saved.

By WSCAC's calculations, the least recoverable leakage figure should be

36 mgd (one of the consultants' figures). The top figure in the total system,

based upon further tightening in Boston, could be 50 mgd. Therefore, WSCAC

feels that ^1 mgd is a thoroughly rational recoverable leakage figure.





BOSTON EXPERIENCE WITH SYSTEM REHABILITATION AND LEAK REPAIR

Charles Button

The chart behind me illustrates the amounts of water lost over varying

periods of time as a result of a pipe leak at 50 lbs. pressure. As you can

see, even the smallest leak can result in significant wastage of water. You

might think about this next time you have a small leak in your house or if

you are considering plumbing revisions.

In Boston, we have 1100 miles of water pipes in the street ranging in

size from 2 inches in diameter to hS Inches in diameter (plus about 5,000

miles of service pipe). In addition, there are about 1^,000 hydrants in the

City. Pipe materials include cast iron, ductile iron, cement lined cast and

ductile iron, steel and copper.

Boston's water system is one of the oldest In the country. The oldest

water conduit we have found remains of Is in this area, and nearby In Dock

Square. It was part of a system which goes back to the l600's. Also found

was a 1795 wooden water main from Jamaica Pond to the area where this building

stands, making Boston's the oldest public system which involved transmission.

In the l820's through the l840's a number of studies were undertaken on

bringing water in quantity to the City, because at that time it was a factor

in the ability of the City to grow. In ]SkO , a 10-Inch cast iron pipe re-

placed that wooden pipe from Jamaica Pond to Bowdoln Square. In l8^8, Lake

Cochituate was connected to downtown and to Frog Pond (that's the fountain in

the Common). In the l850's the first water meters were put in the City.

Concern spread not only about the quantity of water but the quality as

well after a cholera epidemic in l865. In 1895, the Metropolitan Water Board

was formed to address the needs of not only the City but the whole metropoli-

tan area. People began to realize that there were not sufficient reservoirs

in the Boston area for each community to have its own water supply. Lake

Cochituate, Chestnut Hill Reservoir and Sudbury Reservoir were incorporated





into that system. In 1908, Wachusetts Reservoir and in the 1930's Quabbin

Reservoir were added.

Moving to more recent history, 1976 was the last full year that the City

of Boston ran the City's water and sewer systems. In 1977, the Boston Water

and Sewer Commission was formed by an Act of the Legislature based on a home

rule petition. This set up a sem i -autonomous water and sewer authority whose

revenues come only from water and sewer bills. The Boston Water and Sewer

Commission receives no real estate tax money.

Since its formation, a major goal of the Commission has been reduction

in unaccounted for water. In 1976 the City of Boston bought from the MDC an

average of 150 million gallons of water a day, but could account for only 75

of those 150 MGD (only 75 MGD was billed to customers). That has changed such

that by the end of 1982 we bought a little less than 128 MGD from the MDC.

This is a reduction of about 22 MGD which represents about 1% of the total

demand on the MDC system. We can account now for about 62^ of the water.

Our projection this year is for about 6^^ accountability of the water. That's

not great. However, it is an improvement over what it had been.

I cannot tell you exactly from where that 22 MGD decrease has come. I

can tell you what we have seen and done and you can draw your own conclusions.

First, we have not seen a tremendous decrease in the amount of usage by any

specific customer group. The decrease has been in the unaccounted-for water.

Unaccounted-for water is attributed to two areas primarily, leakage and meter

under -r eg i st rat ion

.

In order to determine the quantity of leakage requires accurate meters.

Therefore, meter under-registrat Ion makes leak detection more difficult. BWSC

is connected to the MDC meters and we are billed the same way you are billed

in your homes. As I mentioned, we are billed for approximately kQ% more water

than we bill our customers for.

We have 90,000 meters by which we charge buildings such as this and

homes. We suspected a lot of meter under-reg Tstrat Ion primarily In the





bigger accounts. Meter under-reglstrat ion doesn't necessarily mean that the

building wasn't metered but perhaps that their meter had been in service a

period of time and, as with any mechanical device, had worn. As a meter wears,

more water goes through the meter, i.e., the customer uses more water than we

can account for. That's not to say it is being wasted. It is just that we

may not in fact be billing some customers for all the water they are using.

We undertook a simultaneous program of both re-metering, testing existing

meters, and leak detection and repair. The remetering and meter checking pro-

grams focused on the largest 250 customers, with the assumption that if there

was significant under-reg i st rat ion from worn meters, they would most likely be

worn at the highest volume users. We found this to be true in many cases.

We made some changes in the plumbing in a number of meters so that we could

calibrate or check them. We do that now on a regular basis. Of our 90,000

customers 86,000 are active accounts. Of those 86,000 active accounts, 25

accounts use 11% of all the water in the City. On the other hand, 76,000

accounts use only lk% of the water in the City. It made sense to go after

those big meters in the beginning. V/e did find some improvement, and we have

gone from 50^ unaccounted-for water to 36% unaccounted-for water. At the end

of this year we expect to have only lk% unaccounted-for water.

The other program is leakage detection and repair. This Is the program

with which I have been most Involved, as the metering Is in our Treasury

Department.

The City had started a program about 10 years ago In Boston which inves-

tigated underground leaks and made some efforts at repair. In the past few

years, the Investigation on the leakage in the system and the repair and re-

placement program have been accelerated considerably.

In areas such as where we are today which have undergone filling or

where the soils are granular or near the Charles River, the Neponset River or

the ocean, water can leak Into the ground from a water main. It may not make

a hole in the street. It may not come to the surface and produce a fountain

in the middle of the street. A leak can go on for a long period of time

unnoticed. As a consequence of that, we now invest about a quarter of a
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million dollars a year in leak detection (which involves about $150,000 in

fees to consultants and about another $100,000 in manpower and equipment which

we provide). In addition to this, we spend between $900,000 and a million

dollars a year on repairs of leakage. This is in addition to our capital pro-

gram which is intended for larger projects such as a replacement of a whole

street because the pipe is undersized or because the pipe has had so many

repairs already and has lived out its useful and its economic life.

We found some very interesting statistics in doing this. Most of our

system is 8 or 12 inches in diameter. The Corps of Engineers did a couple of

studies around the country and one series of data indicated we had 52-53 main

breaks a yeai— about one a week. It sounds like an awful lot until you get

to Houston where they had 5,000. The Corps of Engineers did a study of the

number of breaks per thousand miles of pipe for a dozen or so cities. The

numbers vary widely. Since we have about 1100 miles of sewers, ours was about

50 breaks per 1,000 miles. Houston's was about 1300 breaks per 1,000 miles.

New York's was about 75, Washington's about 115. These vary from year to

year. There are a lot of possible reasons for that. We don't have a particu-

larly aggressive soil in Boston or a particularly corrosive water. Our prob-

lems are associated with a number of factors. We have some problem with the

subway system because of the DC current system which leads to pipe corrosion.

In some parts of the country there are soils that are expansive and move.

That seems to be the problem in Houston, things are moving, which puts a lot

of stress on the pipes. Our pipes are buried very deeply in the ground to

prevent frost action. In some warmer parts of the country they are not buried

as deeply and over the last 20-^0 years those areas have developed and have a

lot of heavy trucks on the road. The effect on the pipes is much more readily

felt if the pipes are 2-3 feet down rather than 5-6 feet down as they are here.

We believe that leak detection and repair is an economical thing to do.

Our reduction in consumption of 22 MGD represents a lot of money. We are

charged by the MDC $2^0 per million gallons. We do not say that the million

dollars or so we invest every year will have a payback in a period of a year

or two, but the leakage won't get any better if you leave it alone. It will

just grow and grow, and every year the pipes age and the stresses continue
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unless some abatement is taken. I can't say statistically that this much

reduction in water demand is attributed to leak detect ion, prevent i on and

repair, this much is attributed to capital construction and this much

attributed to meter under-regi strat ion. All that I can tell you is what we

have found so far.

Referring back to the Corps of Engineers' studies, it was found that

service pipes account for far more leaks than main pipes and considerably more

total water lost. What this means to us is that we have increased consider-

ably our efforts at replacing the service pipes and now replace about 40,000

to 150,000 feet a year.

You may have also read or heard that the life of a water system is 50 or

60 years. That is an economic life. It is not the same as a useful life or

structural life. This is something that has not been clear in the popular

media, it has been a little misconstrued.

I cannot say that extensive leak detection and repair is the answer to

every community's program, all I can say is that we have significantly reduced

water usage through our program. Arlington had a similar kind of experience.

It seems to be cost-effective. It does in fact conserve water which is what

we are all trying to do. It is our most positive water conservation program.

We have not made a big effort yet to talk to our customers about their conser-

vation efforts. We feel we really could not speak out of both sides of our

mouth on conservation. If we expect our customers to make some effort we have

got to do the same thing. Our efforts are directed towards finding the leaks

that don't show on the street surfaces and fixing them. Those which we are

unable to repair, we replace by a capital improvement project.





'LEGAL OBLIGATIONS' COMPONENT OF MDC WATER DEMAND

Alexandra Dawson

My main focus will be on Table 15 (see pages -^3,i^) from the Total System

Demand Report. The belt line about two-thirds of the way down the table is

called Base Demand. This is where the good news is because the base demand

on the MDC system (even without the modifications suggested by the earlier

speakers) is holding steady and in fact falling by the year 2000. (in spite

of the growth predicted and the small figure for recoverable leakage, that

base demand figure shows a steady and even falling demand by the year 2000.

Remarkable!) So where does the additional gallonage that is suggested down

here on the bottom line come from. It is found "below the belt." Part of the

additional need comes from predicted contamination. We are all very aware of

the possibility that existing local sources may suffer contamination and be

lost before the year 2000. But if you look closely you will see that over

two-thirds of the additional water sought is found in one figure: 'additional

legal obligations' which I will refer to as 50 mgd (since it is 53-6 minus a

certain adjustment it comes out to be close to 51 mgd). That's a lot of

water. That 50 mgd could mean the difference between having to build an aug-

mentation to the system such as the diversion of the Millers River or Plymouth

Aquifer or the other diversions suggested, instead of a figure that one could

live with by conservation, watershed management and more leak repair. You can

see that the 50 mgd stands there as a very key figure.

The 50 mgd figure represents the MDC's conception of the legal rights of

17 communities to additional water by the year 2000. In this report, those

legal rights are lumped together and very cursorily discussed. In fact they

are based on MDC's reading of General Laws ch. 32 and on their analysis of

some of the contractual agreements which MDC has with some of their user com-

munities. They have not done a legal study. They have not sought a brief

from their sub-consultants on legal matters. They have not sought an opinion

of the Attorney General on the meaning of some new legislation. In areas where

MDC has needed an engineering opinion, it has in fact created detailed

engineering studies. This is a highly technical legal issue and ought to be
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subjected to the same type of legal analysis and not merely lumped together

as the various possible rights of 17 communities. We have an expression in

New England that 'just because the cat has her kittens in the oven does not

make them biscuits!' My personal analysis on the so-called legal rights of

these communities has raised in my mind the serious belief that most of them

are kittens and not biscuits.

What does this gallonage not represent? That's the most important issue

for this group to understand. The 50 mgd of legal obligation does not repre-

sent water which MDC believes that the communities will need for additional

domestic or non-domestic use. That is taken care of very clearly "above the

belt" by the figures making up base demand. So MDC is not in creating this

figure stating that these communities need that 50 mgd in order to take care

of their existing and future water needs for growth and development. Nor is

this figure based on loss of local supplies through contamination. That

figure is taken care of in a listing on Table 15 called "contamination con-

tingency" which comes in at l8.7 for the year 2000 and is arrived at by a

rather complex formula which the consultants developed to try to predict how

much of local supplies might be lost by that time. It is stated quite clearly

in a recent publication of MDC's consultants that these legal obligations are

not connected with an assumption that this amount of additional water will be

lost through contamination. MDC states in these publications that no projec-

tion was made of the local scenarios that might cause these legal obligations

to be exercised or of the probability of their being exercised at all.

In light of this refusal to speculate about why these communities might

want to exercise whatever legal rights they might have in contracts or under

statutes, we concluded that what Is really being assumed is a matter of pref-

erence. MDC appears to believe that these communities with pre-existing legal

contracts might decide to turn their back on their local water sources because

their local water source is more expensive to produce or not as good quality

as MDC water and simply turn around and demand extra water from the MDC. I

recoraraend to you to read ch . 382 of the Acts of 198l which states that,

"No town which is a member of the metropolitan water district,
or which receives water from the water district, or which Is applying
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for membership in the district, or is applying to be supplied by

the district, shall abandon any local water supply in use as of

January first, nineteen hundred and eighty-one, and substitute
for it water from the metropolitan water district, unless the

department of environmental quality engineering has declared that

the water supply source is unfit for drinking and cannot be eco-
nomically restored for drinking purposes."

What that very clearly attempts to say is that no MDC user can turn its back,

out of mere preference, on a local water supply and demand in substitution MDC

water unless that water supply has been declared to be not just unfit to be

drunk, but not economically feasible for restoration. I think that statute

casts a very, very dubious light on the probability that any of these commu-

nities are going to suddenly turn around and demand what I estimate to be

k million dollars worth of water which they don't need and can't substitute

for local sources.

In view of these serious questions WSCAC has two recommendations. First

of all, we believe that a legal analysis should be produced by MDC which

analyzes in detail this technical legal material in the same kind of detail

as technical engineering decisions are analyzed. Secondly, we would recommend

dropping this Item of 'additional legal obligations' to zero and Instead

recommend putting that water in the "pool" of water that might be lost through

contamination and applying the MDC formula found In this same report. You

arrive at a possible 6.6 mgd of additional contamination loss by the year

2000. So you will notice we have made what amounts to a 33% Increase In the

contamination contingency; in other words, we are being more conservative,

more fearful, more careful even than the MDC's consultants' report. In the

contamination area, we would add to that contamination In substitution for

these Inchoate, and unestab 1 i sKed legal obligations.
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IMPACT OF SUPPLY AUGMENTATION ON MDC WATER RATES

Robert Lemire

The original MDC water supply augmentation EIR contemplated two things.

It contemplated a shortage of 70 million gallons of water per day and it con-

templated a major capital investment to augment water supply and meet that

need

.

At that time, back In 197^, it was estimated that the Northfield Diver-

sion, one augmentation option being considered, would cost ^6.8 million

dollars. It Is my estimate that In I983 or 198^+ dollars, that would be a

minimum of $100 million. I am told that the Northfield Diversion would proba-

bly be the most economic major augmentation, that to divert the Merrimack

River or some other major augmentation would be at least as costly as the

Northfield diversion.

Today, the earlier speakers have made, I think, a strong argument that

we will not need an extra 70 million gallons of water per day by the year

2000. Yet, we are still contemplating major augmentation options and the

question I want to deal with Is, what happens If we convince ourselves and

the public that we do indeed need to augment water supply by 70 million gallon

of water by the year 2000, and proceed to spend 100 million dollars or commit

ourselves to 100 million dollar project?

You know, a funny thing happened on the way to this meeting. This

morning 1 was at an Agricultural Land Preservation Committee meeting and

learned that there Is a spending freeze. Now sometimes we think of 100 milllo

dollars as a sum that Is readily available to us. But now I think we are all

learning to live with the fact that there Is a lot of competition for capital

dollars. So finding $100 million Is not going to be that easy. Arguing that

we need It for this as opposed to other reasons Is also not going to be easy.

It's in that context that I want to take a look at the economic Implications

of the augmentation options. This should get ^our minds thinking in terms of

economics a little bit.
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Let's assume that we do not need 70 million gallons of water per day

but that we do spend $100 million. What happens? Well, as the table shows

(see pageoO)^ we are now using 320 million gallons of water per day so that

at 2hQ per million gallons I am assuming that the wholesale buyer communities

are spending something like 28 million dollars for water per year. That Is

sort of an interesting thought. Now maybe the MDC is not collecting all this

much because they are not billing for all that, but that is the economic value

that we are talking about. Now if we spend $100 million for an augmentation

project, ! think we would be lucky to bond the money over 20 years at around

3%. So I tried to be conservative and use 8^. Now ! assumed that one would

make principal payments of 5 million dollars a year for 20 years and that the

first year the Interest on the outstanding billing would be 8 million dollars,

and it would drop by year 11 to h million dollars and so on to zero by the

21st year. in the end you would be paying 13 million dollars the first year,

9 million dollars the second year. As you can see, over the 20-year period

it would not be 100 million dollars but l8^ million dollars that this 100

million dollar project would cost.

Now if you have new people drinking water and you could sell them the

cost of the new water It doesn't cost the present users necessarily a great

deal more for the water they are using, but. If the water Is just going to

drain out of the Quabbin Reservoir because It is already full you are going

to have to raise the price of the water to meet the extra amortization cost.

So If you take 13 million dollars as a percentage of 28 million dollars, it

represents a ^6.^ percent Increase in cost. This would raise the charge per

million gallons to $351. Now since the 351 dollars per million gallons does

not inclu^de the cost of operating the new system and maintaining it, it Is

clear that the new cost per million gallons would have to be even higher.

Now although many of us became involved In this project because we are

environmentalists, we have got to bear in mind that we are talking about a

major capital expenditure with serious economic Implications, and one that

if there is no need for It not only will have no payback but will be a cash

dra I n

.





Now I want to make this point which dawned on me as I was sitting here

today. The assumption is that there is $100 million that could be spent on

a major water augmentation program and that investors have that $100 million

to invest. What choice do we have? If we invest $100 million in a major aug-

mentation program we have no return on our investment. Not only that but it

is going to cost $1^ million the first year and on down to where you spend

million. What are the implications of that? The implications are that

the $100 million will create some jobs as the project is being put into place

but since it will cost $1^ million more the next year for water than it would

otherwise cost, it would remove jobs as the project was amortized. In other

words, the buy down would be an economic depressant.

If Instead that $100 million were placed in a project that returns the

Investment with a 30 percent return, it would translate Into ever more jobs

and the difference between spending $100 million with no return in the long

term loss of jobs versus investing money in something that might provide a

positive return including, say, 1,000 new jobs each year.

This poor public Investment syndrome Is a major problem for our whole

country. I think what we are facing in Massachusetts is not unlike what is

being faced In upstate Washington where they are building five nuclear reactors

that they do not need and what do we do with billions of dollars spent this

way which are not only no return on investment but are going to be depressants

on that economy as they struggle to pay for the costs. A similar question

occurs over Seabrook. And if we are right. If we discover that Massachusetts

is not going to require 70 million gallons of water more per day, then we

should start thinking about that now so that those people who are struggling

for funds and have investment opportunities with a payout can be encouraged

to compete for available funds. That way, our economy could be as vibrant as

possible rather than suffering to pay for an unneeded costly project.
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SUMMATION

Robie Hub ley

As you have heard, WSCAC believes that the Total System Demand Report

overestimates population, and domestic and industrial water use; that the

Report underestimates domestic and industrial conservation, and recoverable

leakage; and the Report makes an unrealistic interpretation of law, resulting

In an overestimate of the legal obligation. The differences are shown in our

year 2000 estimates on your chart.

MDC estimates the safe yield of the present water-supply system at about

300 mgd.

Furthermore, the Water Demand Projections interim Technical Report is

only one element in a planning process. Among several alternative scenarios

a program will be selected to reduce the total demand. The MDC Commissioners

will select from among the alternatives a preferred outcome. That will repre-

sent a commitment to a program of actions which are anticipated to produce the

preferred outcome. All of the alternatives for augmenting the supply have

costs: financial, political, social, public health and environmental. The

financial, while the most obvious, may not be the most burdensome.

We have offered an analysis of the Demand Report which results in a

program to live within our means. WSCAC anticipates that the scientific and

planning abilities of the consultants and the MDC should enable them to devise

methods of doing even better than we have in making careful use of the pre-

cious water resource, for example, better management of the watersheds, and

protection of supplies from future contamination.

We all know that with the development of computers for ongoing management

of large amounts of data we are now able to create planning programs which are

dynamic, regularly revising forecasts on the basis of continuous data collec-

tion. WSCAC has proposed that a planning methodology be adopted which we call

'triggering.' By this we mean a program which assesses Incoming data on such





critical factors in water supply as population, precipitation, domestic and

industrial consumption, source contamination and cleanup, location of new

supplies, etc. Running trends can then be analyzed routinely, according to

built-in programs which tell when a significant and reliable trend is detected.

The program would, in such a case, trigger appropriate response to the trend

in a timely manner.

We can act deliberately to obtain the preferred outcome of living within

our means, while allowing for growth. Included in the plan, a triggering

mechanism will cue us if our planning does not succeed, and indicate emergency

or last resort measures when needed. In this way we will have fulfilled our

responsibility to the people of a great metropol i s--to provide them with a

reliable supply of a vital resource--as well as our responsibility to the

other inhabitants of a finite planet--not to waste what we take, and to leave

enough for them to flourish and share the Common wealth.





AUDIENCE QUESTIONS

Ann Gannett

P. CORCORAN :

The consultants are present who did the work and they can clarify some of the

problems with the data that some of you have raised, and can also answer some

of the questions which the audience may have. (Pat introduced the consultants

present.) I would also like to say that I am very pleased with the work of

the consultants, and how well it withstands the great deal of analysis applied

to it. I feel that it will withstand for the future, and that we will be very

pleased with It for years to come. Even though the future is far, water sup-

pliers have to plan very far in advance. So I'm very pleased that you've done

this analysis and you've brought up for discussion some of these points. And

I hope some of our users (and some of them are here) will enter into this dis-

cussion because it is important.

M. MEIXSELL :

With regard to the cont ract / 1 eg i s 1 at i ve i ssue--overa 1 1 are we looking into

these three topics: (question summarized)

1) legislative changes in the contracts

2) defaulting on the contracts

3) renegotiating the contracts.

A. DAWSON :

I'll say a couple of things but I don't think that Robert Muldoon, the MDC

legal consultant, is here. Let me just give you an idea how complicated this

is, and I will do this briefly. Take the city of Cambridge, they have a con-

tract--it doesn't say for how much water. It says, ". . . it is mutually

agreed between the MDC and the city, that the city should be admitted to mem-

bership, and the Commission will furnish, and the city will purchase, a portion

of its water supply." That is the heart of the contract. Now, what this con-

tract does is make them a member, and that refers you back to the General Laws,

NOTE: Due to the size of the audience, parts of some speeches were inaudible.
Those sections are indicated by the following notation: (...).





where It says that ". . . the MDC shall supply a sufficient supply of pure

water for certain members . . . What is a sufficient supply of pure

water? This contract has no termination date. The real legal Issue (there

are about 6, you can already feel that) is, does this contract mean that the

city of Cambridge could decide to abandon that nice piece of water, down on

128, called the Cambridge Reservoir, and turn it back over to Lincoln, which

has the first option on it, and demand complete MDC water, instead of the head

ache of running that reservoir? In view of the legislation which I read to

you, one would think no, but then, of course, this contract for whatever it

means, was written before the legislation and there is no termination or

modification provision in this contract. Now, some of the other contracts

which MDC has with its users, such as the contract with Worcester, states that

the contract comes up for modification or renewal every 10 years. So clearly

the Act of 1981 will apply every time that contract comes up. Even if it is

renewed, the new law clearly applies. But does the new law apply to Cambridge
3 o

1 would th In k not*. But what I think much more than that, and what I hope that

MDC would think, too, is that this is a matter worthy of getting some legal

analysis, so that competent people can get an idea of what Justice Holmes said

the law was, which was "... a reasonable prediction of what way a judge

would rule." And I feel that from the wording in the MDC report, that I am

not at all convinced, and I am not sure that you are convinced, of how a

judge would rule. And I would be interested in the MDC response.

A. GANNETT :

Would the MDC or the consultants like to respond?

i

P. CORCORAN :

Would you like to summarize the question on legal obligations that Mike

Meixsell made? Mr. Melxsell suggested that we default on our contracts?

A. GANNETT :

No. He asked is it possible that the MDC would default on the contracts and

if so what the cost would be. But that was not the thrust of the question.

The thrust of the question was, were there any legislative or legal remedies

for this situation? And that's what Alexandra Dawson was responding to.





M. MEIXSELL :

That was the first approach one could take. The overall question Is what have

we done to look into these possible approaches, and to determine what the cost

of these possible approaches would be?

A. GANNETT :

And also to address Alexandra's response.

W. BRUTSCH :

What the MDC would be looking at for its legal obligations (again, those

figures that are included in our planning capacity does not necessarily mean

what we will have to, or will be providing that amount of water). We would

be interested in looking into the matter further and talking to any communities

that would be interested in renegotiating their contracts.

M. MEIXSELL :

That contract with Cambridge. It seems to be quite obvious that there is a

question as to whether or not that is a legal contract.

W. BRUTSCH :

No, I don't think there's any question because that contract was standed in

prior to the existing law in 198l . Cambridge is also legally entitled to

become a member of the system.

A. FOZ :

I would like to respond to a few of these things. I think the first thing I

caught In the presentation, and I think I caught it correctly, Is on Table 15.

Alexandra referred to the 50 mgd as not being needed by the communities. That

is not true. That is 50 mgd included in the amount of water those communities

would need In those years. However, It is an amount currently being supplied

by their own sources and therefore that 50 mgd is the amount which these com-

munities, without double counting, could potentially ask the MDC to supply.

That is one factor to be borne In mind. As to the other questions. The case

of Cambridge that Alexandra cited is exactly the same case as Boston. They

are members of the MDC within the enabling legislation. The reason there are
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no termination dates is that the membership applies indefinitely. This is

why the MDC is considering this to be an obligation. Then there are subtle-

ties. There are full members like Cambridge and Boston. Then partial users

such as Cambridge, which has its own supply, and Worcester. There are

entitled users. There are about 10 different categories we could run through

in some detail. But, I think the basic point we want to make is that these

contracts, though some of them may be renewed or adjusted or renegotiated, in

fact at the moment stand as obligations of the MDC. These communities could

turn around tomorrow and say we want water. In some cases there would be no

argument about it. In some cases the situation would need to be reviewed.

We chose to take them completely on the grounds that there would be no way to

predict what would happen. That is the reason for why they are included. The

amount of water is what is forecasted to be needed, and in fact they can call

upon the MDC for that water.

R. JONASH :

It is also important to note briefly that the communities have all paid when

they entered into these agreements. They paid for the right to withdraw water

up front. It is not just paying $2^0 a million gallons. They pay up front and

they get that contract and that's a protection to them.

A. DAWSON :

Certainly none of us believes that Cambridge has no contract or could be ter-

minated. The question I'm asking is does that 198l law, that says they shall

not abandon their potable local source, apply to Cambridge. I can imagine a

court saying, "Yes, Cambridge can get more water from the MDC but they can't

abandon the reservoir they already have," in which case why would they want

more water. We are certainly not saying at all that they have no right to any

water at all, in spite of the open ended quality of this typical contract.

M. BARUM :

Could we see the report compiled by the legal contractor on this project--

MDC or WFA? Could you make available the legal memorandum on file?
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A. FOZ :

We do not have such a thing on file.

M. BARUM :

You don't have such a thing on file. Then, what do you do? You must have

someth i ng

.

A. FOZ :

There's a certain amount of talking to these people at the MDC and getting

legal advice from the MDC through a couple of phone conversations.

M. BARUM :

Nothing In writing to substantiate this legal finding that you have such a

central part of?

J. O'BRIEN :

I think it is important to comment on that. We have a series of contracts al'

approved by the Attorney General. They are not secret documents. They are

public contracts. I think it's terribly important to put to bed the issue of

whether we would default on those contracts. Of course we would not default

on those contracts, and I'm astonished to hear this group raise that as a

possibility since this group cont inual ly suggests to us that our credibility

Is (. . .). So understand that we don't default on contracts and we have no

intent ion

.

M. MEIXSELL :

The group did not recommend that.
J_

raised that basic issue.

J. O'BRIEN :

But I have heard it before from others and I find It an appalling suggestion.

Whether it Is a formal discussion 1 know not. Let's just forget about it from

here on in. The question as to whether we will look at the contracts in the

future has been answered by Bill. He said, yes, we are Interested in looking

at whether some of those contracts can be renegotiated or not. And we have
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talked to some communities about that. And we will explore that in a per-

fectly logical, sensible way, with the district membership. There's not a

problem with that. We are not in the midst of a big new legal tangle. We are

in the midst of a series of 17 contracts all entered into lawfully and legally

which we have a responsibility to defend and respond to until and if at which

point they are changed. Legislation won't change those contracts but renego-

tiation will. And, it may well be that many of them are renegotiated. Others

may not be.

M. BARUM :

Well, from what Alexandra said, legislation may have changed in the sense that

those rights are not exercised under those contracts.

J. O'BRIEN :

Do we have a legal analysis to support whether the recently passed piece

affects our contracts specifically?

M. BARUM :

Whether those contracts are just a memorandum of understanding of an ongoing

nature, whether they are legally binding, whether the legislation has revoked

or obstructed the exercise of those rights under certain circumstances? There

are Federal laws too that may obstruct the exercise of those rights, or a

variety of things going on.

J. O'BRIEN :

Well, I have great respect for your legal talents, but 1 am not convinced it

is so difficult as you are persuaded, that there is to my knowledge any legal

memorandum on that particular issue. It may be that WSCAC would like to seek

a legal opinion on that point. Fine. We will make an interpretation ourselves

as to how we feel it is appropriate to proceed. MEPA will review that inter-

pretation, decide whether they feel it is appropriate, we will go on from there.

The Legislature has its own sense as to what its intent was when it passed

that piece of legislation and I have heard mixed reviews. It is a place where

there is a need of some decent discussion.





A. GANNETT :

Well, has MDC's legal counsel done a full study, as Alexandra has suggested

in her question.

J. O'BRIEN :

Over the years on specific issues.

A. GANNETT :

Isn't it time that something is done now?

J. O'BRIEN :

But no. In terms of looking at the specific piece of legislation we are talk-

ing about and analyzing the specific effect of that specific piece of legisla-

tion on the 17 contracts, I do not believe, and I stand corrected that John

Wright has done an exhaustive analysis of it.

E. SIMONSON :

I would like to say something in general about this because there are many of

you not familiar about the general details of this very large environmental

study. In the body of this study there is some legal work that is going to be

done and in that particular task that it's called, please correct me, Adel , if

I am wrong on this, but there are two issues that will be addressed, one is a

history of the MDC system in terms of its legal statutory existence and

requirements, and a study of riparian rights, both in the eastern U.S. in

Mass. and how this looks against the national picture. I think in terms of

Attorney Barum's comment what we are seeing here is that part of this study of

finding water augmentation does not in fact include a re-evaluation of current

contracts of the MDC with its contractual communities as a formal part of this

study. So that as a former citizen member and now staff of this Committee, I

think the issue is very important in that we are extending a great deal of

money in looking at water supply without re-evaluating the true legal demand

on the MDC and to that extent It is important to deal with this issue.
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W. DURRELL :

My mother has always told me not to talk when I'm angry and I'm really a

little angry right now so . . . I've been working personally since 1976 spend-

ing the majority of my working hours promoting water conservation in the state

of Mass., and the reasons I've done that is because I live in the state and

I'm concerned about the state. I anticipate my children will live In the

state, and I don't want my children to live in a state that has severe water

problems and water that is unfit for people to live there. So I'm really con-

cerned about it. Now I once heard Buckminster Fuller talk, and he used a

beautiful analogy which exists in this room. He said it's like all the leading

countries in the world are on this ship. Half of the leaders are on the right

side of the ship and the other half of the leaders are on the left, and they

are trying to sink it. You know the port side is trying to sink the starboard

side and the starboard side is trying to sink the port side. So what are we

really doing here. We have an enormous window of opportunity in Mass. right

now to become the first state in the entire Union to responsibly get on top of

our water resource problems. Use it responsibly and produce it responsibly.

So I really get a sense of all this legal stuff going back and forth, and my

God, people in Cambridge are pretty bright. And it's not just Cambridge's

water, it's all of our water. I can't believe that through education of the

citizens that we cannot have people begin to think that way and they already

are. And the people here in this room that I work with are Leslie Roblnson--

she has done an incredible job in putting out to communicate information about

water conservat i ona 1 work, and Elizabeth Kline— she just works her heart out.

Ever since I first got involved with Elizabeth Kline, who's been the one I've

looked up to and Cameron Beers. And technology's available. Today there is

a toilet made by a Bedford group that uses one gallon per flush and looks like

just all the rest of them. And, they use that in supermarkets and in shopping

centers and highway rest stops. My question is, I'm trying to figure out what

the stop is. What would be the result on the sewer system not only in Boston

but In many of the other towns that build large sewer systems--if we drasti-

cally reduced our water supply, and the water going into that system if water

conservation took hold and how would that affect pricing of water throughout

the Commonwealth?
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A. FOZ :

With regard to your first point we are looking at that issue in a general

manner but the detail gets rather involved and time consuming.

A. GANNETT :

On both sides the increased use and the decreased use?

A. FOZ :

Yes. Certainly the decreased use. On the pricing issue, Helen Linsky will

address

.

H. LINSKY :

One of the things that comes out of this is your obvious interest in water

conservation. This is obviously an interest of ours. We have put an enormous

amount of person hours in this study--in the study of what the possibilities

for water conservation will be for the MDC. It is a new initiated matter, as

you already mentioned. There has been a lot done in this state already for

water conservation. A lot of that has been put into our baseline projection,

so that we anticipate in fact the effect of the plumbing code on the long-

range water projections. But nevertheless, we are going further. We are now

looking at the final draft for review. This will look at what new initiatives

the MDC could take, at what cost, and at what effect or impact including on

sewerage, although we won't put that in, in detail, until we select the final

program that they want us to assess. And this will be available for review

shortly. We have some people studying those things, and they will say at what

cost. You have to remember that as you look at the cost of supply augmenta-

tion that leak detection is in fact also a cost of water conservation. This

will be made available for public review and comment, and finally for MDC

dec i s Ion

.

W. DURRELL :

I just want to make a point very quickly. There is in place right now a DEQE

grant program of one million dollars that is going to towns. I was reading

yesterday there were eleven towns in that one series of grants that were
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Interested in it. So methodology and funds are there. What Is really needed

is implementation.

A. GANNETT :

Well, the first report of the MDC done by you was excellent. Everyone of

our group feels that way.

K. McCLINTOCK :

I am very confused about what the base demand means in the sense that we are

projecting supply capacity based on a table of base demand. Base demand

projects 3^3 rngd in I98O but there is only 320 odd suppl ied. There is that

3^3 mgd carried through, with 23 In the year 2000 as not going to have to be

suppl ied?

A. FOZ :

What I will do Is give you a quick overview. Allison will address some of the

details and Ron Jonash who helped to put the model together will address some.

The first thing Is this table, which we are looking at here, goes to the year

2020. Personally, I would like It better if the 2020 column reappeared. The

meaning of the base demand is the amount the MDC actually has to supply In

1980. That is 3^3-1 fTigd on the average. The amount you are asking is the 30.1

here

.

K. McCLINTOCK :

No, the numbers which are both provided on another sheet are the MDC uses and

the 1983 consumption. For the last several years we have been hearing about

this imbalance in supply and the safe yield (+ 320 mgd) or something much lower.

If only 320 odd is in fact being supplied, how do you have 3^3 as system

demand .

A. FOZ :

The answer is simple. The MDC does not usually state how much water is being

used by the system. That difference at roughly 20 mgd Is the system use.





K. McCLINTOCK :

There is a figure for MDC system use which Is cranked Into the amount supplied.

A. FOZ :

Yes, it varies from year to year. In I98O, Spot Pond was emptied and refilled

for aqueduct maintenance. That was roughly 30 mgd . Normally the . . .

R. JQNASH :

if the chart says we are using 3^3 mgd and safe yield Is between 3OO and 320,

how can we go on like this?

K. McCLINTOCK :

That is not the question. I have tried to listen to the answers. What I have

heard over the last 5 to 10 years becomes more and more a fantasy. Because,

from Evelyn Murphy to the present day we heard about the imbalance to the sys-

tem. That there is in very round figures, 320 or something less, being sup-

plied by MDC. These are the water consumption figures from the MDC.

W. BRUTSCH :

On the actual demand by the communities, on what we supply through our reve-

nued meters from 1970 to the present, has varied and that in itself has been

an average of 12 mgd above our safe yield. A high was 21 mgd in 1979-

P. CORCORAN :

That's right, Kelley. We didn't average 315 mgd. We deliver that, you're

right. But in addition to that every year there is a certain amount that comes

out of the reservoirs but doesn't get to the consumers. That was 30 in I98O.

That's where you get the 30.3- We don't project that we will have 30 system

use every year. But we had three major things happening earlier. We projected

every year we should count on about 20. Some of that is leakage in our system

itself. We have some programs to identify leakage in our system. We don't

know how much of that is recapturab le. So we count on 20 mgd per year and In

the future as what the system use will be. And then the estimates of change

are made on the consumers throughout the system. Does that answer your ques-

tion?
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K. McCLINTOCK :

No, but I'll pursue it later.

A. FQZ :

There is another piece of information that's history. This may be part of the

difficulty. Typically the MDC system was thought of for a number of years as

having a safe yield of 320. And in fact after the drought of the 60's that

was revised down to about 315- Now that we've looked at it carefully, it's

just about 300 or less (still needs fine tuning, but it's in that neighbor-

hood). So that historically there have been people who believe the MDC system

safe yield is 320. It turns out not to be the case.

A. GANNETT :

In spite of a year like this.

D. STICKEL :

Rumor has it (and I'll give you an example) using the city of Chicopee.

Because they needed to fulfill their minimal contract with the department,

they spilled some 100,000 gallons of water into the Connecticut River just so

that they could have their rate based upon the minimal requirements of their

contract. Whether that is true or not is not terribly important. But, we do

hear as a result of newspaper reports, that there are 1^ communities that have

contracts which require them to purchase a minimal amount. And, some of them

don't need that water. This should be considered in light of what Bob Lemire

said, about an intensive capital outlay expenditure and the expenses of the

nuclear power plants in Washington (which is worth thinking about) where the

demand was not there and all of a sudden these plants are not needed. What I'm

asking the MDC is, what pathways are they following or pursuing with their

legal staff and consultants to bring about a situation where communities don't

have to purchase minimal amounts, or else . And, won't get fined for (that is

not exactly the right word, but I'll use it) not using these minimal amounts,

in order to put that water back into the system to utilize as a part of their

conservation formula.
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p. CORCORAN :

As Bill mentioned, it's a point we will not unilaterally decide. But we are

willing to negotiate with our users--the "one-third clause," as it is generally

called. That is something that is a policy vote of the Commission and may be

willing to review. But that is something that can be done, and in fact is

required to be done. I did want to mention something that nobody mentioned.

There is an ongoing cost to communities for their water into the system. It

cost something to keep the system going. There has to be some type of equitable

arrangement among a 1

1

the users. If someone doesn't pay their share and comes

in when they need to, there has to be some way. It's not just one community

with the MDC, it's the district and the MDC making the decisions on cost.

A. DAWSON :

Could we get a copy of those l4. I just re-read all of the contracts and I can

only find about 8 communities that have that provision.

P. CORCORAN :

I didn't say there were 1^. Dave did. But you probably know more than anyone

if you've researched it.

A. DAWSON :

I just looked over it and thought if you had a better list I'd like to know.

You don't.

W. BRUTSCH :

You're both right. There are 10 members that are partially supplied and, of

those, 7 or 8 have a minimum clause,

T. SISSON :

1 still don't understand this legal obligation of the 50 mgd. It appears to me

that is in addition to the base demand. I wonder if you could give us an

example of, say, one of the largest contributors to this legal obligation, so

that we would get a better picture of it. I don't see how you are going to add

in this amount in one year (of 50 million gallons additional usage) whether

it's obligation or whether it's usage. Could you give us an example to show
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us exactly what you mean?

A. HARPER :

Maybe one thing that would help clarify it is (. . .)

on the table may be a brief summary which I'll tell you more about. (...)

There's one line before you get to the base demand that's actually called

subtotal . (...)

and what that actually is that represents the total water demand water used

all the kinds of usage you have in the system in fact the model used to project

future demand and how much water will these communities need in 1990, 2000,

2020 and that's really what's called subtotal.

Now from, that as everybody has been mentioning, there are a number of communi-

ties that do not take all their water from the MDC. So the line that shows

"less amounts supplied by partial users."

But what that number represents is in effect how much those communities are

now currently providing themselves so that's where we get to the base demand.

But what the base demand is really saying is if everything continued as it is

today with current users--some partially supplied, some fully supplied, things

continued along the same road this is what is needed . . .

But in effect the MDC is obligated to provide more than that. There are

currently contracts and membership rights in existence today and not coming

on line, not being exercised, and what we attempt to show on this

line of legal obligations is really what portion of that number in parenthesis

that is now partially supplied that if for some reason that community should

decide not to provide themselves they could request of the MDC under current

contract obligation.

A. GANNETT :

Wouldn't they come under 38l thought?

A. HARPER :

Well, maybe It Is best not to go back Into whether or not those contracts

. . . have changes . . . that might amend them. I think that Is a separate

question. I'm just trying to explain the steps as we went through It.





(. . .)

We made an assumption that in fact the MDC policy . . . that contracts are in

existence at this time. So that's the legal obligation. We are not saying

that they all begin in 1990. I know that's what some people say. But in fact

they are in existence today and they weren't in existence in 1980 because they

weren't exercised. In fact, had they all been exercised in 1980, the MDC

couldn't have met them.

T. SISSON :

Could you give us an example of one, as I say, the largest example of a city

that might be, —

A. FOZ:

Let me give you a quick, and dirty example and Ron and Al 1 i son--correct me.

Suppose your community is Cambridge. We had to forecast Cambridge's use for

1990, 2000 and 2020 (this is buried In the top here and broken down into domes-

tic, non-domestic, etc.) and so for the sake of the number use 30 mgd . So we

forecast that in 1990, Cambridge will use 30 mgd. Now we also know Cambridge

has a supply roughly of 17 from its own from Hobbs Brook Reservoir. That gets

subtracted from this line in parenthesis that Allison referred to as 'less

local supplies.' So that is subtracted and then you get the base demand from

Cambridge on the MDC— that is roughly I3. At the same time you have got to

keep in mind that in 1990 or whatever year it is that Cambridge (it could be

today or tomorrow or whatever) could go to the MDC and say give us that extra

13, because you are obligated to give It to us.

T. SISSON :

1 thought the law said they could not abandon.

A. FOZ :

This is the part that has to be debated in the courts. When we did this . . .

T. SISSON :

That IS what you're saying that it is a legal debate.
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A. FOZ :

It is a legal issue that is separate. ... I'm trying to explain how the

chart was arrived at. So then that number, that extra amount that Cambridge

could demand reappears in the bottom as legal obligations and that's how these

numbers happen. That issue that you're also discussing, as well as everyone

else, is, are the legal obligations that we have to respond to and which are

to be negotiated to be treated as separate policy issues. Are they really

policy and legal questions?

T. SISSON :

So what you are saying is that this is a worst case situation.

A. FOZ :

I don't know if you could call it a worst case or not. It's the way things

seem to stand right now.

R. SHARPIN :

That line there is not forecasting that all those communities will demand that

water from the MDC. It is saying that the MDC has an obligation to plan for

meet Ing these contracts. This includes, that Cambridge could ask for all or

most, or part of what it needs.

T. SISSON :

This is abrogating the state law which says they cannot.

A. HARPER :

Until there is a court case testing the degree to which that law invalidates

those contracts, it is really an hypothesis.

T. SISSON :

It is really an hypothesis. O.K. That is what I understand.

A. HARPER :

A legal opinion is needed to say whether it does or does not abrogate rights.
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T. SISSON :

So you're saying there is really a 50 mgd hypothesis in this study.

A. HARPER :

No.

A. FOZ :

It depends on which way you want to look at it.

T. SISSON :

Yes, it does. Absolutely.

A. FOZ :

You want to look at it as an hypothesis— that this could be demanded-- that

this would not be demanded. We are saying from where it stands right now this

i s what i t shows

.

R. JONASH :

As an example, the numbers on Cambridge make it a little more interesting

because in fact in the base demand contract Cambridge is forecast to use zero

water from the MDC. Their total demand for water is actually right at about

17 mgd. That also happens to be right at about their estimated safe yield of

the Cambridge reservoir system. Now in fact, if you look back over the years,

Cambridge has periodically taken water from the MDC to flush its system or in

periods of drought or whatever. They are allowed by contract and by right as a

user to take water whenever they want it. They've paid for that right, and

they've legally entered into a negotiation to get that right. Now you say that

legal obligation should not be in there. Then, what MDC would be planning for

is to never give Cambridge any water at all because that's what's in the base

demand. It's important to recognize that because if you feel that in fact

Cambridge will be willing to negotiate a contract saying they will never want

any water from MDC, then MDC would not have to plan for that or they may be

someplace in the middle, but that's the specific Cambridge situation and

that's one of the largest parts of that 50 mgd. So it's important to recog-

nize where it is.
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M. BARUM :

You derive all that from the contract language that Alexandra read; that vague

language about best intentions.

A. GANNETT :

Before we accept any questions we would like to introduce the MDC Commissioner

who has had many problems since he took office. But not so many that when we

made an appointment to meet him--it was the day that the suit from the Conser-

vation Law Foundation was delivered at his doorstep--he still met with us.

I want you to stand up and accept our thanks. Here is Commissioner William

Geary

.

W. GEARY :

My mission here today really is to learn. I do regret that earlier that it

wasn't an easy day to have met. 1 know that it was 60 days ago, as that was

the day the CLF said they were going to sue us and today they sued us. Unfor-

tunately, ! had planned on being here for most of your session because my true

mission here is one to learn from the exchange, the views, the questions, the

commentary. I'm looking forward to working with the Committee and I do indeed

welcome the suggestions, its commentaries and its observations.

I realize that this is a legal obligation for the amount of water that seems

relatively straightforward, but in the study that was done was any probability

predicted for that usage?

A. FOZ :

In a sense one way to think about this is that this is a long-term debt which

the MDC owes to these people that have paid membership fees. Do you in fact

sit around and predict the probability of a long-term debt that you owe to

somebody?

There is no reason why people would want to abandon their water supply and go

on with their legal obligations with the MDC. It is very clear that . . .





A. FOZ :

That is a separate question. Before this what needs to be addressed in the

long run . . .

the obligations to the MDC (...)

the one-third issue and so forth. I think that has to be

addressed. At the moment we did this . . .

A. HARPER :

Well, I just want to say there are two clauses in the more recent law that has

been discussed concerning abandonment. The law also talks about economic

feasibility of restoring the water supplies. While what Adel says Is very

true, that we do not attempt to project or figure the probability of the legal

obligations being exercised, there are a number of economic reasons why people

might choose to exercise it rather than use their existing water. In terms of

the economics of maintaining their own supplies a number of them are not

hypothetical. A number of communities are having increasing quality problems

with their local supplies. I think the question of economic feasibility could

be a reason why they might choose to exercise if they have a legal right to

a . . .

A. DAWSON :

Excuse me. The statute states that the economic feasibility issue only comes

up if the water is declared unfit to drink, so under this law a community which

applies, cannot merely say that the Water is economically unfeasible to treat

or that it isn't potable.

A. HARPER :

I didn't mean to imply that they would merely say that. The legislation is

very brief and is intended to be implemented through regulations. DEQE has not

drafted the regulations to implement this piece of legislation. So, in terms

of a more detailed guide in terms of what's meant by . . .

procedure or criteria that they would look at in determining

. . - whether or not it's economically feasible or whether or
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not It met drinking water standards

A. FOZ :

You see none of these communities have historically been known to approach the

MDC to change their contract and in the absence of that it's difficult. You

know, none of them have come forward and said we want to get off.

A. GANNETT :

But there are some waiting to come in who just think it's a lovely idea.

J. O'BRIEN :

Needham is the issue.

1 just thought I'd toss out another idea and that is that Cambridge probably

has more than 20 milligrams per liter of sodium in their water because it's

right along Rte. 128. If they decided they were restricted from abandoning

the source, could they use, say, 1 or 2 million gallons a day instead of 17-

They wouldn't have abandoned it but still in fact they had. That's just an

i dea

.

A. HARPER :

That's the sort of point that none of us have answered. The definition of

abandoned still needs to be worked out.

N. ANDERSON :

I want to say that I am very sorry that the Commissioner was not here to hear

the presentations that were made by the panel because I said after it was over,

that it was one of the finest seminars that I've attended. And I'd like to

say to the group of you here that are putting this together that your hours

and hours of study and your careful presentations and the work of the Gillette

Company in water conservation and the Boston Water and Sewer Commission and

the work of the staff of this Citizens Association is one of the outstanding

examples of cooperation that I have ever witnessed. And, since I did not
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participate in this work, I can say it even though I am a member of this

Committee. It was a wonderful presentation.

A. GANNETT :

Don't inflate their ego, they might quit.

N. ANDERSON :

Now my question is this. 1 don't understand why since we passed this legisla-

tion we could not request a ruling of the Attorney General as to what the

legislation means. We could simply send a letter to the Attorney General

asking what this legislation means in view of the fact that these cities and

towns are having to be renewed every 10 years. it would be my feeling just

from the little bit of law that I've played with that if they renew their con-

tract every 10 years the law is applicable to those. And I think there is

some question about Cambridge. I believe that the place you go as people work-

ing for the State to find out what the State's legal decision is, is to the

Attorney General's office, so I would like to make that suggestion.

A. GANNETT :

I hope the MDC heard that. I wanted to ask if there are any of the newly

appointed MDC Commissioners in attendance at this meeting. Because if so, we

would like to meet them. And if they are here, would they stand. They are

not, I have gathered. I hope that we have the opportunity all of us to meet

them at some time. Any more questions.

A. O'DONNELL :

I have one more question. I think that one of the concerns here is that these

demand projections are going to have a bearing on future analyses that are done

throughout the study. I have heard a lot of legitimate questions being raised

and some responses from the MDC and its consultants. I am wondering where the

twain are going to meet. Basically, how these issues are going to be addressed.

I know that MDC has issued statements responding to V/SCAC's comments and I am

wondering where the comments going back and forth are going to end. Are these

numbers going to be adjusted? If so, how is that all going to be done. I am

just concerned about it because this part of the study has such bearing on





the rest of the work that is going to be done. I would like to know, are

there going to be compromises made and if so when-- incorporat ing these

commen ts

.

P. CORCORAN :

We are going to use these projections and reduce them by the demand management

program which you will be getting shortly. The issue is our water needs report

which will incorporate the safe yield analysis, which I hope you will get in

the near future. We will then use those numbers and work with them for the

remainder of the assessment of alternatives. Then, if contracts are changed

or if the safe yield information comes In by the time we get to the EIR state

we will Incorporate any changes at that time.

A. GANNETT :

Did I misunderstand you? No matter what we find out we are not going to change

the figures that are In the report?

P. CORCORAN :

No, I said if there is anything that Is definitely to change by the time we get

to the EIR stage, which will be about the beginning of 1984, we will incorporate

any new Information at that time.

S. MY GATT :

I would like to comment for the MEPA Unit that we have been working both on the

WSCAC comments and on the MDC demand report. We too will be Issuing comments

soon, 1 hope. In response to Arlene's question I think that the process of

moving towards an earlier EIR represents a continual evolution and a focusing

of the issues. I think that some of what has happened today Is a good example

of that. Clearly, the legal need represents an Issue that requires further

focusing. I will say that I think the WSCAC has done a terrific job. I also

think that the MDC and Its consultants have done a very nice piece of work--

one of the best pieces of work we have seen in terms of analyzing an extra-

ordinarily complex problem and breaking It down into factors so that those of

us who are reviewing It can focus on the Individual issues. And I think the

consultants deserve a hand for the qual ity of work they have done.
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Robert Lemire , Chair of the Population and Per Capita Water Use T^sk
Force opened the meeting with a summa'ry of what was to happen. He
stated that the purpose of the meeting was to involve everyone in the
decision making process of the MDC V/ater Supply Study,
The study is to determine the water requirements of the cities of eastern
Mass., and find ways to supply these needs. Presently, 1.2 billiDn
gallons of water per day is consumed in the communities being considered.
BoOmgd (25% of the water being consumed in the area) is supplied by the
MDC. The area needs to look at the impact of population growth and
per capita figures for the next forty years to judge future needs of the
system. If the projected 10-15% population increase is combined with
a 10-15% per capita use this could translate into using not only the
Conn. River, but the Merrimack, Plymouth Aquifer and other alternatives
to fulfill the projected needs. The meeting is set up to discuss only
one aspect of this complicated issue-population projections methodologies
and how per capita use figures are derived.

Alexandra Dawson the Executive Director of WSCAC spoke to give a sense
of the context in which we are all working, WSCAC was formed in 1978
by EOEA as an integral part of the EIR and has a full formal advisory
role in the EIR process. The Director gave a summary of the history
of the organization, its members and functions, (This ..information is
now available in the new brochure which WSCAC has put outO This
forum has been set up as part of WSCAC 's public outreach educational
function. A key question which the forum hopes to address is the
amount of water needed by 2020. This information is needed before all
o^her aspects (engineering etc.) for the alternatives can be determined.

Julia O'Brien, MDC Director of Planning stated that: Planning over
forty years is a fair time span in which to work. Water must be planned
on a long time span because it is added to the system in step increases,
Water must be added in large increases to make feasible additions to
the system. These additions require careful prognostication in Mass.
We are here not only because of this but also because of the 1980 census
figures which included a substantial change in populatiD n-and perhaps
therefore some significant change in the trends of population grcwth.
We need to decide to what extent the 70-80 figures constitute a trend
or aberration. The debate at MAPC by Alexander Ganz and Doug Carnahan
after the original figLires came out was a step in this direction.

Water is a basic and essential part of metropolitan growth. It
affects a wide range of things-our industrial basis and domestic issues,
V/e must address the issue of population projections as related to water
use, our economic basis and the sector growth of the economy. MDC has
consistently tapped a number of resource people to get precise figures.
Over the last 40 years the Commission has itept pace with its projections.
For example, consider the 1938 study^ that augmentation was' projected for
40 years, turned out to be true.
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Ron Jonash-Development planning and Management Unit at ADL- is responsible
for the water supply, water demand and socio-economic impact segn ent of
the MDC study.

There has been quite a bit of publicity over the Phase I estimationr
These were done only as a basis of explanation for determining hew water
use estimates were to be done in Phase II. Usually water studies are
done by using a gross per capita value and assuming an increase at a
slight rate per year determined by how per capita use has been increasing.
That figure is on the order of 0.5% per year with the

WATER USE FIGURE equal to Population X the Per Capita Use

(water use=Pop A Per Cap) Figure*

This method has been used over the last 10-20 years and was a good method
up to this time because water use has been steadily increasing. However
changes in population, water use and the .economic basis (more water
intensive to less water .intensive industries) have created debate,over
this issue.

It is important to look at the components of water use and
how these change:
(1). For the -total MDC water supply — .

.
1/3 of this goes to metered

domestic, 1/3 is metered non-domestic and i/3 is unaccounted for water
(non-metered, meter slippage and leakage). Of the 1/3 non-domestic, 1/2
is used by major water users,
(2) Some components are more, some less sensitive to population change.
(3) For the Population forecasting component, information is needed on
households (hh; , general distribution of population and how that popula-
tion forecast relates to basic economic forecasts and employment, since
all water use is not purely a function of population. In Phase I, water
use was based on population only because this was the traditional way.
(4) ADL is developing a computerized model- (Disaggregated Demand Forecastir.
Model). This looks at each component and how the component changes. It
takes into account alternative forecasts, for example, the number of hh,
employment (labor changes or net migration) basic changes in economic
activity. One component of this that is most clearly related to population
is domestic water use - appartments , homes

.
(size , number of water using

appliances, etc . )

,

jonash stressed that ADL will not use a per capita water u^e
coefficient or figure to project water use. Population forecasts are
important and critical as they are tied into hh information, economic
activity, employment etc. but ADL will not use a per capita water use
figure for population. The purpose of structuring the model this way
is to do sensitivity experiments to see how much the forecasts of water
will vary under different scenarios.

George Masnick-Sociologist with expertise in Demography, specifically..
Housing, Fertility, the Family and Methodology. He is an Associate
of both the Harvard Center for Population Studies and the Joint Center
for Urban Studies.

There are tv/o methods for Population Projections;
(1) the Cohort Component Method (2) the Housing Unit Method or Household

Method

These different methods can be used in conjunction to arrive at some
sort of consensus. A look at the models illustrates points to keep in
mind in determining population.
(1) For Method I Population is defined as

Future P = Births - Deaths + migrants
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Demographers look at population in different age groups rather than the
total population. For example, see how an age group changes. If the
age aroup is 25-29 in 1980, in 5 years it will be 30-35 years and it
will either increase in size (migrants) or decrease in size (out migrants
or deaths). That age group will contribute to population in 2 ways;
a change in size itself or make a contribution to the 0-4 year olds.
This is the basic problem. See handout:
Page1 gives trends in New England (1950-80) for population cohorts-
those people born in same period of time. Find age group by birthdate.
For example, 1936-45 there were 1.3 million in 1950 (age group 5-14
years old). This group didn't change much in total size until 1970-80
then there was a slight decline. Basically once cohort group is formed
the size remains the same until age 45-54 then decreases, either by
death or migration. The striking point on the graph is the rapid
increase with the baby boom (1946-55 or 1956-65T cohorts, and then the
rapid decline in the next cohort group (1966-75). This is what is
called disorderly cohort flow. Before 1945 each cohort group succeeded
the other in size then after the war things changed. A different set
of demographics operated here.

Basic issue in popiilation projections is to extend these outward
in time. Figure out where the next point is going to be and then plot
back and add up to get the total P and also have the population by
different cohort groups. This is what you need to compare with hh
size and employment figures. The total P matters but population in
each age group is more important.

Page 2 compares New England with Boston SMSA to show differences,
n) cohort trajectory or growth patterns of different age groups begin
to turn downward before age 45-54. This ealier downturn to size of
cohorts starts right at age 25 or so in SMSA-due to out migration.

For net SMSA figures we have more cohorts moving out than moving in.
In order to do future projections need to figure out what the cohort
group of 46-55 and 56-65 will do. This group represents a large number
of people so we need to find out if they will follow the same pattern
of earlier cohorts, leave more rapidly or what.

Page 3 Shows Houston SMSA which is growing very rapidly in comparison.
Cohorts increase in size and move in. Where will the 1990-2000 point
be here. With such rapid changes it would not be such a good idea to
use cohort component method here as you would with the Boston SMSA.

Page 4 Trends and Composition of Households - Why is outward migration
in older cohorts from Boston SMSA so large. Must look at households
to see why. Three different groups occupy households (1') single
(2) husband-wife nuclear family, and (3) everyone else. Trend is an
increase in (1) and (2) with (3; staying the same. Reason for this
is aging of population, more widows, divorces and delays in marriages,
all contributing to single households being set up. The component of
single . hh is here, it will remain and increase the number of single
hh to around 30% of the total hh in 1990.

Page 5 shows where Boston stands relative to other cities.
Middle panel shows niomber of hh very slowly increasing. This typical
of many other cities. 220,000 hh since 1950 so critical factor is
how many people in households.

Right panel shows Boston decreased by 11-12% on the average for hh size.
Most cities have experienced this decline. Reason to believe there
will be a continuation of this decline in the future. **Therefore
Boston population will continue to decline if no more„-hh are built
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There will be a stabilization of populatbn in the nation by the
year 2015. Stabilization will occur in the Northeast much sooner
due to (a) a lower fertility rate than the netional level and (b)

(b) having a lower replacement rate of 1.4 in this area as compared
to the necessary 2.1 and (c) continuation of this trend of net flow
of population from region.

The interim forecast of population assumes that lower rates
of natural increase and net migration will off-set each other. There
are many forecasts for population over the last 5-10 years. Many
forecasts made before 1980 data release assumed a contiJiuation of the
historical rate or growth of population in the region. :!Ehese forecasts
were fairly constant during the last few decades, but with the
release of 1980 census data it is not as easy to do such a simple
extrapolation.

Showed overlays.

Steve Coelen is working on a project for the Department of
the Interior to evaluate the accuracy of population sind income
projections and propose methodologies for OBERS the Office of
Business Economic Research Service Forecast to be used in Water
Research Planning.

Referred to the Phase I document done by the MDC consultants
on the preliminary population projections, as a basis for his talk.

The talk revolved aroun mathematical truisms. If you could
represent water use by

total quantity to be used = use per capita X number of people

it is mathematically necessary that Yo change in water use over any
period of time must = % change in use/person plus % change in number
of persons. The Phase I report suggests that due to population and
per capita increases MDC will need more water by the year 2020,

To know the per cent change in each of the two parts to the
above equation we estimate the two pieces separately.
For Part (2) population- estimated as growing by 14% over the period
1980-2020.
For Part (1) % change in use per capita has been estimated under
high, medium and low growth scenarios over a 40 year period. The
eatimated figures ranged from 31-58%. Take a.imiddle figure of
45%, Then per eapita^ + 14% for population 59% growth in

water use.
Implies that the MDC will need not 330mgd in 2020 but 496 mgd.

For population projections the number of 14% comes from an
earlier DEQE projection done to the year 2000 and extrapolated to
2020. This was done in 1976 before information that Massachusetts
population was beginning to level off in 1970 period. It was then
adjusted back to 1980 numbers in terms of coming up with the projection
for 2020. In other words the error made in the original projections
done in 1976 relative to 1980 was added back in so that the 1980 number
from the series that was used to produce this 14% was in fact the
1980 population number. 3/4 of that error was added back in the year
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Comments and Letters on May 6 Forum

Paul Staples of Holliston commented that although the conference
was good at covering the issues of methodologies of population
forecasts and water use, the larger issue of planned and directed
growth was not considered. It appeared that the experts were already-
committed to the idea of expansion of the MDC water system, even
though they know that a prime factor in causing growth in any given
geographic area is the provision of money for water works and transportatio

He feels that the questions to be addressed should include: alternative
growth directions, benefits and costs to each, and how life styles
can be changed as transportation costs increase. Also, what would
happen if all cities and towns inside route 495 were to abandon
their own water/sewage systems and become tied into the MDC.

David Bird of Bison Associates in Boston commented that WSCAC should
apply more time to the supply side of the water question, as a
"think tank from the electric utilities several years ago addressed
the issues raised at the May 6 Forum. .

-

Non-controversial alternatives should also be studied including-
primary water-that which is compressed in the earth and not part
of the hydrological cycle, or looking into the underground river
which was reputed to exist more than 50 years ago under sections
of New England.

John Clark of Temple, Barker and Sloane, Inc. from Lexington
commented the following:
-Population forecasts should utilize both the cohort component and
the household methods.
-Population forecasts are not the major element in determining
future water requirements,
-Water use should be projected by categories-industrial, residential
and cormnercial- . including their components

. (effect of water rates
and energy costs as well as fees for disposal of wastewater)

.

-The forum had little emphasis on critical aspect of requirements
area-which will determine selection of alternatives.
-An analytical method for matching all the options with the
requirements considering the financial as well as the engineering
aspects is needed.
-A detailed understanding of the range of possible future requirements
and an evolutionary approach to implementation is needed. This
should include a sequential MDC decision-making process with
several "trigger points"





ANArYSIS OF "POP CARDS" FROM MAY 6, 1982 POPULATION PROJECTION SEMINAR

"Before", the presentations respondents (25) estimated that by

2020 MDC would supply an average of 389 mgd (Standard deviation

s = 69.8, range 300-600), to a population of 2.72 million (s = .57,

range 1.6-4), living in 51 communities (s = 13, range 40-80).

"After" the presentations it was estimated that MDC would

supply an average of 357 mgd (s = 92.4, range 100-550), to a

population of 2.62 million (s = .40, range 2-3.4), living in

53 coimnunities (s = 9, range 44-75).

Respondent's Comments

BEFORE

Growth of last 70 years iiust be considered.

Very uneducated guesses.

Wild guess.

Emergence of Regional Water Districts will.!influence MDC's

additional expansion but not internal growth.

Probably 60 (communities) because there will be some communities

that will increase the demand. The communities will be added

because of no viable alternative. They can only be supplied partially

because of the law passed last year.

Pure speculation.

(Crazy, probably -) I see more people, but not doubling, in

more coimnunities with less water because the available land for

water supply wasn't bought in time to protect the sources. People

will be older + poorer + will use^a lot less water -

AFTER

In part we are working on the wrong side of the equation.

For any complex relationship of supply & demand there is no single

supply increment that will serve, but all possible supply sources

must be evaluated and brought on line as needed.

Increased number (of coimnunities) will be all partially

supplied.

Conservation (individual & by water companies) could in the

main fill increased needs, or cut them below current use.

Wasn't so wrong before!
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INTRODUCTION

Task 1: Water Demand Projection, Interim Technical Report (Jan. 1983)

Comments on the Total System Demand Report (hereinafter the Report)
are divided into three sections. The first is a summary prepared
by WSCAC staff to provide an overview of Task Force comments. It
attempts to coordinate the comments and make them cohesive. The
second section is a compendium of the comments of Task Force members
arranged by topic and supplemented by staff comment. In some cases,
where similar comments were received from more than one person, but
where the point is major and commented on from different perspectives,
some redimdancy is retained in the comments. The final section is
Appendices containing general statements which are not topical but
relate to the Report as a whole. Other documents are appended which
are pertinent to issues raised in the comment section. '

-

.(^k It should be emphasized that the staff overview is not a substitute
for Task Force and member comments. The overview should be read
only as a g:iide, mainly communicating staff interpretation. Task
Force and member comments are the comments of WSCAC, the authoritative
matter of the Report and the full, formal advisory participation of
WSCAC in the EIR process. The summary c^innot properly be read to
the exclusion of the comments.
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STAFF SUMMARY

V

The Water Demand Projections: Interim Technical Report, illustrates
a high measiire of fine data gathering on the water use profiles for
1980. The descriptive material on domestic water use-households and
individuals-is well done. The actual surveys of large industrial
users (incorporating earlier work of William Melia) also illustrates
a reasonable and well executed sampling of large industrial water users
characteristics. For the sake of brevity, WSCAC's comments must
focus on perceived problems with the whole effort, both in underlying
assTomptions , explicit methodology, implied methodology and execution
of projections resulting from these.

The Committee recognizes the magnitude of the task facing the con-
sxiltants and the MDC and further recognizes the dilemma of making
projections for any time span - let alone, forty years. The critique
from the Committee both in summary and in total comments is intended
to flag the inherent difficulties of such a task, to suggest some
changes^ and to encourage a re-evaluation of the 4o-year projection
concept-a concept the MDC has taken to be a mandate of this study.

The MEPA Model

One of the major sources of data used in the Report is the economic
forecast MEPA: Massachusetts Economic Policy Analysis Model. This
model bases statewide economic trends on the national formulations

.

of the Da.ta Resources, Inc. (DRI) , Lexington, MA 25-year forecast.
The DRI forecast incorporates estimates of national trends in popula-
tion, migration, employment-by-industry projections, energy co5ts,
and other factors which determine na-tional industrial growth profiles,
relative to United States total productivity.

The MEPA forecast for Massachusetts, ordinarily used for short-term
forecasting of five years or less, was projected to 2007 for the
purposes of the Report. The consultants then projected 13 additional
years onto the MEPA model to derive estimates for the full planning
period - to 2020. This is not an appropriate procedure.

Particular attention must be drawn to the population derived from the
MEPA model. It is significant for its impact on projected domestic
water use and projections of institutional population in the non-
domestic water use category. The extraordinarily high population
projection permits the Report's projected domestic water use to
remain about even for the 40-year study period. A more reasonable
population figure with the added savings of current water savings
technology would have clearly yielded a decline of significance in
this sector.

The extrapolated MEPA population forecasts the growth in populatin
at 19.7% by the year 2020. This figure is unprecedented in any
other major demographically driven forecast such as State Health
Planning services, the Metropolitan Area Planning Council (MAPC)
projections (level growth to 2010) and the Center for Urban Studies,
which also predicts no growth. Its basis in MEPA is an optimistic
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employment forecast which sees Massachusetts continuing to gain in
shares of manufacturing in the high-tech industries, outdistancing
the significant losses anticipated in the high-water use industries
of leather, textiles and others. The MSPA model further indicates
that Massachusetts unemployment was projected to equal U.S. unemploy-
ment by 2007, although it is currently lower than the U.S. The
modelers assume this equilibrium because no other assumption so
far into the future is any more likely. The result is that unemploy-
ment and employment in the MEPA model increase so that population
must increase to meet the Joint increase. The history of population
change in recent decades in the MDC user communities, and more
particularly in the heavily urbanized core region, has been one of
population decline. The heaviest pockets of growth in the state -

Cape Cod and the Southeastern region- are not in the planning area
for the Demand >Study.

In addition, the MEPA model is a statewide forecast. To disaggregate
its population growth among the individual commutiities in the study,
the consultant used the shares of population held by each community
derived through an earlier population projection technique—the
averaging of MAPC low and OS? (©ffice of .State Planning) projectionsr-
applied these shares to the MEPA total and projected these. The
earlier averaging method, producing an unlikely hybrid, was found
to be similar to the MEPA low projections. However, the shares were
apportioned according to the MEPA mid-level or "control" forecast
which was even higher. This entire methodology is without justi-
fication. The result is that two earlier, discrepant demographic
projections are now allied with a statewide population forecast
that is derived -from employment forecasts imbedded in economic
considerations alone.

In terms of empl03nnent, the MEPA model does not account for unique
features of Massachusetts' employment activity. This state has the
highest participation rate in the employment sector in the nation,
and the employment of women is particiilarly high. To satisfy the
MEPA employment projections it is estimated that 79% of the female
population will be employed' in the future- the current rate of male
employment and an unprecedented number. Based on the relationship
of employment to population within the MEPA forecast, if employment
demand is increasing and employment participation is increasing,
then the population figure projected is not nearly high enough
(fiirther removing it from other projections) unless large numbers
of persons move to Massachusetts. This latter scenario is considered
highly unliisely, since the metropolitan region has the lowest wage
scale relative to cost of living in the United States.

Additional Legal Obligations (possible savings: over 45 mgd)

Almost all of the increased water demand posited in Table 15 of
the Report for the rest of the century consists of a figure of
50 mgd for "legal obligations," representing an indication of
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what MDC believes its user communities could demand from it under
existing law and contracts, for any reason or no reason at all.
WSCAC believes this figure is totally unrealistic and should be
reduced to a negligible amount.

Tables 15, 1^, and 13 make it clear that MDC has computed the
"legal obligations" figure independent of any JLncrease in user
communities' needs arising from increased domestic or nondomestic
demand or from the loss of local water supplies to contamination.
Those increases are separately computed in "base demand" (Table 15).
It is absurd to assume that communities would spend over $40 million
a year to exercise legal rights to water which they do not need or
want. The Report must address the likelihood of this additional
demand.

Other than growth or contamination loss, the only possible reasons
for claiming water would be: (1) to resell MDC water to other
communities, or (2) preference for MDC water over available local
supplies. Although contract rights to take the additional water
have existed since the 1940* s, communities have taken practically
no water for resale: Appendix A-6 indicates MDC communities now
sell only about 1.7 mgd to non-MDC communities. This is because
resale contracts must be approved by MDC, and resold water is ex-
pensive to the buyers, who usually seek and find their own sources
as soon as possible. As for taking water for pure preference,
Ch. 382 of the Acts of 1981 makes it generally impossible for MDC
users to abandon a local supply in preference for MDC water, unless
DEQE certifies that it is contaminated and cannot be restored
economically

.

Ve conclude that it is absurd to assume that the user communities
will suddenly, as of 1990, begin to demand 50 mgd of water for
resale, when they are only now reselling 1.7 mgd. By contrast, we
suggest that the 50 mgd be added back into Table 14, where contami-
nation of local supplies is discussed, and that the "contamination
formula" be applied to that additional amount. Applying the formula
to the extra 50 mgd would add to the "contamination contingency" in
Table 15 an amount of 4.3 mgd of possible additional contamination
losses in 1990, 6.6 mgd in 2000, and 8.8 mgd in 2020. If the current
or even increased resale figures are added in, the total of 50 mgd
will be I'educed to less than 5 mgd in 1990,

Because we regard the 50 mgd "legal obligations" figiire to have
been erroneously included in the Report, we have not analyzed in
detail whether MDC's existing contract obligations do in fact add
up to 50 mgd. Table 13, however, reveals two obvious computation
errors. First, potential future users should not have been included
since the four communities listed can claim MDC water only for
reasonable use-not out of mere preference or a desire to resell it.
Second, Worcester was erroneously included in this total, since
Che Worcester contract is heavily conditioned on water availibility
and will lapse before 1990. The future estimated needs of Worcester
should be included under base demand, not "legal .obligations".
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Recoverable Leakaeie (possible savings at least 11 mgd)

One of the key issues in th<= water suppl^^ stud]'- is, hov/ much o.f

the total system use is un'accounted for nnri hov/ much of that
v/ater can be retrieved by repairing leaky pipes in the MDC
system. Table 15 indicates a total of 106 mgd unaccounted-for
water within current user communities as of 1980. The figure. is
further broken down in Table 10 and Figure 6, where the 31 mgd of
water, which Table 15 identifies as "system use'*, is added in because
it constitutes previously unaccounted-for water, including leakage,
within the I'TDC * s own system of reservoirs and pipes- The gross
total is thus 136 mgd, a full 56?^ of total water use.

Table 15 estimates only 25 mgd of ''recoverable leakage" in MDC
user communities, under 7% of the total supply. The text estimates
only 2 to 5 mgd of the system use total is recoverable leakage.
WSCAC believes these figures are far too low, both on the basis of
current experience and of MDC ' s ov,n mathematical computations.

Three previous reports on unaccounted-for water use prepared by
MDC and its consultants estimated recoverable leakage at much
higher figures—generally around 45 mgd*. The Report references
none of these previous studies and makes no- attempt to explain
the enormous reduction in estimated savings. Concluding that one
cannot rely on the 1897 formula for "unavoidable" leakage, the
Report discusses 'meter losses, then picks out a single percentage
figure for "recoverable" leakage and lumps all the rest of the
loss as "other unaccounted-for water" (52 mgd in Table 15). How
is the "recoverable leakage" figure arrived at? Without any
citation of authority, the Report states on p. 175, 'Historically,
almost one third of redidual unaccounted-for water havj^been shown to
be recoverable through comprehensive leak detection and repair
programs." Residual unaccounted-for water (RUAF) for 1980 is
figured at 108 mgd in Appendix C-3.1 on page 128 of the Appendices
(wherecit appears in billions of gallons per year). Assuming this
figure is the same as the 106 mgd total unaccounted-for v/ater
summarized on Table 10, one third of this amount would be 36 mgd,
not 25 mgd.

On the factual side, in settling for a total recoverable leakage
of under 7% of total water supplied, MDC is ignoring the current
experience of Boston, which has already saved almost 25 mgd all
by itself: about ^3% of its total previous use. Boston expects to
improve this percentage substantially in future years. The
consultants must provide authority to substantial their unrealistically
low figure, and must calculate more precisely the leakage figure
for MDC system use.

-X-

see: Prelimimary Evaluation of Leakage and Unmetered V/ater
,

aecmei inc. i^tiu.

A Water Conservation Program for the Metropolitan District
uommxssion, LmsRy, T9HD1

Water usage bTudy in Communities Served by the ?4DC , V.'ater
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Contamination

The "contamination contingency" figure found In Table 15 (and further
broken down In Table 14) Is based upon a formula derived from in-
adequate data-three years' reporting by the Special Legislative
Commission on Water Supply. That Commission's reports represent
discovery of contamination which took place over several decades
and they cannot logically be extrapolated into a rising curve.

Non-Domestic Water Use

Projections for water use in the non-domestic sector are a function
of population and employment change in the commercial/ institutional
sector and a function of output -«mployment and productivity- in
the industrial/manufacturing sector. The industrial sector is pro-
jected to have an S6,^% increase in process water use by 2020 which
represents almost 80^ of the Increase in the non-domestic sector,
and almost 33% of total water use increase in the demand estimate
to 2020.

The major component which produces this process use increase is
a projected increase in industrial productivity. Productivity is
measured quite differently in different industries. In chemicals or
steel it is measured in pounds or tons per employee, while in the
high technology industries it is usually measured by efficiency of
the product (e.g. memory capacity of a computer). In fact, high-
tech industries are an anamoly in such industrial measures and can
show major increases in productivity without significantly affecting
water use. However, this was not factored into the projected in-
creases in process water use. The MEPA employment forecasts project
significant declines in the "wet" industries, while it projects the
majority of employment growth in the less water intensive industries.

The failure to relate productivity to water use characteristics of
particular kinds of industry calls the projected 86.1^ rise in
process water use into question.

Of all non-domestic water use in the Report, 4596 is allocated to
minor non-domestic users. The projected growth of these users
does not follow from a detailed formulation offered in other seg-
ments of the demand projections.

Minor user's water allocation was derived by deducting large users
(more than 10 mgd a year) from each community's known water uses.
Tills residual was not then apportioned to process, cooling and
sanitary uses for smaller users. The consultants appear to. have
utilized national profiles for smaller users and determined per employe*
uses based on these. Per employee water use was then used in an
estimating equation for 1980 and projected throughout the study period.
Disaggregation for the various use factors is then very imprecise in
the minor water users. The Report also states that industries
in Massachusetts use less water per employee than the national
average, but this does not appear to be considered in the minor
water user projections.
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The Report states that "most major water use efficiency improve-
ments have already been put in place." This statement is speci-
fically related to large non-domestic users. It is not clear that
this assertion can stand. Comments by WSCAC members indicate that
much more can be done, with some specific industries yielding
50 and 75 percent water savings.

Impacts of Methodoloery: Uncertainties and Pro.j^ctions

The Report incorporates uncertainty in virtually every category
of measured or estimated population or water use. For example,
even the basic U.S. population projections reflect an uncertainty
range of "between 16 and 61 percent by 2020", and the failure of
many municipalities to segregate industrial and domestic and com-
mercial metered use required the application of an estimating
equation before use projections could be undertaken. It was con-
cluded that "significant inaccuracies may exist" in the readings of
the MDC revenue meters, but that for the purpose of the Report it
was assumed that the revenue meters were accurate.

Conventional wisdom and standard statistical practice agree that
uncertainty increases rapidly into the future. The MEPA model
projections are based on equilibrium concepts, that "all forces for
change currently present in the economy (\d.ll} have worked themselves
out", provided "no wars; shifts in international demand or supply
conditions; no technological change; no product innovations; no
changes in tastes; no migrations for non-economic reasons; no poli-
tical disturbances; no marked change in weather - - in short, no
changes in anything not considered within the purview of the econo-
mist". How probable do the modelers consider such a scenario"
"The only thing known in advance is 'that some such shocks will
occur; when, where, and in what form and magnitude, is wholly
unknown." As WSCAC has pointed out before, the planning process is
paradoxical: "We cannot inow the futxire, but we must plan for it."

Faced with imponderable uncertainties, the Report proceeds to
» assume' incredibly narrow ranges of uncertainty: a 60% probability
that the 2020 MEPA forecast of population will be within + 6%; a
probability of 73% that nondomestic processing/cooling use estimates
will be within + 109^; and an 85% certainty that the estimates of
water demand, wEich inqorporate all the uncertainties, will fall
within a range of + 14'% by 2020!

WSCAC observes that the consultants have done an excellent Job of
uncovering the complexity of factors involved in estimating present
water use and the existing uncertainties. But it is also observed
that the "accuracy of a complex derivation cannot be any better
than the least accurate data involved,"

A realistic assessment of the uncertainties surrounding long-term
projections, 2000 and after, would show that the danger of mis-
Judgment is immense, and the cost of misJudgment, whether by
imder- or over-estimate, unacceptable. WSCAC reasserts the
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recommendation that the fffiC take action: to shorten the lead
time on a range of alternatives; continue to monitor critical
parameters such as population change, precipitation, and demand
reduction efforts; and that this study be conducted in such a manner
as will produce a planning procedure which triggers water supply
decisions when the probability of their appropriateness is narrow
enough to warrant costly measures - should they ever be needed.
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COMMITTES COMMENTS

Appropriateness of the ME?A Model

Contributors: R. Hubley; A. O'Donnell; Rob Scherer; E. Simonson

r^EPA's Forecast of statewide employment growth at 75 percent of the
nation ignores an historic change in the source of future growth-
The volume of net in-migration necessary to meet MEPA's population/
employment forecasts has no parallel and seems an unlikely prospect.

—Massachusetts has one of the lowest ratics of natural increase
(births minus deaths) of the 50 states.^

—Because of this decline in natural increase, net migration has
become the dominant influence on future population growth in
Massachusetts.^

—Far more persons have left Massachusetts during the last four
decades than have moved here. 3 About 150,000 persons left Mass-
achusetts during the latter 1970's (after accounting for natural
increase), despite strong job growth and below-average unemployment .4

—Workers will noi/bypically chose migration into the Boston region,
where wages are currently the lowest of any region in the country
when adjusted for the cost of living .5 (Workers have a natural
desire to improve their standard of living when making long-distance
moves)

.

—Future movement of substantial numbers of workers into the state
will require above-average wage increases, given the present
relatively low standard of living. Yet per capita income is projected
to grow more slowlv in Massachusetts than almost any other state in
the nation by the U.S. Department of Commerce."

—Future emp3.oyment shifts between the major regions could be less
pronounced than in recent decades. Relative wage differentials
among regions have narrowed to the point where Data Resources Inc.,
the Lexington forecasting organizatL on »^ believes they will play a
minor role in future employment shifts/.

Growth in the demand for labor has been much more rapid in southern
and western regions of the country in recent decades. Several factors
suggest that this condition will continue during. the forecast period.
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—Economic growth in Massachusetts will tend to drive up v/ages and

reduce the incentive to employ more v/orkers to a greater extent
than for the nation. Labor supply in Massachusetts is relatively
inelastic (i.e. will not readily expand with an increase in labor
demand) because participation rates, especially among women, are
considerably higher than in most other states.

°

—Marginal investment will continue to flow into the fastest growing
regions—the South and V/est. The sunbelt regions still possess
a larger surplus of potential workers housewives, students, and
the retired—which tend to keep the labor supply elastic enough to
prevent economic growth from driving up wages. Labor elasticity,
below-average wage rates, and the increase in demand from retirees
suggest future above-average employment increase in the South and
V/est.

5

MEPA's employment forecasts are unreasonably high in viev/ of its
projected population.

—For example, in the 44 communities served by the MDC
,
employment

is forecast to increase by 41 percent, while population will
increase by only 12 percent.

—The difference between forecasted population and employment—increases
19 percent or 300,000 workers—apparently represents a future projects'
increase in female labor force participation.

—Based on the rate of participation in 1980, future employment increase
from women (including the forecast 12 percent population increase)
potentially number only 510,000.

— To attain MDC's employm.ent projection in 2020, female labor force
participation must equal 79% — the present rate for males.

—Even the most optimistic labor force specialists do not foresee equal
participation rates for men and women.

The population figure generated in T-TEPA is not a demographic one.
It is generated by the force of the employment/unemployment forecasts
for the United States and assumed to apply specifically to Mass.
Fertility, migration and other demographic factors are at best
implicit in the Model as it related to the bass information on the
bation generated by DRI.

—The MEPA description contained in the Demand Report Appendix E-3
' states that two factors determined the population in the model

:

Employment in Mass. is projected to rise, while unemployment is
increased to meet national levels by 2007. The I^EPA forecast
adjusted population upward to meet these tv/o assumptions.

—MEPA was developed for short-range forecasts. The 25 year run which
provided the basis for the Demand Model exaggerates errors which
•are insignificant in the short run. The linear extrapolation of
the 2000-2007 interval to 2020 further weakens the resulting growth
forecast used by the consultants. We find no evidence that the model
can be properly used for long-range population forecasting, particulai
in light of the MDC population methodology used: (MAPC. low+OSP/2)

,

and the share analysis applied to MEPA to break down population for
the demand model by community.
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The MEPA mid-range employment forecast generally falls in between
most other forecasts according to the Summary Report. However,
examination shows that MEPA offers the highest statewide employment
forecast published in recent years.

—Other widely-used forecasts, like the U.S. Bureau of Economic
Analysis (initially developed for long-range water resources plan-
ning), foresee far, far less growth for the state. ''0

—Aiming for a conservatively high employment pcojection in long-
' range-water planning is not necessarily safer or more economic.

—An employment projection more in line with other forecasts should
be used, or en explicit rationale offered for selection of an
extreme one.

Linear extrapolation to 2020 of employment growth forecast by MEPA
during the 2000 to 2007 period is inappropriate.

—The U.S. Bureau of the Census has recently concluded that: "unless
population growth picks up, which experts say is unlikely,
Americans of working age will peak early in the next century."
According to the middle or most likely series, the level of em-
ployment will be essentially flat after 2005.''''

Popiilation Growth : In projecting population growth for the MDC area,
WFA used an average of the OSP and MAPC low growth rates, since this
average is roughly equal to the MEPA population forecast. This
method does not take into account many of the social and economic
dynamics of population growth. The issue here is how much of the
projected Massachusetts growth will take place in the MDC area. It
may well be that density and other factors will encourage growth
in areas outside the MDC area. If this is the case, ciirrent MDC
users will receive a less than proportionate share of Mass. growth,
rather than the average growth which was projected.

Location decisions of firms may also play an important role in the
magnitude of growth. Changes in transportation and communication,
technology, and industrial mix may encourage growth in the fringes
of the metropolitan area, or even in central or western Massachusetts.
The growth of RTE. 495 area is an example of this.

In view of these factors, some sort of Information reflecting
economic and social processes would have been useful for the purpose
of allocating projected population growth.
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Non-domestic Water Use

Contributors: Cameron Beers Rob Scherer

Robie Hubley Eileen Simonson

On page 129 of the Report it is asserted that "most major
water use efficiency improvements have already been put in place."
by industrial users.

However,

1 . The historic correlation between growth and consumption
might not be a sound assumption for future planning. Elements
such as availability, price, conservation, and education could
collectively or individually change the relationship. One need
only look at energy over the past ten years to find what might be
an important parallel experience that can assist us in planning for
the future.

2. If actual-cost water pricing becomes a reality throughout the
state of Massachusetts and the U.S., the historical elasticity
of demand assumptions for the industrial sector will change drama-
tically. Water cost reductions and profit improvement programs
would motivate accelerated industrial conservation efforts.

3. The long range impact of industrial change mobility, product lif
cycle, as well as labor intensity and technological evolution
within a geographic area are important considerations. Demand
growth should be projected with these factors in mind. For example
changes from chemical industry to high technology to second gener-
ation high technology would generate drastic water consumption chan
ges.

4. Conservation, is an important alternative source of supply, and
a great deal more needs to be done to develop this opportunity.
If the Gillette Company can reduce its consumption 75% (600 million
gallons annually since 1973) and Polaroid 30% since 1979, why
can't others do the same? Given proper incentive, education,
and technical assistance, industrial conservation could influence
demand drastically. My experience indicates that very little has
been done to date, but interest is picking up as industry begins
to recognize the financial opportunities.

5. Increasing water prices, public awareness, and critical supply
are bound to breed innovative conservation technology over the long
term. Such projections include improved recirculation systems,
home and industrial sanitary systems, dual water use systems, roof
water utilization, computerized systems, etc. This might sound
too optimistic to some, but with a demonstrated need and a free
enterprize system a great deal can happen over only a few years.
Again, we should reference the energy conservation evolution and
its overall impact.
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6. It is important that vie do not spend too much time number
crunching, or in any special interest, and lose sight of the over-
all long term objectives. Let's try to be crudely correct instead
of orecisely wrong; predicting twenty years or forty years out will
never be a precise science .Charting the general direction is important.

In order to make their projections for each community, Wk decided
to project component use by domestic, non-domestic and unaccounted
for water. The nondomestic component was divided into major and
minor users. For industrial users, water use was broken down into
kinds of use — sanitary, process, or cooling. This was done so
that changing water use factors could be put into the estimating
equation when determining future demand.

Although U.S. Census figures and local surve3'-3 are cited in the
Report for water use by kind for major users, it is unclear how
WFA allocated water use by kind (sanitary, process or cooling)
for minor industrial users. From Table 36, it seems that they
used national industrial use figures for establishments of less
than 20 million gallons/year. From this information, the constructed
per employee use for each 2 digit SIC code, and used this number
in the estimating equation for 1980 Industrial Use (p. 119). If
this is true, the WFA did not subdivide minor industrial use into
process, sanitary and cooling, since that data is not available
in the U.S. Census of Manufatures. It is uncertain, then, how minor
industrial user demand could be forecast by water use factor, since
the factors differ according to type of use (process, cooling or
sanitary)

.

Sanitary, cooling and process water use factors arc forecasted
to decrease at different rates, so their relative share of minor
water use could have a significant effect on projected minor
water use. Tliis could be very important, since minor user demand
constituted 45% of total non-domestic use. It is in nondomestic
demanc^hat the model projects an increase of 38.8 MOD.

Another possible problem with forecasting minor water use, is that
there is no allowance for regional differences, as there is for major
users. The Report states that Massachusetts industries use less
water per employe^han the national average, but there doesn't seem
to be any allowance for that in calculating minor use demand.

It is also not clear how WA allocated the forecasted growth be-
tween major and minor users for each community. Since they have
different rates of water use, this could be an important factor
in determining final demand. It might be useful to try to determine
what size firm will receive the largest share of projected growth.
If most new jobs are created by small businesses, this could further
reduce projected demand.

Process water use was determined by output, which was a function
of forecasted employment and productivity. WFA increased process
use for "dry" industries at a rate 50% that of the increase in out-
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put. This may be a good surrogate for many industries, but could be
misleading in others. For example, the MEPA model forecasts an
employnient growth of 1629^ in SIC 36, the electronics components
industry. Given rising productivity as predicted by DRI , this
process results in a huge increase in production over the next ^0
years, and a correspondingly large need for process water. How-
ever, much of this growth in productivity will not entail additional
use of process water, especially as many of the new electronics
establishments will be involved in research or light assembly. It
may be that process use of water may not be as highly correlated
with output as WA is assuming. It may be feasible to look at past
relationships between these two variables in selected industries
in order to better escertain the nature of this relationship.

Since much of the employment growth that MEPA forecasts will take
place in electronics, overestimating the use of process v/ater in thi
industry, in particular, could lead to a substantial overs 53timate of
future industrial demand.
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Unaccounted-for Water Use

Contributors: David Stickel

T^lexandra Dawson

Robie Hubley

V/SCAC cannot accept the Chapter 4 conclusions of the Report to MDC
on the Unaccounted-for Water Use for the following reasons:

—^The Report revises downward drastically (by more than one-half) the
potentially recoverable water from Greater Boston's leaky pipe
system, compared to the results of three previous studies which ftilly
document their conclusions on this matter (unlike the present report)

,

--the Report provides little new data (3-5 years?) in reaching its
conclusions, unlike three previous reports on this matter of
augmenting Greater Boston's water supply, which utilized some 20
years of data to reach their conclusions on the extent of the leaky
water system in the Greater Boston area,

--the Report appears in one part thereof to give little credence to
generally accepted formulae for determining unavoidable leakage,
while accepting the formulae in another part of the Report; thus
creating confusion in the public's mind as to what leakage is and
is not recoverable,

--the Report fails to follow previously erected categories of Unaccounted
for Water Use—nor does it give a reason for not doing so—in the
Report's development of a rationale for reducing Miie amount of water
that is recoverable by pluging leaky pipes. The result is difficulty
on the part of the public in comparing this document with three
previous reports on the leaky pipes in the Greater Boston area,

—although three previous reports on the leaky pipes in the Greater
Boston area were extensively referrenned, in a fashion that could
be checked, such is not the case with this Report, and

--there is strong reason to believe that the preparator of Chapter 4
of the Report also wrote at least a part of an earlier report
which arrived at sharply different conclusions on the potential
leaky pipes in Greater Boston.
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Justification' for Previous Conclusions (re: the Report )

-The follcTwing recent studies (last three columns of chart below)
have developed figures for various components of the Unaccounted-for
Water Use category in the MDC system which are in sharp contrast
with the Report's conclusions in this matter (first column). Only
the Unaccounted-for Water Use (UWU) and Potentially Recoverable Leakage
(PRL - million of gallons per day = mgd) will be given below.

Report(1) ^.R.(2) ^.R.(3) ^.R.(^)

^IMJ 29% — 39% 38%

^PRL 20mgd 44mgd 46mgd 47mgd

(1)_(Z4.); See Literature Cited

a. figures rro\inded to nearest whole number.
b. figures in these reports determined by different methodologies

(2;p.7); similarities in results are striking.

Since it is admitted (1;p. 46-47) that detailed engineering evaluation
of MDC system's community distribution pipes would be necessary
before definitely quantifiable Unaccounted-for Water could be
determined, what is the rationale at this time for creating a new
category (Other Unaccounted-for Water) and reducing the past figures
of "probable recoverable leakage" (given in 2, 3 and 4) by more than
one-half, when the development of a final augmentation figure for
the MDC system is near at hand?

-It is beyond the understanding of this reviewer that so much acciamulate
data and expertise contained in previously thoroughly researched
reports (2,3 &4) on matters dealing with Unaccounted-for Water Use
could go unaddressed by the consultants writing the Report, in light
of the sharp differences shown in the previous table. Much of Chapter
4 of the Report is given over to a discussion of the criticality
of meter accuracy in getting a clear picture of Unaccounted-for V/ater
Use. This is a laudable endeavor. However, there is still too
much ambivalence in underregistration and accuracy of MDC, domestic,
and non-domestic meters, as documented in the Report, to begin creating
new categories (i.e. Other Unaccounted-for Water Use) at the expense
of Potentially Recoverable Leakage—without laying out a thoroughly
documented rationale for doing so. This is particularly important
in light of estimates that suggest thal^leakage detected on the customer
side of the meter can average four times the leakage^n the system
side (5). The report barely mentions anything aboux the leak
detection program which has made much headway already in the City
of Boston (2; p. 19 and 3; p. 24). This initial leak detection and
repair project—and the known fact that a 1 to 5 gallon per minute
leak is detectable and economically recoverable (2; p. 2)—demanded
in my judgement, amore thorough review of this matter. The Boston
experience—much to its credit—is leading the way in finding and
correcting these matters. In my judgment, three years worti^ of
data on 8 of 25 (32%) of MDC-served communities (but not Boston)
on their experience with leak detection and repair programs is a
very crude., basis for assuming that a 6% gain in previously lost
water(1; p. 174) is the key data necessary to set figures for the
future - "potentially recoverable water" . Only when the MDC member
communities are required to institute leak detection and repair
programs, can MDC rationally develop plans for itemizing
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"Potentially Recoverable Water". Finally, the Report simply fails
to develop a rationale for contrasting its Unaccounted-for V/ater

Use with that of previous reports especially when 23 of the 2^
MDC served Community Water Superintendents agreed that previous
estimates (2,3 &4) on Potentially Recoverable Leakage (amounting
to 44 mgd) were probably correct (6; p. 7). Who should know better
than those in charge of local water supplies what
the losses in the infrastructure are?

-From Page 165 (3rd paragraph) through page 168 of the Report, a
detailed discussion of Unavoidable Leakage in the present MDC
system (80+% of the total possible future demand) and Unavoidable
Leakage from possible future users is discussed. The standard of
250 gallons per day per inch per mile of unavoidable water loss
for presently supplied communities appears to fit reasonably well
(4.8%) with a similar determination made by other reports (2,3 & 4 =

3.5%). Yet, after caluculating the unavoidable leakage for potential
future users (10.7%) the writer of the Report suggests elimination
of the aforementioned standard may be in order. I assume this
determination led in part to the new and very large category created
for this Report— "Other Unaccounted-for Water Use". Before dwelling
on this point further, I am compelled to ask the question: with whom
is MDC concerned, their present customers, or new ones they hope
to add to the system?!

-In the Report, one finds the follwoing categories of Unaccounted-for
Water Use itemized and discussed: Recoverable Leakage, Meter
Slippage, Unmetered Public Uses, Other Unaccounted-for Water, and
System Uses. In other reports on the matter of Unaccounted-for
Water (2,3 & 4), the categories are: Recoverable Leakage, Meter
Slippage, Unmetered Public Uses, Unmeterd Domestic, Commercial,
Industrial, Institutional Water, and Unavoidable Leakage. In
the Report's Chapter 4 discussion of this matter, there is no
explanation of "what is comparable with what" in previous reports
(2,3 U 4).

-At the end of the Chapters >or at the end of the document itself,
of previous reports on the Unaccounted-for Water Uses issue (2,3 & 4),
ther was a detailed bibliography based upon citations in the text
material. With respect to the present Report, admitedly in the text
there were citations listed, but to what? Without a literature cited
section, these technical citations are meaningless and provide no
back-up what so ever to the broad brushed conclusions and subsequent
reductions in Potentially Recoverable Leakage made in the present
Report, Thus a sympathetic critical review of the Report is
impossible.

-During the workshop on Water Demand Projections (March 24, 1983 :

Wellesley, MA.), I asked the preparator of Chapter 4 of the Report
several questions calling to his attention the drastic reductions
proposed by him in the Recoverable Leakage category and asked him
to justify this proposal with other study conclusions (2,3 & 4).
He publicly remarked, "I'm going to have to get out a memo on that
one." and afterwards, in discussion, clearly implied to me that
he had at the very least forgotten about those earlier documents,
when he said privately, "I wrote part of that one(2) ,didn' t I."
(John Eick, pers. comm.)
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"Other Unaccounted-for Water" is a major factor in base demand
on MDC (Table 15). A rationale is given, pp 46-47, breaking
the category into elements, but the individual elements are not
quantified, nor is any rationale given, nor historical or factual
basis given for the estimate of 52 mgd. If, as stated, the
estimate of this cate:^ory is "beyond the scope of this current
work" the category should not be quantified. If judgments were
exercised to estimate the category, details of the judgments should
be given with each element and justified by an explanation.
Estimates of the elements would serve water managers by flagging
components which may be recoverable. As it appears, 52 mgd of
demand is 'thrown in' without a level of substantiation which
would allow review or comment.
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Base Demand

Contributors: Ed Kaynor, Arlene O'Donnell, Eileen Simonson

Separation of Demand from Need

This report makes a distinction between demand and need on a logical
basis: Future Demand = future usage increases given assumptions about
growth and a limitless supply of available water; Future Need =

demand which should be met by MDC, e.g., if waste is a part of future
demand, then future need would be an amount less than demand which
represents legitimate need minus unwarranted demand.

For planning purposes this distinction appears warranted, and would
result in a series of recommendations which could be put in the form:
"Demand on the M)C system is likely to be X mgd in 2020, but MDC will
be legitimately responsible to provide only X-U mgd, U representing
the unwarranted amount of water MDC cannot be held responsible for
providing.

"

The problem is that this conceptual approach cannot be squared with
reality. For example, use of water-saving devices is now a large
and growing phenomenon in MDC-user communities. Therefore, in its
demand projections MDC assumes further growth in water-saving practices.
This, in effect, is a prediction that there will be a decrease in
the proportion of "illegitimate" demand in the future, i.e., that in'
2020 X mgd will more closely resemble need than is true today. Having
substantially built elimination of waste into future demand projections
MDC ' s final recommendations are likely to treat the water demand pro-
jections study as, substantially, a water needs study, and it lends
false innocence to the demand study to claim that this is only a
first step toward determination of future need.

The Summary itself demonstrates that it does not intend to stick with
its original definition of demand. Figure 5 on page 24 includes a
Step 4 in the Water Demand Simulation Model which ends with "Projected
Municipal Water Needs". How does the report square this language with
its distinction between demand and need on page 1

?

(Step 4 also adds procedural stBps for determining how much of any
projected shortfall must come from MDC and how much from other sources.
I object on grounds that such a determination has no place in a demand
study. It is the proper topic of a separate study to investigate
supply alternatives. The people who study demand should have no
alternative supply possibilities in mind to bias their findings. The
Corps of Engineers determined first that the Millers and Connecticut
River diversions would yield 140 mgd and the Corps planners then went on
to "prove" ( mirabile dictu ) that MDC would need about 140 mgd additional
supply by 1990"i Te^g. Reports recommending Millers and Northfield
diversions appeared in the 1969-71 period. The results of municipal
demand surveys were not completed until 1974.) On the face of it,
"projected needs" supplied by MDC and "Other supply" amounts to a
predetermination that need will exceed supply. Since this is a demand
study and not a needs study, what basis can investigators have for
such an assumption? Where is the needs study which proves that

future needs will exceed supply?)
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Domestic and Institutional Water Use

Throughout the 40-year planning period, domestic use Is projected
to decline slightly resulting from applications of conservation
technologies currently known. It must be understood, however,
that the population projections which are a competent of the
calculations in domestic and institutional water use are extra-
ordinarily high. Insofar as the MEPA model predicts population
change as a function of economically derived employment forecasts,
the MEPA control population number is not an appropriate predictor
of reasonable popxilation change.

If a more reasonable population projection, based on demographically
sound judgments of migration, birth and death rates, economic
Issues and other factors were used, the projected domestic and
institutional water uss segments of the Report would show an actual
decline. The magnitude of this decline should have been calculated
with a no growth population projection.

Base Water Demand Forecast

In forecasting the base demand of existing MDC users, the study
considered a number of existing state conservation programs
(such as Chapter 286) that would cause a decline in unaccounted-for
water use. However, the study did not take into account local water
conservatioh programs that have resulted in substantial declines
in demand. A s\irvey of local water conservation efforts should
have been conductd to take this source of demand reduction into
account.
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Legal Obli-ga tions . Water Allocation and Contamination

Contributors: Wm. Nechamen Alexandra Dawson

Arlene O'Donnell Robie Hubley

Dona Motts

The consultants, under MDC direction, have included a "legal
obligation" figure of 50.7, 51.1 and 50.8 MOD for 1990, 2000
and 2020 respectively. This assumes a need to plan for each
legally entitled community to request 100 percent of its entitle-
ment by abandoning their existing local supplies. This is a

dangerous assumption considering existing state law and the fact
that we are talking about 12 percent of the planning estimate.

Under new amendments to Chapter 92, no MDC community may abandon
local supplies unless DEQE declares such supplies to be contaminated
and uneconomical to return to use. Whether this amendment or
existing contracts take priority needs a legal clarification,
roc should request such clarification from the Attorney Generals 's

office, or, if necessary, a state Supreme Court advisory ruling
should be sought. Should the state law take priority, the entire
50 mgd becomes nothing more than a contamination figure, and should
be reduced accordingly. In any event, the state law will take
priority upon contract renewal. The legal obligation figure should
not be applied to any communities beyond the expiration of their
current contracts.

Furthermore, ALL MDC contracts should be reviewed. Communities
which lie outside of the 15 mile radius should be weaned from the
MDC upon contract expiration if feasible local supplies exist,
rather 'than simply assuming that all will continue as present
indefinitely. While it may be cheaper for an individual community
to remain an MDC customer rather than develop its own supplies,
the result may be the "need" for a large engineering solution,
which may be more expensive than a series of local solutions.
That would have the effect of forcing Boston customers to subsidize
the outlying communities. _By breaking dowm the "legal obligations"
into their parts, and impementing the above recommendations, a much
smaller figure would result, and a long term demand reduction may
even be possible.

A. Additional Legal Obligations

Of the 84 mgd in additional demand above and beyond base demand,
over 50 mgd is attributed to "additional legal obligations." This
50 mgd is based on the assiimption that the MDC would have to meet
its entire legal obligation to fully supply all partially supplied
MDC members and greatly increase supplies to contract users within
the planning period (actually, by 1990, according to the way Table
15 is set up). Implicit in this assumption, but never clearly
stated , is the supposition that the partial users' local supplies
will shrink from 62.5 mgd in 1980 to 13-9 mgd in 1990 -
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a loss of 7^% of the local supplies within thn r-lDC - supplied
communities. (The figure for 2020 would be 16.4 mgd in local
supplies - a 73 % reduction of the 1980 figure)* To arrive at
this 50 mgd in additional demand, it was necessary to assume the
total loss of the local supplies of Cambridge, Canton, Needham,
Peabody, Wakefield, Wellesley, Winchester, V^oburn, Framingham, and
Northboro, as well as the loss of 33 percent of the local supply
of Worcester. Absolutely no justification is given for assuming
such drastic reductions in local supply sources

-

Given the mandate of Chapter 3S2 of 1981, how can such an assumption
be built into official projections of demand on the MDC? As it
stands now, the demand projections of a state agency include
assumptions which are diametrically opposed to legislatively-
adopted state policy which requires communities to maintain their
local supplies to the extent feasible. The loss of 67 to 75 percent
of the local supplies in the MDC service area, in the absence of
any justification for such an assumption, is hardly consistent with
this state policy.

It would be reasonable to include a contingency for the loss of
some portion of the local supplies over the planning period which
the I'OC might have to respond to. Any such contingency should be
based on reasonable assumptions which follow from a review of hist.^ric
projected trends in the availability of local supplies to MDC partial
users. Just because the MDC has legal obligations to numerous
communities does not mean that it is reasonable to assume that
they will all exercise their maximum legal rights within the planning
period. The legal obligation contingency should be based on an
assessment of how much of the total legal obligation can reasonably
be expected to be exercised during the planning period. The existing
assumption — that 67-75^ of local supplies will be replaced by
the MDC - is unfounded and should not be allowed to standi.

Also relating to legal obligatiDns is the issue of how this additional
demand is phased into the projections. Rather than gradually increasing
over the planning period, it is all added into the capacity planning
estimate in one lump sum in 1990. The way Table 15 appears, there
is no legal obligation until December 31, 1989, and on January 1,
1990, the DC must suddenly replace 50 mgd in lost local supplies.
Whatever the total amount of legal obligation planned for, it
does not seem reasonable to assume that it will all come on-line
early in the planning period. As stated above, the legal obligation
contingency should not be a theoretical le^al maximum , but a projection
of the actual amount of water needed to replace lost local supplies.
This amount would increase incrementally over the planning period
rather than suddenly reach its maximum in 1990.

—Table 15 should show the total water demand of the MDC service
area, taking both MDC supply and local supplies into account. It's
easy enough to derive this figure for the base demand in each decade
by adding MDC Base Demand and local supplies (e.g. in 2020 total base
demand equals 368.7 (MDC) plus 86.7 (local), or 437.4 mgd). But
if is nearly impossible to determine total demand under the capacity
planning estimate, because the additional potential demand is not
clearly allocated between additional total demand on the service area.

* and a 67% reduction of the 2020 figure.
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and substitution of MDC supply for existing local supply. This
allocation should be made clear in Table 15 or elsewhere in the
report. Likewise, the amount of local supplies remaining after
adding legal obligation should be made clear (.see Table &Figure).

—Local supplies increase from 62.5 mgd in 1980 to 68.7 mgd in 2020
(Table 15), "but nowhere is it shown how or why the number increases.
Table 12 gives an "amount of local supplies used in demand projections",
but these numbers seem to bear no relationship to the "local supplies"
listed in Table 15, even if Worcester's Quinapoxit withdrawals are
subtracted. The drivation of the local supply numbers for each
decade in Table 15 should be documented.

—Isn't the 2-50 mgd listed under "drought-reduced local supplies"
in Base Demand really a part of legal obligations? It v/ould seem
so since this amounc has to be subtracted when the maximum legal
obligation is added into the capacity planning estimate below, to
avoid double counting. V/hat is the justification for moving a
part of legal obligation from capacity planning estimate to base
demand, and how was the figure, 2.5 mgd (about 5% of total legal
obligation) chosen?

2020 Total Water Demand

368.7 MDC Base Demand

55.02 Additional Demand on MDC

28.1 Contamination contingency
5.2 Potential future users
1.72 Eligible towns

51.54 Loss of local supplies met by legal obligation (MDC)

36.67 Loss of members' supply
9.45 Contract users' existing supply
5.A-2 Contract users' potential supply

(2.5) Minus: Drought-reduced local supplies

452.76 Subtotal-MDC Capacity Planning Estimate

17.16 Local Supplies

469.9 Total Demand in MDC Service Area

(see also bar chart)
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Allocation of Additional Lesal Obliffations (MGD)

1990
1. Loss of T'lDC members' local supply

(existing) 35.^8

2020

36.67

2. Loss of contract users' local supply
( existing) 13.

3. Loss of contract users' potential
local supply

4. Lynn

^5

2.36

5.'^2

0

5. Potential future users
(Bedford/Danvers/Stoughton) .51 1.72

Total Legal Obligation 53.22 53.26

— Loss of existing local sources (1+2) 48.85 46.12

Percent of total local lost
(of 1980 existing local sources) 78% 74%

(67% of 2020
sources

)

Loss of existing and potential
local sources ( 1 + 2 + 3

j

50.35 51 .54

—Loss of total local lost 80% 750/70
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Le^al Obi lc!;ation of MDC Members and Contract Users

199c Allocation of Legal Obligation

City/Town Loss of Local Suonlies Demand Growth Total

roc Members 35.48 3p . 48

r X dill J>iigiiciUl 0.25 0 PS
Leominster 2.50 1.5 4.00
Northboro 0.62 0.62
Worcester 10.00 10.00

Total 48.85 1.5 50.35

Percent loss of-
1980 local supplies 78% ?.% Q0%

2020 Allocation of Legal Obligation

City/Town Loss -of Local Sunnlies Demand Growth Total

MDC Members 36.67 36.67

Framinghara 0.25 0.25
Leominster U .00 4.00
Northboro 0.62 0.62
Worcester 8.58 1 .42 10.00

Total 46.12 5 .42 51.54

Percent loss of
1980 local supplies 73.8%

Percent loss of
2020 local supplies 67% 8% 75%





Analysis bv town - proportion of legal obligation attributed to
demand growth and loss of existing local supplies

Contract Users

1 . Leominster

—Legal oblig ition = 4.0mgd

— 1990 Demand Growth = 1.5

L.O. = 1.5 for growth, 2.5 for loss

—2020 Demand Growth = 5-44

L.O. = 4.0 for growth, 0 for loss

2. Worcester

—Legal obligation = 10.0 mgd

—1990 Growth = -0.61

L.O. = 0 for growth, 10.

0

for loss

—2020 Growth = 1.42

' L.O. = 1.42 for growth, 8.38 for loss

4. Northboro

3. Framingham 0.25

0.62

All legal obligation attributed to

loss of local supply
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Legal Obligations

The following analysis is based upon Table 13, 1^ and 15 and accompanying
text. In summary, we believe that the total of 50* million gallons a
day included in this category is totally unrealistic and should be
reduced to about 5 mgd in 1990 and not more than 10 mgd in 2000.

The MDC claims it must include this 50 mgd figure as a (modified)
indication of what its user communities could claim from it under
existing law and contracts, for any reason or no reason at all. MDC
has therefore computed this figure independent of any increase in need
arising from (1) increased domestic or non-domestic use or (2) loss
of local water supplies to contamination. Thus the MDC has not figured
the possible purpose for a community's demand for this water, or the
likelihood that any of these legal rights will ever be exercised. This
will not wash. The purpose of the EIR is not to outline mere legal
rights but to indicate what the demand for MDC water is likely to be
in 1990, 2000 and 2020. It makes no sense to assume that communities
will spend over $4,000,000 a year on water for which they have absolutely
no forseeable use. On this reasoning why does MDC not consider that it
is now legal (under ch. 382 of the Acts of 1981) for its users to
install their own sources and reduce their takings from the water district
by 50 mgd—or even 200 mgd? MDC is ignoring the exercise of this legal
right because it does not think such a scenario is likely (even though
at least one user community is now spending thousands of dollars looking
for a local water supply source)

.

Since likelihood, not legal right, is the issue in figuring demand
we shoiiLd recognize that there are a finite number of reasons a community
might exercise its legal right to take more water. The study reveals
only five: increased growth; increased leakage or other unaccounted-for
water; increased contamination of existing or future local water supplies
desire to resell MDC water to nonusers; or pure preference for MDC
water over local potable sources.

The figure for "base demand" in Table 15 makes it clear that if
the water was to be considered as included under the first two categories
it is accoxjnted for under "base demand" and woiiLd have to be subtracted
from those figures.

Additional contamination is a more serious issue. Table 14 shows
a formula for predicting contamination of local supplies in all towns
entitled or eligible for membership or those which could feasibly be
connected to MDC supplies (p. 59). Because MDC wanted to figure the 50 m
"legal obligations" independently of contamination projections, it sub-

The amount shown in Table 13 is actually 53, but it is reduced to
50 in Table 15

.
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tracted that 50 mgd fr-jm the total of local water supplies before if
applied its contamination formula. If the increased legal obligations
demand were attributed to contamination, then this 50 mgd should be

added back into the gross total of available local supplies and the MDC
formula applied to tha:; total. Applying the formula to that extra 50 mgd
would add to the "contamination contingency" in Table 15 the amount of
3.2 mgd in 1990, 6.6 in 2000 and 8.8 in 2020.

The fourth and fifth motives for exercise of legal rights are zhe
hardest to project. The passage of ch.382 of the Acts of 1981 makes it
impossible, generally, for MDC users to abandon local supplies and turn
to the MDC for water in replacement of those supplies unless DEQE certifies
they are contaminated and that their restoration is not economically
feasible. However, the passage of this act could not legally vitiate
contracts signed with l^C before 1981 , so long as those contracts are
in force. We must recognize, however, that we are dealing with a demand
of very limited application: the desire to take water for reasons not
connected with increased growth or loss of water supplies. Appendix A-6
indicates that MDC communities currently sell only about 1.7 mgd to non-MDC
communities. The market is limited by two factors at least: (1) MDC must
approve every such contract under s. 11 of ch. 92; (2) such water is
usually resold at retail on a temporary basis, and buyer communities pay
much more than they would for a local source. It is obviously absurd to
assume that demand for resale water would ever rise to 50 mgd, let alone
rise from 1.7 to 50 mgd in 7 years (1990). The same is true of water
demanded by contract commiinities because of a sheer preference for MDC
quality or cost. The only candidate for this category of which we are
currently aware is, possibly, Lynn, which has just contracted with MDC for a

maximum of 1.7 mgd over its present usage, without abandoning its local
sources. Together these two categories of "legal obligations" account for
3.4 mgd of current usage. Even a hefty 50% rise in these categories by
1990 would add only 1.7 mgd. Allowing the figure to double by 2000 adds only
3.^ mgd. We leave it to MDC to compute the 2020 figure.

WE THEREFORE CONCLUDE THAT THE 50 MGD "LEGAL OBLIGATIONS" FIGURE
MUST BE REDUCED TO NOT MORE THAN THE SUM OF THE FACTORS DISCUSSED ABOVE
(CONTAMINATION PLUS RESALE/PREFERENCE), NAMELY NOT MORE THAN 5MGD IN 1990,
AND 10 MGD BY 2000, AND THAT MDC RECOMPUTE THIS PART OF THE STUDY BEFORE
PROCEEDING TO FINALIZE DEMAND FIGURES.

Note: Because we regard the 50 mgd "legal obligations" figure as
incorrectly included, we have not analyzed in detail whether MDC is right
in concluding that it "owes" that exact amount of water. Table 13, however,
reveals two obvious errors in the computation. First, potential future
users should not have been included, since the 4 communities listed, being
15 miles from the state house, can ask for water only if it is reasonably
available (as i-fc might be if they lost their supplies to contamination)

,

and not for- reasons of resale or preference. In other words, ch. 92 gives
the "15 milers" some kind of preference for available water over other
petitioners and not the kijids of rights which may be exercised by a us6r
with a contract containing an unconditioned right to take X gallons of
water. Second, Worcester should not be included in this table for 2 reasons:
( 1 ) the Worcester contract is heavily conditioned on water availability and
(2) it will lapse before 1990. This is not to say that the MDC will not
continue to contract with Worcester if Worcester needs water because of
rowth and or contamination. However, by 1990 the MDC will not be obliged
if it is now) to sell water to Worcester merely because the city wants to

resell it or prefers the taste. The Worcester demand therefore belongs in the
figures for "base demand" and contamination contingency" found in Taole 15.
Even on its own terms, the 50 mgd gross should therefore be reduced bv 11
mgd in 1990, 12.4 in 2000.
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Contamination Co'ntirgency

Of the 8^ mgd in the 2020 capacity planning estimats 28 mgd is a-t:tribu'i:ad

to a contamination contingency. This contingency was arrived at by
looking at 3 years of records of contamination incidents and deciding
on percentages of I'jcal supplies assumed to be lost to contamination
over the planning period, applying higher rates inside a 10-milc
radius of Boston.

—Three comments seem in order. First, three years of record is not
an adequate basis for making a 40-year projection of future contamination.
Since contamination does not occur with any re^larity (or even with
statistical probability, such as precipitation) it is difficult to
establish any trends and project future rates of contamination. But
that is all the more- reason why a broader view of contamination
trends, e.g. a longer period of record is called for in attempting
to project futuer rates.

—Second, even after a 3-year trend was established, the rates of
contamination seem to bear no relationship to the chosen projected
rates inside and outside of the ten-mile radius. These projected
rates may be correct, or they may be very high or very low - there's
just no basis given for how -.they were chosen, so it's impossible
to evaluate their legitimacy. They seem arbitrary.

—In addition, in considering future contamination trends, the
study should take into account new state and federal regulations
pertaining to hazardous waste storage, transport, and disposal, as
well as efforts to clean up existing problem areas. With these
programs in- •place, the future is not likely to hold as many new
contamination incidences as the past, and most problems are
likely to result from pre-existing conditions which take time to
make their affects felt.

—Finally, one must question the efficacy of MDC's presumed
responsibility fcr providing water to replace supplies lost to
contamination in non-member communities. Not only was it assumed
that MDC make up 'for this loss of supplies, but it was also assumed
that no alternative local sources would be available. No attempt
was made to estimate available local sources of supply even though
the USGS has estimates 6f aquifer yield for most of the study area.
Instead, it was assumed that only those supplies currently used
of planned for would be available in the future. VAiile it is
recognized that the MDC should not be requird to calculate total
available yield on a town-to-town basis, some estimate should
be factored in to reduce MDC's share of replacing contaminated
supplies. Perhaps a percentage of the expected contamination
rather than the total would be more appropriate.
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Sources of contamination are mainly point sources, the principal
ones having been id-jntified and mapped by DECE (water Res. Atlas '82)
Instead of the broaci assumption made for the purpose of this s'udy
(10, 15, 20?^ of supplies within 10 8,10% by decade of
supplies within 15 rniles), the DEQE mapping and data should be utiliz
to" pinooint the location of actual sources of present and potential
contamination of specific existing or potential supplies.

Further, contamination does not progress linearly in time. As it
spreads from point sources into an area, its progress, spatially,
is according to some power function (e.g. concentration decreasing
as the square of distance traveled, if the contamination spreads
equally in all directions). Moreover, characteristics of specific
contaminants must be taken into consideration when known, as they
are in many if not most cases. Persistence, or decay rate, and
the nature of decay products, are significant factors in determining
the implicatfans of any source of contamination to effects on
existing or potential supply.

How have alternatives been figured into the amount of available
water supply projected as further steps. are being taken to avoid
further contamination of groundwater through conservation methods
and protective zoning of aquifer and recharge areas? Steps are
being taken to protact groundwater recharge areas not only from
pollution but also from diminished recharge and supply, as
from the impact of paving over.

Source of contamination mentioft'ed was sodium. It has been
estimated that sodium contamination in water supplies or
groundwater wells can be cleared up in five to ten years once
the source of contamination is removed. Manganese and iron
are also mentioned, which can be treated. What allowance, if
any, has been made for resjovery of contaminated water supplies?
Where has the study listed the kinds of contamination expected
in long term projections? Are recovered contaminated sources
refigured as potential sources for future use?
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Potential Future Users
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Contributors: Elaine Hartman Robie Hubley

The following towns were selected as a sample from the "potential
future user" chart of the Planning Area Report. Not only do these
towns' proposed sources(as listed in the WFA report) appear to offset
their future deficits, but, other available proposed sources for these
towns are listed in the Water Resources Commission's Massachusetts
Water Supply Systems, June 1982 report.

In determination of the future water demand for the MDC system,
the follwoing should be considered: (1) utilizing the available
information in the WRC 1982 document on proposed local sources of
supply, and (2) developing projections on potential local sources
of supply for towns under consideration, (available sources not
presently under consideration in town plannings). Supply projections
are necessary in order to have a corresponding data base to compare
with population and demand projections.

Since the Planning Area Report is subsumed into the workings
of the Total System Demand Report, the following comments are
still pertinent. Three additional towns have been attached to the
list, concerning water supply actions underway in Table 10.

Acton: A new proposed well for 0.5mgd is not listed in the Planning
Area Report but appears in the WRC report.

Amherst: Supplies water to parts of Hadley, Belchertown and Pelham-
does not appear to have a water supply problem in light
of these facts. A new water treatment plant is in place
to take care of water quality problems.

Ashland: A second potential well is listed in the V/ater Resources
Commission Report, and not listed in the Planning Area reporx

Athol: WRC Report lists a number of potential groundwater sources;
and the fact that Athol supplies 0.6mg/yr to the town of
Orange.

Chelmsford: Were the additional wells for 0.87^ mgd and the new
well under development which appear in the WRC Report
included in the safe yield for Chelmsford in the Planning
Area Report?

Danvers: as well as the Emerson Reservoir considered in the Plarjiing
Area Report, water can be obtained from Beverly/Salem on
an "as available" basis.

Hopkinton: WRC reports groundwater testing is being done for new
wells; also, a 2.6 mgd storage reservoir is being
considered.

Lynnfield: Were the additional wells being proposed and the Lynnfield
Reservoir site using the Ipswich River source potential
(6mgd) listed in both reports, taken into consideration
to offset the projected deficit for 2020 of O.OImgd?

No. Andover: The ^fiRC Report lists the two groundwater sites as
"promising". What is their capacity, and was it considere
in comparison with the 2020 expected deficit of 0.65mgd?
No other criteria seem to include No. Andoy_er in the
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Planning Area other than proxi.nity , if this is the case.

Mo. Reading: \*/RC lists a proposed source-Randen Terrace Well-that
is not listed in the WA Report.

Sterling: Both reports list an additional 0.38 mgd from well No. 5.
Was this considerd in comparison with the expected 2020
deficit of 0,27 mgd?

V/are: Was the 1.5 mgd potential from the 30 acre site considered
in determining safe yield for Ware? The expected deficit is
only 0.'51 mgd.

V/estborough: Two potential wells (0,5 mgd and 1.0 mgd) appear to
offset the expected deficit of 0.68 mgd.

Bedford: received permission for a well adjacent to the Concord River.

Brockton and Stoughton: seeking additional reservoir sites.
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Impacts of Methodology: Uncettainty - Confidence - Economics

Contributors: Steven Baker
Waldo -Hoicombe
Ed Kaynor

Robert Lemire
William Nechamen
Robie Hubley

I would like to off'^r a suggestion regarding the controversy over
"uncertainty ranges".. Rather than attempting to reach a final estimate
for 2020 and then planning to meet it, threshold values should he
established. A set of plans could be developed to meet estimates
within a fairly large range of uncertainties. After all plans to
decrease demand are utilized, plans to increase supply will be
triggered only if demand exceeds a given amount in, let's say 1990.
MDC could meanwhile take all necessary steps short of constr^uction
to meet the planning range. This will diminish the probability of
building structures based upon 2020 projections, then finding new
customers to meet a possible excess supply. This scheme could be
extended, with thresholds and demand reassessments set on a decade
by decade basis, utilizing the current study as a base.

The following are some of my comments regarding the "V/ater Demand
Projections" and the V/ellesley workshop, but I do not know how to
make a more appropriate formal reply.

The workshop and the report seemed exhaustive in the number- o'f

applicable considerations they raised, and the supporting data they
presented makes one realize the complexity of the subject. The
"unknowns" which are recognized make me realize how great the
uncertainties facing future management are likely to be. The discussion
on probable error and the confidence level of various factors of
both quantity estimates an allowances for growth illustrate very
well the principle that the accuracy of a complex derivation cannot
be any better than the least accurate data involved.

The final result, which will be of concern, is not the most probable
demand or need in 2020 but rather the amounts that have a reasonable
possibility of occurring at various times in the future and for
which a prudent planner should be prepared, keeping in mind the
ponderous nature of construction schedules in the field of water
supply. Also a factor that is bound to be influential is the
relative "penalty for failure" as the result of underplanning compared
to overplaiming. Those responsible for planning in Amherst or Brockton
should have some interesting views on this.

And finally the most important variable of all may well turn out to
be the actions of the Legislature as various critical situations
develop. It is going to be very much quicker and easier to decree
something than to accomplish it.

It seems to me that the important thing at this point is to not get
lost in secondary details and then to be unprepared fnr the main
questions which will come up later.
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Choice of Planning Dates to Consider

This study chooses 1990, 2000 and 2020. V/hy? For short-range, 1990
is fairly safe because it is nearly upon us, and barring another
drought of record in the next 6 or 7 years, it is not likely that
MDC will experience a supply crisis before that date. It might be
wise to develop emergency contingency plans for this short-term
just in case, but (•^) development of ma:jor new supplies befor 1990
is an unrealistic e:qDectation , and (b) the storage capacity of the
present MDC system is such thai: any weather-induced crisis' will
impact the myriad local supply systems around the State well before
the regional supply system becomes inadequte. (Witness what happened
between 1962 and 1966.) In other words, in a weather-induced water
supply crisis, the Northeastern states and the federal government
would have to face and do something about thousands of "waterless"
local systems before action to "save" the MDC system would be
necessary. In essence, 1990, is a very poor planning date to choose
for anything but emergency or contingency planning.

The year 2000 appears to be rational to the extent that it is far
enough in the future to use as a target date to shore-up anticipated
shortfalls (if any) with new supply, or more conservation, and it is
close enough to reduce the data-projection uncertainties which afflict
all planning for dates in the far-distant future. But this Study doesn'
focus on the year 2000.. It pays greatest attention to 1990 and 2020,
using 2000 as a sort of way-station or mid-course check date. (For
example, on the bottom of page 10 of the Summary, the authors give
percentage' figures for uncertainty in the cases of 1990 and 2020, but
do not do so for 2000 ,

)

The percentage-uncertainty figure for 2020 (^19) is grossly inadequate
given the dismal record of past planning documents which consider
dates over 30 years in the future. To plan now for 2020 is to
invite inaccuracy, and if the percentage of probable error were
increased to a level which reflected past experience with 40-year
projections, one would be left with so much uncertainty that no
anticipatory actions taken over the next 10 years could be justified.
Planning for 2020 now is unwise, not simply because of our inability
to predict future events, but because the occurrence of unanticipated-
but-critically-important events or trends is a predictable certainty
based on the record of the past.

It is frequently alleged that water supply is necessarily a long-
range planning problem because of the long lead times required to
move from plan to project completion. However, this generalization
is too often accepted as an unea_uivocal precondition of water supply
planning. It should be examined closely. Many of the requirements
needed to make a water supply plan reality can be disposed of at low
cost as prudent insurance-buying in case our predictions turn out
to be too optimistic. Construction invariably takes time, but legal,
institutional, and paperwork requirements can be taken care of in
anticipation — leavirg only parts of a construction project as a con-
tingent need. Even low-cost parts of a construction project could
be accomplished early (as, for example, has been done" at Morthfield
Mountain already) , thus reducing the time requirements for
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construction of the entire supply-augmentation system.

Some of these actions might entail significant costs, but in
anything as important as legitimate water supply needs, such
costs should and could be written off as valid insurance premiums
against possible future need. Given the size of the present TOC
storage and the agency's options to enforce conservation restric-
tions, "worst case" predictions could be used as a basis for speci-
fying when action to augment supply would have to occur to guarantee
adequate supply in time to meet the requirements imposed by that
worst case. This would releive planners of the need to consider
options for an uncertain future by specifying dates or reservoir
levels at which actions x, y, or z would have to occur. This type
of planning is laid out in greater detail in Chapter 5 of Publication
No. §8 of the U. Mas.". Water Resources Research Center (1978).

In any event, I object to the use now of the year 2020 as a
target date for planning any public works project.

The Report lacks the descriptive detail necessairy to evaluate the
statistical methodology and probability assignments to various
growth forecasts and uncertainty contingencies. By reading the
Report, one cannot determine if sound statistical methods were
used or if they guessed. However, it is clear to me that their
population projections are bound by confidence limits that are too
narrow and that this information is subsequently used to generate
other forecasts which in turn have confidence bounds that are pro-
bably too narrow.

In the 3/83 issue of the Journal of the American Statistical Assoc-
ciation , Professor Michael Stoto o? the J.F.'A. School of Government
published a paper "The Accuracy of Population Projections." In this
paper, Dr. Stoto has evaluated the performance of U.S. Census Bur-
eau population projections and has estimated the standard deviation
for the growth rate estimates of the U.S. population to be .5%/year.
As the growth rate has varied from 1 to l-j^/year, this would result
in an approximate annual growth rate 66% confidence interval of
between .5 and 2.0 % per year. Giving the Census Bxireau the benefit
of the doubt, he acknowledges that the data from the Census Bureau
may be spurious and uses a more optimistic standard deviation from
United Nations Projections (S.D. .3) to generate confidence interval
projections for the U.S. in the year 2000. The 95% confidence in-
terval was 220-300 million. The 66% confidence interval was 240-
280 million, or 260 million 7 .7% in year 2000. In the Report
consultants estimated that tEe Mass. population projection for
the year 2020 would have a 6096 confidence interval that wotild be
within + 6% (page 62). This prediction would be based on the U.S.
Census Bureau estimate, which had a 66% interval of + 7.7% of
estimate at year 2000 ; at year 2020, this would be appraximately
+''5%-. As-the^Mass. estimate would be based on the U.S. estimate,
Tts variance would have to be at least as large as the U.S.
estimate.
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Furthemore, these population forcast bounds were used,
apparently throughout all the subsequent forcasts, compromising
the probability bounds that were based on them.

The MEPA Model described in Appendix E is apparently based also
on these estimates. This model is also apparently quite complex.
Again, methods and assumptions are not disclosed. Models of this
type are inherently inaccurate due to the assumptions that are made
and the curmHating error associated with each component. They are
useful and in many cases are the best and only method for dealing
with many problems. However, the narrow. probability bands that
were presented in Chapter I for use factors and impact uncertainties
are unrealistic for this kind of model in my opinion.

Dr;i' Stoto noted in his evaluation of population projections
that simple methods are found to be more accurate than complex
techniques. He also noted that state poptilations were harder to
predict accurately than the U.S. population.

I would question all confidence boionds presented. I woxild not
be surprised if they were all less than t of their true widths.
They are very Hisleading and evoke "confidence" in the estimates
for which there has been no evidence presented to support. Forecasting ,

esneciallv that far into the future cannot be done with the kind "o?
accuracy implied . Every factor that goes into a pro.lection has a
degree of uncertainty associated with it. The uncertainties all
add up to the degree that they are not statistically related to
the degree that they are statistically independent. Also, the
assiamptions are rigid and usually require no unforseen trends.
The evidence of the past decade or two la that population in Mass.
has stopped increasing. A short term projection based on this is
more likely to be acciirate than any long tern projection. The
implication is that if the growth pattern returns, it is likely
to start somewhere in the future after the cxirrent trend downward
has run its course. As was effectively pointed out in the two
WSCAC papers, (6/22/82 and 7/26/82) to project a continuous upward
trend off the end of this downward trend is to deny reality.

I would seek detailed description of the methodology, suffi-
cient to allow independent sources to verify the accuracy and
validity of both the methods and the projections. Failure to
provide this is inviting accusation of disguising erroneous, or
biased information with scientific validity. If these are not
statistically derived confidence bounds I would suggest insistence
on changing the nomenclatiire so as to prevent a misconception as
to their soimdness.
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— Before the end of this comment period, we want to note that
demand assessment will lead to supply provision decisions which
in turn will have dollar implications for both costs and revenues as
well as possible ad^o-erse environmental impacts. The importance of
accurately assessing demand to be satisfied by the MDC can be seen
in the following cost implications of providing an additional 72
million gallons per day (MGD) for 365 days or 26.3 billion gallons
per year (GY)

.

— If, for example, MDC demandsremains at present levels as many
of us suspect, the early year costs of a $1C0 million diversion
project would translate into a minimum 46% increase in water costs
to present users as follows:

principal payments Year 1 Year 4Q
|100 million -f 40 years 552.5 million ^2.5 million

interest at 10% $10. 0 million

$12.5 million S2.5 million

3^12.5 million + cost of present sutjply estimated at $28 million
($240/MG X 1,170,000 MG = $28 million) = $40.8 million -r 1,770,0CCMG
$349/MG, versus present cost of $240/million gallons (MG;-.

— If MDC demand grows to abosrb the initial full 72 mgd x 365 days
or 26.3 billion gallons per year projected increase. The early year
capital costs alone of delivering this incremental level would
incur a cost of $475 /MG, calciliated as follows;

Year 1 Year 40

principal costs $2.5 million $2.5 million
interest on $100 million 10.0 million

$12.5 million $2.5 million

$12.5 million -z 26 billion gallons = $475^ / MG
Adding operating, maintenance, and overhead costs would lead us to
estimate the full cost of this increment at $475 + 50% or $700 MG.

— We should have these economic impacts in mind as we consider
the latematives. V^e should be assessing the cost/benefit /risk
implications of a one shot structural solution with its long range
financial commitment implications as compared with programmed
options that allow for demand satisfaction as demand actually develop

— The early year costs of the incremental supply would be higher
if the bonding were for 20 years instead of the implied 40 years.
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APPENDICES

A - Sudbury CAC Comments

B - "Triggering", Hubley, Dawson, Siraonson

C - MacGregor

D - Schenkel

E - Chang

F - Anderson

G - Kaynor and Motts

The enclosures are general statements submitted as comment

on this Demand Report! most are not topical and relate to the

Report as a whole. Other documents are appended which are pertinent

to issues raised in the comment section.
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89 Wilson .ioad, Concord \'J\ 017^2

Patricia E. Corcoran, fiDC Project Kanajer He: Task I, Water
KDC Water Supply Study and EI E- 2 020 Demand Projections
Water Division, KiDC

20 Somerset Street
Boston, MA 02108

Dear Ms. Corcoran:

The Sudbury River Citizens Advisory Committee appreciates the oppor-
tunity to comment on the -water demand projections generated by Wallace,
Floyd, Associates, Inc.

First we acknowle^e the tremendous amount of detailed work that has
ione into the projections, and the difficulties involved in such a
task, since a community's water needs and supply are subject to change
quite rapidly. Our committee has been assured by Adel Foz that all
chan.^es since 1980 will be included in the final report. For instance,
since the water demand report was issued, both Bedford and Concord
have located new well sites, and Concord has received Town neetin^
approval to acquire the cone of influence for what promises to be a
highly productive well.

Two general comments before getting into the details of the report.
First, we feel that the projected figure of 28 m^d for possible con-
tamination is unreallstically high. Our objection is based on the
fact that the discoveries of "old" contamination seem to have reached
a peak, communities such as Acton are going in the direction of cleaa
ing up these former supplies, and furthermore, some towns are making
an effort to protect surface and groundwater sources by creating laws
and/or strengthening those already in place, e.g.. Concord.

The second comment leads from the first in that the whole thrust of
the report is to present a. worst-case scenario for future water needs.
We don't know of a single community inside the planning area (and this
is true in general) which would not benefit from development of local
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water supplies, and should be encouraged to do so. Every community of
which we have direct knowle^e would prefer to rely on local supplies,
and in the long-run, nhis would benefit not only the individual communi-
ty but the MDG as well. There would be less pressure for the HDC to gen-
erate water supplies further afield and in an increaingly resistant
atmosphere.

The base demand statement is extremely misleading ( pg 6), because the lead
sentence pronounces that 375.5 nigd was used by the MDC communities. But
the truth is revealed subsequently-that only 313 nigd were provided by the
MDC. This style of reporting is really rampanu throughout the entire
report and makes it unnecessarily confusing.

In reviewing the study, the SGAC is particularly concerned at this time
with the demand projections for 1990. Table 15 on page 59 summarizes
the projected base demand on the MDC for the year 1990 as less than the
base demand experienced in 1980, even without demand managment programs.
The estimated i6 gd reduction is ati:rlbuted largely to an expected de-
crease by 17.5 nigd (page 9) of unaccounted-for water use. Furthermore,
the study indicates a trend towards declining use during the decade: .an
additional 1% reduction in I98I following a ^% reduction since the 1971-72
peak. In addition, a projection of an "additional potential demand" of
65.^ mgd by the year 1990 Is an unacceptable result, indicating that
something is amiss in the demand modeling method or input. The ZQ% pro-
jected increase in demand over a ten-year period, a period which com-
mences with a marked decline in demand, is to be contrasted to the find-
ing of a 22% increase in total volume of water used by the presently sup-
plied MDC communities over a 20-year period which included the high
growth decade of the 1960s.

The hypothetical situations giving rise to the startling 20^ increase due
to "potential additional demand" should not, we submit, be projected to
occur slmultanrously in the communities which the MDC believes it will be
obligated to supply. . It is unrealistic to assume such a run on the bank
in the short term. We also believe there is a fundamental omission in
the analysis which further distorts the quantitative results. There ap-
pears to be no estimate of possible decreases in the amount of water the
MDC is "legally" obligated to supply. Reduction of base demand esti-
mated to occur because of various measures such as leak repalt and changes
in the building code are Incorporated to some extent in the analysis,
even though some of these measures will also be formally studied as de-
mand management elements.

But there is no discussion of the basic assumption that the MDC ' s legal
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obligations will remain unchaoged. As a planning document, It would
seem that the study should at least explain the basis for this assump-
tion. Contracts with non-member communities will expire at various
times over the ^0-year period projected. Is there no likelihood that
they will be renewed (If at all) on a different basis? What about rate
structure changes? What about regulatory change In general? Legal
obligations can, to a significant degree, be affected by MDC actions.
While not susceptible of the same type of analysis as 0T:her demand-re-
duction factors, we believe that trends In legislation, regulatory re-
form, and tightened contracts are contingencies no less likely to occur
T:han contamination of local supplies, and that the limited discussion on
page 57 of the study does not adequately deal with the subject. We
also believe that an estimate of the cumulative effect of possible changes
in legal obligations would lead to a potential reduction in demand es-
timates. Whatever the conclusion, however, the assumed immutability of
legal obligations should be discussed in any study of potential addition-
al demand on the MDC's water supply.

As a related concern, we note that communities such as Chicopee and Fram-
Ingham are potential USER SOURCES, under Task 10 of the Water Supply
Study. At what point will the potential demand reduction consequent on
development of these sources be applied to reduce the Capacity Planning
Estimate? (According to page 15 of the study, 33% of water to partlally-
suTDplied communities went to Framingham in I98O. See also Table 12, page-'

53 K

After a diligent attenipt to put together different sections of the ST:udy,
we are still confused about the total Increase In demand (base demand and
potential additional demand) that is projected to occur because of con-
caminated local supplies. It would be helpful to have a separate tabu-
lar and textual presentation of the to"al shorT;age (for each time period)
estimated to occur because of zhls one factor, together with a list of
che commixnities (regardless of the category in which they are placed)
which might experience such a shortage.

Base demand projections for the year 2020 show a small 7.6^ Increase, an-
nualized at about ,2%, including a whopping 30% increase for metered non-
domestic water use, a projection difficult to accept. At the same time
MEPA employment forecasts increase Just over ^0%. It Is the additional
demand projections that seem most doubtful. Why would legal obligations
not rise from 1990 to 2020? Why would contamination concerns Jump 15^^
from 1990 to 2020? Why Is the contamination factor 10^ in I98O and 20;^

m 2020 for "entitled" users and only 10^ in 2020 for others (see Table 1^).
The logic depends on "may mean". Surely a 3-7^^^ record of lncldem:s of
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contamination Is hardly a sound base for a ^0-year projection. How
, can one accept "the percentage of supply affected may increase over the
planning period. (see page 59)?

Other specific comments and questions: Will there be any further analysis
of the constant 21 mgd amount projected as future baseline KiDC system usage
(See page ^0 and Table 15). We don't understand the uncertainties and con-
fidence ranges method. Could you explain why, for 1990, the figure of
28 mgd is used (the total rather than the mean of the estimated mgd un-
certainties for domestic, non-domestic and unaccoum: ed-f or \^ater use)?

We realize that the demand management report will have an amelloraLins
effect on the water demand projections, but we also realize that the
basic premise of these projections must be realistic or the final projec-
ted water needs will be unnecessarily very high.

Sincerely,

Tom Slsson
Co-chairmen

Barbara Hudd

cc

:

W3CAC
WEPA
Marcis KemiDe
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AoDendix 3

Adopted by WSCAC on July 26, 1982

Alexandra D. Dawson, j.D.

Executive Direc'or

Mountain Farms Mai!

Route 9

Hadley, Massachusetts 01035

(413) 566-8061

INTEGRATING TRIGGER PLANNING WITH THE MDC V/ATER SUPPLY EIR

The Metropolitan District Commission (MDC) has frequently
pointed out that their projections made in the 1930' s of the
water needs of the 1980's have been borne out to a remarkable
degree. Yet now that the 1980's are here, population demogra-
phers are suddenly amazed at the change in the direction of
population change which is occurring in the metropolitan area
of Boston. At a recent conference on population projection
techniques the word "startling" was heard again and again in
reference to the change in trajectory of metropolitan Boston's
population in the decades of 1960-1980. From the smooth
trajectory upward, which made projections simple and accurate,
population about 1970 started a trend downward.

In 1980, an exercise by the Federal Census Bureau to estimate
the 1980 Metropolitan population prior to the taking of that
census, found demographers over-estimating the actual increase
in population by more than 90%. Suddenly, there seem to exist
conditions of profound uncertainly as to the future of the
Metropolitan area ' s population trends

.

This circumstance has arisen, unfortunatley , in the middle
of the preparation of the Environmental Impact Report (EIR)

,

on MDC's water supply program for the next 40 years. We feel
acutely the planner's paradox: We cannot know the future, but
we must plan for it.

Besides the inflection downward in the Metropolitan area's
population, some communities, such as the City of Boston, have
also achieved an absolute decline in water consumption as a
result of conservation or leak detection and repair programs.
How are we to guage the potential of such programs to reduce
per capita consumption, on top of the uncertainty about the
number of consumers there will be? How can a useful EIR document
be prepared, which will give the MDC security in its charge of
providing its users with the water they will need for the next
forty years?

If a plan is advanced which bases estimates of future pop-
ulation and per capita consumption on current trends , the proba-
bility is great that the projections will be widely discrepant,
and augmentation works constructed to correspond to those pro-
jections will be correspondingly mis-sized. The effect of such
an eventuality would be: either that the works would be under-
sized and inadequate, requiring further measures which were not





prepared for, resulting in failure to have adequate supply in
time; or that, the works might be oversized, with the result
that large amounts of capital would be tied up unnecessarily,
and users would be saddled with maintenance costs for facili-
ties much greater than needed.

The Environmental Impact Report should be integrated and
developed into a workable decision making method-a continuous
planning procedure which monitors population, per capita con-
sumption and other vital parameters and which initiates actions
in a timely manner, more finely tuned to actual need as it
occiirs, by omking decisions near the time of need, rather than
forty years in advance.

Within the first six months of Phase II of the consultant's
work, a series of criteria will be delineated to guide selection
of future supply options among the 10 alternatives currently
under study. This is a pressing reason to establish a planning
format at this time. The final decision on this selection is
scheduled to be made during the 24th month of the study. In
the interim, it is necessary that the public, WSCAC, MDC and
the consultants come to grips with a mass of information.

The ideas presented below represent preliminary WSCAC
thinking on how the MDC-EIR might be effectively formulated
into a planning tool. This planning tool should guide water
supply decisions by means of an iterative , information-
processing -qrogram . taking into account a matrix of chronolog-
ical, demographic, economic, environmental and social phenomena.
Some of these decision making actions and procedures are already
routine at the MDC.

It is further crucial in the proper formulation- of this
continuously updated "evergreening" plan, to recognize that
ongoing MDC policy decisions, day-to-day management practices,
and the actions of water consumers already influence the con-
text in which each type of supply option-improved supply
utilization or supply augmentation-will be valued and will
function.

-TYPES OF ALTERNATIVES-

The 'ten alternatives being evaluated for future water supply
are not of like kind, and fall into two hierarchical types:
Type I, those which are prerequisite and maximize use of existing
supplies, and Type II, measures which augment supply.

I. Management measures

.

such as conservation, reactivating
local supplies, leak detection and repair, rate structures
and sewer charges , drought and emergency measures , water-
shed management, pressure reduction; and supervisory
authorities such as mandating conservation and systems
management by user communities. These measures have the
effect of requiring careful use of existing supplies,
minimizing impacts on the ecosystems and avoiding large
capital expenditures of public monies on major engineering
works

.

-2-
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II. Supply sugir^.entaticn "neasures

.

such as takings from the
Concord-Sudbury Rivers, the Connecticut River, the Merrimack
River, Miller's River-Tully Brook, and the Plymouth Aquifer
and desalination. These measures have important social,
economic, environmental and political implications which
result in their requiring more lead time and significantly
high-level decisions and actions.

It is a policy of the Commonwealth** that measures which fall
under Type I be pursued vigorously prior to initiation of any of
the measures in Type II. Measures in Type II would increase the
supply incrementally, in contrast to those in Type I, which are
more .in the nature of fine tuning to more proximate eventualities.

The measures in Type I should be formulated into strategies,
coordinated in such a way to constitute a rational and explicable
program, understandable by the public, user communities, and
the legislature, and adequate to guide MDC and the users in the
wise utilization of the resource.

Actions in Type II should be undertaken only when conditions
prevail which can reliably forecast the need for drastic long
term action: Conditions such as sustained trends of population
or per capita use increase, long continued drought, or major
contamination of important existing supplies; or, more probable,
combinations of such circumstances. These are the conditions
which have been referred to in Massachusetts water policy as
conditions of "last resort"

.

As a method for utilizing the two types of alternatives
in a planning procedure we suggest no fewer than the following
steps:

A. Characterize all of the present alternatives as to potential
yield; total, marginal and projected costs, including con-
struction, operation and maintenance costs; environmental
effects, time required for implementation as well as other
critical parameters. touched upon previously.

B. Formulate "triggers" which will control implementation
of any of the augmentation alternatives in response to
monitoring the effect of Type I actions, and continuous
monitoring of other critical parameters of water supply:
popiilation, per capita consumption, precipitation and
safe yield, etc.

C. Index each alternative to an SIR which is continually
updated to be used at the time of a decision to implement
any of the alternatives.

D. Establish procedures to seek and incorporate innovative
water management and supply measures ,

recognizing that the
present list of alternatives may include techniques whose
feasibility may change, and that new water sources, tech-
nologies and management policies may be discovered.

**See Bibliography: Mass. Water Supply Policy Statement
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-r^ANAGEICNT MEASURES

-

I. Among the many techniques to implement Type I "management
measures" before augmentation, are the following:

1 . Maximize the effectiveness of current supply by conservation.

.

making the system more resr)onsive and flexible to near-term
precipitation short-falls.

2. Refurbish MDC supply systems, meteting practices and rate
structures while starting all user communities in like
programs

.

3. Optimize the yields of watersheds ... storage has not been
a critical weakness of the MDC system.

4. Reduce political "bad press" by using MDC potential
supplies in its own member communities rather than intruding
into communities clearly outside MDC influence and benefit
in all other respects.

5. Continue to utilize a number of legislative options which
influence the amount of Hater MDC needs. For example, MDC's
nascent conservation program, and the aggressive leak repair
programs of Boston and Arlington are but two of may actions
taken in the last four years which will cut back on use,

The recent changes in the state plumbing code mandating
use of conservation devices in new buildings will have a
slow-growing impact. Chapter 382 of the Acts of 1981 amends
General Laws Ch. 92 to allow existing and future MDC water
users to reactivate or develop alternative water supplies
and also forbids user communites' abandoning any usable
water sources. This too may have effects not felt for many
years as communities seek out and develop these sources.

6. Formulate an explicit legislative program to modernize
management authority. Many proposed laws would have a power-
ful impact over a period of years. For example, passage
of the Bill to regulate interbasin transfer, (H. 1812 of
1982) would at the very least lessen pressures from new
commimities to join the MDC system. H.I 199, allowing
comm\inities to adopt a rising blook-rate pricing structure

,

could aid conservation. The package of bills submitted by
the Special Legislative Commission on Water Supply could lower
pressures on "potential users" to join the system by further
regulating contamination of local water supplies by petroleum,
road salt and other chemicals. A significant reduction in
water consumption could result from passage of the bill
permitting MDC to require conservation measures of its user
communities, including a financial surcharge penalty to
those communities using more than their fair share.

Equally important would be legislation funding leak
repair in MDC user communities, either by a revolving fund
for low-interest loans, matching grants like the $10 million
bond issue already passed (or other means comparable to the
cost of even the cheapest of the augmentation alternatives).
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7. Review ?CiC r.anagement policies. A series of policy
improvements not requiring legislation could also change
the water use picture. For example, the MDC commissioners
voted in 1981 not to extend service to any new community
until the system ceases to exceed safe yield, as MDC defines
it. A change in this policy would have heavy repercussions
(and its conflict with the apparent righx of "10-mile"
communities to join the system under Ch. 92 may need
legislative clarification.)

8. State EOEA designations of local water-supply areas
as Areas of Critical Concern could also affect local alter-
native supplies. The Division of V/ater Pollution Control
could amend its Regulations to enlarge the mandatory protec-
tive distance it requires around public wells. Municipalities
may pass bylaws or ordinances protecting local water supplies

—

or may instead fail to do so, imperiling these alternative
sources. They may also raise water rates to cover needed
repairs to leaky pipes; adopt sewer-use fees related to
water consumption; engage in active conservation education
programs; and buy and distribute water-saving devices.

9. Substantiate any future decision to augment by providing
evidence of careful system management and documentation of
unavoidable short-fall and permitting time for the public
to assimilate this evidence and respond.

- AUGMENTATION CONTROL TRIGGERS -

II. The MDC is familiar with the concepts and procedures in-
volved in triggering extraordinary supply and management measures.
A simple example, which demonstrates some of the characteristics
of trigger mechanisms is the MDC's handling of drought procedures
and emergency connections.

Communities needing emergency supply supplements must demon-
strate to MDC that they have fulfilled conditions indicating
that they have already made the best of what they have: conser-
vation measures including educational programs; leakage surveying,
100% metering, meter replacement, pressure reduction, rate
structxiring; dociimentation of shortfall and an estimate of addition
al supply reqxiired; estimation of the duration of the emergency;
engineer'ing data; and, certification of the conditions by a third
party-the Department of Environmental Quality Engineering. In
a few words, the conditions justifying augmentation must be
thoroughly, explicitly and publicly documented, and certified.

To be consistent with its requirements of others, as well
as with state water plicy, MDC should subscribe to similar
conditions in proposing major augmentation. Since such augmenta-
tions are considered actions of "last resort"

, timing is of the
essence. They should be implemented no sooner than necessary,
but if they are to be available when critically needed, must
be initiated with sufficient lead time to get them on line. To
undertake the most appropriate action at the precise time will
require careful monitoring of the critical parameters which
control trends in supply: precipitation, stored quantity, pop-
ulation, per capita use, etc.
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Meanwhile, the actions which can be taken now should be
utilized vigorously. The best assurance against shortfall
during drought is judicious use of present supply: a tight
system, a water conscious public. The information required
to document need to a certifying agency is the same information
essential to an appraisal of the ongoing conditions of the
system and to evaluate the effectiveness of routine operations.
Since MDC functions at an hierarchically encompassing" level -

the supplier of the supplier - larger masses of data must be
processed. A data management system needs to be assembled to
give decision-makers access, for example, to the existing 140
years of weather data, permitting more reliable estimation
of frequency, duration and the effect on supply of any level
or precipitation shortfall.

The exigencies of data management will require the devel-
opment of procedures for regular and uniform data gathering.
Beter monitoring, will result in better management of the
system. In the process of programming for decision-making,
the consultants will discover which parameters are critical

,

amd tjem what data base is adequate and what deficient, re-
sulting in a more economical study. Computer programs are
explicit formulations, permitting scrutiny and evaluation
by' the public, including professionals of various copetencies.

In the end, computer processed data only supports but does
not pre-empt responsible human decision making. Public water
supply is a topic of consideration by agency professionals,
citizens; and law-makers. The existence of a well assembled
and well formed data based and data processing procedure will
provide a focus of consideration and discussion, helping to
mitigate misunderstanding and miscommunication. They assure
that the critical components of decisions have been gathered,
that they are appropriately interacting with the other components
and that people evaluating the decision-making are talking
about the same things, not one apples and the other oranges,
as the well-worn phrase has it!

The triggers are flags in the program(s) which signal that
an action of a higher than routine order of magnitude may be
indicated. Raising such a flag, actuating such a trigger,
will be the result of the interaction of statistical represen-
tations of the critical parameters. V/hen that occurs, the
first step will be to validate the output of the program by
critical and well-focused data gathering.

The EIR should be written in such a way as to guide the
agency's actions following the activation of a trigger. The
various alternatives will be evaluated in advance as to their
supply potential; construction, marginal, operation and main-
tenance costs; environmental, land use and social effects;
lead time and implementation procedures. The result is that
the measures of "last resort" will be taken as last resort,
but the agency will not be madly scrambling about wondering
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what to do, rather having a well known, well thought out and
continuously up-dated plan of action to follow.

- CONCLUSIONS -

The explication of the trigger concept suggests itself at
this time because we are entering the decision-making phase
of the study, a time when the assumptions underlying criteria
for selection of alternatives will be made. The alternatives
should be clearly set out in order of priority, i.e. sequenced
to meet the most environmentally sensitive, socially acceptable
and economically sound planning.

Some alternatives are being acted upon already: the seeds
of conservation programs, a drought contingency plan, efforts
at legislation to protect MDC-user water supplies, removal of
legislative obstacles to reactivation of MDC-user abandoned
sources and others.

The dissimilarity of alternatives, and the fact that aspects
of some of them are already subject to MDC and/or legislative
action implies that no decision on alternatives within the scope
of the EIR can be made in a static context. Any supply augmen-
tation plan (Type II action) such as diverting a river or
building a water treatment plant will be made while programs
and practices producing wiser water use are already proceeding.
In addition, the public consciousness has been raised on resource
management issues. As evidenced by the MDC's own newly devel-
oped school education program the next generation of adults is
being exposed to new technology and planning methods for sound
water resource management. Any plan for decision malcing must
take this into account.

Further, recent population statistics and projections made
from them indicate that population growth and per capita use
trends in the MDC and metro areas are shifting downward. While
the MDC mainly serves communities which are at present declining
or stable, surrounding the core are cities and towns which are
growing and projected to grow. Some of these are now partially
supplied by the MDC, or suffering from over-burdened and/dr
contaminated supplies. A major determJlnant of future water
demand will be the Commonwealth's and MDC's policy decisions
with regard to admitting, or expanding service to these growing
commimities.

A sophisticated analysis and formulation will be required
to determine which communities can or need be accomodated, and
which alternatives should be implemented at any given time,
subject to ongoing evaluation of the impact of legislation,
policy and management practices. The existence of computer
processing makes such manipulation and management of data
feasible today as it has not been in the past. The proper
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" evergreening" planning tool, based on modern information
handling techniques should make it possible to integrate
any foreseeable area of this study.

Such a planning procedure would give the state a vested
interest in the success of the less costly and less environ-
mentally disruptive alternatives such as system management
and conservation.

We have the planning, information processing and decision
making technology available today which can help us avoid
tying up large amounts of long range capital in projects
which may lock us into a badly scaled water supply system,
and prematurely overtacing the commonwealth of resources.

Bewick, John A. 1979. August 22, Scoping Memorandum-Phase I-
EOEA File No. 03518, Proposed Northfield Water Supply
Project.

House of Representatives Resolution, Adopted June 27, 1978.
Resolutions on V/ater Conservation.

House of Representatives Resolution, Adopted June 27, 1978.
Resolutions on Major Water Supply Augmentation Projects.

Murphy, Evelyn, F. 1977. July 29, Memorandum to Julia O'Brien
on EOEA #02572, Draft Environmental Impact Report,
Massachusetts Water Supply Policy Study.

Wallace, Floyd, Ellenzweig, Moore, Inc. 1978, Massachusetts
Water Supply Policy Statement.
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Written by R. Hubley, E. Simonson and A. Dawson.
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7\DDendix C

April ^, 1983

Eilene Simonsen
WSCAC
138 Russell Street
Hadley, MA 01035

Dear Eilene,

Following is a list on my concerns with regard to the Water Denand
Projection Document. It is difficult to make specific conments since there
is not much detail, so I've made some general ones. (Table 15).

The Base Domnd nuirisers seem quite reasonable. Applying conservation to
those numbers bring them down to 1980 figures or below. This is intuitively
more along the lines of what I expect the population growth to be in the next
forty years.

What disturbs me most about this document is the capacity planning
estiinate because these numbers provide no incentive for comnunities to
conserve their water and/or make any effort to prevent contamination of same.
The numbers are quite large and the validity of the uncertainties difficult
to ascertain from the text in the document.

I believe that WSCA^;- should make e ery effort to bring these Capacity
Planning Estimate figures down to zero to give the incentive needed to preserve
and protect our water resources.

Malcolm A. MacGregor

MAM/lran
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AoDcndix D

125 Hillcres- Ave
Longr.eado'.v , MA 0110 6

April ^, 1983

Re: V/ater Demand Projec
MDC, Interim Report

Dear Alexandra, Eileen and Robie,

My comments regarding the "V/ater Demand Projections"
will most likely tend to echo others. However, I was
startled to see the projected figures regarding water
demand in 2020. Aside from what seem like overstated
water demand projections, I am disconcerted by the fact
that issues such as groundwater protection strategies,
road salting practices to reduce contamination, other
land use issues particularly relating to limits of
gj)wth, and good old fashioned conservation were not
addressed in this interim report. The assumption appears
to be based on a "Business-as-usual" approach without
recognizing and promoting less costly solutions, I am
also bothered by the subtle mandate that would say the
r/!DC will "take care" of much of the state's water needs.
And this report would tend to support that view.

Sinc,,ferely,

Si^^'ne"cT~Schenkel

WSCAC
138 Russell St.
Hadley, MA 01035
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Appendix E

REVIEW COMMENTS CN

WATER DEMAND PROJECTIONS FOR M.D.C.

1. The methodology for forecasting future population and

warer consumption is good. The task of this report is

projection and forecasting. As- long as the basic

philosophy and assumptions are reasonable, 'the results

represent che best current judgement. The predictions

may be completely wrong in the future because of social

and economical changes, but at the time of forecasting

it can be considered correct.

2. The unaccounted for water of MDC current users in high

and should be reduced to a ratio that is similar to

other communities. This action would reduce the pro-

jected water consumption by 10-12 MGD.

3. There are some nearby communities which need additional

water even at present, but were not included in the

future users (Figs. 3 & 10). Other communities further

away from the MDC system were included as future users.

For example, Lynnfield and Reading may presently need

^supply^ from the MDC, but were not included and communi-

ties such as Tyngsborough and Chelmsford were included.

My experience indicates that Tyngsborough and Chelmsford

should obtain their supply from the Merrimack River.

Also, the local water supply resources of some other





coramunitiss which are in the process of developing their

own sources of supply such as Danvers and Middleton,

were not considered. I realized that the water supply

needs of all of these communities only amount to a very

small percentage of demand increase and their emission

will not change the conclusions, but it should be

pointed out.

How much of the projected 21 MGD (Table 3) for MDC use

will be leakage losses? Can the MDC reduce that leakage
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Appendix F

Massachusetts Association
of Conservation Commissions

LINCOLN FiLENE CENTER

(617)381-3457

TUFTS UNIVERSfTY MEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS 02155

WSCAC
April 12, 1983

138 Russell St.

Hadley MA. 01035

Dear Committee:

I have read over the preliminary Water Demands report and

would like to comment as a member of WSC^C, It appears that

the demand figures for 1990, 2000 and 2020 are unrealistically

high, given the admission that population is not going to grow

much, particularly in the MDC service area which includes Boston

and other older cities.

Although I am not certain of all the reasons for why the

demand figures are so high, it is clear that MDC is underestimating

the amount of water which can be saved through leak repair programs.

Boston is already saving at least 20 million gallons a day over what

it bought from MDC only a few years ago, and the Boston Water and

Sewer Commission feels it can do still better before 1990.

Two other figures puzzle me. I cannot see why the user commu-

nities should suddenly want an additional fifty million gallons a

day of water in 1990, unrelated to any projected growth, because of

some kind of legal rights they have never used before. Also, the

report does not explain the 31 million gallons a day which MDC claims

it uses in its own system. How much of that is leaks? Is this a

real figure or an estimated figure? Why have we never heard of this

31 MGD before?

Sincerely, y7 / /
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Appendix G

Ed Kaynor: Comments directed to specific pages of the Demand Report
Summa ry

Dona Motts: Contamination and Recharge

Specific Questions and Comments

Page 1 . The Report states: "For the past several years, the total demand

on the MDC system has exceeded the amount of water that safely

can be withdrawn from the sources of supply," Because of MDC's

^ vast storage capacity, I question this statement, but will
.

refrain from comment until I have reviewed the full report.

Page 5 . Table 3 . Several questions are immediately apparent in the
reader' s interpretation of this table.

1. Why include non-MDC supplied water used in partially-served
communities? This is irrelevant, and should be subtracted out
first, not last.
2. Since events such as drought are the principal reasons for

worrying at all about future supply,. it does not seem logical
to make a special case for communities which increase their
draw- on the MDC system when drought occurs. Such planning builds
uncertain events into an already uncertain forcast, and yet
amounts to an admission that these events will occur. In effect,
the Study builds a part of its contingency planning into a general
demand projection study. It would be more logical to study
overall demand irrespective of the occurrence of special events.
Provision for special events (such as drought or unexpected
cataclysmic pollution of supply sources) could then be taken up

In a subsequent "Needs" study. There is no certainty about

"drought demand"; only probabilty.

3. Doesn't the recent addition of Lynn to the system el iminate
the need to include the "Lynn deficit" separately?
4. r hope that the Main Report deals at length with both the size
and reasons for MDC system requirements. If, for example, flow
augmentation is one of these requirements, the basis and justifica-
tion for such requirements should be carefully analyzed and
possibly changed if water supply needs are greater than augmentation
needs

.

5. What is the basis for the "additional demand" forcasts? Simply
because they are legal obligations is no basis for assuming future
service. Thesejnave been legal obligations since 1945, and if

they have not^^aken advantage of oy local communities in the last
38 years, what basis do we have for anticipating requests for
water or membership in the District in the next 38? Also, both
"contamination" and "additional" are based on an assumption that
adequate local supplies will not be found. Whether or n ot. MDC
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has a legal obligation to provide water as neeaed is if-^e^evant:

if a local community which MDC could serve runs out of wauer, M.DC

will be made to furnish supply whether or not it now has ajegal

^bTTgation. This planning exercise should be based on rational

anticipation, not on present legal contraints.

Pane 7 Page 9. How can a system which requires 100% metering as a condition—
of serv ice (C. 92) find itself with one third of its water

unaccounted for?

Paqe lO.What is the basis for predicting "contamination''? Why P'^ecict

that MDC water will be any better quality than local well supply?

Does this Reoort consider treating contaminated sources as an

alternative to using contamination as a reason for predicting

increased demand?

What is the basis, case by case, for anticipating that 13 of 36

will need MDC?

Basis for i 8%, 1990 and - 19%, 2020? Why no figure for 2000?

Paae 15 . With respect to partial users, is the 25.4 mgd in 1980 typical?
If Worcester and Cambridge are the largest partial users, how
can Framingham also be "largest"? Was 33% to Framingham in 1980
typical? What are the extreme-wet-year and axtreme-dry-year totals
for Cambridge and Worcester?

How much does Lynn add to the 1930 total, subtracting GE (which
was included in the 1980 total)? How much of the 94.7 mgd in 36

self-supplied is expected to be shortfall in 1990? 2000? 2020?

Who has the 8.5 mgd rights to Wachusett?

Precisely what does the 30 mgd MDC system usage consist of?

Paqe 20 . If water use declined by an additional 3% in 1981, there appears
to be a strikina increase in the rate of reduced usage: 4% from
1972 to 1980, but 3% in 1981 alone. -Was there a decline in 1982
also? If so, how large? Has a possible increasing rate of decline
been factored into demand projections?

Did water use per capita increase at a decreasing rate from 1960

to 1980? Why doesn't the Summary break per capita down to 1960-

70 vs. 1970-80 the way it does for total use? On what basis do

projections factor in decline in per capita use? How much
decline and why? How much "recovery" in the 1970-80 period is

due to leakage repair and meter replacement?

Paqe 21 . As previously noted, the distinction between "legally required"
and "potential users" is not a useful distinction for olanning
purposes. Many communities have been in the "legally required"
category_ for_a l ong ti me without receivi ng a dro n of MDC water,
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and many communities not in the "legally required" category have

been voluntarily supplied by MDC. Political reality dictates a

view that MDC wil 1 supply communities in dire need rf j_t reasonably
can , whether or not those communities happen now to fall into a

"1 egal ly required" classification. The only valid approach to

planning is to evaluate future demand or need and then to evaluate
how many of these are 1 ikely to become MDC customers for whatever
reason. If MDC can provide them more cheaply than they can supply
themselves, pressure on MDC to furnish supply will be great whether
legally ^ctioned or not. • On the other hand, if a high demand
area can obtain relief by conservation or has a nearby untapped
source, pressure will be great on the local area to solve its own
problem regardless of distance from the State House. Actually,
MDC can "self-fulfill" or control these pressures somewhat by the

very act of increasing its supplies or not. To this extent,
planning is truly a self-ful filling prophecy.

Page 22 . MDC deserves applause for its rational approach to simulating future
use, but to estimate that it has thus taken care of 85% of the
uncertainty applicable to 2020 is outrageously optimistic. One
can accept a figure of 95% probability for 1990 because it is

almost upon us, but beyond 1990, the uncertainties (including
now-unheard-of possible new inventions and cataclysmic events)
grow so rapidly that it would b6 folly to assign a percentage of
probable error. The year 2020 should be eliminated from consider-
ation in any projection if for no-' other reason than that the record
of past projections over such long periods is so poor. This plan
may consider future probabilities on a more sophisticated basis
than many plans of the past, but "unknown" means just that.
It is not rational to attempt long-range forcasts on any basis.

Page 24 . Figure 5 . Step 4 . What is the word "needs" doing in a demand model?
To include procedural steps for determining how much of any
projected shortfall must come from MDC and how much from other
sources is to admit a study bias that shortfalls will- occur.
Furthermore, such a procedural step has no legitimate place in a

demand projection study; it is the proper topic of a separate
study to investigate supply or conservation alternatives in case
a shortfall is projected. But where is the needs study which
proves that future use will exceed supply available?

r do not "blame" MDC for being "conservative" in its planning. If

I were a water supply manager, I would want above all to have enough
just in case. But the "management" bias should appear in a needs
study, not in a demand study. Any demand study should try as

accurately as possible to project future demand, and should not
be constrained by any forbodings about what is possible but not
likely.

Page 26 . Meter replacement and "leakage recovery" forcasts are important
considerations, but the basis for determining how much of future
unaccounted for water to assign to each is crucial and the Summary
does not indicate method of forcasting. This should be expl ai ned
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in the Summary because meter replacement merely improves accounting
while leak repair actually saves water.

Paae_27_. An explanation is warranted- to account for the evident fact that
only about one third of use is metered when Chapter 92 reauires
100% metering as a condition of membership in the District.

Page 30 . (To top of p. 32) Study does not provide a basis for anticipation
of "relative growth rate. .. general ly consistent with the last
40 years of experience...". For example, the last 40 years includes
the two decades 1950^69 and 1970-79 which are so different as to
be totally not comparable (e.g., this study's own findings on
recent water use trends, pp, 15-20.)

Page 42 . It is interesting that this study talks only about domestic meter
underregistration as though meter slippage is all that can happen,
while the study finds in the case of faulty MDC meters that "the
data reviewed was not sufficient to assess whether the overall
effect is over- or under-registration" I appreciate MDC's legal
and political reluctance to talk at all about either over- or
under-registration of its revenue meters: the potential for suits
by local communities to recover' over-charges of the past are
great, as is the storm of abuse which would rain upon MDC if it

were shown that Corranunity X had been getting Y mgd of free water.

However, if it is accurate to assume underregistration of

domestic meters, what scientific basis can MDC have for equivocating
on the problems of its own meters?

Page 50 . How much of the 30.1 mgd "system usage" is unaccounted for?

On what basis does the Study predict a 9 mnd reduction in system
usage? Has the study carefully considered the possibility

of ways and means to reduce system usage even further?

Note (This review was pr^ptory beyond page 30. There may be further
comments forthcoming on the last 35 pages of the Summary when

the entire Report is reviewed.)

2. What estimates if any have been given to ground water

supplies with added artificial recharge? Several potential

users indicate a small amount of water under 1 mgd will be needed

Artificial recharge is a recommended way to augment existing

groundwater supplies at generally less cost than diversions and

surface water reservoirs.

3. How has the amount of available ground water been determined

and projected when detailed quantitative studies and aquifer

modeling with field investigations including test drilling,

geophysical work, and pumping tests have not been done in most

communi ties?





Citizens Advisory Comn^Ittee on th

Metropolitan District Commission

V%er Supply EIR • 2020

TO: Patricia Corcoran

W-CAC
138 Russ.Hl St. (R[3. S

Hadley, Massachusetts 0103

(4 I 3) 586-M86

December 10, 1982

RE: WSCAC Comments on Planning Area Report: Task 1.10-Study Area
Definition.

cc: Adel Foz, Allison Harper, WFA.

The material below is a distillation of comments and recommen-
dations by V/SCAC members and staff. V/e all recognize the preliminai'y
nature of the study area report and understand that the draft will
be subject to many refinements.

The equation for future total system demand is a complex one
which will take into account future population, water use figures
derived from a disaggregated model and consideration of communities
v/hich may join the MDC as full or partial users. These factors
will be central to the selection of altervatives in the final EIR.
Population projections have been addressed by WSCAC and the MAPC,
(10/26/82, 11/10/82) and we add comments (see attachments) of
Larry Smith, Northampton Planner, who strongly reaffirms the thrust
of the earlier comments. The demand model will be addressed later
through the workshop and comment period. The following comments
deal with the selection of the communities in the planning area,
specifically, the "criteria" used in the report.

I. GENERAL COMMENTS

1 . The final draft should alphabetize communities to facilitate
easy comparisons among all sections of the report.

2. The listing of tov/ns should be disaggregated into categories,
for example but not limited to: (a) I'^DC full users, (b) MDC partial
users-those with special legislative acts, current emergency users
and past emergency users with lines intact who no longer draw water
from the MDC, (c) MDC full and partial users who sell water to
other towns, (d) non-MDC towns which purchase water from MDC full
or partial users.

A breakdown ox this sort is necessary in order to calculate the
correct demand of a future MDC user. Otherwise, the amount of water
that one to\m is selling to a second town, is added into the future
demand figures for the first town. Also, while all MDC users, full and
partial, have water use listed as a deficit, the failure to identify
these communities fuHy in the Projected Water Demand Table is confusing
and misleading. Framingham, for instance, is listed with a safe yield ol
2.5mgd. And, its projected deficits are the difference of demand over
safe yield. Yet it is not shown that Framingham already receives 8.4
or more mgd from the MDC. On the assumption of this paper, that
current MDC users is unchanged in the future, the projected full
Framingham deficit is incorrect. Only in 2000 or 2020 will the water
supplied by MDC to offset Framingham 's water 'use be projected to
exceed what MDC currently supplies.
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3. Since the criteria are not weighted, there is no indication
as to the exact selection process for communities. For example,
some towns were included on the basis of only one criteria, (Athol
is six miles from an MDC study alternative, but no other criteria
seems to make it qualify). Other communities are included by a
more complex series of Judgments about the fit of the criteria.

4. The Water Resources Commission safe yield information does
not seem completely reliable. Apparently, the data was gathered
through informal phone interviews with water commissioners in
each community. For example, commissioners of Braintree, Randolf
and Holbrook each offered several different estimates for their
communities safe yield.

5. Consultant should look more fully at the towns developing
water sources.

6. Inclusion of the communities on basis of contamination: The
Planning Area Report appears to consider only reported contamination
without addressing the problem of imminent contamination. The
DEQE Divsion of Hazardous Waste should be consulted as well as the
Special Legislative Cormnission on Water Supply's 1981 water contam-
ination report.

7. It should be more clearly stated whether or not the quantity
(mgd) for proposed sources was added into the expected safe yield
of a community. In some cases it appears to be added in, while
in other cases it is not.

II. COMMENTS ON CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF COMMUNITIES TO INCLUDE
IN THE PLANNING AREA.

1 . Selection of criteria appears to be arbitrary as in the proximity
to an MDC line. Why was 6 miles chosen?

2. Criteria H: Local Plans; last sentence. This sentence does
not seem to apply in all cases. Even where local plans would
eliminate the projected deficit, the community was still considered
likely as a possible future user, even though other criteria would
also indicate a non-inclusion status. (e.g.Hopkinton, Ware)

Use of local plan criteria: the listing of local plans in the
planning area document is incomplete. The Water Resources Commission
June 1982 document lists a substantial number of plans for proposed
local sources that are not Included for towns in the planning
area document, (see attachment-Hartman comments)

3. An additional criteria "L" should be included, for Potential
Local Sources of Supply (not currently under consideration by towns).
IF analysis is to be performed to determine whether water use will
be greater than safe yield, AND IF projections are to be made as
to trends in population and water use, THEN (to be mathematically
true) similar projections need to be done for potential future
(sources) increments to safe yield. This is after all the other
half of the equation,

A number of towns at present have no local plans for system
expansions as growth will not exceed their supply in the near
future. This should not imply that these towns have no potential
sources upon which to draw, if the need should arise.
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4. A weighted system for criteria should be applied in place of
subjective decision-making to establish the list of communities
for planning area. In lieu of this, a chart showing some logical
system for decisions should be included.

For example, but not limited to the following criteria:'

greater than miles from an MDC sommunity?

quali?^y problems?

yes <

potentially treatable
with available technology?

/

/
no
will experience
deficit-list as
potential user
specifying problem
of contamination

"^es

no

^re projections on future water suppl
(available water, local plans, and
potential sources not presently
considered)

greater than projected deficit
(caluculated dailv, seasonally/peak
storage problems)

ndr ^yes

include in planning area
under deficit communities

5. Criteria of location on a major body of water: Selection process
seems to include only locations along rivers and major water sources.
There are significant aquifers in various study area regions,
e.g. AuAsCo. This criteria appears to exclude groundwater (almost
2/3 of the communities in the MAPC regoin use groundwater) . Towns
primarily use the waters of sizeable rivers as a last resort.

III. SPECIFICS OF CERTAIN COMMUNITIES FOR STUDY AREA INCLUSION

1 . Listing of Amherst in the Planning Area document as a potential
future user: The reason underlying the inclusion, water quality
problems has been eliminated with the building of a new filtration/
treatment plant. (see attachment-Westover comments)
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2. The Connecticut River Valley communities are not adequately
evaluated as potential competing users, in light of available
information from local regional planning commissions. Information
(see attachment-Curtis comments) shows that as many as 9 communiies
will have deficits by 2000. Projections to 2020 have not been done.
However, unless plans are developed to reduce demand, these 9
communities, as well as others that may potentially experience
deficits between 2010 and 2020, may look to the lower Connecticut
as a future water source.

As state by Mr. Curtis, "...the diversion of any amount of
Connecticut River waters could impact plans for supply augmentation
by Connecticut Valley communities. . .Several communities... may
need to utilize Connecticut River waters for municipal supplies
in the future, and may other potential private undustrial or
commercial users may be affected."

Also, Curtis demand estimates are based on an evaluation of
maximum daily demand and average daily demand . WSCAC would
appreciate a response to the Curtis comments on demand methodology.
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. Page 1 of 2 pages

TO: V/SCAC/MDC RE: Planning Area Report

From: David Stickel November 2, 1982

MDC Users (Deficit)

1990 2000 2020

Arlington 4.98 5. 43 6.3

Belmont 3.32 3. 69 4.28

Boston 145.74 155. 49 171.75

Brookline 7.87 8. 42 9.46

Chelsae 3.36 3. 70 4.33

Chicopee 11.86 13. 25 16.26

Clinton 2.10 2. 24 2.55

Everett 8.86 9. 53 10.85

Lexington 6.80 7. 39 8.39

Lynfield 0.49 0. 55 0.65

Maiden 5.85 6. 49 7.75

Marblehead 2.48 2. 73 3.15

Medford 10.07 11. 18 13.50

Melrose 3.16 3. 39 3.96

Milton 3.33 3. 59 4.10

Nahant 0.45 0. 48 0.55

Newton 11.92 12. 91 14.78

Norwood 5.19 5. 93 7.20

Quincy 13.21 14. 29 16.22

Revere 4.92 5. 38 6.26

Saugus 4.25 4. 81 5.86

Somerville 10.36 11. 21 12.84

So. Hadley 2.56 2. 90 3.64

Southborough 0.72 0. 83 1.00

Stoneham 4.19 4. 53 5.14

Swampscott 2.25 2. 45 2.82

Waltham 12.31 13. 56 15.65

Watertown 4.95 5. 59 6.74

Weston 1.36 1. 53 1.87

Wilbraham 1.18 1. 33 1.60

Winthrop 2.28 2. 46 2.81
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Page 2 of 2 pages

Partial Users 1 yyu Special Arrangement s in ]Place

1990 2000 2020
Wakefield 2.25 2.53 3.04 Worcester 0.65 4.63
Woburn 2.69 3.71 5.67 Marlborough 3.60 4.33 5.52
Peabody 4.99 6.01 7.87 Northborough 0.03 0.28
Wellesley

1.63Needham 2.03 2.68
Canton 0.42 1.34 TOTAL 3.60 5.01 10.43
Cambridge 2.32 3.84 6.69
Winchester 2.80 3.12 3.71

TOTAL 16.68 21.66 31.00

Eligible But Non-Users
^990 2000 2020

Bedford STEH T7^
Braintree — — 0.11

^t^^A^i^i 0-21 0.64 1.47
Middleton

Deedhara/ " — 0.36 1.38
Westwood

Lynn 0.88 2.16 5.38
N.Andover — — 0.65
N.Reading — — 0.23
Wilmington — — 0.15
Concord
Lincoln
Wayland
Dover
Medfield
Walpole
Sharon
Weymouth
Hingham
Hull
Cohasset
Salem
Burlington — — 1 . 31

TOTAL T7^ JTWi 11.96

GRAND TOTALS OF SHORTFALLS
1990 2000 2020

Possible Future Users
(Outside 10/1 5mi. from State

House

Ware 0.08 0.22 0.51
Amherst
Athol 0.01
Holden/
Rutland 0.23 1.07

Paxton 0.02 0.12
Fitchburg
Sterling 0.27
Lancaster
Hopkington 0.16
Ashland 0.49
Westboro 0.68
Hudson 0.33 1.06
Acton 0.26 0.70
Tyngsboro ? ? ?

Chelmsford 1.85
Billerica
Natick
Easton
Brockton/
Whitman

Avon
Stoughton
Randolf/
Holbrook

Reading

TOTAL

5.39 6.95 9.37

0.09
0.41

57^ "^Trr wr79

329.59 365.78 442.44(ragd)

Therefore, if one adds 50 mgd (recoverable leakage and Quabbin watershe
management-conservative figures) to 300mgd (safe yield at Quabbin)
you would get: ^ ^OOO 2020

350mgd 350mgd 350mgd
(330) (366) (442)

+20mgd -I6mgd -92mgd

^*does not include use of conservation figures
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Attachment B

City of Northampton, Massachusetts

Office of Planning and Development

City Hall • 210 Main Street

Northampton, MA 01060 • (413) 686-6950

• Community and Economic Dovolopment Conservation

• Historic Pres(«rvation * l-iousing Rehatjilitallon

• Planning Board • Zoning Eo^^rd o( Appoals

November It, 1982

Patricia B. Corcoran

MDC Project Manager
Metropolitan District Coii)niiasion

Water Divibion
2u Somerset Street

Boston, MA 02 108

Dear Ms . Corcoran

:

Being a newly appointed member to the WSCAC, representing the Hampshire
County Planning Office, and realizing that much discussion on this matter has

preceded my involvement please excuse any of my comments should they appear
redundant or have already been adequately addressed. However, in reviewing
the numerous materials made available to me, to date, I have the following
comments regarding the population projections and Planning Area report.

Admittedly I do not consider ny area of planning expertise to be pop-
ulation projections, in fact my areas of major concentration involves land
use uiid conservation plnnninTj) but I would like to relate to you my experience
with the OSP population projections in my four years as Town Planner for

Belchertown, Massachusetts. In the late 1970's we received, in Belchertown,
a set of population projections presented by the Lower Pioneer Valley Regional
Hlanninp, Commission (T-PVRPC) . After reviewing the town's population figures
from the 1975 state census and studying the number of new homes constructed
in the ensuing years, ranging from 100-150 unit:s/year, we felt that the RPA ' s

figures appeared to be too low. We contacted the LPVRPC to determine the
methodology for deriving these projections and were informed that the OSP
liiil drvc'l opL-(l h(.)Lli .si.iLc and regiunnl population projections and had left it

u^j Llie L\iu RPA ' .'J Lu dcteniiiuc the individual community projections within
their region. The LPVRPC was quite willing to review the materials that we
submitted and increase Belchertown ' s projections. In further discussions
with the RPA we discovered that numerous other communities in the region had
requested that their projections be altered but not always for the same reasons
as ours. Numerous smaller conuiiunities with a large growth rate didn't want their
projections to appear high as they didn't wish to encourage more growth, so they
requested that their figures be reduced. In contrast, some of the larger com-
munities in the region, who's projection showed a decline in population, were
concerned that such a decline would have a negative impact on the availability
of federal and state fudning assistance to them, and thus their projections
were increased. This was a rolatively easy matter as the RPA simply took
a portion of one communities projections and added them to another. Thus,
in my experience, the OSP projections represent little more than a "wish
list" whose credability is suspect.
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Patricia B. Corcoran -2-

tMDC Project Manager
November 18, 1982

With regard to the straight line extrapolation used in the MDC's

population projections; , this methodology appears to be inappropriate as,

though previously the nations metropolitan areas have grown faster than
nun-inetropolitan areas, for the first time, in the 1970 's this trend has
reversed itself due to nunierous factors (interstate highway system, cost
of urban housing) resulting in the rural areas and small towns actually
growing at a faster rate than the urban areas. In addition, straight
line growth rate extrapolation to the year 2020 seems inaccurate as the,-v

rate of population browth, nationally, is expected to stabilize by 2015.

In fact, this may occur sooner in Massachusetts as, though the three norther
New England states are expected to experience a large population gain,
Massachusetts and Connecticut are expected to loose population due to
the fact that their birth rates are not expected to offset their net
emigration and death rates.

With regard to the scope of the Planning Area report, in addition to

the points raised by Christopher Curtis of the LPVRPC in his written comments
of October 15, 1982 regarding the possibility of the Connecticut River
communities utilizing the river in the future to augment their water supplies,
both for municipal and private uses, I question what the effect of the

numerous NPDES, surface and subsurfacii dishcarge permits in proximity to the
Connecticut River and their discharge levels of pollutants into the river,
whose volume of flow has been reduced by the proposed diversion, would have
upon the river's water quality with regard to both the existing aquatic life
and its potential as a future water supply,

I am grateful for you accepting and considering these comments at such
a late date, and am available at the above address should you want to discuss
them further.

Very . truly yours

,

/'Trrawrence B. Smith, Planner
representing the Hampshire
County Planning Office

Regional DivcrsiLy - Growth in the Unites States
, 1960-1990, Gregory Jackson,

George Masnick, Roger Bolton, busan iJartlett, John Pitkin, Auburn House, Boston, p. 23
Projections of the Population of the Unites States; 1977 to 2050 , Current Population
Reports, U.S. Bureau of the Census, Series P-25, No. 704, issued July 1977

Regional Diversity - Grow'ch in the United States, 1960-1990
, op .cit . p. 26

Regional Diversity - Growth in the United States, 1960-1990
,

op. cit . p. 34





Attachment C

November 24, 1982

'^|RE: Planning Area Report - Proposed Local Sources

FROM: Elaine Hartman

The following towns were selected as a sample from the
"potential future user" chart of the Planning Area Report.
Not only do these towns' proposed sources (as listed in the
WFA report) appear to offset their future deficits, but, other
available proposed sources for these towns are listed in the
V/ater Resources Commission's Massachusetts Water Supply Systems
June 1982 report.

In developing data for the final draft of the Planning Area
Document, the following should be considered: (1) utilizing the
available information in the WRC 1982 document on proposed local
sources of supply, and (2) developing projections on potential
local sources of supply for towns under consideration, (available
sources not presently under consideration in town plannings).
Supply projections are necessary in order to have a corresponding
data base to compare with population and demand projections.

Acton: A new proposed well for 0.5mgd is not listed in the Planning
Area Report but appears in the WRC report.

T Amherst: Supplies water to parts of Hadley, Belchertown and Pelham-
does not appear to have a water supply problem in light
of these facts. A new water treatment plant is in place
to take care of water quality problems.

Ashland: A. second potential well is listed in the Water Resources
Commission Report, and not listed in the Planning Area report.

Athol: \IRC Report lists a number of potential groundwater sources;
and the fact that Athol supplies 0.6mg/yr to the town of
Orange

.

Chelmsford: Were the additional wells for 0.874 mgd and the new
well under development which appear in the WRC Report
included in the safe yield for Chelmsford in the Planning
Area Report?

Danvers: as well as the Emerson Reservoir considered in the Planning
Area Report, water can be obtained from Beverly/Salem on
an "as available" basis.

Hopkinton: V/RC reports groundwater testing is being done for new
wells; also, a 2.6 mgd storage reservoir is being
considered.

Lynnfield: V/ere the additional wells being proposed and the Lynnfield
Reservoir site using the Ipswich River source potential
(6mgd) listed in both reports, taken into consideration

^ to offset the projected deficit for 2020 of 0.01mp;d?

^ No. Andover: The WRC Report lists the two groundwater sites as
"promising". What is their capacity, and was it considered
in comparison with the 2020 expected deficit of 0,65mgd?
No other criteria seem to include No. Andover in the
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Planning Area other than proximity, if this is the case.

No. Reading: \VRC lists a proposed source-Randen Terrace Well-that
is not listed in the WA Report,

Sterling: Both reports list an additional 0,56 mgd from well No. 3.
Was this considerd in comparison with the expected 2020
deficit of 0.27 mgd?

Ware: Was the 1.5 mgd potential from the 30 acre site considered
in determining safe yield for Ware? The expected deficit is
only 0.51 mgd.

Westborough: Two potential wells (0,5 mgd and 1.0 mgd) appear to
offset the expected deficit of 0.68 mgd.
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Attachment D

November 23, 198?

To: Eileen Simonson
Robie Hubley
Alexandra Dawson

From: Pete Westover

Re: Planning Area draft report from VJallace, Floyd

The Wallace, Floyd draft technical report on the MDC water supply
planning area states on p. 7 that "based on towns with a history
of water quality problems, it appears that Amherst, Hoi brook, and
Randolph should be included in the planning area, after reviewing
Chap. 40 lists from the DEOE."

The Amherst Town Engineer also reported at the hearing on the draft
that Amherst hopes to keep alive the possibility of obtaining MDC
water in the distant future in case shortfalls or quality problems
develop with its present supply.

It should be pointed out that the Amherst Town Meeting voted in

May 1977 (see attached text) to go on record as being opposed to

the diversion of the Connecticut River, the Millers River, or any
other tributary of the Connecticut River.

A more recent discussion of the matter by the Selectmen (August 11,

1980), was recorded in the minutes as follows: "The Board discussed
with members of the Conservation Commission their draft letter to

the MDC which includes the vote of town meeting opposing diversion

of waters from the Connecticut and Millers Rivers and withdraws the

option of going to the Quabbin Reservoir for water. The MDC has made

statements that Amherst Is interested in water from Ouabbin and the

Commission does not believe we need that option In light of our

water conservation measures, new wells, etc. However, the Selectmen

and Town Engineer do not believe we can forego that option even

though we have no immediate need for it. However, we do not want MDC

to use Amherst as an argument in favor of diversion."

Further discussion was postponed Indefinitely. At this point, It

can be stated In light of the above discussions and the Town Meeting

vote that although the Town prudently wants to keep open all future

water supply options. Including that of drilling wells In adjacent

towns. It does not want to Include MDC water as an option If the pre-r

requisite for such water Is a river diversion.

The Town also recently completed filtration/treatment plants for its

Pel ham and Lawrence Swamp supplies, representing about 3/4 of the

total present safe yield, thereby ensuring higher water quality for

many years

.
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The Town has had water quality problems with its Brickyard Well due to
the intrusion of leachate from the old sanitary landfill, but by DEQE
order that well is no longer used except as emergency backup, and the
Town intends to close it in the near future.

Successful water conservation measures and the recent additions of the

Lawrence Swamp Well No. 4 and the Bay Road Well to the Amherst system

now allow a total safe yield of close to 6 mgd (not including the Brick-

yard Well in the total), well above the Wallace, Floyd projected demand
of 5.19 mgd by year 2020.

In sum, there seems to be little reason to include Amherst in the MDC
planning area at this point.

Pete Westover
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"

., ,

'.••• ! ,: :i !

YES - 128 Ni) - '>A

^'^^a ^» •^^''^ Toi3}i Mi^eihiij Mt'.ndn:i'3 voted to poatpone aotion on Art. 22

lentil aftrii' Art. ZV. iJaa uctM uj^^-m - the ! ^ > ».) irig action i^a^: taken on May 22, 19777

Prohibition of transportation of commerdfil raJ^pactiv^ waiJ:^/,Wi,t;hin, Town, limits -r , ^

TALLIED VOTE: DEFEATED - YES - 80 NO -106 t '

^
''

'

Article 2A . Voted that the Town will request _the SCARCE Committee /Special Committee
of Amherst on Resource Conservation and Energy/ to; (1) study the econo^nics of

Amherst's recycling center and make recommendations to the ?aXl 1977 Town Heeting
for increasing the revenues from this operation, (2) map oi^tidn educacioa/publiclty

. campaign aimed at increasing phe use of the recycling center 'and "(3>; identify the
'

appropriate Town employees to be responsible for, implementing «Cudy recommendation^''

'

and the education/publicity campaign. • Hl]jjL'*! .,, ,;)'' ' ' ^' '•'i'fr, •

'

A rticle 25. Appropriation for development of wellfleld^ .drid'AWelis ;in Lawrf^nce Swamp.

lasMissEo.
; ;

'

; ,

\
:

;

.
. ,.,L::i,^;|S|^^^^ .V .: . .

^ v4..

Arti c le 26 . Appropriation for development of water supply system it^, Amherst and i.'- ,

Hadley . . . DISMISSED. '

, ! ; .,i . -.i .-rw

Artlcle 27 . Appropriation for development of water supply, syatgia ,in Amherst and ii

Belchertown . . . DISMISSED. iU^-i-Z^-^^n. .: \ ^
•

^ti' 'I'ujhe & Bond sngincdring report uas not ready in time fair' -this meeting, therefore
irLialcts 2b, 26 and >:? uere dismissed. /"

, ,
•

J
i . .

i

At 10:35 P.M. the meeting voted to adjourn to Wednesday
,

'May 11, 1977 at 7:30 P.M.
;i23 town meeting members had checked in. '

' *
,

.
' * * *

The adjourned session of May 11, 1977 was called to order by the Moderator at 7:39'-'

P.M. The Teller reported that 155 members were present and t hie Moderator declared
a quorum. Lewis C. Mainzer was appointed aid sworn as teller^ by the Moderator. n,)i

New Town Meeting Members attending for the fi.rsr time were sworn in by the Moderator.
' '

' '
,

'

Article 28 . Voted, as amended, that the Town woceai-r \
,('"'!?,

Resolved: Whereas, the General Court of the Conunonweal'l;^' of Maasachus^tts has
authorized the Boston Metropolitan District Commissipn tp^ppn^tfvcc , wat^r,, supply

;
...

diversion facilities from Northfield Mountain in Fraj^UA County ,.,'!^^ss.,f^^
Quabbin Reservoir for the express purpose of diverting ,ouprolr,l>a§J-» three,' h^^
seventy-five million gallons a day of Connecticut Wverrspring freshet waters; andv.

Whereas, a report prepared by the United States Army Corps of Engineers entitled
"Northeastern United States Water Supply' Study" recommends not only the Connecticut
River diversion via Northfield Mountain but also a diversion project of ^ixty-eigbt"

'

million gallons a day from the Millers River basin, a tributary of the Connecticut
j^iver; and -

;*'.<

9 Whereas, the diversion of water from the Connecticut and Millers River in this
manner will endanger (perhaps forever) a prinie Resource , for-> prje^ent and future w^fer.
supply, water pollution control, recreation, fish, and wia,dlife''.f9r Connecticut R^-yer

Valley communities; and
,

Whereab, the usf-. " such a ..<. .ource j.thout ::onssnt or agreement by said Valley



(
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T- ,
.

• f- — ; ..^Q^— -^m -••<- ..y,. » —

Lion Agency, Jainca L. Kelly, Division Engineer, U.S. Corps of Engineers,
Nassikas, Chairman, Federal Power Commisa ion , Scace Senator ^ohnj^'jij.^^piyet

Mimujii i 1 u'^> tivisi .1 |i I k T ^ilfii I Jt: L r i iiit'ii 1 .4 1 li) Lite- i ii t c rc's L a ' p T L li'osv' Vuiiiniuiil L i e s : and'.

WlK Tcusi, Lhi' l iiuiro diversionary water rcqui rejuents Vjil ley,^ voipmnlcles iiavei„

lUH i)cLMi dc'turmincd , iidt have the in-ulogica 1 consequepcea. o^f] ^ypji; requirements been .

siu Irtf.u-i iir i ly asscssc-cl fiiluT st^pararely or in I ighi;
, o( (:tl<r ,

pfopo^aed, divep^ilons .,

r^^l.iiuicil by L hi' liosjiDii M>-i ropn I i I an l^isirirL Commission; and vc<; , ;fy-,:
ly'vL^^^^

Whereas, such diversions as the Commission has planned would foster continued
growth ol" the rt-'Ctf iv ing commun i t ies without concern for necessary water conservation
measures un their part and at the expense of the Connecticut River corajnunltiea,

^

!

'

u'specialLy since no 'compens/ition is contemplated for the depletlofi' of a resource that
iuift ecM)nomii.- value; and .'/*v I.

Whereas, there now exists no adequate insti^utional^^ipe^ch^nism, for participation
by Connecticut River Valley communities in decisions'*'c6'nc^rning* thie proposed diversions
and allocations ot the Valley's waterj resources

; ^^-'^'t^^-^f^f^
n':«^.-|7-.>.-"^:;.yl' • - ^

NOW, Tllf-;RC:FOliE, liE IT RL:sqi.yED>.that tjie Town go on recor^W being- opposed to

^ Llie diversion of tile wa ters o ^I'^.he^ Cgnnec t icut River, and t^^ .^ij.^er.8 River .i.'Or any.i,;..;

\ other t ributary of t|)e Co^ni;t>ti,^ut River, by the Metropolotan :U'iapi^j[xt Commission
^

]

or any other agenpy, ancl that it join together with otl^er .CpnnecC^c^^t^vRiY^rt.Valley

I
V iiiiimuji it ies in a coiwiion effort to prevent such diversions, v'^ • ''1**0'

l/*^'''

/
liE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, th^t the Board of Selectmejn ''be 'Instructed 'V6 forward [•

and '^^T"
England

,

the
Commonwealth, John McGlennon, Director, Regional Office of the ;^pyifpnaie'ntal Protec-^'*'

John N.

.
]
01yer and State y!:

Representative James Collins, and both tiu: Massachusetts and j£finnectiQuC Steering '' ' ;*^'

Committees on the Connecticut River. v Hi^.i?*'-'-' . ; J ;. .V'

TALLIED VOTE: YES - 147 NO - 55 ' -u;'^
'

^^f^ ..'Vn/,

• The Finance Committee did not recommend this article, bjili^ylpg :.tli§tvuntil i fur theri ,

study of water sources is completed, the Town should not foreclose, on any of its optlpr

Article 29. Voted unanimously that the Town request the SCARCE Committee to conduct
a water usage study and to make available recommendations concerning water conservatior

The Finance Committee withdrew its negative recommendation in' view of the' petitioner.'

s

amended motion.
-

Article 30 . Voted that the Town raise and appropriate $22,509" fa' reconstruct .existing
water mains on North Prospect Street and that to meet said' appropriation $^
made available from Water Revenue of the Current year. ^•"i. ' . X' ,."

'

Artic le 31. Voted that the Town raise and appropriate^d^VOOy'to^
replacement water meters at the University of MaasachusettV'^niypO m^et' said approjj

-''

priation $23Ul5.08 be made available from Water Revenif^' of"jh^^^^^^^

$1 ,943.42 be transferred from the balance remaining in the ac'qo^ under'*|f

Article 1 of the May 27, 1970 Town Me^itin^; $13,395. 42
remaining in the account appropriates*? under Article l&J^f.Jh^-f^j'.? 'iiwJ^ iTpvp. .yA-^My
Meeting; $6,546.08 be transferred

, fj-om'.th^, balance regi£^in^pg| ^iji5^jj,;tbgySf>e|l( Stree;^^^^^

University Drive South and Northamptpp |p^d Water, Maip^<;op,§f^^^
$20,000 be transferred from the balance remaining in the account 'appropriated,, und^r;j^yi
^ticle 20 of the 1974 Annual Town Meeting. / V : : V::, ' ,

, ,
;

,

rcicle 32 . Voted unanimously that the Town establish 'as' Town'^ways and accept the '''4'

layouts as town ways each of the tollowing streets: '
i>' t>

.
' '<•

a) Coliniij. a Dr.' 'o . .
>•

b) Huni. .i Hil 'ircle

c) Trlmwood Uine, or any of them, or portions thereof.
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Attachment E

LOWER PIONEER VALLEY

REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION

26 Central St., West Springfield. Massachusetts 01089. Tel. 413-781-6045

October 15, 1982
TIMOTHY W. BRENNAN

Exccutiva Director

Patricia B. Corcoran
I-iDC Project Manager
Metropolitan District Commission
Water Division
20 Somerset Street
Boston, MA 02108

Dear Ms. Corcoran:

As a follow-up to comments I made at the September 17, 1982 MDC Planning Area
Meeting, I would like to submit the following comments on the MDC Water Sup-

ply Planning Area Report.

In regard to projected water supply shortages, the liPVRPC has recently com-
pleted a study project that nine communities in the Lower Pioneer Valley
region will have shortages by the year 2000, unless actions are taken to
augment supplies or reduce demand. These communities include: Amherst,
Chester, Gummington, Granville, Palmer, Southwick, Ware, West Springfield
and Westfield. However, all of these communities, with the possible excep-
tion of Chester, appear to have available alternative sources of water which,
if developed, could meet year 2000 demand levels. Our study does not project
whet:her or not supplies will be adequate for these communities in 2020. We
would be happy to provide you with further detail on these projections.

The MDC report projects that per capita water use will increase by 31% in
2020. However, the Mass. Division of Water Resources is projecting that per
capita consumption will remain approximately even up to the year 2000 due to
increased water costs and conservation practices. It would seem t:hat con-
sumption patterns may be highly variable by community and that the projected
31% should be carefully reviewed in your upcoming detailed demand analysis
for each commiinity.

Your analysis of possible competing users overlooks communities in the lower
Connecticut River valley which may, in the future, look to the Connecticut
River as a water supply augmentation alternative. Since the diversion of any
amoxant of Connecticut River waters could impact plams for supply augmentation
by Connecticut Valley communities, t:hese impacts should not be ignored through
the use of a 5 percent cut-off point. Several communities, particularly
Chicopee, Hatfield and West Springfield, may need to utilize Connecticut
River waters for municipal supplies in the future, and many other potential
private industrial or commercial users may be affected.
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Patricia B. Corcoran
Metropolitan Diatrict Conmission
October 15, 1982
Page 2

I hope that you will consider these conuaents in your assessment of the Plan'

ning Area Study. Please contact ne if you have any questions regarding
these comments.

Sincerely,

Christopher L. Curtis
Environmental Planner

CLC/fe

cc; •^ater Supply Citizens Advisory Committee
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LOWER PIONEER VALLEY

REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION
! 1

26 Central St.. West Springfield. Massachusetts 01089. Tel. 413-781-6045

TIMOTHY W. BRENNAN
Executive Director October 26, 1982

Ms. Eileen Simonsen
Water Supply Citizens Advisory Coxniaittee

Mt. Farms Mall, Route 9

Hadley, Massachusetts 01035

Dear Eileen,

1

As we discussed, I'm enclosing a section of our draft report, Water Supply
Resources in the Lower Pioneer Valley , which includes water supply and
demand projections, a description of adequacy of supply, emd a detailed
projection metJiodology

,

In comparing our projections with those of the MDC Planning Area Study , I

believe that most of the differences eire related to either: 1) differing
projection methodologies, or 2) specialized data collected by LPVRPC on
certain communities. I have included our methodology which takes intus

account both average ^ daily demand and jpaximum daily demand, while the MDC's
methodology is apparently based only upon averag« dally ' demand . For several
other communities, such as Palmer and Cununington, we have developed pro-
jections for each of the separate water districts or systems, while MDC
has relied on data for the communities as a whole.

In general, I believe these factors account for the data discrepancies. I

would be happy to discuss these issues with you in greater detail, perhaps
at the next WSCAC meeting. Please call me if we can be of further assistance,

Sincerely,

Christopher L, Curtis
CLC/mjg Planner

Enclosure
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26 Central St.. West Springfield. Massachusetts 0 1 089. Tel. 413-781 -6045

LOWER PIONEER VALLEY

REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION

TIMOTHY W. BRCNNAN
Executive Oircctcr October 26/ 1982

Ms. Eileen Simonsen
Water Supply Citizens Advisory Conunittee

Mt. Farms Mall, Route 9

Hadley, Massachusetts 01035

Dear Eileen,

As we discussed, I'm enclosing a section of our draft report/ Water Supply
Resources in the Lower Pioneer Valley , which includes water supply and
demand projections, a description of adequacy of supply, and a detailed
projection methodology.

In comparing our projections with those of the MDC Plcmning Area Study , I

believe that most of the differences are related to either: 1) differing

I
projection methodologies, or 2) specialized data collected by LPVRPC on

^ certain communities. I have included our methodology which takes into
account both average ^daily demand and maximum daily demand, while the MDC's
methodology is apparently based only upon average daily demand. For several
other communities, such as Palmer and Cvimraington, we have developed pro-
jections for each of the separate water districts or systems, while MDC
has relied on data for the communities as a whole.

In general, I believe these factors account for the data discrepancies. I

would be happy to discuss these issues with you in greater detail, perhaps
at the next WSCAC meeting. Please call me if we can be of further assistance.

Sincerely,

.

Christopher L, Curtis
PlannerCLC/mjg

Enclosure
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ADHfflACY OF SUPPLIES

kTha communities of th« Lower Pioneer Valley are, in general, supplied with

'adequate water sources to meet their needs in the year 2000, with several
exceptions. It is particularly not&bls that of the region's major cities,

Springfield, Chicopee, ilolyoke and Northampton ar* expected to have water
supply surpluses in the year 2000,

Water supply deficits either have occurred in 1980 or are expected to occur
by 1990 or 2000 in several communities, if action is not taken. These com-

munities, which are illustrated on Map Two, include Amherst, Chester, Cximming-

ton Center, Granville, Palmer - Bondsville/Thorndike and Palmer Village,
Southwick, Ware, Westfield and West Springfield. In Amherst, a 1980 deficit
of .16 mgd was eliminated with th« addition of the new Lawrence Swamp well and

an aggressive conservation plan. Amherst is, however, projected for a supply
deficit by the year 2000 which may be eliminated by the development of addi-
tional Lawrence Swamp wells and increased conservation. Chester has been
forced to close a well due to contamination, and explorations for new well
sites have been unsuccessful, resulting in projected .08 mgd deficit for the
year 2000. The existing Cummington Center well is not expected to be adequate
to meet increased demand from a new elderly housing project, however, a new
well is planned. In Granville, the projected deficit in the year 2000 for the
small, private water company serving the town center is ,004 mgd, with no
planned supply augmentation. In Palmer, the Bondsville and Thorndike Fire
and Water Districts are projected for a .07 mgd deficit in the year 2000 if

new wells are not developed in the Bondsville wellfield. The Palmer Village •

Fire and Water District has an existing deficit of .10 mgd which is projected

I

to increase to .21 mgd in the year 2000 if supplies are not augmented. South-
'wick is planning a new well in the Great Brook Aquifer to eliminate their ex-
isting .08 mgd supply deficit. West Springfield is also planning new wells in
Southwick 's Great Brook Aquifer, and a new transmission line to eliminate a
supply deficit. Ware is plaiining a new 1 mgd well in Dismal Swamp to elim-
inate an existing .16 mgd deficit. Westfield's projected 1980 deficit could
be eliminated with the revitalization of two existing surface reservoirs, or
development of a new well. Westfield's Granville Reservoir requires trans-
mission line improvements, while the city's Montgomery Reservoir requires
treatment to improve quality.

In addition to the aforementioned communities, the three LPV communities
(Chicopee, South Hadley Fire District #1 and Wilbraham) which are served by
the Metropolitan District Commission's Chicopee Valley Aqueduct from Quabbin
Reservoir may be faced with supply deficits at some point in the future, if
the MDC is unable to augment its supply. The existing Chicopee Valley Aqueduct
transmission line has sufficient capacity to meet the projected demands of
these three communities in the year 2000. However, the MDC feels that there
is a need to augment the safe yield of Quabbin Reservoir in order to meet the
total MDC system demand. Therefore, the I-IDC is currently undertaking the
"MDC Water Supply Study and Environmental Impact Report" to explore feasibility
of augmenting its supply from a range of sources, including the Connecticut
River, Millers/Tully River, Merrimack River, Upper Sudbury Watershed, Plymouth
Aquifer and other sources.

.Thus, many of the communities which are projected to have supply deficits by
1990 or the year 2000 are already taking necessary actions or planning to

9





augment their supplies. Communities which have projected deficits or ^i^"

imal surpluses may also find it advisable to consider the adoption of a drought

management or water conservation plan.

10
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Table Two

LOWER PIONEER VALLEY REGIONAL SUMMARY

1990-2000 Public Water Supply and Demand Projections

1990
ADD

19.90

MDD
1990
SY

1990

Surplus
or

Deficit
2000
ADD

2000
MDD

2000
SY

2000
Surplus

or
Deficit

Agawam 3.76 6.05 a a 4.13 6.65 a a

Amherst 3.45 5.42 5.50 + .13 3 59 5 64 5.50 -.1.4

Belcher town .20 .32 .43 + .23 .22 .35 .43 + .21

Blandford .09 .11 .50 + .41 .10 .12 .50 + .40

Brimfield

Chester .24 .33 .20 -.04 .28 .38 .20 -.08

Chesterfield - -

Chicopee 10.77 TO , U J 11.24 18.77 •4-A "^fiT** . JO

Cumraington

Cuimnington Ctr. .011®

W. Cummington .005

.011®

.005
.015
,043

+ .004®
+ .038

.012® .012®
005

.015
' .043

+ .003®

+ .038

E. Longmeadow 1.58 3.16 a ' a 1 77 a a

Easthainpton 3.39 5.12 6.50 +1.38 3 51 5 3 6.50 +1.20

Goshen — — — — —

Granby — — — - —

Granville .012 .024 .020 - ,004 . ux^ .020 - .004

Hadley .84 1.49 4.50 +3.01 .90 1 59 4.50 +2.91

Hampden — - — — —

Hatfield .40 .57 .71 + .14 -43 61 .71 + .10

Holland ~ — — — —

Holyoke 11.24 12.02 15.28 +4.04 11.48 12.28 15.28 +3.80

Huntington .12 .18 .54 + .36 .13 . 20 .54 + .34

Longmeadow 2.20 7.08 a a 2.29 7.37 a a

Ludlow 1.82 5.21 5.60 +3.78 1.95 5.58 5.60 +3.65

Middlefield

Monson 1.04 1.65 2.25 + .60 1.14 1.81 2.25 + .44

Montgomery

Northampton 3.87 4.18 9.86 +5.99 4.10 4.43 9.86 +5.76

Palmer
Palmer FD #1
Bond svilie
Three Rivers
Thorndike

.71

.19

.43

16

1.05
.32
.51

.36

.90

.69
1.11

- .15

+ .01^
+ .60

b

.75

.21

.44

.17

1.11
.34

.53

,37

.90

.69

1.11

- .21
- .02^

+ .58

b

7
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APPENDIX A

METHODOLOGY FOR DATA COLLECTION AND SUPPLY/DEMAND PROJECTIONS

SOURCES OF DATA

The water supply and demand presented in this report for each conununity was

obtained from several sources, including:

1. "Water Supply Elements" - a series of 1979 questionaires completed by

each municipality and returned to the Massachusetts Division of Water

Resources.

2. The Massachusetts Water Resources Commission/ Division of Water Resources -

river basin studies and demand projections.

3. The Massachusetts Department of Environmental Quality Engineering - annual

municipal consumption reports and distribution system data.

,4. "Water Supply Management and Protection Questionaire" - administered in

personal interviews during 1982 by LPVRPC staff to supplement and update

data contained in the 1979 "Water Supply Elements."

5. Follow-up review and confirmation of data with municipal officials and

consultants.

SUPPLY AND DEMAND SUMMARY AND PROJECTIONS

A water supply and demand summary has been prepared for each community contain-

ing data on total population, population served by public water, per capita

consumption, average daily demand, maximum daily demand, safe yield of supplies,

number of services and meters.

Year
1

FbpulalKXi

1 1
Served

Per Capita
Consump,
IgpcdJ

AviB.Day'

Demand
Imgd]

Max.Day
Demand
Imgd)

MOD/
AOO
Ratio

Safe
Yield

Services Meiers

1980 1

1

1

1990
!

i

2000
i

1

1
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The data was developed using the following methodology:

Population ; The 1980 population data was obtained from the U.S. Census

Bureau. The 1990 cind 2000 population projections were developed by the

Lower Pioneer Valley Regional Planning Commission,

% Population Served ; This figure represents the best possible estimate of

population served by public water presently and in the future, obtained from

municipal water departments and private water companies.

Per Capita Consumption ; Total annual municipal consxjmption figures were ob-

tained from the Department of Environmental Quality Engineering and were divided

by 365 days and then divided by thfe total population served. GPCD » gallons

per capita per day. Per capita consumption was assumed to remain constant
through 1990 and 2000.

Average Day Demand ; Per capita consumption was multiplied by the population
served in 1980 and projected to be served in 1990 and 2000. It should be
noted that these projections are based on population growth only, and do not

attempt to take into account any possible large-scale industrial or commercial
growth.

Maximum Day Demand ; The 1980 MDD figure was obtained from municipal estimates
in the "Water Supply Elements". Based on the 1980 figures, a MDD/ADD ratio was

developed (see below) . The 1990 and 2000 Maxirnxom Day Demand figures were devel-

oped by multiplying the 1990 and 2000 Average Day Demand figures by the MDD/
ADD ratio.

MDD/ADD Ratio ; The 1980 Maximum Day Demand figure was divided by the 1980
Average Day Demand figure to obtain a ratio. This ratio was assumed to be a

constant for each municipality, and was used to develop the 1990 and 2000 Maxi-
mum Day Demand figures.

Safe Yield ; Figures represent best available estimate of the municipal water
department or private water company. Safe yield is generally calculated for
surface water based upon drainage area and reservoir storage area. Safe yield
represents the amount of water which can be safely drawn from a source during
drought conditions. For groundwater, safe yield is generally calculated by
multiplying transmissibility by available water by a safety factor.

NOTE: Safe yield figures for MDC-served communities of Chicopee and Wilbraham
were estimated, based upon: M£>C's transmission line capacity for the
Chicopee Valley Aqueduct of 21 mgd; South Hadley Fire District #l's
contracted MDC pumpage limit of 3.8 mgd; and 1980 Average Day Demand
figures for Chicopee and Wilbraham. The LPVRPC estimates are as follows;

Communities Served by MDC Chicopee Valley Aqueduct

ADD % of Total LPVRPC Est. SY

Chicopee 10,19 mgd 92% 15.8 mgd
Wilbraham .84 8% 1.4

11.03 100% 17.2

South Hadley P.D. #1 (MDC contracted SY) 3.8
Total MDC Chicopee Valley transmission line capacity , 21.0 mgd





Services and Meters ; Data obtained from municipal water departments or private

wdcer companies.

Surplus or Deficit ; Surplus or deficit figures were calculated by subtract-
ing either Average Day Demand or Maximum Day Demand from Safe Yield. For
communities which receive 50% or more of their water supplies from surface
reservoirs / Average Day Demand was subtracted froiu Safe Yield. For communities
which receive 50% or luore of their supplies from groundwater wells, May.iiaum

Day Demand was s'ubtracted from Safe Yield because groundwater sources do not
have sufficient pumping capacity to meet maximum deniands.
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Attachment F (received in office 12/14/82)

Athol CoDservatioD Commission
Menortal BalUlog

ATHOL, MASSACHUSETTS 11331 Not.. 30, 1^52

POSITIOi; PJLPER RE PROPOSALS TO DIVERT 'jUTER FRDK MILLARS OR TULLY
RIVERS TO lU^ViZUT: M. D«C. SUPPLY AT C^UABBIi^ RESEH'VOIR.

The Atbol Conservation CoomipeloQ uoaltersbly opposea anj diver-
elon of water from either the Millers or Tully idvera to augment the
iusbbin Repervolr water atorege. DlTerslone from any other tributary
of the KillerB River 9 re aleo opposed.

Diversion of any water froai the Millers River iaaein would ham-
per the effectivenepe of the aevcn eewage treatment plenta completed
along the river in the le at decede and a half. The (31 scha rge from
theee plente le more esplly applmllated Intn the river with It? nor-
a«l flow, thue elding In the greduel return of the river to a cleaner
ptflte.

The effects of a diversion on the aquifers that currently (and po-
tently lly )pupoly Athol with dr'nVlng v/ster ere not known for certain.
Undoubtedly, pome of the ground w^ter comes frxn the river flow, which
would be adversely effected by c diversion.

A prcllmln8T7 ptudy by the M.D.C. consulting firm examining the
v« ter eupply question has claeslfied Athol sea potcntiol M#D#C. water
wger. t^e believe this la a fallacy conplderlng current com-ru nit

y

growth petternp and water eupfliep. If Athol did eventually have to
tie Into the K.D.C. syptem. It would only be because the X.D.C. re-
duced ground and/or purface water supplies within the town by Itp
propoped diversions.

Another adverse effect of the proposed Millers River diversion
would be the location of the Intake. Thla would be located on a part
of the river that Is pert Df an elght-mlle stretch of elmost unspoiled
natursl beauty. The laposltlon of an Intake facility and accesa road
would be an abomlnctlon In an area under consl ^ere tlon for Scenic River
designation.

The two ittajor Industries In Athol— L# S. Starrett Co., and the
Union Twlfit DrUl division of Litton Industries -have water driven
turbines active on the Millers River. Other hydro-electric fecilltiea
heve been proposed st other points on the river." The propoped dlver-
sione would decrease the effectiveness of current plants, ond Jeopard-
ize any new facilities.

(

i

•Ve believe the Metropolitan District CoT.'nlFeion should piece
more- reliance on conpervstlon and leak detection efforts In its mem-
ber cofCTfiunitles. Even if these efforts should fd.1 short In keeping up
the M.D.C. water supply, there are previously 8b8nd"»ned repervolrs in
the K.D.C. sytem that could be reectlvcted. Etreems eloper to the
Bneton area, such ae the Appabet end Merrlmac Rivers, should be given
serious conpldera tion. , At le^st diversion from puch waters would not
give the State of Connecticut reason to sue the Coniuonweel th in the
w. S. Supreie Court.

VOTED UNANIMOUSLY 11/30/82
I1f)d« ^kevlngton, Secrttiry
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RICHARD A NYLCN
COMMISSIONER MEMORANDUM

To: William Brutsch, Director, WjLiT Division , .\i

Fron-.: Julia B. O'Brien, Director, PlanniiiR Division

Date: June U , 1982

Subj

:

Population Projections II

You have requested a recommendation as to the population projections
to be used as a basis for future planning analysis. As you know, the
1970-1980 U.S. Census was both cont rovers! nl In terms of its accurncy and
significant in terms of a markoi' chaiij^e in growth trends from previous
years. Uhile the 1970-1SL80 population drop may bo an aberration (the
first time since 1790 the area's poptilation dorl incd) , the prospect for
yuwLh to resume at the level of the "Bah\- liooin" years of tlie SO ' s and
60 *s is remote.

The 19S0 information is st ill hein>' analv/od by various research and
ll.mnjn^ groups. Presentation-; were made to thr Mn(' staff l)v the Bor.Lon

\ I' 1 o,:menL Au t hor i r v 1/ (BRA) and the Mc- 1 ri 'pol i t an Area Planning Counci
('jiPC) 10 explain and expand u]-><in thcMr f)t)pu]ation forecasts and work pre-
'i-ared by Metcalf f> Eddv, Inc. for certain Sewer Division studies was
rev : cv.-d

.

The bra's forecast was based on the "1980 OBERS nVA Pxegional Projec-
tions" which did not include tlie 1980 population fip,urcs. It indicates a

growth similar to that of the 1950's and i960's. Economic growth in the
1975-1980 period within the region was one principal factor accounting
for this forecast. Despite such growth, population in the region declined.
EmploNTnent increased by 230,000 during the 1969-1979 period in the MAPC
region while population declined by approximately 130,000.

Pending further refinement and tlie actual trends of 1980 to 1985,
the BR.\ forecast is arguably optimistic.

The MAPC's population forecast has accounted for the many changes
that have occurred during the past decade which affect population growth.
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Tlie principal reason for Lhe decline in the ri-j-ion durLii); lHc lasL decade

was net out-migration. Over 200,000 people left the region in the 1970-

1980 period compared to tlie 20,000 people who left the ref^lon in the

1960-1970 period.

The MAJPC fi^^ures establish n high, preferred and low projections.

The preferred numbers indicate a stabilization of population at current

levels, based on certain assumjit i ons concerning bltli-rate, niigration and

a series of value judgements concerning type of land availability termed

"growth potentila indicators" or GPl's. The High Scries holds all

assumptions except for migration. The MAPC anticipates net migration
to decrease to zero by 1990 and to hold steadv at zero through 2010 in

their High Series forecast. This assumption addresses some of the more
compelling arguments in the BRA analysis.

. Metcalf i Eddy prepared a poi)u]atlon forecast for tlie above mentioned
study which not only is adjiJstod to the 1980 census results, but is very
similar to the total growtli forecast bv the NAPC's High Series. That
work forecasts the population to increase bv tlie year 2010 to the same
level it was at in 1970 for the 51 cities and tn\,nis studied by Metcalf and
liddy. For the 101 cities and towns in the MAP(' region tlic 2010 forecast
is approximately 86,000 higher than the 1970 pniml a c i fn

.

The figures developed in vntfous popu 1 ,i (. i on forec.isls vary widely.
The figures developed in the 208 p ro j cc r i nns inpresnn t a higii growth
trrerasL, the >L\PC Lov; Series a low griiwth - in (act, a ciec 1 i n i u;:.- f u r ocas L .

The ^APC's Preferred Series ro]-)r(.'senLs a no g.rowrh fori-'cast.

For planning purposes, it is necessary for a range ro be used which
is broad enough to arrommodate sovora] possible scenarios occurring over
the next AO vears-

4

It is therefore recommended a range be used with the 208 numbers
at the hi,^^h end and the >'APC Low Scries numbers at tlie low end. Tlie

average of these two numbers will serve as an adequate probable forecast.

For these RPA's which have done post-1980 forerists, it is recommended
the numbers developed be used ns the middle range with high and low

ranges determined by using the same percentage sjiroad /iround the middlp

as for the I-L'kPC member communities' ranges.

For these RPA's without a post-1980 forecist, it is recommended

the 203 numbers be used as the high raiigc. The low range is to be

determined bv using the same perrenLage sjircad h<-Lween the MAPC member

com.munitics ' ranges.
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cc

:

Sal Martorana, Water Division
Pat Corcoran, Water Division^
Marcis Kempe , Water Division

1/ Roston and the MAPC Re^;ior,, Center nf a KrsiirKcni Ni w I'nrJ-'ind,

Population and Employment Projectionr. 1990, 2000, 2010. Boston
Redevelopment Authority, December 21, 19fil.

_2/ Interim Population Forecast 1980-2010, Metropolitan Area Planning
Council, January 1982.

;

4
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^xeca^ii^ ^^^ice (§71^^071?n€n^a/ S'fjpiry^

EDWARD J. KING
Governor

JOHN A. BEWICK
Secretary

STATEMENT OF THE SECRETARY ON

PHASE I REPORT:

MDC WATER SUPPLY STUDY AND EIR - 2020 EOEA 03518

This statement is issued upon conclusion of review of the Phase I Report,
submitted by the MDC in August, 1980. The Phase I report (Basic Services
Report and Technical Appendices), read in conjunction with this Statement
and with my Phase I Scoping Determination issued July 23, 1979,
establishes the issues, limits of investigation, and methodology which will be

followed by the MDC in preparing the required EIR. In general, the Summary
Report and Technical Appendices propose an excellent plan of study. That plan
of study should be carried out, modified, however, in response to public and

agency comments and the following observations.

I. GENERAL COMMENTS, PROCEDURES

A. Future Phasing

1. The Phase I Scoping Memorandum held out the possibility that Phase II

or subsequent reports would be called for prior to the actual preparation of
a Draft EIR. The chief function to be performed by further reports would
have been the narrowing of alternatives to be intensively studied, and the
development of accurate information on demand, present supply, conservation
and leakage repair, in order to accurately size the alternatives to be
studied (although the figure 70 mgd has been used as a working number for
preliminary evaluation purposes that figure will be reexamined as new water
need estimates are developed.)

2. MDC now believes that to prepare an adequate EIR, all alternatives reviewed
to date, except desalination, must be studied. However, as data are accumulated,
certain of these may be eliminated if adequate justification for elimination
can be presented. Adequacy for elimination shall be determined by the
Secretary of EOEA after consultation with the CAC.

Although proceeding directly to an EIR may increase study costs and bulk, it

will perhaps lead more quickly to an adequate final resolution of the issues
concerned. Clearly, the calculation of an actual need for evaluation must
precede much of the work which will go into the Draft EIR. So that this office,
the CAC, concerned agencies and citizens may all have the opportunity to

comment 01^ that need figure, MDC has agreed to make the studies through which
that figure is developed available for review and comment as they are prepared.
They will be sent to MEPA and the CAC, and will be available for review and
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comment by other persons or agencies. Notice of their availability will be

published in the Environmental Monitor and comments which are received by

this office within 45 days after Monitor publication will be forwarded to

the MDC for response as appropriate in the Draft EIR. No hearings will be

held at that time; it is the intent of this procedure to give the MDC and its

consultants the benefit of informed corment on their work output as it is

proceeding.

3. Certain impact assessment would apparently occur after definition of
alignments (e.g., cultural impacts). It will be difficult to do this fully
in a Draft EIR; if such assessment first occurs in a Final EIR, the prob-
ability rises that a Supplemental Final EIR will be necessary to respond to

comments on that assessment. Indeed, the MDC's study contracts should
recognize that a Supplemental Final EIR may in any event be necessary, due to

the breadth and complexity of the underlying issues.

B . Recommended Plan of Study

1. We recommend that studies of conservation and leakage repair, as well as

the safe yield study, be slated for early completion and circulation in

draft form.

2. Steps 2, 3, 4 and 6 on page 18 devote considerable, possibly dispropor-
tionate, attention to potential future user communities. A number of comments
expressed concern that this would predispose the study toward expansion.
This issue should be carefully thought out during development of the Phase II

contract. The results of the demand study sketched out on Summary, pp 22,

23, will be carefully scrutinized in this regard, and will have to be related
to results of the land use study. See paragraph F, infra.

3. Step 8, development of criteria for alternatives, speaks loosely to

something endorsed by the CAC and its chairperson: the application of a

decision-making model. We are not enthuriastic . There are pitfalls in

attempting to quantify and balance risks, uncertainties and qualitative
. judgments. A computer can definitely compare apples and oranges, but that
doesn't ensure validity of the result. In the opinion of this office,
careful scoping and insistence on full and fair response to comments
constitute the state-of-the-art in environmental decision-making.

However, the call for application of a decision-making model does under-
' score the importance of articulating the grounds for decisions on matters

affecting the environment. Ultimately, decisions on the subject of this
EIR should be based on findings which are clearly stated and are supported
by data in the EIR.

C. Captions

This office concurs with the MDC as to the name of the project . ^.Subject
to the approval of signatories to the MOU, it shall henceforth be denominated
"MDC Water Supply Study and EIR-2020". With regard to the recommendations
that Connecticut River and Miller's River diversion alternatives be referred
to as "flood-skimming", this office concurs with the CAC that the term
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"flood-skimming" is both inexact and euphemistic. The term "limited

diversion" appropriately describes those two alternatives. FTnaTly,

subject to the approval of signatories to the MOU, the NCAC shall hence-

forth be denominated "Citizens Advisory Committee on MDC Water Supply"

("WSCAC"),

D. Composition of WSCAC

1. This office agrees that new members, representing other potentially . -

affected areas, should be asked to sit on the CAC. It appears that members
should represent at least the following geographic interests:

^Connecticut River Valley
Plymouth County*
Merrimack Area*
Ipswich River Basin ^x:?s.-rtro ^cJ'.crv:

Sudbury Watershed
Neponset Watershed

^,>,JL''^ '^Charles River Watershed
" - MDC Users

L-E. Massachusetts areas not served by MDC
including potential users.

I

2. The CAC is requested to review past attendance records and identify
vacant seats. Nominations to fill these seats will be sought from the -v-

MDC, CAC, from local authorities, through notification in the Enyjj^MO^Jlial
'""^

Monitor , and through discussions with interested groups. Groups with m;-^-^

prospective nominations, or those interested in serving, should write to the
MEPA Unit at the Executive Office of Environmental Affairs. It must be
stressed that CAC membership is arduous and time-consuming.

3. After responses are received from the Monitor notice MEPA will consult with
the present CAC and MDC regarding the membership of the broadened committee.
Equitable representation of affected areas will be sought. However, all

present members deemed active by the present CAC will be retained as members
even if this may give more seats to the Connecticut River area. These
members have demonstrated their energy and willingness to serve. The en-

larged committee will greatly benefit from their knowledge of water issues.

E. Desalination Alternative

This office agrees with the MDC that in view of the disproportionate cost,
energy-intensiveness , and severe coastal impacts of the desalination alternative,
it appears to. bea wholly unfeasible alternative. However, in view of the compre-
hensive and long-term nature of ttiis study, the MDC should include in the DEIR the
analysis which has been done to date. Should significant advances in desalinatior
technology be made in the future, this would serve as a basis for reconsideration
of the option by MDC.

* Members representing Plymouth and Merrimack interests have recently been
appointed to existing vacancies.
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F. Conservation/Demand Management

Several persons have argued that conservation and demand management/
leakage repair should not be reviewed as separate alternatives, but should
be regarded as preconditions to access to any new water supply. All

persons, including the MDC, agree that both strategies must be explored
and implemented wherever feasible. The task of the conservation study is

to determine what measures are available, how they can be implemented and

what they would yield. From a range of conservation programs and "yields",
a selected conservation level should be applied to total system needs. Costs,

impacts, institutional and legal requirements should be addressed for each

strategy.

G. Potential Users

1. Several comments have expressed concern at suggestions that the report wiV^
study potential new users. Such study should not be proscribed; that would ?

be short-sighted, in view of the accelerating problem of contamination of

local ground water supplies. However, an alternative policy exists, of

protecting local supplies. This should be examined in the land use section.

2. A chronology of the growth of the MDC supply system should be presented,
including relevant statutory references. This should clarify the distinction
between rights of those users within ten miles of the Statehouse and those
10-15 miles out. The brief history in Water News (9/80) is a good beginning
for this effort.

3. Senator Amick has suggested (9/22) that a partial withdrawal of user
communities from the MDC system might be a possible response to short-falls.
This constitutes another way of looking at reactivation of abandoned
supplies, in which the reactivation would be by user communities rather
than by the MDC as a whole. The EIR should address the feasibility of such

a course, incl uding whether it would be cost-effective to subsidize such
reactivation to bring new water costs down to the cost previously charged by

the MDCf

U. Land Use

1. Direct land use impacts of each alternative. Assess.

2. Indirect land-use impacts of water supply augmentation.

a. Study Area, potential new users of MDC water; current partial
users expected to increase their demand for MDC water.
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b. Subject matter of study.

1. Identify existing local sources of water supply;
identify potential future local sources of water supply.

2. Identify land now legally restricted from development in order
to protect existing or potential local sources of supply.

3. Survey local regulatory constraints (e.g. large-lot zoning,
subdivision drainage regulations, local sanitary regulations more
stringent than Title V, earth removal by-laws, open space acquis-
ition programs, flood plain and wetland zoning) which may operate,
to protect existing or potential water supplies, and assess the

relationship those constraints have to identified supplies in each
study community.

4. Identify, based upon discussions with local officials, areas
which are not buildable, due to a lack of water. •

I. Socioeconomic Impacts

MEPA does not confer jurisdiction over socioeconomic impacts, but should the

preferred alternative eventually require a federal EIS (e.g., through Corps of

Engineers or FERC permits), such issues will have to be addressed. As

clarified by Water News (9/80) (which contains some material neither in the

Summary nor in the Technical Appendices), data collection for these impacts
will occur under land use, demand, and demand management study tasks. This
is acceptable, but care must be given to ensure that issues needing to be

addressed do not get lost or inadequately addressed due to confusion arising
from discussions in various places. For instance. Summary , p. 46 states there
are inadequate data to assess impacts on recent development of former supply
reactivation, but the following paragraph declares that land use data on

supply reactivation are adequate.

J. Significance of Impacts

Many comments have taken exception to the judgment (Summary, pp 16, 26, 39)

that significant impacts are only those which are outside the normal variation
of the system being studied. We agree. For example, the impact on floodplain
species along the Connecticut River should not be considered insignificant
just because the change in flood stage in the river due to diversion lies
within the normal variation in stage of the river. The study should quantify
the magnitude of the change and assess what impact this would cause on the
given indicator species and report these impacts in the EIR.

Ultimately, after these impacts are understood, the MDC and the public will
be in a position to weigh the significance of those impacts against impacts
of other alternatives and against demonstrated need.

K. Legal Issues

1. It is understood that the engineering and environmental studies will
examine legislated limits set on amount and timing of diversions of the
Connecticut River in the Northfield alternative. If these studies suggest
that different limits are called for, the legal section should discuss the
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process of getting existing legislative limits changed. Clarification of a

pumping regime is necessary to the analysis of the Connecticut River

diversion alternative.

2. Similarly, pricing will be studied as a demand management technique. If

this study shows pricing to be a promising conservation tool, legal

issues involved, including both changing MDC's present wholesale pricing
system and setting consumer rates, should be examined.

L. Relationship with Sudbury Reservoir Water Treatment Study

The Sudbury Citizen's Advisory Committee has requested clarification of the

relationship between this MDC Water Supply Study and EIR, EOEA No. 03518, and

the Sudbury Reservoir Water Treatment Plant EIR, EOEA No. 03621. A Scope for
- the latter was issued Janaury 22, 1980. No Draft EIR has been filed.

In the Memorandum of Understanding establishing the NCAC, and in the ENF

for EOEA No. 03518, a Sudbury alternative was identified as one of the alterna-
tives to be studied. That alternative is expected to receive the same level

of effort as other alternatives being considered in the 03518 EIR.

In view of the existing role of the Sudbury Reservoir in the M.W.D., though,

including its pass-through use on an emergency basis, the ENF for EOEA 03621 was

received by this office for review at the end of 1979, proposing the construc-
tion of a water treatment plant at the Sudbury Reservoir. That plant would '-^

treat an average of 20 mgd. The Sudbury alternative of the Water Supply Study
would look at 45 mgd.

After review of EOEA No. 03621, this office issued the Scope for the Sudbury
EIR. That Scope, in recognition of the ongoing "Northfield" studies, provided
that certain essential elements of the Sudbury EIR including need and conserva-
tion might be studied as part of the "Northfield" EIR. It identified as

al ternati ves

:

No Build
Proposed Project
Water Conservation Leakage and Repair and Usage of Local Supplies*, and
Abandonment of the Upper Sudbury as a Water Supply.

This listing of alternatives entailed a decision that the Sudbury Study and

the MDC Water Supply Study were not coterminous. Although we will require the
Sudbury study, together with any incorporated portions of the "Northfield" study
to stand on its own as an adequate EIR, it does not now appear that completion
of review of EOEA 03518 will be necessary as a precondition to MEPA compliance
for EOEA 03621

.

*(i.e., abandoned surface or ground water sources; other ground water supplies) ^
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M. Further Questions on Summary •--• )-:,'

1. P. 26. We do not believe land-use data are adequate to address the results d
the no-build.

2. Acid Rain. The importance of this issue is only beginning to be understood
and should be examined where relevant to water quality of supply sources.

3. Watershed Management. To the topics listed in Summary, p. 40, must be added

the question of potential microclimatic effects of a watershed management program

on regional rainfall. It is expected that literature search or interviews,
focusing on reforestation/desertification efforts in recent decades, will suffice

to determine whether such effects are possible. If they cannot be ruled out,

the scope and indirect effects of altered rainfall shall have to be assessed.

II. DETAILED COMMENTS ON SUMMARY AND TECHNICAL APPENDICES

A. Demand /Use . .

1. Technical Appendix A, page 11 (hereafter, "p. A-11"). The extrapolation
until 2020 will utilize 1980 census data as soon as they are available. In

view of the unreliability of such projections, the statement of underlying
assumptions will be reviewed with particular interest. We understand that the

extrapolation on page A-22 relates only to sanitary water use.

2. P. A-17. The DEIR will further explain the projections on agricultural
water use.

3. P. A-38-39. The proposed methodology for filling gaps is excellent.

4. P. A-103. The study (Sumnary, p. 21) would assess demand of some Connec-

f ticut user cities. New Hampshire and Vermont demand should be assessed as

.j.'- well based on existing state and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers estimates of
future population and need, including projected direct industrial withdrawals

' and power generation flow requirements.

5. P. A-105, q. 27; p. A-15; Water News , 9/80, p. 2 col. 2. It is understood
that outdoors usage in drought years must be studied for its bearing on rise
in demand when supply is down, and its implications for conservation strategies.
Increased withdrawals during drought years shall be programmed into the safe
yield model

.

B. Safe Yield

1. The preliminary explication of yield methodology was valuable to this office.
It raised, however, several issues, which have been further defined in discussion
with MDC.

The MEPA office accepts the consultants' definition of safe yield which
adequately makes the point that many versions of safe yield are possible; the
version chosen must simply set forth clearly its underlying assumptions. It
is sufficiently clear that, as defined in this study, safe yield carries no
implication as to safety for the environment - in fact, such a view (urged by
Dane, 9-16-80) would lead toward greater subjectivity, and away from the factual
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measurement and appraisal of specific impacts which this office believes to

necessary.

2. The explication of safe yield was not to "an unnecessarily complex level"

(6-117). Complete precision and clarity are essential in expounding both safe
yield theory and the numbers which are developed.

3. According to the Technical Appendix, "failure" of the system, as a term of

art, is not the drying up of a pipe, but is for this study the inability of the
system to replace a specified quantity of water delivered (above a specified
quality), in a given month. It may be that in time of drought system "failure",
as thus understood, is an acceptable result - indeed, the MDC's present system
has repeatedly "failed" in this sense of exceeding its safe yield, in recent
history. The consequences of such failures, and failure frequency, must be

evaluated in considering augmentation of supply. The MDC has agreed that its

DEIR will discuss, in the light of the safe yield figure to be developed, the

failure rate and characteristics of the current MDC system back to and including

the 1960's drought.

f u-t"-
' 4, The limitations of the probability analysis presented (pp. B-4 - B-12)

_^c-- .1 must be recognized. Failure can only be predicted to the extent that the

ia"^?;
, I

past 50 years of historical rainfall data are representative of the next 50 year

"^l' J^^'
,
.^^-'^

^

./ 5. Several comments have urged that ground water examination should not be

'''''V '-

r

a'-^^*
limited to sources within 15 miles of the statehouse and Plymouth aquifer. ^

'"""Ay [^'^y' The purpose of the MDC long-range water supply study is to serve its present
users. Many comments have been received from those who believe the MDC should

'0 not seek water outside its own service area. MDC's focus on searching for
new groundwater sources only within its own 15-mile district is appropriate.
However, it is understood that for communities identified as "potential" users

both surface and ground water supplies will have been studied.

J
A strategy of holding and protecting abandoned supplies as auxiliaries, to

^^^r(x*^'' X''
brought on line at time of particular need, should be examined. It should

P be remembered that, as is to be developed by the safe yield study, potentially

, v^^' .^^i more costly increases in supply are only needed when supplies are low. Pro-

(^Z*^' c,u^''!^r? tection of abandoned supplies may have pricing advantages in that the systems

'.-f.' are in place, and the high marginal cost of water only is incurred at times of

r,^ r.,0' drought, when the present system does not meet demand.

6. p. B-35. The MDC has since stated what was perhaps implicit, that the

S jt* safe yield study will generate safe yield figures for the current system. This

A ^ y> should be compared and/or contrasted with current MDC safe yield figures for
v^'^ 0\' J^vj the same system.

, „
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C. Demand Management/Conservation

1. In general, this office believes that the demand management/conservation
study does not go far enough. There is a body of opinion that it is an

obligation of the MDC to supply alT demand in user communities, and that supply

must increase to meet demand. In other arenas in modern life - e.g., energy
supply - that proposition is under increasing attack, and the converse -

that supply may be limited, to force reduction in demand - is accepted by many.

Certainly, unnecessary usage of water(supply side leakage, valve leakage on

the user-side) should be curtailed. Ultimately, where voluntary efforts and

pricing strategies are ineffective, limitation of supply may be the most potent
means to affect ultimate user patterns, as' member communities facing potential

supply constraints, could be far more effective in implementing demand reduc-
tion measures. Thus, supply curtailment - its effects, how it could be planned fo

and how and whether it could be carried out - is an alternative that must be

studied in the demand management section. .

.

2. The Draft EIR should estimate water lost through domestic leakage. It is

understood that the figure is high. Although the MDC presently has no

mechanism for requiring domestic leak repair, if the figure warrants it,

remedial programs could be required of user communities.

3. We call attention to the good points made by the Special Legislative
Commission on Water Supply and Dr. Sackett on the pricing/economics of the
conservation alternative.

D . Leakage/Unmetered Water '

.

\' /

1. An important point is brought out; that repair of any leak which can be

detected may save money. Further analysis of the economic consequences and
the underlying assumptions of the analysis as it appears in the technical
memorandum will be made in the DEIR. We understand the lack of funds is the
major obstacle to an expanded leakage control program. The Draft EIR should
provide cost estimates of leakage repair in both the MDC system and user
communities and describe current leak detection and repair programs and their .

current levels of funding.

2. We note that the 250 gpd/mi/in constant used as an undetectable leakage ^

constant, tends tobea subjective value based on the experience of water-works
officials. In view of the importance of identifying the portion of un-
recoverable leakage water within total leakage, further assessment of this
constant would be appropriate In the DEIR.

1

As noted by Sackett, regarding Summary p. 29, the current lack of MDC •
'

|

responsibility for local leakage repair does not obviate the necessity for i

assessment of leakage losses in local distribution systems. We do recognize
the point made in Water News (9/80, p. 5 col. 3,4) that a certain amount of
new leakage will constantly occur.
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" 3. The DEIR should consider the role of ongoing pipe replacement programs in ^
the reduction of unaccounted-for losses. It should also consider the effects

of advanced system age on acceleration of leakage losses in older MDC communities

4. The accuracy of MDC and community meters should be reviewed in the EIR, as

bearing on usage reduction.

_ *
• • - 'C;c->

' 5V The DEIR should consider the potential for reducing consumption through PRV

installation programs at the municipal level. Include assessment of cost and

potential returns.

^^J Leakage is to be studied in existing users and potential new user communities
Where a potential user would only be serviced under one of the alternatives (be-

cause it lies on the route that alternative would follow), leakage need not be

studied until that route is chosen as a preferred alternative. This qualifica-
-.tion also applies to Land Use, para., supra .

^ ~
~ EJ

' Preliminary Engineering '

1. The scoping memorandum directed that preliminary costs be reported for all
'.

^ alternatives. This was done neither in Table 19 nor elsewhere in the Preliminary

... Engineering report. The Draft EIR must do so. Breakdowns should be given for

../^ construction costs, for O&M excluding energy and for energy showing two energy
cost assumptions: present costs and a figure of two times present costs.

2. Leakage control, conservation and watershed management will also have to ^
be cos ted out.

3. Energy cost information must be reported for all applicable alternatives
. . both in kwh and present dollars. Analysis should be made of possible future

^

" ' loss of off-peak pricing economies (e.g., if nuclear power can no longer be

used) and notation made to that effect when comparing the overall cost of

alternatives. Similarly, possible earnings from power generation should factor
in the effects of changing base power fuels. The discussion should elaborate

, on the energy losses inherent in pumped-storage generation. Apparently (p E-15),

^''^^j'^ I three kilowatts are expended for every kilowatt recovered.

4. This section, properly, addressed costs of treatment, if required. In pre-

, . paring the Draft EIR, the MDC will now have to resolve the question of what
'.\ treatment will be required for the various alternatives. Although the Water

Quality report (g) discusses data collection, it unfortunately says nothing
of how those data will be used to make decisions on whether treatment is

required, and at what level.

5. ' The Merrimack discussion was ambiguous (p 28) as to the river's capacity
to sustain 210 mgd withdrawals. This should be resolved, after which the
Draft EIR should respond to the issue of whether or not the need foreseen for

the MDC ultimately to turn to the Merrimack for water supply argues in favor
of its doing so now, for a lower cost in the long run.
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6. In response to the comment of Representative Saltmarsh (10/08/80), we note

that the Merrimack alternative does address a pipeline parallel to 1-93.

7. P. E-64. The report should also address the advisability of requiring a

larger safety zone than the 400 foot rninimum. How far would^ cones of in-

fluence of the wells extend? •
c

,, i^o-, ^.^^

8. P. E-66. The impact of ground water withdrawals on current or future land

users will also have to be addressed .rs \ ^

'^C'f^ The Draft EIR shall contain a rough-cut engineering assessment of the feasi-

]ND^lity of utilization of non-potable water as a means of reducing potable water

/needs. 1 . ^r-r

10. Among sources which should be examined are large privately owned (e.g.

by industry) wells in the Metropolitan Water District. Information should be

gathered on these supplies during the making of the detailed demand study.

F. Water Quality kpj -y-

1. As noted above, although this report states issues (e.g.,'G-19, G-35), it

J
,

says nothing about how they are to be investigated. By consequence, the Draft
EIR will be more difficult to prepare.

2, The Draft EIR shall evaluate the effects of the Millers alternative on

the feasibility of potential hydropower generation by MMWEC at the. Millers
I, II, III, IV and V sites. See the Mr-I^.^EC comment (10/2/80) for specifics.
To meet water quality standards and not harm anadromous fish restoration programs
new hydro plants have operating constraints which favor high-flow power genera-
tion - thus, there is an inherent conflict with high-flow diversion. What is

the maximum loss in hydropower potential that would result from a Millers
diversion? The Draft EIR should report MMWEC's appraisal of the likelihood
of hydro development at those sites, as of the time the Draft is written.

3. The Division of Water Pollution Control (9/24/SO) and the Town of Amherst
(9/23/80) disagree regarding the need for assessment of impacts on Connecticut
River water quality. This issue should be carefully considered by the MDC,

G . Ecology/Water Quality \ '
'.

,

.

The phase I report indicates that significance of impacts is to be determined
by assessing whether or not the alternative under consideration would produce
a variation in stage, flow or other parameters that would exceed the normal

.

variation of the system. Although this might be a reasonable indicator of
general magnitude of impact, this criterion should not be used to determine
whether analysis of a given parameter will be made where a measurable change
occurs. The effects on given indicators shall be analyzed and reported.

The consultant should discuss with Professor Burk his September 18, 1980
correspondence, which questions the adequacy of existing data on succession
vegetation, introduction of "alien" species to agricultural lands, and the
effects of reduced flooding on floodplain agricultural lands along the Connecticu
River. If a water level change will occur, phenology of existing vegetative
species should be investigated to see if life cycles will be interrupted.
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Assessment of impacts should be based on the tolerance of each species to

change 'in its environment rather than the magnitude of that change.

The list of indicator organisms appears to omit the benthic community, a

step in the fish food chain. The MDC should consider utilization of the

Plecopteric as an indicator group, species to be determined by the methods
used to establish existing indicator species.

The introduction of alien species, particularly the Sea Lamprey into Quabbin
and potentially the waters below Quabbin, has been identified as a very real

possibility given diversion from the Connecticut System. This issue must
be thoroughly addressed including, but not limited to, life history, poten-
tial for establishing a land-locked species, measures to prevent introduction
and the probability of successful prevention.*

Although the Division of Water Pollution Control has indicated that the

withdrawals from the Connecticut or Millers Rivers will not alter the water
quality standards of these waterways to below their "B" Classification, the

general change in quality should be assessed. The effect of these diverted
waters should be studied to determine their impact on the Quabbin. Degradation
of water quality in Quabbin could have significant ecological impacts that

must be assessed in Phase II.

Determining maintenance and propagation of populations within the areas

affected by the withdrawals seems to be an inadequate measure of the overall

health of the population. Potential for growth or succession should be assess?^
with respect to the proposed action.

The assessment of ecological impacts should cover the entire year and not

only winter and spring since withdrawals are based on minimum flow criteria
which would occur at any time of year.

Nuclear power plants are known to discharge low levels of radiation to the

cooling waters. The levels may be judged safe for drinking water, however,

these levels and the potential for increased levels due to accident or other
means should be addressed in the report.

Mitigative measures should be specified and the report should identify
whether the radiation in the water is alpha, beta, or gamma radiation.

X
In all discussions of water quality the aim seems to be to provide water

that meets the standards with the minimum necessary treatment. With regard
to Quabbin, this would mean that treatment would be accompl ished by dilution ^>-\:-

or other natural cleansing by the reservoir, or at best, would result in v\
minimum quality water being introduced into the reservoir. x \ A ^

' -v

* In addition, the WSCAC has recently pointed out (Sackett, 2/21/81) the pdssibil

of anadromous fish entrainment, interfering with restoration programs. This

issue should be addressed as well.
^.^^jjjJ
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The watershed Management Alternative should address the issue of increased

turbidity as well as nutrient introduction. The temperature aspect of this

alternative should also be discussed.
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